


Clean and comfortable 

when we ship it 

when you store it 

Our computer tape is clean and 
error-free. We think that our supe
rior cleaning process makes it cleaner 
than anybody else's, but of course we're 
prejudiced. Point is, to be computer tape at 
all, it has to be clean and free from dropouts. 

But we don't stop at merely making clean tape; we make sure that 
it gets to you clean and that you can keep it clean. Here's how: 

Our exclusive environmental shipper which we call the Tape-Safe 
keeps dust out and your tape "clean and comfortable." Clean, because 
the polystyrene foam won't shed like cardboard; comfortable, because 
it cushions the tape in transit against shock and damaging fluctuations 
of temperature and humidity. Best of all, it's free with your minimum 
order of Ampex tape for I BM ar~ 18M-compatible computers. 

Then, for the only sure protection 
in storage, we pack our tape in a 

unique all-plastic canister. It keeps tape 
clean because it cannot generate contam-

ination and its positive seal prevents outside 
dirt from getting in; comfortable because it pro

tects against shock and humidity. This canister is even encased inan 
airtight poly bag during shipment. From then on, it's up to you. 

FREE! If you'd like a few suggestions on how to keep tape clean, 
write Tape-Safe, Ampex Corpora
tion, 401 Broadway, Redwood City, I AM PEX I 
California 94063, for a copy of our . . 
TR EN DS Bulletin No. 12, "Care Career opportunities? Write Box D, 
and Storage of Computer Tape." Redwood City, California 94064. 
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· .. at your fingertips 
for the finest 24-bit 
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Every wCOMP DDP-124 includes 253 field-proven 
software programs, FORTRAN IV compiler with Boolean 
capabilities, compatible symbolic assembler . ~ . and 
more. That's a lot of 24-bit software strength at your 
fingertips to help solve your programming problems. 

Hardware? DDP-124 features IIC wPAC logic modules 
for high reliability, high performance, high speed at low 
cost ... and its specs make it an ideal computer for 
flight simulation, message switching, physics research. 
radar tracking, data acquisition, scientific computation. 
missile tracking, impact prediction. 

Interested in the finest 24-bit IIC computer? Write today 
for new DDP~ 124 brochures with complete software 
listing. Honeywell, Computer Control Division, Old 
Connecticut Path, Framjngham, Massachusetts 01701. 

Honeywell 
Q COMPUTER CONTROL 
~ DIVISION 
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Before 
we announced the 

GE-400 time-sharing 
. system ... 

. . 

We delivered one. 

~ Information 'W Systems 

GE-400 
Time-Sharing 
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So we have positive proof that the new GE-420 time-sharing system 
can be delivered fast ... put on~line fast ... up and running fast. 
We can do it for you, too. 

This first member of a family of GE-400 time-sharing systems can handle 
30 communication lines simultaneously. This means you can serve 200 or 
more people using 100 remote terminals wherever telephone lines can 
reach. 

Scientists and engineers report that ti.me-sharing has increased their 
productivity by 50 to 500 percent. The GE-420 gives them e'xceptionally 
fast floating point hardware and the industry's best FORTRAN IV 
compiler for a medium-scale business/scientific machine. 

Training is easy. In less than a day, your people can be using' 
BASIC, the simplest of a:1 computer languages. It uses 
familiar English words, so learning time is fast even 
though the language is surprisingly powerful. ,.....;JI~ 

Extended BASIC will be availabl~ soon, making the \--
system more powerful than ever before. 

.....-........ --
Each program can have 10,000 words of core storage. €) 
Response time is better because two programs reside 
in-core simultaneously, not just one. This lets you overlap 
computation with disc input/output. 

One of the system's strongest points is that you don't always have to use the 
system for time-sharing. Merely change the mode and you have full batch processing 
capability. 

Get in on the ground floor now, while fast delivery is still available. Call your GE 
Information Systems Sales Representative or write General Electric, Room 912, 2721 
N. Central Avenue, Phoenix, Arizona' 85004. 290·10 
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See us at booth #214-215 FJCC, Anaheim 

THE REAL PRICE OF MAGNETIC 
TAPE IS ITS FAILURE COSTS ON 
THE COMPUTER - NOT ITS 
PURCHASE PRICE. 

pass tells 
you how good the 
ta'pe is. You can 
set standards for 
"go·no·go" test. 

INTRODUCING THE NEW CT -100 
gets your tape as clean as possible - lets you 
know just how good it is. Here's what this 
revolutionary new system will do. 

*1. The Cybe-Tester can test simultaneously for 
signal dropouts - adjustable from 20 - 80% 
threshold. 

2. Write skips - preset threshold at 32% -
(computer operating level). 

3. Skew errors -- adjustable for proper density. 
*4. 7 channels, 556 bpi or 800 bpi. 

5. 9 channels, 800 bpi or 3200 fci. 
6. Full-surface (5/4 head) 800 bpi or 3200 fci. 

The Cybe-Tester will indicate: 
*1. How many signal dropouts. 
2. How many write skips. 
3. How many skew errors. 

*4. Location of each error. 
*5. Tape length in feet. 

You determine the ,tape specifications. 
1. How many errors are acceptable (error 

counter). 
2. What channel format (7,9,5/4). 
3. What density (556, 800, 3200). 
4. What repairs to make (from chart and 

counter). 
5. You take the proper action (tape OK - tape 

,needs' repair - replace tape). 

*Basic machine. 

Want more information? Write or caIl. 

m:III CYBETRONICS INC. l!I!J 132 Calvary St., Waltham, Mass. (617) 899·0012 
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Can scientists 
and businessmen 

be happy with 
the same computer? 

Ask. about a GE-400 

~ Information 
\.f!JfJ Systems 

Many installations have proved the GE-400 can handle engineering and scientific 
problems as easily as business problems. This growing list of features shows you why: 

• FORTRAN IV- the GE-400's come complete with one of the industry's best FORTRAN IV 
GE-400 Systems compilers for a medium scale machine. It has optimum compilation and execution speed . 

• Floating point hardware - the GE-400's exceptionally fast floating point hardware has a . 
price/performance ratio that invites comparison. 

• Extended memory - memory has been expanded on the GE-400's in multiples of 16k to a peak of 131,072 
words. You can now handle more complex problems and run them concurrently. 

• 48 bit floating point number - gives you II-plus digits of precision - the four additional you really need. 

• Engineering software - basic math routines plus a wide range of application systems are available now. 

So you see the GE-400's don't just mean business. They now offer you the broadest capabilities available 
today on a medium scale information system - all the way from everyday business runs to complex 
scientific problems. 

To learn more about how you can grow with a GE-400, contact your General Elect'ric Information Systems 
Sales Representative. Or writ"e General Electric, Room 912, 2721 North Central, Phoenix, Arizona 85004. 

290-08 
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TAPE EDGE COMPARISON 

BRANDA BRANDB BRANDe 

.' ...... --.... ' , .................. ~ ................... , . y 
EXCLUSIVE TYPICAL 

PRECISION S,LlTTING INDUSTRY SLITTING 

pici< your computer tape 
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HOW THESE PHOTOGRAPHS 
WERE MADE 

1. The two ends of the tape 
were inserted into a plexi
glass tube. 

2. The tube was then filled 
with epoxy and allowed to 
cure. 

3. When completely cured, the 
cylinder was put on a lathe. 

4. The ends of the cylinder 
were then polished in several 
stages until the required 
smoothness was achieved. 

5. The edges were then pho
tographed under a microscope 
using a parallel light source, 
eliminating shadows which 
might result in undefined tape 
edges. 

D You have probably never worried about how your computer tape looks in cross
section, but believe it or not, it's an angle worth considering. 
D The unretouched photos above are representative cross-section views (at approx
imately 500X) of three leading "premium" tape brands, together with Computron's 
new TVP2. 

D You can see at a glance that, of the four specimens, only TVP2 displays a clean, 
rectangular edge. Why is this important? Primarily because in this way TVP2 greatly 
reduces the possibility of error-producing edge debris. 
D When oxide overhang is present, small fragments are almost certain to break off 
in use. With a non-rectangular cut there is uneven edge wear between the oxide and 
backing, weak spots develop and the edges fracture and chip. This means an in-

. creased probability of dropouts, both transient and permanent. 

D In addition to solving the debris problem TVP2's clean, uniform edges result in 
skew characteristics which rival those of master skew tapes. 
D TVP2's exceptional edges are the result of an exclusive new Computron slitting 
technique.'. _ another important factor in the Total Value Performance of this ex
ceptional new tape. 
D Consider it the nexttime you select computer tape. 

~ COMPUTRON INC 
CROSBY DRIVE, BEDFORD, MASSACHUSETTS 01730 
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TEN YEARS OF PROGRESS? by R. L. Patrick. A recollection of in
terests, accomplishments, and problems 10 years ago, and how they compare 
with the situation today. 

THE DATAMATION DECADE, by Lowell Amdahl. Record the history 
of a growing industry - including the bumper year, 1960 - in monthly capsules, 
and what do you have? 

OLD MYTHS & NEW REALITIES IN BUSINESS APPLICATIONS, 
by Robert V. Head. There a~e forces of change at work in the field of 
industry systems that may fundamentally alter the established methodologies. 

CHANGING ROLE OF CONSULTANTS, by Howard Bromberg. 
I ncreasing in number, consultants no longer ;ust help to get a system on the 
air. TTietr function, greatly expanded, also calls for more savvy. 

THE RECEDING FUTURE, by Ascher Opler. Computer people feel at 
home with microseconds but, when it comes to months or years, their powers 
of calculation fail. 

SUPERKOMPUTER DELAYS, by T. J. Baud. Just in time for the 10th 
anniversary issue, we have received by plainclothes messenger a copy of the 
Kludge Komputer Korp.'s latest confidential marketing directive. 

PROGRAM BUDGETING, by Charles' J. Hitch. Within the canons 
of economy andetJiciency, how· to plan for the ob;ectives using the available 
resources. 

VIRTUAL MEMORY AND PAGING,.by Ivan Flores. Part II of a two
part tutorial article examining virtual memory and using the 360/67 and CDC 
3300 for illustrations. 

THE WRINKLED RED CARPET, by John Willett. Recruitment for 
programmers faces a national shortage of 55,000. The interview had better 
be a good one. 

JOB-SHOP SIMULATOR, by Richard B. Black. An example of using 
a small system for long-range planning in a business sub;ect to constant shifts 
of product mix. 

LARGE SCIENTIFIC DATA FILES, A Conference Report. 

INSTRUCTIONAL SYSTEM SEMINAR IN CHICAGO, A Conference 
Report. 

73 PL/I IN THE UNITED KINGDOM. 
127 FIVE COMPUTERS FROM BURROUGHS. New processors, upward 

compatible with the B2500, 3500, and 5500, are the B6503, 6504, 
6506, 7504 and 7506. 
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Our new CRT computer terminal makes all other graphics systems suddenly look like 
Theda Bara vamping Rudolph Valentino. Nostalgic, maybe, but very, very obsolete. 0 WE JUST 

OBSOLETED 
EVERYBODY 

The difference is that the Adage Graphics Terminal is a fully-integrated 
general-purpose system. It has its own internal computer and is delivered 

complete with operating software for communicating with the remote central 
computer and for local image control and console I/O. 0 Hybrid processing 

techniques exclusive with Adage (our Ambilog 200 hybrid computer is standard 
in every terminal) produce dynamic displays of 3-dimensional objects which really 

move continuously. Pictures are bright and clear. Even complex images don't 
. flicker. 0 You can start with the Model 10 Graphics Terminal at $75,000, and get 4K of 

ELSElS 30-bitcore memory, CRT console, and Dataphone interfacetothe central computer.D Foraround 
$250,000 the top-of-the-line Model 50 buys you 16K of core, extended arithmetic capability, 

and disk memory for local storage of image and program libraries. The console has a 

COMPUTER full complement of operator's controls for image transl.ation, rotation, and scaling. 
Options include a hard copy display recorder and an analog input tablet. 0 Would 
you like a demonstration? In your office? Write David Sudkin, Manager of Marketing 

GRAPHICS Services, at Adage, Inc., 1079 Commonwealth Avenue, Boston, Mass. 02215, on 
your company letterhead. We will send you a 16mm demonstration film showing 

• the system in action. 0 The movie is on us. You bring the popcorn. 

CIRCLE 9 ON READER CARD 
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In case you missed our first test, 
here's another chance to find out if 

you belong at esc 
1. How do you think a software firm can help 

contain the information explosion? 
(a) By trying to keep half the junk from 

being published in the first place. 
(b) A lot more than half. 
(c) First get rid of the information gap. 
(d) By hiring me. 

2. How would you speed up program writing? 
(a) As a senior programmer, I think you 

can quickly check the program logic by whip
ping up a lot of good test data for trial runs. 

(b) As a lead programmer, I think there's 
just too much testing and de-bugging going on. 
If the flow charts are right in the first place, 
much of that stuff wouldn't be necessary. 

(c) As a senior programmer, I knew he'd 
say that. 

3. In a recent issue of COSMOPOLITAN, Helen Gur
ley Brown exhorted her girl readers to become 
programmers and make $15,000 after 5 years. 
What do you think about that? 

(a) O.K., if they promise to keep lipstick 
off the flow charts and nail polish off the tapes. 

(b) Helen Gurley who? 
(c) Good, I prefer working with women. 

Men complain a lot, thrive on gossip and are 
too unreliable. 

(d) Ask me again in five years. 

4. An exciting project to me is: 
(a) A problem everybody avoids because of 

fear it can't be done. 
(b) A problem everybody avoids because it 

really can't be done. 
(c) Working with Helen Gurley Brown. 

5. I think a professional is: 
(a) One who doesn't get shook when dead

lines are leaning all over his back. 
(b) An expert who, together with other 

leaders in the field, works on nothing but his 
expertise. 

(c) A person who works alone, makes a lot 
of money, but never advertises. 

(d) One who picks better cities for Joint 
Computer Conferences. 

6. You can measure the quality of a senior staffby: 
(a) How long they're gone for lunch. 
(b) How close they work with junior staff. 
( c) The stock options. 
(d) How good-looking their secretaries are. 

7. Which makes you grit your teeth the most? 
(a) Someone trying to get a copyright on 

a program that was dead two years ago. 
(b) Clowns who insist on smoking in the 

computer room. 
(c) The same guys who leave covers off 

tape reels. 
(d) Someone who replys, ~~I'm 90% done" 

when you ask him how his program is coming. 

S. What's the future of time-sharing? 
(a) It will absorb the expressions ~~on-line," 

~~multi-processing," ~~multi-programming," and 
~~multiple access." Then we can get rid of these 
foggy terms. 

(b) It will reach out to every home, and 
will probably be in a pastel colored unit with 
chimes and a night light. 

(c) I hope it will involve everyone but 
authors of papers on time-sharing. 

9. If I had the time, I would like "to program: 
(a) The orchestrations of Lawrence Welk. 
(b) The behavior of a close girl friend. 
(c) The paintings of Pablo Picasso. 
(d) Other. 

10. Lately, the information sciences has practically 
become synonomous with: 

(a) CPU (b) CATV (c) CRT (d) CSC 

Choose your answers carefully; although 
your first reaction is frequently correct. 
Mark them clearly on the card and send them 
in promptly. (No more of that fooling around 
like key-punching the reply card. And this time 
there's a limit of four staples per card. 
That's all!) 

Equally prompt, we'll reply with a report 
on your test, a list of compelling reasons 
why you should be working here, and the usual 
application form. (If the card's gone, 
write your answers on anything and mail it 
to the attention of Joe Ward.) 

While you're waiting for the return mail, 
take a look at what we're involved in. 
It's all on the next page. 

Cotnputer Sciences 
Corporation 
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER 



This page is for programmers who enjoy packing. 
Or who hate packing but enjoy traveling. Or who hate packing 

and traveling, but enjoy meeting the best in the business. 
L.A. / SAN DIEGO 

Financial, materiel, and 
production programs for 

banks, aerospace firms, and 
oil companies. Also, 

operation and requirements 
analysis, compiler and 

natural language research. 
command and control 

systems for Navy. Plus
Learn to barbecue without 
burning you or the meat. 

HOUSTON - We first 
. went there to support the 

NASA Manned Spacecraft 
Center. Now we're into 

everything. Geophysical and 
structural analysis projects 

for oil companies. 
Management information 

systems for retail stores, 
and conversion projects for 

third-generation. Plus
Cosmopolitan center of the 

southwest. Sports, dining, 
theatre, and music hold 

their own with the best. 

SAN FRANCISCO -

Satellite data handling for 
NASA, and just about the 
same projects as those in 

Los Angeles and San 
Diego. The three offices 
are pretty closely allied. 

Plus - Bad parking, 
interesting gourmets, and 

friendly flower children. 

HUNTSVILLE - We support 
the Computation Lab, develop 

programs for the Marshall 
Space Flight Center, and 

research advanced computer 
techniques. You could also 

work on the reduction of 
test data, the design of 

special hybrid computer 
systems, and the develop

ment of new mathematical 
and computer techniques 

for simulation studies. Plus 
- A "Who's Who in the 

Space Sciences" living 
right in your block. 

WASHINGTON, D. C. -

Military and government 
agency work. Like 
trajectory analysis and 
orbit determination for 
NASA. A data management 
system for the Office of 
Economic Opportunity. 
And a lot of commercial 
projects for firms all the 
way up to New England. 
Plus - A new hobby. 
Follow the inside workings 
of the wisdom and folly 
of international politics. 

BRUSSELS, BELGIUM -

This one's new and 
growing fast. So fast, we'll 
soon offer just about 
everything we have going 
stateside. Plus - Four 
neighboring countries, each 
no more than two hours 
away. 

RICHLAND, WASH. -

Headquarters for our 
northwest operations. We 
operate and maintain the 
A.E.C. comp center at the 
Hanford facility. And we 
operate a network of 
remote terminals through 
time-sharing on a 
UNIVAC 1108. This thing 
goes all over the northwest 
and up into Canada. 
Plus -You're right in the 
middle of fiber-glass country: 
rods, skis and boats. 

HONOLULU- One of 
our newer operations. 
An extension somewhat of 
the L. A. office, besides 
the inventory work systems 
for the Army. Plus-
You can take the money 
you save on clothes and 
buy a catamaran. 

Cotnputer 
Sciences 
Corporation 

650 NORTH SEPULVEDA BOULEVARD, EL SEGUNDO, CALIFORNIA 90245 ATTENTION: JOE WARD· AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER 



~ • calendar 
DATE TITLE LOCATION 

Sept. 25-29 EDP Conference Marriott Twin Bridges 
Washington, D.C. 

Oct. 1-4 Symposium: Operating Gatlinburg, Tenn. 
Systems Principles 
Cost: $25-$30 

Oct. 10-12 Users' Meeting Hilton Hotel 
Pittsburgh, Pa, 

Oct. 12-14 Workshop: Computer Commons Bldg. 
Fundamentals North Campus 

Univ. of Michigan 
Ann Arbor 

Oct. 16-18 Idea Sharing' for Statler Hilton 
Hospital EDP Dallas, Texas 

Oct. 16-19 Users' Meeting Statler Hilton 
Washington, D.C. 

Oct. 19-20 Conference Fairmont Hotel 
San Francisco, Calif. 

Oct. 23-27 Business Equipment Coliseum 
Exposition New York, New York 

Oct. 23-27 Short Course in Proj- Ga. Inst. of Tech. 
ect Mgt. with, CPM Atlanta, Ga. 30332 
and PERT 

Oct. 26-27 Symposium on Nat'\. Bureau of 
Purposive Systems Stds. Auditorium 

Gaithersburg, Md. 

Nov. 6-8 Computer Graphics Univ. of Illinois 
Conference Urbana 61801 

Nov. 10 Symposium: Applica- Hilton Hotel 
tion of Computers to New York, New York 
Problems of Urban 
Society 

Nov. 10-11 Users' Meeting on Jolly Roger Motor Inn 
Computers in the Anaheim, Calif. 
Laboratory 

Nov. 14-16 Fall Joint Computer Convention Center 
Conference Anaheim, Calif. 

September 1967 
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SPONSOR/ . 
CONTACT 

Retail Research 
Inst. of the Nat'\. 
Retail Merchants 
Assoc., ioo W. 
31st St., New 
York, N.Y. 10001 

ACM 

VIM-7, Control 
Data 6000 users 

Inst. of Science & 
Technology 

ECHO/R.A. 
Crenshaw, Hill-
crest Med. Ctr. 
Tulsa, Okla. 
74104 

Users of Auto-
matic Info. Dis-
play Equip. 

ADAPSO 

Business Equip-
ment Manufac-
turers Assn. 

Sch. of Engineer-
ing, Dept. of 
Cont, 

American Society 
for Cybernetics/ 
Dr. C. Hammer, 
Univac, 2121 
Wisc. Ave., NW 
Wash., D.C. 
20002 

Prof. C. W. Gear, 
Dept. of Compo 
Sci. 

ACM/ J.M. Spring 
Computer Meth-
ods Cpo 
866 Third Ave. 
New York, N.Y. 

DECUS, 
Maynard, Mass. 
01754 

AFIPS 

DOES YOUR 
PRINTOUT 

LOOK LIKE THIS? 
NELSON JUNiUS 44 MAIN - - - , 
NELSON KATHERINE 146 BIUWL A, 

! NELSO~ KENNETH W 282 DGLAS kU 
NELSON KNUn 65 DU BOIS AV - -
NELSON KURT 24 SHMIDTS LA - -
NELSON LAWRENCE JR 311 RUOYRO 
NELSON LOUIS B 11 COALE AV -
NELSON MARIE MRS 29 HATFLD Pl 
NELSON MARTIN B 139 REGAN AV 
NELSON MARY 21 PEARL - - - -

OURS 
IS BETTER ' 

Nelson Mary J Mrs 71 Lamprt Blvd - - - - - YU 1-
Nelson Maurice K 55 Austn PI - - - - - - - YU 1-
Nelson Mildred 81 Dtroit Av - - - - - - - - YU 4-
Nelson Nels 86 Coale Av - - - - - - - - - - GI 8-
Nelson Nels 68 Marx - - - - - - - - - - - GI 2-
Nelson Nels Victor 7 Nash Ct - - - - - - - YU 4-
Nelson Norman 435 Delafld Av - - - - - - - GI 8-
Nelson Norman I 53 Mildrd Av - - - - --- - GI 2-
Nelson Oscar C Mrs 93 Hamln PI - - - - - - SA 7-
Nelson Otto S 418 Wds Ardn Rd - - - ~ - - YU 4-
Nelson Patk 53 Grant PI - - - - - - - - - - EL 1-
Nelson Robt L 36 Constnt Av - - - - - - - - GI 2-
Nelson Robt P 29 Jdaho.Av - - - - - - - - YU 4-
Nelson Roy C 452 Clark Av - - - - ...:. - - - YU 7-
Nelson Russell G 1609 Castltn Av - - - - - - GI 7-
Nelson Russell M 95 CirciRd - - - - - - - YU 7-
Nelson Stanley 96 Sawyr Av - - -,;': - - - - GI 2-
Nelson Ter Inc catrers 23A Nelsn Av - - - - - 984-
Nelson Theresa 19 Rokwl Av - - - - - - - - GI 2-
Nelson Thos A 21 Stratfrd Rd - - - - - - - SA 7-
Nelson Thos P 527 Craig Av - - - - - - - - YU 4-

. Nelson Wallace 647 Coleg Av - - - - - - - - GI 2-
Nelson Wayne M Jr 161 Wardwl Av - - - - - YU 1-
Nelson Wilfred B 79 Bodin - - - - - - - - - GI 2-

From your magnetic tape, we can 
compose a complete page of your 
directory, parts list, phone book or 
abstract, in a wide range of type 
styles and sizes. Our high speed 
phototypesetting service utilizes the 
Photon 901 system. 

We can save you money in printing, 
PQper and binding by adding up to 
30 per cent more information per 
page, and by eliminating page 
make-up. 

The cost for a complete page is less 
than $4.00. 

410 East Sixty-Second Street, 

New York, N.Y. 10021 
New York 212-838·5304 
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This 1S-bitl real-time computer 

is so fast you can have one in 45 days. 

It's our SEL 810A, for high-speed data acquisition and control. All integrated 
circuits, 3 levels of priority interrupt, 4K memory, teletype, high-speed hard
ware multiply and divide, real-time I/O structure, and an outstanding software 
package. Over 50 in the field. Price: $23,950. Systems Engineering Labora
tories, 6901 West Sunrise Blvd., Fort Lauderdale, Florida 33310, Area Code 
305 587-2900. Offices also in Washington, D. C.; Los Angeles, California; 
Boston, Massachusetts; San Francisco, California; Cleveland, Ohio; Houston, 
Texas; Huntsville, Alabama; and Orlando, Florida. 

Systems Engineeri'ng LaboratDries 
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"Develop;'said Applied, Dynamics,"a reliable and simple 
programming system vvith perfect shielding for a 

hybrid computer." 

So vve did. 

Reliability: faced with the critical shielding performance 
de~andedin the APPLIED DYNAMICS/FOUR hybrid com
puter, AMP designed a programming system which elimi
nates crosstalk and achieves a high degree of reliability. 

Simplicity; the shielded 3840 position system and the un
shielded 1920 position system facilitate programming and 
improve packaging. 

Both shielded. and unshielded systems were specially de
signed by AMP for exacting analog and hybrid computer 
systems. Their outstanding performance results from fea-

PUT YOUR IOEAS INTO ACTION WITH THE HELP OF AMP ENGINEERING .. WORLOWIOE 

tures such as egg-crate shielding, detent patchcords, reli
able gold-plated contacts; simple back-panel connections. 

The combined engineering and design abilities of AMP and 
AD have resulted in a hybrid computer with unique elec
tronic packaging features, streamlined appearance and 
dramatic programming ease. In short, it's a general
purpose computer that's fast, versatile, and reliable. 
Let AMP .engineers help solve your problems faster 

and better. Write or call for morA M P 
data without obligation today. 
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letters 
words, words, words 

Sir: 

Your June editorial (p. 21) concern
ing the USA Standards' vocabulary 
revealed a moot point: ,that there 
exists today a real gap in literature 
for the layman and apprentice about 
computer technology. Most publica
tions use terms that are meaningless 
to the non-professional. 

With a growth rate of 25-30% a 
year for the past three years, the 
computer industry is inevitably reach
ing more and more non-technologists: 
the philosophy major whose tests are 
computer-graded, the New York traf
fic violater who receives a computer
ized summons, and so forth. People 
in all walks of life want to know 
about these machines that are now 
evident in almost every aspect of their 
lives. A simplified vocabulary of mean
ingful definitions would do much to 
help them. 

The USA Standards Institute is a 
voluntary organization, and the pro
fessionals contributing to it deserve 
much praise and commendation for 
their work. However, your call for 
help is well taken. If people in the 
computer field don't exercise their re
sponsibility to help USASI in its stan
dards work, their groans about the 
standards that develop . . . hardware, 
software and words . . . will be in
defensible. 
THOMAS K. CHRISTO 
Newtonville, Massachusetts 

voice of the turtle 

Sir: 

My heartiest congratulations on your 
Editor's Readout ("EDP's Wailing 
Wall," July, p. 21). Your very concise 
description of the problems and ag
onies of the third generation com
puters hit the nail on the head. I do 
not have one of the more popular 
computers and your article indicating 
that the entire industry is having the 
same problems was enlightening. 

I would suggest that the manu
facturers, besides working towards 
simplifying the third generation tech
nically, should also emphasize educa
tion for their salesmen and systems 
people. They are not getting enough 
exposure to the third generation com-
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puter before it is installed in the 
customer's office. Going back to head
quarters to solve problems is frus
trating because all too often, the 
headquarters people do not have a 
feeling for a customer and try· to re
main remote. 
J. W. MARKIN 
Landrum, South Carolina 

process control 

Sir: 

I believe that your "travel-weary edi
tor" should either have stayed at 
home or sent a substitute when in
vited to view and report on certain of 
IBM's process control installations 
(News Briefs, July, p. 83). It ap
pears that he (1) does not know what 
he saw, (2) does not understand what 
he saw, or (3) is not interested in 
what he saw. 

While DATAMATION has never at
temped to devote itself to computer 
process control with the same vigor 
as to the more conventional com
puter applications, it has done its 
readers-and the process control field 
-a disservice in presenting the item 
mentioned above. 

You and your readers are directed 
to "Instrumentation at Work" in the 
July issue of Instrumentatiory. Tech
nology for a realistic account of the 
applications involved. 
N. BRUCE ANGELO 
South Charleston, West Virginia 

police information systems 

Sir: 

I read with considerable interest an 
article by Lawrence Ragan entitled 

-"Chicago's Police EDP System" (July, 
p. 52). The author discussed the 
progress which has been made by 
the Chicago Police Dept. during the 
tenure of Superintendent Orlando W. 
Wilson. He also mentioned statewide 
systems that have been proposed and 
are in various stages of development. 

I believe that credit should also 
be given to the work undertaken by 
the State of California, Dept. of Jus
tice. The California program, known 
as the Criminal Justice Information 
System (CJIS), involves a cooperative 
venture' between the Dept. of Justice, 
State of California, the Lockheed Air
craft Corp., and participating repre
sentatives of criminal justice agencies 
throughout the state. This project has 
received OLEA support for an 18-
month period. The program was offi
cially launched on June 26, 1967, and 
should invoke considerable attention 
due to the fact that it will endeavor to 
identify and satisfy the needs of the 
several disciplines that constitute the 
criminal justice system. May I offer 

my commendation for the consistent 
attempt of DATAMATION to present a 
balance of current programs in major 
technical areas. 
EDWARD V. COMBER 
Criminal Justice Information Systems 

Design Study 
Sacramento, California 

a terminal illness? 

Sir: 

The article in your July issue (p. 19) 
still implies that the Friden 7311 
terminal did not perform during the 
benchmark demonstration. The unit 
operated in an entirely satisfactory 
fashion during benchmark tests, but 

ithe total system being demonstrated 
ito the Air Force did not perform 
satisfactorily. It was determined, in 
both cases (R CA/Burroughs ) , that 
the problems were either in their in
terface ot their programming. I am 
enclosing a picture of our 7311 ter
minal. 
WILLIAM F. WELLS 
Vice President & General Manager 
Friden, Inc. 
Rochester, New York 

Sir: 

In reference to "Fault Not Friden's" 
(July, p. 19): I was in charge of 
the Data Communications portion of 
the Burroughs B3500 MCP (Master 
Control Program) that was used for 
the Air Force· Phase II demonstration. 
To blame Burroughs hardware, com
munications or software in this dis
cussion is ridiculous. 

We used 1050's only because Fri
den could not deliver to our site in 
Pasadena five 7311's. In fact we ac
tually demonstrated for the Air Force 
that our software could talk to the 
7311 via a program I wrote that 
communicated between the B2500 
SPO (supervisory printer) and the 
prototype 7311 in Rochester, New 
York (a distance of 3000 miles) . 

Because of prior Burroughs B5500 
simulation, we were able to debug 
the Mep portion that communicates 
with the 1050 after 20 minutes of 
B2500 time! The B2500 MCP 

DATAMATION 



The ne"" 
Raytheon 703 

Ie systelDs 
cOlDputer - $1SK. 

~AYTHEO~ 

Raytheon Computer is expanding its data systems produc'~ 
line of Integrated Circuit modules, multiplexers and conver
sion equipment with a new low-cost 16-bit IC digital com
puter. The 703 is designed to replace core buffers and special 
logic as the central element in data acquisition, processing 
and control systems. 
FOR $15,000, YOU GET: 
• ASR 33 with paper-tape reader 

and punch 
• 16-bit word length 
• 2's complement arithmetic 
.71 hardware instructions 
• Direct and indexed addressing 
• 4K memory 
• Byte and word addressing 
• Byte manipulation 
• Register entry and display 

control panel 
• Programmed word transfer via 

16-bit I/O bus 
.2 /lsec cycle time 
• software-diagnostics, assem

bler and executive routine 

YOU CAN HAVE: 
• Up to 32K memory 
• Direct memory access channel 
• High-speed hardware 

multiply/ divide 
• Real time clock 
• Peripherals including mag 

tape, disk ahd Raytheon 
Computer's exclusive 
Multiverter®. 

WE WILL SEND YOU FREE: 
Bulletin SP-244with all you need 
to know. Raytheon Computer, 
2700 S. Fairview St., Santa Ana, 
Calif. 92704. (714) 546-7160. 
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The Burroughs 
theory of evolution 

co'mputerto third generation in 
a single smooth transition. 

We started a revolution in 1960 when 
we introduced the B 5000-a second 
generation machine with third gen
eration software, years ahead of its 
time. 
From this evolved the B 5500, whose 
exceptional performance has been 
envied, 'imitated, . but not yet dupli
cated. Because its hardware and soft
ware were designed together, to work 
together, right from the start. 
NOW, THERE'S THE NEW BUR
ROUGHS B 6500. With advanced 
third generation hardware. With the 
industry's only fully proven operat
ing system-the Burroughs Master 
Control Program. wifh multi pro-

14 

cessing as its standard operating 
mode. 
The B 6500 offers up to 5 times the 
processor speeds and 15 times the 
main memory capacity of its prede
cessor. It can be built as big as you 
need, in modules, at any time, with
out any reprograming. The B 6500 
handles up to 255 peripherals, more 
than 2,000 communications lines, 
and billions of words of all-electronic 
disk file storage. 
It has everything needed for multi
processing, on-line, time sharing, and 
real-time operations. 
This logical evolution means that 
B 5500 users have a direct route to 

CIRCLE 14 ON READER CARD 

even higher capacity and perform
ance. At minimum cost. Because 
their current programs will run with 
full efficiency on the B 6500. 
It means that users of other large 
systems need not face revolution 
again when they've changed over to 
the B 6500. And we can even help 
make that changeover a gentle one. 
Watch this magazine next month 
when we will tell you about the next 
logical step in the Burroughs data 
processing evolution. 

ORTRMFlTION 



letters 

worked with the Rochester 7311 the 
first time! 

You are wrong when you say the 
7311 is similiar to the 1050 because 
the 7311 is not polled or addressed 
(at least the prototype was not). It 
is, however, much easier to program. 
KENT HUCKSTEP 

San Diego, California 

in defence of programmers 

Sir: 

Many programmers have probably 
wondered, as I have, why the occu
pation of programming is held in al
most universal contempt by those 
outside it. (Many find it difficult to 
understand why programmers have 
,university degrees.) These views are 
even more difficult to understand 
when the extremely challenging na
ture of much programming is taken 
into account. There is certainly scope 
for people of the highest ability. and 
qualifications. 

This disdain for programmers stems 
from the fundamental values of in
dustrialised western society. Job status 
is determined primarily by whether 
one works with machines or people 
and ideas. As programmers mainly 
work with machines, they are natural
ly associated with those who "get 
their hands dirty." We can certainly 
see why there is such a large dif
ference in status between those who 
merely use the computer as a tool in 
their professions, and those who pro
gram full-time. 

It could be a long while before 
programmers are recognised for their 
true worth, especially in the more 
inflexible societies of Western Europe. 
Programmers are well paid, of course, 
but this is really a case of supply 
lagging behind demand; many capa
ble people will not enter· the pro
gramming profession because of its 
seemingly low status. 
C. J. A. 
Victoria, Australia 

September 1967. 

Bargain price· memories 
for people 

suspicious of bargains 

Da ta Disc can deliver this 
6,400,000-bit disc memory for 
$6,400 when you buy ten, $7,400 
when you buy two, and $9,400 
for one alone. 

We can offer this low price per 
bit without sacrificing quality be
cause our "in-contact" recorders 
store twice as many bits per inch 
as older "floating head" record
ers. We don't try to cut the cost of 
discs, drives, heads or electronics. 
All components are built for maxi-· 
mum reliability-and cost accord
ingly. But simply because it takes 
fewer components to store any 
given number of bits, you get the 
storage capacity you need at a 
lower cost. 

The F -series head-per-track 
system pictured above comes with 
storage capacities of 6.4, 3.2 and 
1.6 million bits. It has an average 
access time df 16.7 ms, and stores 
100,000 bits on each track-

enough to fill the core memory of 
a small computer. Data can be 
entered and retrieyed very rapidly 
-at three mega
bits per second. 
And the whole 
system fits in 8)1" 
of rack space. 

When a large 
da ta Ii brary is 
needed, we supply an interchange
able-disc memory system with an 
average access time of 7i second. 
Each disc, which holds 13,000,000 
bits, is permanently encased in a 
protective cartridge so you can 
store as many discs as you need. 

For complete information con
tact Data' Disc, Incorporat~d, 

1275 California Ave., Palo Alto, 
California 94304. Phone (415) 
326-7602. 

DATA DISC 
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AtSlAC*an EMR Computer 
fil1gerprints the atom 
JnStanford~s linearaccelerator, energetic electrons travel a two-mile freeway bent ' •. 
on collision with atomic nuclei to knock sub-atomic particles loose. Th'e free particles 
then pass through a bubble chamber, leaving tracks as evidence of their passage. 
Thesa .tr~'cks are signatures of atomic everitsthafareanalyzedby an EMR ADVANCE 
6020 computeratSL~C*(STANFORDlINEAR ACCELERATOR GENTER).On-line'Nith.a 
numberoffilmprojection measuring tables, the computer scans films of bubble~chamber 

,· .. data~·· checks and validates track pbsition"information automatically ·and prepares . ., 
.the dat~ for final processing. With the EMR computer, bubble-chamber data is 
completelyanalyzedin greatly reduced time without human intervention or, most 
important,withoufhuman error. . . ' 
An important reason for the choice of an EMR computer was BUCAPS, a 
programming system specially devised for bubble-chamber analysis byEMR. An EMR 
computer can control up to eight bubble~chamber measuring tables simultaneously 

'with' BUCAPS. 
This is only one example of the many kinds of special programming assistance 
offered by EMR. Perhaps we can help you with' your special computing problems, 
whether theyare concerned with software or hardware. We' d like to help, and ' 
encourage you to write or call: Computer Division,EMR,. 8001 Bloomington freeway, 
Minneapolis, Minn. 55420. 

COMPUTER DIVISION 19111£' 
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look~ahead 
STANDARD ADDS EMULATOR, 
NEW PRICI~CHEME 
Standard Computer Corp., Santa Ana, Calif., has added 
another emulator to its "multi-lingual" IC-6000 
series, and announced what may be a revolutionary 
pricing scheme based on throughput. Starting next 
January, Standard will base rentals on actual 
throughput at the customer's shop. The 6000's 7094 
emulator performance ranges between 25-65% of the 94. 
Thus the user whose job mix permits the upper figure 
will pay more; lower performance will command less. 
IC-6000 rentals will range between $14-20K. 

Next month, Standard will make available a 7040/44 
emulator, which has achieved speeds of from 35-80% 
of the 7044 in company tests. IC-6000 users will be 
able to temporarily dump their 7094 emulator and load 
the new emulator for about an extra $500/month. 

Meanwhile, at North American, the 6000-19 is 
reported to be exceeding performance specs, and the 
mod 29 is running 10% under projections. But Standard 
says it will demonstrate improved emulation speeds 
just prior to establishment of the new pricing policy, 
which will mean the elimination of 6000 model numbers. 

LEASING FIRMS 
FORMING ASSOCIATION? 
Association fever has struck. Software firms have been 
talking about. their own group. for several months, and 
now it's the leasing companies. Seven firms, led by 
John Randolph of Randolph Computer Corp., met last 
month t~ explore the idea. Among purposes of such a 
group would be to provide representation on common 
problems before manufacturers and government agencies 
and to exchange information on what equipment some 
lessors have available that others may be able to 
place. One common legal problem for leasing companies 
is taxes. For example, Illinois has recently 
instituted a 5% sales tax from which the manufacturer
lessor in the state is automatically exempt. But the 
leasing firm is not, making it a discriminatory tax. 

CSC ANNOUNCES NEW 
COST-CUTTING COMPILER COMPILER 
Following up its Exodus programming package, Computer 
Sciences Corp. stays on the Biblical nomenclature 
trail with a new offering called Genesis. It's a 
compiler compiler, or " ••• a formalized method for the 
semi-automatic production of compilers and other 
systems software." 

Input to Genesis is a compiler language 
specification, written in analytic grammar. Genesis 
interprets the specs and produces a series of 
language- and machine-independent syntax tables 
describing the language to be compiled. These tables 
are input to a compiler skeleton that is composed of 
analysis phase, global optimization phase, and plug
in target-machine editing and code-generating phase 
which also provides local optimization. Communication 
between phases is in a machine-and language-independent 
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HAVEAWORD 
WITHYOUR 
COMPUTER 

DASA's DATACALL Automatic Message Composer matches man and the 
machine. It fills the communications gap between human language and 
machine language. Because it understands both. 

This all happens on DATACALL's unique magnetic tape. On the front, you 
type or write your descriptors -customer names, product descriptions, part 
numbers, etc. On the reverse side the associated machine-readable codes 
are stored. DATACALL can read out this stored data into its associated sys
tem - teletypewriters, automatic typewriters, or computers - at the touch 
of one button. You can read the front side of the tape, the computer reads 
the back. 

DATACALL is designed to efficiently handle "fixed" data - the kind of 
information that has to be communicated over and over again. A Single Line 
Advance handles messages of up to 40 characters - ideal for the entering of 
headers or addresses in a computer switching system, the transmission of 
computer commands, etc. An Automatic Line Advance provides continuous 
messages of up to 40,000 characters - perfect for order entry invoicing, 
preparation of freight bills, payrolls, etc. And the magnetic tape cartridges 
are instantly replaceable, making the machine's uses virtually limitless. 

DATACALL completely eliminates tub files, slow, inaccurate manual typ
ing, and hard-to-manipulate punched paper tape and edge-punched cards 
that must continually be replaced. You only have to organize your informa
tion once. No need to train operators. 

DATACALL cuts storage space, insures top speed and complete accuracy 
in data communications. 

Want to have a word with your computer? 
First, have a word with us. 

Other DASA data communications products include: 
DATABANK Message Relay Stations that can simultaneously store and 

transmit data. At different speeds. 
DATAGUARD Scrambler/Descrambler Devices that provide the ultimate 

in security for classified data. 
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For detailed information, write to: DATACALL, DASA Corporation. 

CASA CORPORATION 
15 Stevens Street, Andover, Mass. 01810 
(617) 475-4940 
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Moving? 

(" 

" 

If you're going to have a 
new business address, please 
fill out the form at the right 
now and return it to us. We'll 
make sure that DATAMA
TION keeps up with you. To 
save time, we need your old 
address, just as it's printed 
on the mailing label, (or the 
whole label is better yet) as 
well as your new address. 

¢¢¢ 

define 
your terms, 

please 
Whatever your work in in-
formation processing, you'll 
communicate better with the 
help of this authoritative 
glossary. 

~ 
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look ahead 

(Continued from page 17 ) 

ALPHANUMERIC'S 
TYPESETTING CENTER 

SHORTAGE CREATES NEW 
DISC' PACK BIZ 

September 1967 

intermediate language. 
Genesis is already at work at one DOD agency, 

where it has produced Algol compilers for six 
different machines: 7094, Univac 490 & 494, CDC 3600, 
GE 635 and SDS 910. Speeds of Genesis-produced 
compilers, says CSC, "are not slow." Ver~ion 2, due 
at year-end, will compile at 75% the speed of a "good" 
compiler. Version 3, due in a year, will shoot for 
90-95% of hand-coded compilers' speeds. Version 2 
object' code will compete with the best existing 
compilers, and version 3 will,shoot for a 50% 
improvement, the company says. 

, With Genesis, CSC provides a "cradle" which links 
the compiler to target machine operating system. Core 
requirement right now is a minimum of 32K 32-bit 
words, with improvements due in version 3. CSC 
estimates the system can reduce compiler construction 
costs by 1/3 to 1/2, reduce production time by 1/2 to 
2/3. The 'only thing missing: a theme song. 

'Alphanumeric Inc., which made a big stock splash with 
a $~ million contract to provide its photoc~mposition 
system to IBM, this month opens its first typesetting 
service center in Lake Suricess, N.Y. The 65-man 
group, including 14 programmers, is combining a 360/30 
with its APS-2 system to produce graphic arts quality 
text at up to several thousand cps. 

Customer tapes, including those used in other 
photocomp systems, will be fed through the 30 to 
produce a tape with not only control data and text, 
but a coding of only those characters used in the 
text./ (A disc on the 30 contains a digital matrix of 
all characters in numerous fonts and 4-lS-point type 
sizes.) This tape is then put on APS-2 and under 
control of its own CPU (PDP-S) is fed through a core 
memory, which spews characters to the CRT in the 
photoprinter unit. For best quality typesetting, 
continuously moving film is exposed at 600-300 cps, 
or, say, ten SxlO" pages (S/IO point) a minute; for 
proof quality--2K-IOK cps, or 40 such pages. 

The popularity of IBM l3l6-type disc packs and their 
short supply is causing the entrance of several 
manufacturers into ihis field. Newest of the 
independents is Caelus Memories Inc., San Jose, 
Calif., which figures on having its first packs ready 
in January '68. Their goal is to ship $3 million next 
year, double that in '69. To facilit~te thi~, thet 
move into a new 25,000-sq-ft plant this month with 
some 30 people~ will have 65 by year-end. They'll be 
selling packs, their first product, to the end user. 

The firm was founded in September '66 as Janus 
Research under president Philippe Yaconelli, formerly 
with Ampex and Memorex. A conflict with the "Janus" 
caused the name change. Last June, Caelus sold $l.S 
million of notes to Electronic Memories; convertible 
to common stocks, these notes could give EMI ownership 
of two-thirds of the then-outstanding stock, with 
subsequent options to increase this to SO%. Loaded 
with disc and magnetic recording experts, including 
ex-IBM manufacturing engineers, Caelus is so confident 
that they're bypaSSing the protdtype stage. Their 
first pack will be assembly-line produced. 

Already shipping packs to the OEM's and end users 
is Mac Panel Co., High Point, N.C. As with Caelus, 
the packs are IBM-compatible and comparably priced. 

(Continued on page 143) 
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I, Digital, take thee, Analog ... 

We'll give it five years. 
That's a long, happy life for a hybrid computer. 

We've performed more digital-analog marriages than 
anybody. So many that we're able to guarantee them. 

We will join an SDS digital computer to any brand of 
analog and guarantee to the user that the system will work 
and that he will know how to run it before we leave the 
hybrid alone in its new home. 

We've hybridized all the leading brands of analogs, 
we've sol ved the interface problems, we've developed reams 
of hybrid software, and we make the fastest, most versatile 
and economical digital computers for hybrid applications. 

\Ve support analog computer manufacturers in the 

design and installation of hybrid systems, and we install 
SDS digital computers in simulation laboratories which 
already have analog computers, providing interface equip
ment, software, and system integration. 

The simulation community is a small one, but it plays a 
vital role in science, aerospace, and the process industries. 
Our people are active members of this community, helping 
to advance the hybrid and digital 
state of the art. 

They're also licensed to perform 
marriages, so· if you have a lone
some analog ... 

505 
Scientific Data Systems, 
Santa Monica, California 
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editor's read~ut 

THE FIRST 10 YEARS 
A little over 10 years ago Frank Thompson took a big gamble. On the basis of 
very little information, a lot of hope and the advice and pressure of a young, 
shrewd, dynamic and far-sighted Benson-Lehner vice president named Don Prell, 
he decided to convert a newly acquired publication called Research & Engineer
ing into a magazine for a fledgling avocation called information processing. 

Thus DATAMATION was born. The first issue of a magazine called Research & 
Engineering ("The Magazine of Datamation") appeared in October, 1957. The 
editor, borrowed from another Thompson publication, was Charles R. Kluge 
(Honest. There is no connection, however, with this man's name and the famous 
"Kludge" first coined for DATAMATION by Jackson Granholm.) 

After the first couple of issues, Kluge-shoWing extreme caution and/or fore
sight-fled the scene and Frank Thompson took over the editorial chair, leaving 
the nitty-gritty details of building a new publication for an almost equally young 
and confused industry to associate editor Santo Lanzarotta, a tall, thin, energetic 
and prematurely balding young man borrowed from still another Thompson pub
lication. 

Lanzarotta didn't know a computer from a hole in a card. But he was smart 
enough to realize this, and began immediately to build a staff of expert advisers 
to help him steer an erratic course toward professional technical coverage of 
the young industry. Almost single-handedly, Fred Gruenberger educated the edi
torial staff and helped to formulate the content of the groping publication. In that 
first year, Paul Armer, Dan McCracken, Herb Grosch, Bob Patrick, Earl Wilken 
and Dick Behm were extremely and graciously helpful in setting DATAMATION 
upon a proper course. (At the time Behm was ad manager of the ElectroData 
Division of Burroughs, where the current editor was one of his employees.) 

In late 1957, editorial headquarters were moved to Los Angeles, and in 1958, 
a new logo and editorial layout were established with the help of artists at the 
advertising agency of Carson/Roberts. With the aid of a handful of courageous 
advertisers, DATAMATION was on its way, thanks primarily to the energy and skill 
of Sandy Lanzarotta, the magazine's first real editor. 

In the Sept./Oct. 1960 issue, Hal Bergstein was made managing editor and 
Cleve Marie Boutell became production manager. In January of 1961 Cleve de
signed the first of an intriguing series of covers which have helped immeasurably 
to establish and develop the DATAMATION mystique. The same year the magazine 
converted from semi-monthly to monthly publication. In April Sandy Lanzarotta 
fled the editorial ratrace for the more financially rewarding public relations rat
race and was succeeded by Hal Bergstein, who with wit, verve and style helped 
to needle and bludgeon the industry toward maturity and a sense of responsi
bility. In 1963 Bergstein succumbed to the lure of stock options and turned PR 
man, too, giving way to the current editor. Throughout, Gardner F. Landon, the 
publisher who succeeded Frank Thompson, showed courageous restraint, allow
ing the editors to weave a sometimes wobbly path to editorial respectability, 
maintaining a clear separation between editorial and sales activities. Ham Styron, 
western vice president, showed even more courage. He lived and worked with 
the editors. 

The rest is history. Today, Sandy Lanzarotta is a tall, not-so-youn'g, not-sp-thin, 
maturely balding, successful PR manager at IBM. Hal Bergsteiq is assistant to the 
president of SDS. Don Prell, who married DATAMATION production manager 
Bette Howe, is an independent consultant, entrepreneur and surfer. Dan Mc
Cracken is studying for the ministry. Fred Gruenberger is a college professor. 
Others who were instrumental in shaping DATAMATION are still with us. We 
haven't been able to name them all. But to all of them we offer our heartfelt 
thanks. 

It's been a rewarding; hectic decade. We look forward to the next 10 years 
with confidence and curiosity, hopeful that we can continue to merit the respect 
of pur readers and our advertisers. 
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TEN YEARS 
OF PROGRESS? 
by R. L. PATRICK 

D
Our tenth anniversary gives time to pause and re
flect. Class reunions allow old students to momen
tarily re-establish previous friendships and relive, 
for.a few hours, experiences of the past with time

proven friends and acquaintances. As we attend reunions 
with our classmates, we notice that we are older, more ma
ture, fatter, grayer, and have changed our interests some
what since we last got together. Further, we usually pause 
for a brief moment and compare our accomplishments of 
today with our goals and dreams of another year. Even on 
such a festive occasion the reunion provides opportunity for 
recollection and introspection. And so it is with the com
puter field. 

In the past 10 years, the computer. field has grown 
enormously. There are more of us now and we are into 
many things. Uut how do our interests and accomplish
ments of today match those of 1957? In the fall of 1957, 
what we now know as the computer field was made up of 
five almost separate non-overlapping independent paths 
of endeavor. The analog computer, which in some ways 
predates the digital computer, and its advocates were 
seeking a place in' the sun. The second major thrust 
involved practitioners of punched card accounting. In 
1957. the card wallopers had almost reached their zenith. 
Board wiring, card design, and systems design involving 
externally stored information was a highly polished but 
rapidly waning art. 

the impetus 
The major thrust involved the users of computing 

machines for scientific and engineering support. In 1957, 
the scientific computers were the leaders in the field, 
utilizing the latest, faster equipment for the broadest 
spectrum of problems. The IBM 704 was the collector's 
mark and an active convivial society called SHARE had 
sprung up. However, there was a dark horse in the field. 

This was the more sophisticated· business and commer
cial users, who had also adC?pted the general purpose 
computer and were busily analyzing and creating large 
programs and systems of programs to support management 
and administrative activities. In 1957, the commercial users 
were viewed in some quarters with disdain and treated as 
if they were merely neanderthal counterparts of their card 
walloping brothers. History has shown this view to be 
clearly wrong since much of the important work of the last 
10 years 'must be credited to these neo-neanderthal 
types. 

Last, but not least, there were a few practitioners of the 
black art of on-linism. Most of these were engaged 
in military systems which involved input, queuing, com
munications, processing in a time current manner, and 
special-purpose, on-line consoles. 

There were some missing faces at our old reunion. Some 
of our classmates had expired; others had flourished, done 
well in their chosen professions, and were making signifi-
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parallels and contrasts 

cant contributions to society. Similarly, computers pass 
and fade. Ten years ago, IBM had several major product 
lines which were managed independently and appealed to 
given fractions of the market. To be sure, the IBM 704 
was the workhorse in the scientific field: it was the SHARE 

machine. The year 1957 was the heyday of the 704, most 
of them with 8K words of memory, eight tapes and 
some primitive on-line I/O. They were supported by a set 
of special-purpose, fixed-wired, buffer computers which 
performed tape-to-print and other primary functions. The 
fall of 1957 also saw reports of the first two 32K memories 
to be installed on 704's and the initial ripple of what we 
now call the conversion problem, since existing 704 
programs had to be modified to exploit the extra available 
core. The ninth meeting of SHARE was held in San Diego 
and 71 installations comprised the membership. 

At that meeting, those who were using 704's were 
beginning to plan for the installation of their' 709's. 
Several of the installations had operating systems much as 
we now know them: batches of unrelated jobs could be 
entered into the card reader and would be processed non
stop by the operating system. It was possible to compile, 
assemble, and load a program for execution with test or 
production data in one trip to the machine. In the last 10 
years we have extended the functional capability of these 
operating systems significantly, have broadened the popu
lation of users who exploit them, and have reduced the 
necessary level of training for those who use simple system 
features. 

The SHARE group had drawn up a committee to specify 
a new operating system for the 709. This was the sos 
committee under Don Shell, then of CE. The committee 
debated long and hard over a subject which now seems 
rather inconsequential. In the days of magnetic tape and 
small drums it seemed rather important to decide once and 
for all whether a computer operating system should be 
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structured to ~ave one processing phase and complete 
each job in a continuous series of activities, or to haye 
several phases and to perform the same processing activity 
on all jobs within the batch before the next step of 
processing was attempted on any jobs within the batch. 

That subject is still with us today. Many of our current 
sophisticated operating systems function in the single 
phase mode. With the advent of on-line disc files these 
jobs can be processed to completion before the next job is 
initiated. Other systems have a junior processor handling 
primary I/O and a senior processor whose complete and 
entire duty is to run the assigned jobs to completion. 
In the words of the old debate this is "three-phase in 
the hardware." Today many of our users are concerned 
with the time spent in system overhead functions. Those 
running time-sharing systems or using OS/360 are con
cerned about performance and throughput. In the last 
10 years our scheduling algorithms have improved sig
nificantly so that high priority jobs need not languish 
behind lower. priority work, but the debate about system 
overhead and throughput, as epitomized by one phase 
versus three phase, still persists. 

Ten years ago the users groups were trying to establish 
a base of operations statistics so that they might measure, 
and improve, their own performance. Today the federal 
government is attempting the same thing. The users, while 
still interested in installation management, have ceased 
publishing statistics, and the usage meter is omnipotent. 
Many of our computers, now as then, are supported wholly 
or partially by the federal government. The federal bean
counters have seized on the usage ·meter as being an 
indicator of good management. 

Ten years ago we could openly talk about idle time, 
setup time, re-run time, maintenance time and the time 
spent in useful activities such as checkout and production. 
Today we have groups of semi-literate ferrets who read 
usage meters once a month, award Brownie points for high 
utilization, and request further explanation for low utiliza
tion. The candid professional attitude toward installation 
management problems has all but disappeared. Unless a 
computer installation manager is simply out of capacity, it 
is sometimes very difficult to plan and install efficiency 
measures that lower the average daily utilization. Ten 
years ago a second shift rental hour cost 40% of the first shift 
cost plus all the computer room overhead. Today second 
shift hours are either free or charged at a nominal 10% rate, 
and the installation manager can tend to be slothful. What 
happens when the machine is fully loaded? Why, nothing; 
high utilization is instant justification for increased capacity, 
and the cycle repeats itself. 

.. . and some changes 
Several of our old mates are no longer in the spotlight. 

Ramshaw, Shell, Nutt, and Ferber are seldom heard. 
Others are still in the shadow . . . no longer in center 
stage. Bolt, Bright, Engel, and Armer still take part and 
contribute; similarly, some applications persist. 

Ten years ago GM had some traffic simulation programs 
which output onto a computer-controlled CRT whose face 
was photographed by a computer-controlled camera: thus 
movies of traffic simulation solutions were made. Digital 
control in the process industries was a subject of active 
debate and some installations were actually being made. 
The computer had been programmed to obey the rules of 
chess and checkers . and could be considered a worthy 
opponent. Today McCarthy has allowed his computer 
chess program to challenge its Russian equivalent. Ten 
years ago Fred Brooks and a group of associates' published 
an erudite analysis, entitled "An Experiment in Musical 
Composition," for the IEEE. Fred is now working as a 
computer missionary below the Mason-Dixon line. 
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In 1957, the computer hardware types were concerned 
with analog cross-correlators, functional delay units, and 
analog error analyses. Similarly high-speed digital multi
pliers and circuit simulators occupied some of their time. 
The ACM had been established for some years and was 
firmly in control of the more academically oriented. The 
ACM Journal published "Optimum-Recurrence FOlmulas For 
A Fourth Order Parabolic Partial Differential Equation." 
Ten years later we have progressed to the point of "A 
Uniform Random Number Generator Based On The 
Combination Of Two Congruential Generators." 

Then we were interested-as we are today-in sharing 
computer resources among municipal governments. Bell 
Tel has been working on the experimental reading of hand 
printed numerals for 10 years, and the fall of 1957 saw the 
first issue of the ACM Communications being prepared. 

Ten years ago the Aiken Relay Calculator (Harvard 
Mark II) was retired from the Naval Proving Ground in 

. Dahlgren, Virginia. IBM was actively selling 305 Ramacs, 
650'5, 705's, 704's, and implementing SHARE'S software 
design for sos on the 709. The specifications for FORTRAN II 
were being debated and some radical types were consider
ing data processing on a binary machine. GE. Hanford had 
already produced a successful output generator for the 702 
and was considering a similar program for the 709. Alwac 
was marketing the III-E, Burroughs was pushing the 220, 
and Remington Rand had the 1103. The 650' s were 
available for intermediate size calculations, and small 
engineering computations were being performed on Bendix 
G-15's, LGP-30's, and the little Burroughs EI01. The Bank 
of America was planning a large system called ERMA. and 
GE had the contract. RCA made a machine large enough to 
store wheat in called the BIZMAC. IBM produced an inter
esting little kludge called the 610 Auto-Point Computer. 
which had "a unique automatic decimal point control." 

Ten years ago we initiated our crusade for "magic 
languages" with our search for the holy grail of all source 
languages called UNCOL: The UNiversal Computer Orient
ed Language. In the interim we have been through ALGOL, 
JOVIAL, FACT and several others. Today we still are 
pursuing the same goal with COBOL, FORTRAN and PL/L 

Ten years ago we were concerned about standards, as we 
still are today. We were trying to devise standard for binary 
cards and an acceptable set of graphic symbols for a 48-
character print set. Today we have at least defined the 
various nonstandard character sets but are no closer to an 
acceptable one for. universal use. The demise of the 90-
column card was one of the biggest strides we have made, 
and that was accomplished by pressures of the market
place and not by enlightened action. We used to have 
trouble with the distribution of programs and we still do. 
We used to debate open versus closed shop operation and 
the debate still persists, although it has lost some of its 
vehemence. A FORTRAN progress report of 10 years ago 
reported that open-shop FORTRAN allowed programmers 
with less training to successfully accomplish useful work 
although somewhat more machine time was required; 
sounds like the time-sharing measurement studies being 
reported today. ' 

older, not wiser 
All in all many of the fundamental problems of 10 years 

ago are still with us today: the fight to provide operating 
system function while reducing. the time spent in overhead 
activities; the terrible shortage of trained personnel which 
leads us to trade machine time and efficiency for software 
which will allow us to get the job done with the staff we 
have at hand; the terrific attention to detail required just 
to get a computing system constructed, shipped, installed 
and operating well in the field. We have come a long way 
from the days when several 704's were delivered to 
customers without the CAD (Copy and ADd) instruction 
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wired in. We have lived through the panacea of the magic 
language and it appears that we will live through the 
panacea of time-sharing while most of us still plod 

. diligently along' using the programming tools and tech
niques of a decade ago to accomplish today's job. 

We have yet to frontally attack the problem of training 
masses of men in a highly complex art. We have yet to 
learn how to manage our affairs really well so that we can 
produce a computer program on a schedule and within a 
budget. We have allowed our applications to become more 
complex without developing the tools necessary for check
ing out on-line systems and those involving huge data files. 
We have made little progress towards measuring our own 
performance or consciously adjusting our own behavior so 
that the customer gets all the computing he pays for. 

Ten years ago the National ACM Council adopted the 
following resolution: 
"We, as users of diverse machines, recognizing that de-
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velopments in the use of automatic computers are leading 
to techniques of programmin'g which transcend the char
acteristics of particular machines, that communication be
tween users of different machines is highly desirable, and 
further, that completed programs which are machine in
dependent appear to be possible, recommend that the 
ACM take the following action: 

a. Appoint a committee to study and recommend action 
toward a universal programming language. 

b. Set up means for the rapid exchange of practical in
formation on computer programs and programming 
among all computer users. 

c. Appoint a committee to study and recommend areas 
of standardization. 

d. Appoint a committee to propose means by which the 
ACM can foster developments in programming re
search. 

We further recommend that the several computer users' 
organizations engage in a joint effort in support of these 
objectives." 

Since the fundamental problems still persist, perhaps it 
is time to take stock and devise some 'new approaches. • 

and the anomaly of 1960 

DATAMATION DECADE 
by LOWELL AMDAHL 

[
-~'J I remember a neighbor woman once explain

ing her rule for saving money for Christmas: 
"If you just put aside two dollars a week you'll 
be surpris.ed how much you have at the end of 

a year." Despite some mathematical training, I sup
pressed verbalizing the thought that I would indeed 
be surprised if I wouldn't know. But it's different if one 
says: "Publish DATAMATION once a month, and you'll be 
surprised how much you have at the end of ten years." 
I am surprised. And this despite the fact that it was only 
published every two months in its early years. 

Asked to write a brief article for this anniversary occa
sion, I took the opportunity to go through my personal 
library of DATAMATION. I was pleased to find that it com
menced with the third issue and had relatively few omis
sions thereafter. Some of fhe evolution of the magazine 
is obvious-changes in cover layout, departments and 
quantity of material. More interesting than this is the 
evolution of the computer industry that can be seen as 
one traverses the issues. Advertisers like Telemeter Mag
netics and Datamatic don't appear anymore. And one is 
reminded that there used to be Eastern Joint Computer 
Conferences held in the fall, and Western Joint Compu
ter Conferences held in the spring. 

Components and systems with catchy names like Per
ceptron, Magnacard and Fliden had their moments in the 
DATAMATION limelight. Provocative statements like "Which 
way is Ie Bull going? Up?" and "Rem Rand announces 
'third generation' 1107" [1961] are to be found. Com
puter announcements had a special ring to them: "Here 
comes the 1604" and "Special purpose PDP has GP ap
plications." 

Grand moments in computer history were recorded, 
like "Bendix completes 100th G-15 computer." Personnel 
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moves told a lot of history, too. Samples: "Heading the 
recently-formed Auerbach Electronics Corp., Narbeth, Pa., 
is I. L. Auerbach ... ", and "IBM has appointed a new 
assistant to the director of sales . . . Dr. Herbert R. J. 
Grosch, internationally known planner, organizer, and op
erator. . . ." [I couldn't resist the temptation to take 
the latter announcement slightly out of context. ] 

Part of the DATAMATION tradition for the better part 
of the past -decade has been its near-psychedelic covers 
created by Cleve Marie Boutell. To me, they are great 
and are vastly to be preferred over the dullness of 
photographs of electronic equipment. Matching the bril
liance of the cover design is the tradition of an occasional 
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article of devastating wit by authorities like Granholm, 
Grosch and Patrick. We can especially thank Jackson 
Granholm for adding "Kludge," "weenie" and "Zorch" 
to our everyday vocabulary. (Sample articles: "How to 
Design a Kludge"; "How to Hire a Programmer".) 

the 1960 anomaly 
In leafing through past issues, I came upon what 

seemed to me to be a remarkable year for computer an
noucements. In 1960, 10 new computers were the subject 
of DATAMATION articles, eight, of them in the first two 
issues of that year. Verification of this plethora of new 
products was made by checking Knight's listing of com
puters ~y year1 ,2. His data for over 300 computers an~ 
nounced between 1944 and 1966 is shown graphically 
in Fig. 1, and indeed has a significant peak in 19pO. 

What is so unusual about 1960? One might speculate 
that this was a year when a lot of companies decided to 
really break into the computer market (only later backed 
away from it). In and aromid this· time one sees several 
manufacturers in this category: Bendix, Librascope, Philco, 
Ramo-Wooldridge, Packard-Bell and General Mills. But 
even so, why in the immediately preceding years were 
there typically only one-th~rd as many announced com
puters as the 35 of 1960? 

An alternate theory, one to which I subscribe, is that 
manufacturers attach special importance to having new 
models to announce at the beginI1ing of a decade. If 
true, we can then look forward to another peak in the 
year 1970. (Those looking for secpnd-order effects might 
even note a tendency for peaking ~t half-decade points iIi 
Fig. l.) As a part of this; speculation, it may also be the 
case that manufacturers are inclined to introduce innova
tions at the beginning of a de~ade. 

ten cOl11puters 
The 10 computers discussed in the 1960 articles were 

ex;:tmined more closely to see how they fit into their re
spective product lines. These 10 computers were: 

RW-400 Bendix G-20 GE-225 
RPC~4000 RPC-9000 General Mills 

Control Data 160 PB-250 Customized 
IBM 7080 Monrobot XJ Computer 

~n retrospect, about half of these computers were com
mercial successes. (Approximately two d~zen GE-225s 
were reported to have been sold at the time of its an
nouncem~nt.) Most of these computers did not inco~porate 
their major innovations, yet for their manufacturer they 
typically represented a substantial diversification. 

For Bendix and Ramo-Wooldridge, the G-20 and RW-
400 were parallel core machines rather than serial drum 
machines of the type already in their product lines. For 
Packard-Bell and General Mills, these were their first 
entries into the computer market. The PB-250 was de
veloped under Max Palevsky, now president of Scientific 
Data Systems. 

For IBM and Royal Precision (formed jointly by Royal 
McBee and General Precision), the 7080 and the RPC-
4000/9000 computers repr~sented moves to transistor
ized products. The 7080 was a near relative to its prede
cessor, the 705, although an order of magnitude faster. 
The RPC machines were new designs with respect to the 
LGP-30 and were aimed at a new market. 

The Model 160 was an interesting 'second entry into 
the computer field by Control Data in that it was a much 
smaller machine than the 1604. Its 12-bit instruction 

1. K. E. Knight, "Changes in Computer Performance", Oatamatiol'!, 
September, 1966. 

2. - K. E. Knight, "Evolving Computer Performance: 1962-1967," Data
mation, to be published. 
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without a memory address was something of a novelty 
for its time. 

At $24,500, the Monrobot XI had the distinction of 
being the least costly of the 10 computers, and only 1% of 
the most costly, the IBM 7080. This was achieved at 
quite a penalty for some arithmetic operations-an ap
proximate rate of multiplication of 30 per secord. For a 
small machine, the Monrobot XI softw;ue had sur
prising emphasis, specifically its "Easy Programming" fea
ture employing microcommands. 

While not GE's first computer, the article describing 
the GE-225 reported that it marks General Electric's first 
bid for the genera~-purpose market. The article goes on 
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to emphasize the General Compiler System that would 
be provided for both algebraic ilnd business data pro
cessing compiling., 

It is interesting to note the types of memories that were 
employed in these 10 computers. Two-the RPC-4000 and 
the Monrobot XI-had drum memories. The RPC-4000 
used a tapered drum' th~f permitted the drum to be 
pulled away from the heads' when not rotating at full 
speed. Mag~etostrictive delay lines were used in the RPC-
9000 and the PB-250. Because of its high bit transfer 
th{s type of memory permitted the' PB-250 to be a 
surprisirgly fast systems computer. The RPC-9090 uti
lized auxiliary magnetic tape loop storage, each tape loop 
being capable of storing one million characters. The re
maining five computers had core memories ... the IBM 
7080 cycle time of 2.18 microseconds being a factor of 
three or mo~e faster than the other core memory cycle 
times. 

In terms of over-all organization, the RW -400 poly
morphic system was the most novel. It is the only multi
compq.ter system of the 10, employiI1g a Central Exchange 
for module interconnection. Its computer modules were 
supplemented by core buffer modules to act as switchable 
I/O buffered channels. The extent to which ~an-machine' 
interaction was involved in its design gives to sOq1e simi
larity to today's time-sharing systems. 

The G-20 also had some interesting and novel design 
features. Notable at this time was its 32-bit word com
posed of four 8-bit characters, each character carrying 
a parity bit. The General Mills machine offered pluggable 
instruction cards, giving 'it some flexibility in its construc
tion. Its announcement came hard on the heels of an 
art~cle by Bob Patrick suggesting a "customizable com
puter." While Patrick's suggestion was more along the 
lines of a' microprogrammed computer, the General Mills 
machine partially fulfilled his requirements. 

c~nclusion 
Fascinating history lies between the covers of the past 

10 years of DATAMATION issues. The look at 10 assorted 
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computers of· 1960 vintage points up the. progress we 
have made in recent years-progress perhaps not so much 
in basic new features as in performance, usability and 
dependability. The anomaly of 1960 in announced com
puters leads this reader to suspect that 1970 will be 
another bumper year. 

Will the computers of 1970 be .loaded with new fea
tures? Probably not. Emphasis will likely be in higher 
performance for less money, more software, and larger 
memories. At the low end of the systems computer line 
we may even see $5Kcomputers. The eight-bit byte will 
reign supreme, a de facto standard. Large scale' inte
gration of computer Circuits will probably not be in 
general commercial use by 1970, but LSI implementation 
of certain functions such as bus-oriented flip-flop arrays 
should be available at very attractive prices. Greater in
terest will be shown in microprogramming as a method 
of machine standardization. The more daring firms may 
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OLD MYTHS 
AND NEW 
REALITIES 
by ROBERT V. HEAD 

[

']' On the occasion of this tenth anniversary issue of 
DATAMATION, one must resist the temptation to 

. ruminate nostalgically over past accomplish
- . ments and the men and companies that achieved 

them. Certainly, the advances in business data processing 
during the past decade have been remarkable, but in the 
context of this article they will be viewed not in terms of 
personal reminiscence but rather in terms of historical 
perspective. We shall examine the changes wrought in the 
past only as a prelude to identifying the changes that are 
to come. 

It is the thesis of this commentator that there are at 
work today, in the field of business systems, powerful 
forces of change-forces that bode ultimately to alter 
fundamentally presently established methodologies. Just as 
surely as symbolic programming was beginning to replace 
machine language a decade ago, new technological ap

,proaches to system development are now emerging that 
will profoundly impact tomorrow's data processing milieu. 

individual company approaches 

This impetus for change is coming largely from com
puter users rather than from the suppliers of hardware 
and software. For this reason, it is appropriate to look 
back priefly at historic systems efforts to which individual 
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even offer computers with instruction sets that vary in 
time by the use of electrically alterable microprogram 
storage. 

As to who will be building computers in 1970, there 
may be a few surprises. Integrated circuits have to a great 
extent taken the performance risk out of computer design. 
This, coupled with competitive prices available for prod
uct support software, make machine development costs 
more reasonable than ever. Still, the nut to crack is mar
keting, and the successful small developer of computers 
will probably have to appeal to a specialized market. An 
example of considerable current interest is the activity 
being mustered by the electronic instrument,manufacturers. 

I anticipate that 1970 will be the beginning of the era 
of "vertical markets" in the computer industry, when sys
tems-computers, peripherals, communications and soft
ware-are tailored to specific applications. The early evi
dences of such systems in airline. reservations, stock quota
tions and cement manufacture should seem paltry indeed 
in comparison with the new systems to report by the end 
of the second DATAMATION decade. • 

in business 
applications 

users contributed heavily. These past efforts can then 
serve as benchmarks against which to contrast the orienta
tion that computer users are presently beginning to assume. 

Here, then, are capsule case histories of three different 
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projects, in three different industries, supported by three 
different equipment manufacturers. 
• General Electric Appliance Division, Louisville, Ken
tucky, 1954, developed the first successful industrial pay
roll application, operational on a Univac I computer. 
Today, payroll is perhaps the most universally accepted 
computer application . 
• Bank of America, San Jose, California, 1959, designed 
with the aid of Stanford Research Institute, a fully com
puterized demand deposit accounting system. More famil
iarly known as the ERMA system, it was implemented 
using GE 210 computers, a choice which did much to 
push GE into the computer business. Today, banks 
throughout the country use computers to process their 
checking accounts. 
• American Airlines, Briarcliff Manor, New York, 1962, 
employed IBM 7094's to electronically store, for the first 
time ever, complete passenger reservation records as part 
of its SABRE System. ' 

Many other milestone achievements could, of course, be 
cited. But those mentioned will suffice to help identify a 
number of the characteristics of "pioneering" in commercial 
applications in the past: 

1. Such applications required new technology, either 
hardware or software, usually both. GE Louisville, for 
example, besides using a then new computer, wrote its 
own assembly language and utility routines. The ERMA 

work hastened the development of the E 13 B magnetic 
character recognition font and the development of the 
now ubiquitous (in banking) MICR encoders and readers. 
The American Airlines SABRE system embodied numerous 
hardware and software innovations, including the first 
program "paging" system for the 7094, a sophisticated 
real-time control program, dual arm disc files, and other 
features. 

2. These projects demanded an enormous investment of 
developmental resources by both manufacturer and user. 
Though company PR men may deny it, both vendor and 
customer typically "took a bath" in producing such new, 
systems, in the sense that more resources had to be ex
pended than originally envisioned, or more calendar time 
elapsed before completion, or both. 

3. Most significant of all, perhaps, these systems set a 
pattern for other companies in their industries. There is 
today, for instance, no more common "garden variety" 
business application than payroll. Today, more than 1,000 
bank computers routinely process customer checking ac
counts. And today, the airline companies have accepted 
computerized passenger name records as an industry 
standard. 

the elements of change 
If these early systems were successful, despite all the 

problems, why change the development formula? After 
all, they must be doing something right! 

There are compelling reasons why a single company
even an industry leader like those mentioned-can no 
longer join forces with an enlightened manufacturer to 
achieve the kinds of breakthroughs such partnerships 
have produced in the past. The fact of the matter is that 
there is now available a better way of achieving progress
better from both an economic and a technological stand
point. 

In terms of the economics of system development, there 
is emerging a pattern of industry rather than individual 
company interest in advanced business systems. As we shall 
discuss later in this paper, many industries have arrived 
at the point where there, is no longer merely one company 
ready to underwrite the costs of systems progress but in
stead a whole peer group of companies, often united under 
the aegis of an industry association. 
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Another important economic factor is that contemporary 
systems tend to cost more, for both hardware and software, 
than in the past. Despite reductions in the relative cost 
per character stored or computation performed, the in
dividual company price tag for data processing has steadily 
escalated as new and more ambitious applications are un
dertaken. Even if these costs were not increasing, many in
dustries have reached a sufficient level of systems maturity 
to appreciate the economic benefits of sharing the cost 
burden of system development. Continually rising costs 
simply underscore an existing industry motivation to pro
ceed along cooperative lines. 

But if an economic rationale is present, why has such 
sharing of development costs not come about before? Why 
have companies chosen to "go it alone" and forfeit the 
benefits of jointly funded systems broadly applicable to 
the needs of many users? Essentially, the missing in
gredient has been technological, in that there has not 
been until fairly recently sufficient standardization at the 
macl~ine level to warrant serious pursuit of the subject of 
industry-wide systems. 

Although a single manufacturer has possessed a large 
share of the computer market, this sh~He was, until 1965 
or so, fragmented among several machine classes, i.e., the 
1400, 7070, 7080, and 7090 series. The introduction of 
a unifying influence in the form of 360 (and 360-like) 
equipment for the first time permitted a "hardware con
sensus" among computer users. In parallel with this phe
nomenon, there has arisen a "software consensus" on the 
part of commercial installations, which by and large agree 
that COBOL is the programming language to use, at 
least for the present. These two events have coalesced to 
provide an unprecedented technological climate for stan
dardization. 

the emerging dominance of industry systems 
Along with this tendency toward hardware and soft

ware standardization, and stimulated by it, there is evolv
ing a different pattern of user organization. Heretofore, 
companies had little choice but to gravitate into user 
groups such as GUIDE and SHARE where they clustered, 
herd-like, around particular machine configurations. With-, 
in these large and heterogeneous groupings, companies 
found little in common beyond the fact, often strictly 
accidental, that they happened to possess a particular 
machine model. 

The new pattern of user organization is industry
oriented, not machine-oriented. This is strongly reflected 
in the increasing scope of the automation activities of 
numerous industry associations, among them the Air Trans
port Association, American Bankers Association, Associated 
Credit Bureaus of America, Association of American Rail
roads, National Association for Bank Audit and Control, 
National Retail Merchants Association, ,National Super
market Institute, Railway Management Association, and 
the U.S. Savings and Loan League. It is not without 
significance for the future that the automation interests 
of the thousands of computer users in these and other 
industries are beginning to align behind trade association 
leadership. 

What is behind this shift toward integration of user 
interests along industry rather than machine lines? Why 
are companies looking. for, and finding, technological 
guidance within their industry association and relying less 
on the equipment suppliers? Several reasons can be 
identified. 

Manufacturer priorities. With the advent of third
generation computers, the manufacturers' technical re
sources have become severely over-extended. Because of 
the emphasis that must be placed on the systems software, 
such as compilers and oper!lting systems, so vital to to-
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day's machines, there are few hand~ left aver to' assign to' 
specific industry problems. Caupled with this is an in
grained tendency to' regard applicatians saftware as an a 
secandary level, to' view it mare as a marketing taal than 
an integral part af an averall system canfiguratian. As a 
consequence, applicatians saftware has been relegated to' 
a back seat pasitian, with systems saftware receiving the 
bulk af the manufacturers' attentian. 

Systems software experience. TO' say that the systems 
saftware being delivered with third-generatian gear falls 
shart af being an unqualified success wauld perhaps be 
the understatement af the decade. The manufacturers' 
difficulties in providing flexible and efficient aperating 
systems, file management systems, arid ather saftware 
aids are causing users to' pander whether saftware that 
purparts to' be "all things to' all men" can ever be truly 
satisfactary far anyane. Attempts to' produce systems saft
ware that will wark an· many machine canfiguratians, 
while at the same time satisfying the needs af diverse 
classes af users, are caming dangerausly clase to' being 
self-defeating, in the apinian af knawledgeable users. 
Has the time nat came, they wander, to' design saftware 
with particular industries in mind, So' that instead af, say 
a general business query language, there is a bank-ariented 
language, a retailer-ariented language, ana So' an. 

User sophistication. Users are discavering that the artic
ulatian af equipment and saftware requirements an an 
industry basis strengthens their pasitian markedly. Can
sider twa examples. 
• One assaciatian has set up a cammittee to' establish 
specificatians far industry-ariented terminal devices. The 
chairman af this cammittee asserts that "Befare, when I 
talked to' the vendars abaut terminals, I spake anly far my 
awn campany, a patential user af nO' mare than twelve 
devices. Naw I. speak for a group af campanies that will 
eventually purchase several thausahd af these machines." 
Needless to say, the cammittee has succeeded in attracting 
the attentian af the manufacturers. This same ·cammittee, 
incidentally, is cansidering the preparatian of saftware 
specificatians as a preferable alternative to' waiting pas-

Manufacturer's 
Responsibility 

Individual 1 
User's 

Responsibility . 

I 
COMPANY I A 

HARDWARE 

SYSTEMS SOFTWARE 

I I 
APPLlCATldNS SOFTWARE 

COMPANY . I COMPANY I COMPANY 
B C D 

Fig. 1 Traditional Hardware/Software Relationships 

sively to' discaver what applicatian packages the vendars 
may deign to' supply with their gear. 
• Anather industry assaciatian is jaintly spansaring, with 
an equipment manufacturer, the design and pragramming 
af a standardized infarmatian retrieval and reparting 
package. This package can be purchased by individual 
members af the associatian at a price estimated to' be 
approximately ane-tenth the ariginal develapment cost. 

Thus, mare and mare users, innumerous industries, 
are questianing the necessity af "reinventing the wheel" 
time after time in camp any after campany.· Is utility 
billing, they ask; really all that different in electric cam-
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panies through aut the cauntry? Or patient accaunting in 
the natian's haspitals? Or interest accrual in thausands af 
banks and S; and L's? Of caurse nat. Granted there are 
differences, but these can frequently be accammodated 
by a trade assaciatian member whO' can, by virtue af his 
membership, abtain aperatianal saftware packages either 
free ar at a fractian af his awn patential develapment cast. 

two views of system development 

The differences between the aId and the new perspec
tives in business data processing can be delineated by 
canceptual schematics. Fig. 1 shaws the world af edp as 
it has traditianally been structured. It is a horizontal uni
verse with the twa uppermast layers-hardware and sys
.tems saftware-being largely the pravince af the manu-
facturers. These vendars laaked aut-ar dawn-an a can
glameratian af "users" whO' were respansible far producing 
their awn applicatians saftware an an individual camp any 
basis. True, the manufacturers did make same desultary 
effarts to' supply certain applicatian packages and did, an 
accasian, gO' "all the way" in supparting ventures like 
thase described at the beginning af this article. But by 
and large, it has been every inan far himself when it 
carnes to' develaping aperatianal systems. 

The new pattern far industry systems is indicated in 
Fig. 2.· Here, a vertical specializatian alang industry lines 
can be seen to' knife upward, bisecting the nO' man's land 
af systems saftware and penetrating the hardware area as 
well. This suggests nat anly an industry approach to' 
applicatians . saftware but a total industry approach, 
encampassing applicatians saftware, systems saftware, and 
even hardware, the latter perhaps being dictated by means 
af specificatians similar to' the terminal specificatians men
tianed previausly. 

It takes but little reflectian to discern that this new 
pattern implies a significantly different relatianship be
tween user and suppiier than that which has here
tafare prevailed, as the user becames increasingly adept 
at exercising the leverage provided by his industry assacia
tiari. Twa new approaches to' the user-vendar interface can, 
under the new scheme af things, be expected to' gain 
adherence. 
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INDUSTRY 
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I 
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Fig. 2 Industry System Development Pattern 
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• The issuance af performance type specificatians far 
cantemplated new systems, whereby an averall level af 
hardware and saftware perfarmance .js required. Same
times referred to' as a "turnkey" ar "lack" systems approach, 
this wauld mean, in effect, that a supplier (nat necessarily 
a hardware manufacturer) wauld be called upan to' pra
vide all the system elements represented within ane af 
the vertical segments af Fig. 2. 
• The adaptian af a building black ar erectar set ap
proach, whereby a campany-ar an industry graup-abtains 
separate bids an the hardware, systems software, and 
applicatians saftware needed far a system. This procedure 
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is certainly consistent with increasingly voiced user de
mands for separate pricing of hardware and software. 

conclusions 
Although prognostications in an area as spongy as that 

of software for business applications are laden with peril, 
there are indicators which seem to point to the following 
conclusions: 

l. The "industry leader" method of achieving systems 
innovation is no longer the only, or the best, route 
to future progress. 

2. User groups organized along machine lines will 
dwindle in significance, to be succeeded by industry 
groupings. . 

3. These industry associations will take the initiative in 
specifying, and in many instances developing; in
dustry software, including industry-tailored languages 
and other systems software as well as applications 
software. (Actually, the line between systems and 
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applications software will tend to become somewhat 
blurred as such tailoring progresses. ) 

4. A new pattern of equipment and software acquisition 
will emerge as a result of increasing industry activity, 
giving impetus to separate procurement of hardware 
and software. 

5. In an edp universe in which the computer manu
facturer is no longer at the center, the role of the 
independent software companies will be enhanced 
to the point where they will be delivering general
ized software, not just to the manufacturers as is 
presently the case, but directly to the end users. 

These emerging new realities are bound to have a dis
ruptive effect on presently established relationships. But 
the weight of logic and of economic necessity is on the 
side of change. Though some suppliers may suffer from 
these dislocations, the ultimate result should be better 
systems at lower cost for the stoical and long-suffering 
user. • 

spanning the generations 

CHANGING ROLE 
OF CONSULTANTS 
by HOWARD BROMBERG lJ When asked to comment on the past 10 years in 

the computer field for DATAMATION'S lath anni-
versary issue, I thought it would be interesting to 

. _ discuss a profession which was made possible by 
the progress of the last 10 years. By "profession" I mean all 
of those activities which today are categorized under the 
term of computer consulting. The activities of hand-tailor
ing, reformatting, streamlining, reducing the "hidden" costs 
of data processing, analysis, producing a lower throughput 
cost and many others fall into the province of the computer 
consultant. In addition, the consultant is often called upon 
to supplement a user's technical staff by providing a specific 
talent, performing a turn-key operation or by offering more 
warm bodies for the purpose of overwhelming the applica
tion. Here is an avocation which has grown with the comput
er field itself and one which probably never would have 
developed had not the technology associated with comput
ing machinery design been further advanced than the 
technology of computing machinery use. 

It is, of course, obvious why this occurred. Computer 
engineers had a tradition upon which to base their 
activities. Similar work had been done in other fields. 
Theories had been developed and experience had been 
gained. Even up to very recently it was necessary to have 
a new computer built and running before one could 
develop any experience with its programming. Neverthe
less, whatever the reason, there are many of us who are 
grateful for these last 10 years. 
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There are no doubt other fields where consultants are 
used. Engineering, education, medicine and management 
are those that come to mind immediately. However, even in 
these fields the consultants are more specialists who act as 
advisors in a pure sense of the word. This is not meant to 
imply that computer consultants do not provide their fair 
share of lip-service. Probably the major difference between 
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computer and other kinds of consultants is their degree of 
importance with respect to their particular environment. 
Without consultants, engineers would .still engineer, teach-
ers would still teach, doctors would still doctor, and 
managers would still manage. But would the computer 
user derive the same benefits, realize the same advantages 
and exist at the same level of accomplishment without the 
existence of the computer consultant? 

Unfortunately for most computer users, their vendors 
are primarily sales motivated and most considerations of 
specialized requirements or efficient utilization are subor
dinate to the major goal: Thus the responsibility for 
sp.ecific, prudent and economically sound employment of 
computing machinery becomes the sole responsibility of 
the individual user. Contrary to popular belief, the 
computer user operates with limited resources and is 
motivated by the urgent requirement for computer process
ing of his bread and butter applications. More often than 
not, this practice exhausts his technical resources. In the 
past, the consultant was used. primarily to help the user 
"get on the air." Today his role is changing. 

the changing role 
To see how the consulting business has exploded over 

the past decade, I scanned a 1957 issue of a Brand-X 
magazine which published a list of organizations under the 
title of Consulting Services. Forty-two such organizations 
were listed. Ten years later the same magazine listed 
similar organizations under the category of Programming 
Services. In 1967 there were 226 companies who appear to 
gain the majority of their income from the pursuit of 
consulting services. This shows greater than a five-time 
growth in this past d~cade. Indeed, California alone has 
more consulting services organizations than the 1957 issue 
showed the entire country to have. Of the original 42, only 
four were repeated a short 10 years later. 

It is interesting to note that in 1957 only three listed 
organizations had a variation of the word "computer" in 
their name. In 1967, 22 had. In 1957, two had a variation 
of the word "data." In' 1967, 16 had. In 1957, none of the 
organizations shown had the word "information" in their 
name. In 1967, 11 used this. 

To give you a better idea of how young our computing 
field really was in 1957, this same issue had a section that 
dealt with a pictorial introduction to computers. One of 
the items shown was a photograph of a magnetic tape reel 
and another photo had the caption, "What Programming 
Looks Like." (Today, instead of showing a photograph of 
instructions to demonstrate programming methodology, one 
would probably display a picture of Fort Knox.) In 1967, 
the issue contained lists of ideas in the computing field, 
applications, programming languages, and machine char
acteristics. 

As the computing field developed in the last 10 years 
from the "what" state, to the "how" state, the requirements 
for consultants increa~ed. Hardly a single organization 
today, especially those heavily engaged in computer 
activity, has not had the need for outside consulting 
services. 

There are many reasons why an organization should 
employ outside consulting services. While I do not intend 
to describe them, it is obvious that there are economic as 
well as technological justifications. However, as it is with 
any activity within our field, there is a continuing 
requirement and striving for excellence. To accomplish this 
with outside consultants depends upon how one prepares 
for the consultant, how one selects the consultant, how the 
job is defined, how the responsibilites are defined, how one 
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works with the consultant and, finally, how one measures 
the results. 

There is no hard and fast rule which governs the 
decision to use a consultant. Aside from the infrequent 
obvious cases, no formula exists which easily decides the 
proper trade-offs between in-house and outside design and 
implementation. It is a highly subjective and complex 
situation. Each organization is motivated by different 
goals-speed to some, cost to others, efficiency, etc. Even 
though corporate politics and financial conditions affect 
the decision to use consultants, this decision must be based 
on the individual considerations of the particular orga
nization. As mentioned above, there are general guidelines 
to follow in order to gain maximum advantage from the 
working relationship with the consultant, but none exists 
to decide whether to establish the relationship. And there 
is little worse than a relationship between client and 
consultant based on a flimsy foundation of uncertainty. 

continuing demand 
Judging from the size of the list of consulting organiza

tions and the new ones popping up every month, there 
appears to be an increasing and continuous demand for 
their various services. Hopefully, others than those starting 
the services have this feeling. It is obvious to me, however, 
that the number of consulting firms in the computer 
business will continue to increase over the next decade at 
least. I make this statement primarily based upon two 
beliefs. First, a consulting business is about the easiest 
business to start. The reason for this is that there is no 
inventory and such a business can be operated with a 
relatively low overhead. The second reason is the complex
ity of the computer business itself. As the field becomes 
more encompassing and more difficult, organizations will 
find that they have a lack of knowledge for a significant 
specialty. Indeed, we have seen consulting business start 
up based upon talent in a single specialty item. Some 
examples are time-sharing and operating systems. 

It takes a single contract or just an ability to sustain 
oneself until the first contract is signed in order to start a 
consulting business. Many persons with recognized talents 
in a highly specialized area are sought to moonlight or to 
take on full-time projects as consultants. People in univer
sities have been undertaking such assignments for years 
and there is a trend developing for commercial technicians 
to do likewise. In the past, it has been the case that the 
senior member of the consulting team called in by the 
management of a company ends up as an important full
time member of that company. Today, the reverse is 
happening. Senior members of an organization who have 
been successful in their computer activities leave to 
establish their own consulting outfits. Using their previous 
company as a training ground, they assimilate their 
experiences into a generalized technique only to particular
ize them for sale to similar companies. 

On the other side ate those with "greener" motives. To 
the entrepreneur in the computer field, ,neither real 
estate nor the stock market represent the maximum 
opportunity for professional and monetary satisfaction. I 
would not be surprised to learn that some consider the 
establishment of a 'consulting firm in terms of future 
acquisition or merger and secondarily in terms of a fair 
profit for services rendered. Nevertheless, regardless of 
motivation, consulting companies are on the rise. Rarely 
does one hear of such a company folding up its tents and 
slipping away into the night. 

new requirements 
The past decade in the computer field has been 

particularly interesting because it spanned all generations; 
that is, it started within the first generation 'and concluded 
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at the begmning of the third. From the standpoint of a 
consultant, it has shown the complexities underlyin'g each 
of these generations. In the extreme, it has shown the 
significant differences between the first generation tech
nology and that required to be practiced in the third. More 
important, it has demonstrated that the successful achieve
ment of third generation excellence, much less that of the 
subsequent generations, will require an amount of advice 
and specialization not normally associated with those 
capabilities of the average user of information processing 
equipment. Thus, the role of the consultant will change in 
this coming third generation decade. The expansion of 
technological capabilities is accompanied by a large group 
of new problems demanding solution. As it was at the 
beginning of the first generation, so it is at the onset of the 
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third. Interpreting the state of the art and placing its 
characteristics into operational environments remain a 
major responsibility of the consultant .. The difference with 
the current consultant lies in the depth of training required 
to exploit the new technology. 

As we get further into the third generation, the 
consultant will paticipate in other activities. Some of these 
will include development of industry or application ori
ented, machine-independent languages; specifying, im
plementing, marketing and maintaining general and spe
cial purpose packages; extending the vendor's capabilities; 
and playing a larger role in hardware evaluation, acquisi
tion, operation and financial control. I think this third 
generation might be sub-titled, "The Consultant Genera
tion." At any rate, I hope it will be. • 

time out 

RECEDING FUTURE 
by ASCHER OPLER 

D 
Few technical fields can match the computer 
world in its obsession with time. Our vocabu
lary is replete with terms like access time, nano
second, latency, time slice, asynchronous activ

ity, interrupt, time-sharing, simultaneity, overlap time, re
lease date, clock pulse, scheduling algorithm, cycles, start
stop time, purge date, etc. 

Computer people are experts in dealing with time. Com
puter engineers analyze the status of each circuit on a 
clock pulse-by-pulse basis. Some programmers count tim
ing cycles within tight inner· loops, determine the num
ber of milliseconds available to process an interrupt, etc. 
Schedulers plan computer operations so that waste time 
is minimized and high priority schedules are met. 

However, when the computer specialist leaves the do
main of computer time (picoseconds to hours) and enters 
the realm of human activity time (hours to years), he 
becomes a bumbling amateur. In the relatively brief his
tory of electronic computers, an incredibly poor record for 
estimating time duration has been made. Although fla
grantly bad estimates have drawn attention from time to 
time, not everyone realizes the breadth and depth of our 
errors in projecting the time required to achieve certain 
goals. 

Serious failures have occurred in predicting both general 
and specific' achievements. 

predictions that failed 
In mentioning some statements that went wide of the 

mark, this writer can plead guilty to a few of his. own. In 
1961, for example, after stating that a "software crisis was 
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at hand" he concluded with the hope that "some of the 
solutions currently proffered will bring the chaotic situa
tion in automatic programming under control by 1963 or 
1964." 

When the first programming languages were announced 
( 1954), over-zealous manufacturers' announcements pre
dicted the immediate demise of all other programming 
methods. 

The development of the Perceptron (1958) evoked 
many predictions of early replacement of programming 
with self-organizing systems. 

Photographic (1953) and cryotron (1959) memories 
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were projected as playing a major part in computer 
storage systems "within a few years." 

At a 1961 meeting, an early enthusiast' for time-shar
ing predicted the disappearance of all but interactive 
console programming in two or three years. 

The widely reported demonstration of Russian to En
glish translation in 1953 led to predictions of quick com
plete mastery of language translation by computer. 

Predictions about widespread use of optical devices 
that read typewritten and printed pages have also been 
wide of the mark. 

systems that were late 
The history of the development of computer hardware, 

software and applications has been characterized by 
( 1) lateness,. (2) rescheduling, ( 3 ) cliffhanging. finales, 
(4) substitution of interim versions for the promised ones, 
(5) the substitution of a "Phase 1" goal for the full goal, 
or (6) the on-time delivery of the promised system in a 
version whose quality and reliability were too poor td allow 
system usage. 

This sweeping condemnation has many well-known ex
amples. It primarily applies more to the large, new and 
complex system than to the small, simple system that 
breaks no new ground. Acceptable operation of systems 
has frequently lagged six months behind schedule and 
occasionally three to four years. 

Among the systems whose lateness embarrassed their 
sponsors were large business language compilers, com
mand and control systems, real-time telecommunication 
systems, ultra-high speed computers, government-wide 
data processing systems, ultra-high capacity storage· sys
tems and large operating systems. 

why are we so myopic? 
We understand what happens in one second of com

puter time; we do not understand what happens in one 
month of a man's time; we do not understand what 
happens in one year's time of technical development. If 
we are ever to leave the era of delayed fulfillment, we 
must improve our understanding of the true metric of 
time. Our vision of time is poor for a variety of reasons: 

1. The time scale of the entire computer development 
is such that distortion arises easily. The technology of 
five years ago seems relatively primitive; that of 10 
years ahead, "way out." In this environment, it is 
difficult to see two years ahead without distortion. 
2, Marketing pressures in a highly competitive market 
are felt by everyone in the field. Under such pressure, 
one naturally makes claims for the earliest delivery of the 
most advanced system. Constant emphasis on soonest, 
earliest, availability, delivery, installation cannot help 
but prejudice all who estimate 'actual completion dates. 
3. Lack of reliable industry experience on which to 
.base our projecting. Chemical, automotive, steel and 
petroleum industries can make better projections based 
on many more years of experience. Experience in build
ing computers, implementing software and real-time sys
tems is diluted by the thousands of new people in the 
field and is rapidly made obsolescent by fast-changing 
technology. 
4. Sd far we have failed to develop fully satisfactory 
methods for controlling the implementation of very 
large programs and, as a consequence, we have failed 
to develop accurate methods for predicting completion 
dates. 
5. Underestimating the extent of development required 
to take a promising technical innovation and make it 
into a low-cost item usable with high reliability on an 
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everyday basis. In other industries, a lag of at least 
five years is expected; in many fields, 10 years is normal. 
There' are two general solutions to the late-delivery 

problem for specific systems: learn how to meet tight 
deadlines or learn to make more realistic schedules and 
live with them. For years, we have strived to do the 
former; perhaps it is time to give attention to the latter. 
Invariably, when a fiasco is viewed in hindsight, everyone 
agrees that the schedule was unrealistic. Where are the 
men who can brand such a schedule as unrealistic when 
it is proposed? 

This practice of setting schedules as tight instead of 
as realistic as possible applies all the way down the line. 
Large systems fail to meet their target dates not only 
because of delay in the whole,' but also in the delay 
of many of the smaller parts. PERT charts with unrealistic 
activity times lead to much paperwork but not to on-
schedule completion. . 

One hopeful trend is the gradual disillusionment with 
the products of crash programs and with accelerated early 
release versions. Bad 'experience after bad experience is 
hammering the lesson home ... the reasonable user must 
wait a reasonable time to get a reasonable product. One 
installation manager states that he has switched from the 
vanguard of users to the rearguard-with a smoother 
running introduction of new systems that more than coun
terbalances the delay. He shudders when he recalls the 
frenzied days in the vanguard. 

The industry is still too young to have amassed both 
experience and data about its own developments, costs 
and schedules. Eventually, there must arise a stable supply 
of "old hands" at production of systems who will be 
equipped with good data about past experience. 

Computer manufacturers have moved ahead with de
sign and production automation systems for hardware 
with a consequently improved record of meeting pre
dicted schedules. The software producers have experi
mented with equivalent tools for years, but with far less 
success. The construction of large integrated user systems 
is faring little better than the construction of system pro
grams. 

As far as technicai innovations are concerned, perhaps 
we can minimize disappointments by instituting tl~e fol
lowing practices: delaying announcement until the tech
nical validity and utility of an innovation have been 
demonstrated; presenting before your peers a paper devoid 
of claims of vast potentialities; distinguishing sketches, 
models and mock-ups from the real thing; making ex
tremely conservative estimates' of the time needed to de
velop and introduce a product, carefully considering if it 
has all the attributes needed to replace the current, cor
responding product. 

In addition, we might follow these commonsense rules: 
1. Try to re-capture facts concerning the resources and 

times required to produce past accomplishments, or start 
gathering them for current ones. Use of historical data 
could prove useful in more accurately estimating the time, 
manpower and other resources required of future projects. 

2. Let's start exchanging information on such data. 
Papers describing ,particular projects could include in
formation on just what it took to get the job done. 

3. Make sure that in estimating for a new project we 
enumerate all of the tasks to be accomplished in order to 
deliver a product or system. Too often we ignore such 
items as training, documentation and conversion. 

Perhaps we should begin to allow in our deadline 
planning time to reflect on our total performance with 
respect to time. Sooner or later the breathless years must 
give way to experience af!d stability. I am not predicting 
when. ' • 
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Inter-Office Memorandum 
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TO: ~ales Representat~ves for Kludge 
Model 97 

FROM: Kludge Komputer Korp. -:-Market
ing Headquarters 

SUBJECT: Superkomputer Delays 

Shortly after the announcement ·of 
the Kludge Model 97 Super Time 
Sharing System, research was begun 
into its feasibility. That research, 
begun in May of 1958 and recently 
completed, indicates that several 
changes are needed in our marketing 
strategy. 

Time estimates for paging and 
other system overhead indicate 
that users who are planning on hav
ing more than two remote terminals 
may experierice lost data. When both 
typewriter terminals are being used 
simultaneously, it is important the 
operators try not to enter data at 
the same time. Moderate success has 
been achieved in entering data at 
rates approaching, four characters 
per minute. Therefore, in all pro
posals use the figure 80,696 cpf 
(characters per fortnight). Future 
software may increase the maximum 
number of terminals but it is doubt
ful that the advertised 4,096 maxi- , 
mum can be met. 

Unfortunately from a marketing 
standpoint, adding more CPU's to 
the system further degrades perfor
mance. It is also unfortunate that 
production volume has reached the 
point where it will not be possible 
to cancel the orders for multipro
cessing systems. The sales force 
should also note that, due to a 
misunderstanding with our subsidiary 
doing the actual component assem
bly, the printers will be delivered 
with Japanese characters on the 
print chain. Should this cause any 
problems with your users, write 
directly to Marketing Headquarters. 
This problem is not as serious as 
it would seem at first glance. Be
cause of communications pr ... oblems 
with another supplier, our optical 

character reader accepts only Japa
nese characters. KKK has anticipated 
your needs for special help in 
these areas and several Japanese 
system engineers are in training. 
Courses in written Japanese will 
also be offered in the Customer Ed
ucation Seminars. 

A more serious problem is soft
ware. It will not be possible to 
actually deliver any with the ma
chines. While software development 
has been under way for some time, 
the staff has been plagued with 
management indecision and communi
cation bottlenecks. Therefore, after 
the f6rthcoming rele~se of our 200K 
card-to-print package (FORTRAN com
piler--phase 1), further software 
releases will be delayed until the 
fourth quarter of 1969. It should 
be understood that a definite deci
sion to release the software at 
that time has not actually been made 
and sales representatives should go 
no further than vague implications 
and faked coughing spells. 

The PL/I compiler is definitely 
"out," as storage requirements 
proved to be an order of magnitude 
greater than the maximum permissable 
core size. Because of this it was 
not possible to get actual compile 
time estimates but it looks as 
though they would have been competi
tive with other manufacturers. The 
FORTRAN subset compiler has had 
many of the same problems and an
other try will be made with an even 
smaller subset. Most notable among 
the deletions necessary to implement 
this subset will be all I/O state
ments. It is also possible that the 
DO statement may have to go. 

Due to the constant quibbling 
between the COBOL and ALGOL groups, 

(see next page) 
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Tubes, ETC. 

ETC. means many 
things. In cathode 
ray tubes, nc® 
means everything 
from design 
leadership to 
volume manu
facturing. 
Write for more information. 

GENERAL ATRONICS 
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ELECTRONIC TUBE DIVISION 
PHILADELPHIA. PENNSYLVANIA 19118 
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not much is to be expected in these I 
areas. I 

SORT/MERGE packages were complet~d 
and sent to software testing where I 
it was discovered that the card I 
sorter was an ~ff-line device. The 
resultant hard feelings have ciouded I 
the future of this effort. I 

An RPG package was lifted from a I 
competitor who had lifted it from 
another competitor, but our version I 
is not working either. I 

Our best marketing strategy would I 
noW appear to be playing up our 
soon-to-be-announced fifth-genera- I 
tion system. The advantage of fifth- I 
generation equipment is that no 
customer programming is needed. I 
Programs will be distributed to I 
users on pre-loaded cores. Thus, the 
money saved by reducing the custom- I 
~rs' programming overhead can be I 
spent on core memories, which are 
presentli ~howing a better profit I 
margin. This equipment will have I· 
complete, direct program compati- I 
bility (subject to certain condi
tions, etc.) with fourth-generation I 
equipment--should it be announced. I 
If questioned.closeiy on the pro-
gramming aspects, it might be wise I 
to stage a fainting spell. I 

In conclusion, it is important I 
that we keep our communication 
channels open. Remember, marketing I 
does more machine design than engi- I 
neering. Please see that prescribed 
channels are used in all communica- I 
tions--namely that all requests for 1 

information, especially price I 
quotes, are submitted first to the 
account manager, who will forward a I 
copy of it (after approval) to the I 
branch manager, who will forward a 
copy of it (after approval) to the 1 

district manager,who will forward I 
a copy of it (after approval) to 
the regional manager, who will for- I 
ward a copy of it (after approval) 1 

to the nstional manager, who in turn I 
must send copies to the numerous 
individuals involved via their I 
supervisors. All persons involved I 
should keep copies of the corre
spondence should it ever become I 
necessary to affix blame. No devia- I 
tions from these standards are 
permitted. A complete discussion of I 
these procedures may be found in I 
the branch managers' manual (X97- I 
43862-43,961) volumes 4-16. 

T. J. BAUD I 
Marketing Director I 

-----------, 
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From 3M: IIScotch"Brand No.777, 
the world's finest computer tape, plus 
total tape capability and service. 

-; 
I 

! 

I Since its introduction, I'Scotch" Brand No. 777 Computer Tape has proven 
" to be the finest computer tape ever developed. 

The reason: Extended storage requirements and intensive use are making 
ever increasing demands on today's computer tapes, and IIScotch" Brand 
No. 777 is specifically designed to meet these demands. No. 777 del ivers 
extended error-free performance in continued use over thousands of 
passes and it is here that true savings are realized. Long after ordinary 
computer tapes begin to cost you money, because of time consuming 
lire-tries", IIScotch" Brand No. 777 will still be performing faithfully ... 
reliably. And at all bit densities including 1600 bpi (3200 fci). 

Try No. 777. Test it. Compare it with your present computer tape. Find out 
how No. 777's superior performance characteristics mean dollars saved 
for you! Discover too, how 3M's three magnetic tape manufacturing plants, 
sixteen branch warehouses, and nearly one hundred sales and service 
representatives give you unexcelled service. 

For the world's finest computer tape with service to match, write: Market 
Services Dept., Magnetic Products Division, 3M Co., St. Paul, Minn. 55101. 
"SCOTCH" ANO THE PLAID DESIGN ARE REGISTERED TRADEMARKS OF 3M co. 



Bunker-Ramo is developing command and control sys

tems. The object is to achieve the maximum "command 

visibility"; that is, to give the commander the clearest 

picture, in real time, of the diverse information flow 

involved in the command situation. 

For use at high command echelons, the BR-90 (AN/FYQ-

37 and -45) Visual Analysis Console, with its easily 

changed, stored program control; combined with super

imposed photographic and electronic displays, presents 

source data for real-time analysis. BR-90s are opera-

I)ISI)I .. llYS 
I~C)ll 

(~C)tl tlllNI) 
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tional at SAC and are being implemented in the world

wide Air Force Integrated Command and Control System. 

For use at lower echelons, low-cost, light weight display 

systems specifically designed for mobile, tactical envi

ronments are soon to be available. 

Hardware at all levels is backed up by an integrated sup

port program that ranges from the analysis of systems 

objectives to complete field support of the installed 

operational system. 

If you want more information: 
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Call H. A. Kirsch (213) 346-6000. Or contact your local Bunker-Ramo field representative. 

I!i 
THE BUNKER-RAMO CORPORATION 
o E FEN S E S Y S T EMS 0 I V I S I D.N 

8433 FALLBROOK AVENUE· CANOGA PARK, CALIFORNIA 91304 . (213) 346-6000 
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PROGRAM 
BUDGETING 
by CHARLES J. HITCH 

This article is based on a speech given by Mr. Hitch to the 
Thirteenth Regular Meeting of The Diebold Research Pro
gram in Phoenix, Ariz., Feb. 1, 1967, sponsored by The 
Diebold Group, Inc. 

D 
I should like to do two things here: sketch the 
development of what is now usually called 

. program budgeting-strangely enough, we never 
called it program budgeting it) the Department 

of Defense, we called it the Planning-Programming-Bud
geting System-and outline some of the problems and risks 
as well as the opportunities in extending program budget
ing to other areas, such as civilian government, education, 
and industry. 

Nearly two years ago, President Johnson directed all 
federal government departments to introduce program 
budgeting systems similar to that of the Department of 
Defense. It is my impression that most of these depart
ments are still struggling manfully to learn just what thIs 
means and how to comply. What is program budgeting 
or the planning-programming-budgeting system? In my 
lexicon, it is a combination of two management techniques 
which are' related and mutually supporting, but distinct; 
in fact, they are so distinct that it is possible to use either 
without the other. 

the techniques 
One of these management techniques is called program 

budgeting or, more simply, as in the Defense Department, 
programming. Since program budgeting is also used more 
broadly to mean the whole planning-programming-budget- . 
ing system, I will use the simpler term "programming" (in 
its non-computer sense) to describe this part of the system. 
Programming as an activity produces a program which has 
the following characteristics: first, it is organized by 
programs rather than by objects of expenditure as tradi
tional budgets are. Or,if you prefer, it is classified by 
outputs which are objective-oriented rather than by inputs. 
The resource requirements and the financial or budget 
implications are l~nked to these program outputs. I know 
that to many people this is just about all that the term 
program budgeting conveys. In my opinion, this by itself 
is I not a very significant change in traditional budget 
procedures. But there is a second characteristic of- pro
gramming, p.amely, that the program extends far enough 
into the future to show to the extent practical and neces
sary the full resource requirements' and financial implica
tions of the programmed outputs. In the Department of 
Defense, the programmed outputs are usually shown for 
eight years and financial implications for five years. 

The second of the two management techniques in 
planning-programming-budgeting is called systems analy
sis, cost effectiveness analysis, or cost benefit analysis, as 
well as various other names, including operations or 
operational research. The whole system seems to be 
singularly plagued by terminological confusion. I hope 
that, as someone said of the music of Wagner, it is better 
than it sounds. Let me call the second technique systems 
analysis, since that is its official name in the Department 
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dollars do matter 

of Defense. I know that this is very confusing, because the 
term is used in quite different ways. Systems analysis in 
this sense is explicit, quantitative analysis, which is de
signed to maximize or at least increase the value of the 
objectives achieved by an organization, minus the value 
of the resources it uses. 

These two techniques, progra~ming and systems analy
sis, were introduced into the Department of Defense by 
Secretary Robert S. McNamara for one purpose: to im
prove the high-level 'planning of the department-that 
is, planning at the level of the Department of Defense 
headquarters, service headquarters, and headquarters of 
the unified commands. Other management functions in the 
Department of Defense such as control and operations 
were not affected, except indirectly, by these particular 
McNamara innovations. Even the format of the annual 
operating budget as appropriated by Congress and ac
counted for by the department's accounting staff was 
unaffected, at least initially. Instead, we developed a 
"torque converter" for translating the five-year program 
into the budget format and vice versa. I emphasize the 
exclusive relation of these techniques to the planning 
function for clarity in explaining their rationale, certainly 
not to disparage them, for I consider planning and' its 
various aspects to be the important function of top man
agement in any large organization, whether government, 
business, or education. 

Before, saying more about the techniques, let me make 
some general remarks about the nature of planning. The 
planning function can be analyzed in anum ber of 

,different ways; first, of course, by the distance of the 
future time period with which it is concerned. We have 
short-range planning-planning for the use of existing 
facilities and resources; intermediate-range planning-plan
ning for procurement or construction of new facilities; 
and we have long-range planning-the planning of new 
developments with very long lead times, like new major 
weapon systems in the Defense Department or new 
campuses for the University of California. In defense, 
we generally found a ten-year planning cycle long enough 

Mr. Hitch ;s vice president for 
administration, the Un;v. of 
California. A former assistant 
secretary of defense (J 96 J-
65), he has also been chair
man of the research council 
at The RAND Corp. He has a 
masters degree from Oxford 
Univ., and is the author of 
three books. The most recent, 
Decision-Making for D~fense, 

was published in J 96~. 
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for most of our developments. At the University of 
California, the lead times are longer. New campuses re
quire that we look about 35 years ahead to the year 
2000, and we attempt to do so. 

planning 
Another distinction which is critical is that between sub

stantive planning and fiscal planning. Fiscal planning is 
the planning of future budgets, how much money and 
how to spend it. Substantive planning is the planning of 
objectives: ultimate objectives and intermediate objectives. 
In the Department of Defense, substantive planning is 
called military planning. In the university, it is called 
academic planning. The fiscal and substantive planning 
can be short, intermediate, or long range. 

I repeat, the reaso~ we i~troduced the two techniques 
of programming and syst~ms analysis in the Department 
of Defense in 1961 was to improve the exercise of the 
planning function, which we found in disarray. We intro
duced programming to make the military planning of the 
department more realistic, to make it face up to the hard 
choices by linking it to the fiscal planning, from which it 
had been divorced. And we introduced systems analysis 
to provide a criterion or standard for making the hard 
choices, to achieve some rationality and optimality in the 
planning. 

When I point out that planning was in disarray at the 
beginning of 1961, I mean just that. There was plenty of 
planning activity of all sorts in the department, short, 
intermediate, and long range, military, and fiscal. The key 
to the disarray was the almost complete separation of 
substantive or military planning and fiscal planni~g. These 
two types of planning, in the first place, were performed 
by two different groups, the military planning by the 
J oint Chiefs of Staff and the military planners in the 
services and the fiscal planning by the civilian Secretary 
and the comptroller organization throughout the depart
ment. Secondly, the two types of planning were couched 
in different terms, not readily translatable and, in general, 
not translated. Military planning was in. terms of Army 
divisions, Navy ships, fighter aircraft squadrons, and so 
forth: military units or weapon systems-the outputs of the 
department. Fiscal planning was in terms of budget 
categories, which were military personnel, operations and 
maintenance, procure~ent, research and development, 
military construction-input categories. In practice, the 
long-range and intermediate-range military plans of the 
Joint Chiefs of Staff and the services were either not cbs ted 
out in terms of their' budget requirements, or this was 
done so roughly and' un reliably as to be unusable. 
Thirdly, the two types of planning were for different time 
periods. There were intermediate/-and long-range military 
plans, but no fiscal plans extending beyond the next 
budget year. . 

obiectives 
In consequence, the intermediate- and long-range mili

tary planning was largely ineffective. The Department 
of Defense, one of the world's largest organizations by 
any standard, had no approved plans extending more 
than one year into the future. Each year the Joint Chiefs 
of Staff would produce its massive intermediate-range 
milita~y plan called the Joint Strategic Objectives Plan, 
the JSOP, with recommended forces extending five to ten 
years into the future and would send it to the Secretary of 
Defense, who would note it and file it. Before Mc
Namara, no JSOP was ever approved. Then in the budget 
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season, in October and November, the real-life decisions 
were made by civilian secretaries advised in the main by 
the comptroller organization. 

Why was the JSOP ignored? Primarily because it was 
financially infeasible. It was more or less a pasting together 
of the wish-lists of the four military services. If costed out, 
the budgets it required would be far in excess of what any 
Secretary of Defense or President or Congress would 
approve. The system, in short, did not require the military 
planners to face up to the hard choices that are part of 
responsible management. Let me emphaSIze that this 
was not the fault of the military planners, but a fault 
of the system. In organizations with similar systems, 
academic planners and business planners act Just like the 
military planners. 

But since the military planners didn't make the hard 
choices, the civilian Secretary had to make tl1ese choices 
as best he could in his budget review, and without much 
help from intermediate- or long-range military plans. The 
method which he used in his budget review,' lacking any 
other, might be described generically as the budget-ceiling 
approach. The, president would indicate the general 
level of Defense budget he felt was appropriate to the 
international situation and to his over-all economic and 
~scal policies. The Secretary of Defense, by one means or 
another, would allocate this figure among the three military 
departments. Each military department woulq, in turn, 
prepare its basic budget submittal allocating its ceiling 
among its own functions, units, and activities. 

It was recognized long ago that this was a rather 
inefficient way to go about preparing the Defense budget. 
For one thing, the budget submittal didn't provide the 
right kind of information for programmed decisions. It 
wasn't organized by programs and it extended only one 
year into the future. Secondly, the decisions were too 
decentralized to achieve a balanced over-all program. 
Each service naturally tended to exercise its own priorities 
favoring its own unique missions to the detriment of joint 
missions, striving to lay the framework for an increased ' 
share of the budget in future years by concentrating 
on alluring new weapon systems and protecting the over-all 
size of its force structure. Moreover, because attention 
was focused only on the next fiscal year, the services had 
every incentive to propose large numbers of new starts, 
the full cost-dimensions of which would only become 
apparent in subsequent years. This is the foot-in-the-door 
or thin-edge-of-the-wedge technique which one-year-at-a
time approaches at budgeting greatly encourage. So every 
year the programs of each of the services had to be cut back 
to fit the budget ceiling by program c~mcellations, stretch
outs, or postponements, but only for that year. Beyond 
the budget year, unrealistic plans continued to burgeon. 
Perhaps next year the budget would be higher. 

program el~ments 
We introduced the Five Year Force Structure and 

Financial Program to correct the basic flaw in the system, 
namely, the separation of planning and budgeting. The 
program is organized by outputs, like the milital y plans, 
which can be related' to national military and foreign 
policy objectives far more readily than the traditional 
budget categories. The basic elements of the program are 
force units, like Army infantry divisions, or weapon systems, 
like Minuteman missiles, or development projects, like 
the Nike-X. The sum total of the program elements, of 
which there are about 1,000 when one includes the 
overhead elements, is the total program of the department. 

Each program element has w~th it its full resource and 
financial costs year by year, five years into the future, for 
all the men, equipment, supplies, and installations required 
to make it effective. The total dollars required for the 
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program each year are within limits which the Secretary 
of Defense considers appropriate and feasible. The program 
shifts the emphasis from cost in next year's budget to cost 
to complete and operate a weapon systems program. 

The program, established in 1961, is continuously in 
being. There is always a program of the department, an 
a'pproved program extending from five to eight years into 
the future, but program, changes may result in several 
billion dollars' worth of changes in the over-all program 
each year. Any office of the Department of Defense may 
propose a change in the program at any time. All major 
changes have to be approved by the Secretary after 
review and recommendations by the Joint Chiefs. So we 
end up with a flexible planning-programming-budgeting 
system with the new program linking the military plans 
on'the one side and the budget on the other: 

The function of the planning in the planning-program
ming-budgeting system is to develop better alternatives 
to those whicb are in the current, approved program. 
The planning is carried out at all levels of the department 
and it takes three forms. One of these is the more or less 
traditional military planning, like that which was em
bodied in the JSOP and which continues. The second is 
systems analysis, about which I will say more shortly. 
The third consists of blends of the two. The budget in the 
system has become, in effect, the first annual slice of the 
five-year progrmp. The annual budget review continues, 
but it has become an intensive final analysis of the financial 
requirements of the program for the next fiscal year rather 
than a review of the program itself. 

systems analysis 
The second of the management techniques which com

prise the planning-programming-budgeting system will be 
called systems analysis here. Perhaps I should explain that 
it has nothing in particular to do with computers. Every
one knows two things about Robert McNamara. First, 
they know about McNamara and his whiz kids. They know 
that he is a strong believer in analysis to supplement 
judgment and experience, which is true. Second, they 
know about McNamara and his computers, that he is 
enthusiastic about the use of high-speed computers, which 
to the best of my observation is quite false. My feelings 
toward computers' are a little more kindly. I believe that 
they are here to stay, although there are times when I 
have a few elements of doubt. About two months after 
leaving the Pentagon in 1965, I received a notice in the 
mail from myoId bank in Washington" where I had closed 
my account, that it had received a check from the Army 
for $650 to deposit to my account. My pleasant surprise 
was allayed by the suspicion that I would not be per
mitted to keep it. Being experienced in the ways of com
puters, you can guess what happened. When I left the 
Pentagon, I was signed to a consulting agreement, mainly 
to keep my security clearance alive. Each month, the 
Army Finance Department, which gets out the payroll for 
the Department of Defense, is supposed to .be· advised 
that I spent 00 days consulting. Somehow this got tran
scribed erroneously as 10 days. The computer calculated 
my gross pay as $860, made appropriate deductions to 
get it down to $650, searched its memory to determine 
what to do with it, and mailed a check to myoId bank. 
MyoId bank, also thoroughly computerized, detected 
nothing wrong and deposited the check in my closed 
account. In the next chapter, I received a demand from 
the Army Finance Department that I return. not only 
the net amount of $650, but the gross amount of $860. 
If you are concerned, I did not comply. Someone has to 
stand up to this kind of bullying. I let the computer 
find its own deductions. 

Systems analysis, in the sense in which I am using 
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~rn~~rnfuJ~is a~a a 
FLEXIBLE 

Makes 
Problem 
Solving. 
Simple 

IDIIOM can be used alone interfaced With 
any computer. It has a versatile instruction 
repertoire that uniquely suits it to such appli
cations as computer·aided design, simulation, 
on-Iineproces!;icontrol,. computer,aided . in
struction,rnal'1agement information, command 
and control, information retrieval, 'human 
factor studies, medical research, and mor~. 
and more, and more. 

SELF-CONTAINED 
IDIIOM has its own programmable, expand
able, 4096 x 16 bit, random access memory. 
It is free standing and requires no external 
computer for message composing and editing, 
for light pen tracking, or for display refreshing. 

PEOPLE LANGUAGE 
IDIIOM accepts input directly in your language 
and is ideal for man-machine dialog. With a 
light pen, keyboard, track ball or other man
input device you feed graphic or alphanumeric 
data directly into the computer and your an
swer comes back as graphics or alphanumerics 
- immediately usable without conversion. 

PROBLEM SOLVING MACHINE 
IDIIOM, because it solves so many kinds of 
problems so efficiently, solves your problem of 
buying enough of the right kind of computa-' 
tion equipment for a variety of applications. 
Whether your basic need is for display or com
putation, whether your' system can operate 
independently or must be interfaced with your 
present equipment, IDIIOM is your answer. If 
interfaced with your present computer, IDIIOM 
greatly expands computer useability because 
only large scale data manipulation and storage 
need be done in the central computer. 
IDIIOM comes with a wide variety of options to 
suit it to a wide variety of applications. 

IDIIOM is another advance from 101. 
Want more data? Drop us a card for the descriptive 
brochure. 

INFORMATION DISPLAYS, INC. 
333 N. Bedford Road, My. Kisco, N. Y. 10549 

P. O. Box 688 (914) 666-2936· 
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the term, has nothing in particular to do with computers. 
You can do it with or without computers. You can do 
good analyses without or you can do bad ones with" or 
vice versa. Systems analysis in the sense of cost effectiveness 
analysis is nothing more nor less than economic analysis 
applied to the public sector of the economy, or, indeed, 
to the private sector. Ec6nomic analysis is concerned 
with the allocation of resources. Its basic tenet is to 
maximize the value of the objectives achieved minus the 
value of the resources used. In business, this reduces 
itself to maximizing profits, because both income and 
outgo are measured in dollars. In Defense, and gene~ally 
in the public sector, we lack a common valuation for 
objectives and resources. Therefore, we have' to use one 
of two weaker maxims: maximize objectives for given 
resources, or minimize resources for given objectives. 
Systems analysis' attempts to assist the decision-maker to 
choose weapon systems and modes of operating them 
which maximize some military objective or objectives (for 
example, the number of attacking bombers or missiles 
shot down) for given resources (for example, budget 
dollars available). 

The function of the program is to cost out the plans to 
keep them feasible and realistic, to make the planners 
face up to the hard choices. The function of systems 
analysis is to get dollars into ithe calculations at an 
earlier stage, into the planning process, into the calcula
tions at an earlier stage, into the planning process, into 
the evaluation of alternative ways of achieving a military 
objective. You can't choose the optimal way or even a 
good way without knowing about the alternatives, what 
the alternatives might achieve and what they would cost. 

From small beginnings which long antedate McNamara 
-in fact, they date back at least to World War II-the 
use of systems analysis has been rapidly expanded since 
1961 until it has become a vital part of the planning 
and decision-making process in tHe, Department of Defense. 
Since September, 1965, it has become the sole function 
of an Assistant Secretary of Defense. 

So, in summary, the program provides the link between 
planning and budgeting, relating forces and their costs 
to national security objectives; while systems analysis 
provides the quantitative analytical foundation in many 
areas-but by no means all-for' making sound - choices 
among alternative means of achieving the objectives. 
Between them, they give the Secretary of Defense the 
tools which are necessary for planning a program with 
balance and some rationale and, therefore, for the unified 
management of his $70-billion-a-year department. For the 
first time, the Secretary of Defense is capable of exercising 
the authority given him in:the National Security Act of 
1947, which attempted to unifylthe military services. 

future 
Let me speculate brieRy now about the future. First, 

all large organizations, whether government, business, or 
mixed, have many problems inl.,common. I am very im
pressed by some of the similarities, having recently moved 
from one large organization to' another which sounds 
very different, but which has equally interesting problems. 
Among these is the problem of achieving realistic, bal
anced, rational plans. I found academic planning in the 
University of California in exactly the same kind of dis
array we found military planning was in the Department 
of Defense and for essentially the same reason. And I am 
sure that similar techniques do have applications in other 
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organizations. In fact, these techniques already have wide
spread application. The Department of Defense is not 
the first organization to develop a financial plan or pro
gram which extends more than one year into the future 
and which has evolved budget categories more suitable 
for' planning-for intermediate- and long-range planning
than objects of expenditure. Other organizations have 
confronted and more or less satisfactorily solved the prob
lems of unrealistic and too-decentralized planning. Similar
ly, many well-managed businesses make explicit quantita
tive economic analyses, such as alternative equipment and 
facility plans, which are indistinguishable from what is 
called systems analysis in the Department-Of Defense. 
Operations researchers have assisted milit?ry, other govern
mental, and business planners with varying degrees of 
success for the past 25 years. What is different in . the 
Department of Defense is that systems analysis there has 
become a generally accepted way of life, perhaps for the 
first time in any large public organization. 

However, there are risks and dangers as well as oppor
tunities in the application of new management techniques 
-including the risk of discrediting the techniques, if one 
tries to move too far too fast. Although i~ did not appear 
easy at the time, there is no doubt in my mind that the 
Department of Defense, or much of it, is easier- to program 
and to analyze quantitatively than many areas of civilian 
government. For example, it is certainly _ easier than the 
foreign affairs area. Quite apart from these difficulties, 
the substantive problems in other areas are different and 
new. In Defense, we had several hundred analysts at 
the RAND Corporation and elsewhere developing programs 
and systems analysis techniques for a decade before the 
department attempted any large-scale general application. 

H No remot~ly similar preparatory effort has gone into any 
\ other governmental area and the number of trained 
, and skilled people is so limited that they are inevitably 

spread far thinner in other departments of government 
than they were and are in Defense. 

conclusion 
But finally, if I may end on an encouraging note, al

though these techniques are mutually supporting, we 
are not dealing here with the question of either/or. There 
is an infinity of degrees. Not only may one introduce a 
program budget without systems analysis, or vice' versa, 
but each may be used in limited areas or ways, and 
sometimes quite productively. For example, in foreign 
affairs, where quantification of objectives and therefore 
full systems analysis is so difficult, one can, I think, 
organize the budget more meaningfully for planning pur
poses. In many areas, a systems cost analysis is possible 
and useful, although a full systems analysis, including 
measurement of objectives, is not yet. 

I am convinced that there are many institutions which 
are quite ripe for the application of some efficiency
inducing management techniques and for basically the 
same reason that the military was ripe. Hospitals, for 
example, have, like the Army and Navy, traditionally and 
proudly operated on a not-for-profit basis. Just as the 
generals and admirals asked "what do dollars matter when 
national security is at stake?", doctors and hospital ad
ministrators ask "what do dollars matter when life is at 
stake?", and I have heard educators ask "what do dollars 
matter when the quality of the next generation is at 
stake?" Well, the dollars do matter. Granted that these 
are all high priority claimants on the national purse and 
that there is a kernel of truth in each protesting cry, the 
importance of objectives does not justify ignoring the 
canons of economy and efficiency, which are to achieve 
the most from whatever limited resources the nation, in 
its wisdom or unwisdom, places at our disposal. • 
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VIRTUAL 
MEMORY 
AND PAGING 
by IVAN FLORES 

i In Part I we saw that paging makes the com
i puter memory appear to the programmer. to be 

a different size from what it actually is: in the 
small computer the memory looks smaller than 

it really is; in the large system the large core memory 
appears even larger, and takes on the size of the auxiliary 
memory. 

In large machines, we find paging associated with 
multiprogramming where we wish to: 1) quickly switch 
between one program and another; 2) locate a new pro
gram or data segment as quickly as possible; and 3) re
locate programs "on the fly." This last need is now dis
cussed. 

When several programs are using the computer simul
taneously-when parts of them reside in main memory 
at the same time-there is a problem of allocating memory 
to provide for efficient use of the processor. An effective 
solution is to re-allocate memory as required without 
moving the entire program. 

Suppose memory were crammed with data and three 
programs, A, Band C. Suppose, also, that A has requested 
an I/O operation which disables it for a period. The 
supervisor chooses B as the next program to operate as 
A uses I/O. Some time after B takes over, it' makes a 
request for a segment not currently in memQry. Some
thing must give-there is no room. The spacemaker is 
called in to find a marginally used block. It happens to 
be one from A. This block' is pushed and th~' segment 

The research for this article was supported under Grant No. 
At(30-1 }-370A to Stevens Institute by the Atomic Energy 
Commission. 
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part two: dynamic 
relocation 

requested by B is pulled to replace it. B continues' when 
it gets the chance. 

Now suppose, when A returns, it finds that it needs 
the segment pushed to make space for the segment re
quested by B. After the spacemaker chooses a block to 
retire, the old segment is returned by the auxiliary mem
ory (AM)) monitor for A. Generally the segment will not 
appear at its old location in A, put the dynamic reloca
tion feature permits A to reference this segment regard
less of which block it has been placed in by the monitor. 

The point is to keep the computer from doing a lot of 
wasteful push/pull operations. Suppose in the example 
that when A returns, it finds very soon that it needs the 
segment which had been pushed for B. To get it returned, 
the spacemal<er is called in. It pushes a segment of B to 
replace with the old one required by A. 

When B comes back, it soon needs the most recently 
pushed segment and makes a request for it. And so it 
'goes: more time is spent pushing and pulling than in 
problem solving. ,What really happens depends on how 
well the spacemaker is designed. 

As one would expect, the demand for new pages is 
directly proportional to the fraction of the program ab
sent from memory. These were essentially the findings of 
Fine and Jackson.1 When a small fraction of the pro
gram is present they found that "for 59% of the cases 
less than 20 instructions were executed . . ." before 
another request for a page was made. 

This bodes ill for the swap problem. Time will tell 

1 Fine, G.H., and Jackson, C.W.,' "Dynamic Program Behavior LInder 
Paging," Proc. ACM Nat. Conf. 1966, ACM Pub. P-66, Thompson Book 
Co., Wash., D.C., 1966, pp. 223-8. 
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25% 
Five new Data Packaging cases fit 
where four did before. 

Consider: for a big tape user, we 
could be talking about saving a 
new building, or at least a new 
wing. Certainly we're talking about 
an awful lot of shelf. 

The besUape storage casein the 
industry is now thinner. Five~ 
sixteenths of an inch thinner. And 
this is a complete case. It has a 
bottom and a top. It keeps out dust, 
mOisture, other contaminants. Not 
only from the tape, but from the 
reel flanges. The case supports the 
reel where it should be supported 
... at the aluminum hub, not the 
plastic rim. . 

Then,there are the things we 
didn't change. The unique locking 
device is still there, still patented, 
still fully enclosed within itself to 
keep wear particles away from the 
tape. When you turn the handle, 
you can still hear the click that 
locks it and read the word "lock" 
when you do. (Oh, we did change 
the handle a bit. Larger. 
Easier to grip.) 

For people who are choosey, 
there's no protection that equals 
this case-now thinner than ever 
before. Tell your tape supplier to 
deliver on a Data Packaging reel -
the one with the ring of color 
around the hub - locked in the 
new, slim storage case. Tell him 
you need the space. 

(I). 
Data Packaging Cases an 
205 Broadway, Cambridge, Massachusetts 

U.S. Case patent numbers are 3074546. 3138250. D196987. Foreign patents secured in principal countries. Other patents applied for. 
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VIRTUAL MEMORY'. . . 

whether dynamic relocation has been over-rated. Semi-
total occupancy may be the answer. ' 

Hardware systems have been designed to provide auto
matic paging. When dynamic relocation is also required 
this increases the complexity of the hardware. We next 
examine the hardware of the CDC ,3300 which provides 
. automatic paging but no dynamic relocation. Then we 
shall see how the IBM 360/67 provides both features, 
mostly in hardware. 

purpose of paging hardware 
The CDC 3300 paging system 2 extends the apparent 

size of memory accessed. It is the same principle used by 
the small computer where a larger operand address is 
required than is actually available in the command word. 
This is not a simple extension of core memory; it is used 
to make every cell of memory addressable from the 
operand address in the command. 

The other aims of the paging system are relevant 
multiprogramming demands: 1) setting up specific re
gions in each program inviolate to other programs; 2) pro
viding for interchange of control between programs; and 
3) protecting areas mandated to given programs. 

It is also stressed that the CDC 3300 does not provide 
for dynamic relocatability because, among other reasons, 
a fixed table size is provided for each program, no room 
is provided in the table for page use statistics, and the 
programmer's addressing space is smaller than main mem
ory. 

implementation 
The system provided by CDC is completely, hardware 

implemented. In this presentation some liberties are taken 
to facilitate the explanation. Fig. 1 illustrates the hardware 
provided to run as many as eight programs simultaneously. 
Only one program is in control of the machine at anyone 
time. The multiprogramming supervisor provides for pro
gression from one program to another. As it does so, it 
resets the program register to indicate the program now in 
control. 

The heart of the hardware system is a page file 
which' provides 16 registers for each of eight different 
programs. Each register provides a translation entry be
tween the segment number found in a program and the 
block number for that segment within the memory as 
presently set up. The segment number in the command 
ranges from 1 to 16-the number of blocks .that may be 
translatable by the page file-and 128 pages of about 
2000 words each are addressable by the system. How
ever, blocks are addressable in units of quarter pages 
(there are 516 or 1008 quarter pages addressable). 

In Fig. 1 we see in the Instruction Register a request 
for a load of segment 04 word 361. Program 5 is now in 
control. Since the program register contains 5, we look 
up the information for this program in area 5 of the page 
file. On the fifth line pertaining to program 5 (04) we 
find the entry,' 403. This is placed in the memory ad
dress register along with the word number, 361. The 
memory will access block 408, word 361. 

When we look up the desired segment from the in
struction register in the page file, we may find that the 
corresponding entry is tagged to indicate that the de
sired block is, absent. This causes an interrupt to the 
multiprogram monitor which can obtain the information 
from main memory (MM). 

2CDC 3300 Reference Manual Pub. Number 601 57000 Rev 01. 
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Without virtual memory the proble~ of push/pull does 
not exist. If more program or data is required than can 
be stored in the allocated number of blocks, the super
visory system can often handle this by assigning more 
than one program area to a given program. Other non-
automatic techniques are also available. 

software requirements 
Let us briefly examine the program system 'require

ments for this type of computer in a multiprogramming 
environment . 

An interrupt can occur from many sources., Among 
them are these two: 1) the program makes an I/O 
delegation, which causes a holdup in that program; 2) an 
I/O activity has reached completion and interrupts the con-
trol subsystem. . 

Control goes to the multiprogramming supervisor, which 
uses a program selection algorithm to determine what's 
next. This algorithm may be based on priority, activity 
or some other criterion. It may cause the same program to 
be returned to or select a new program for performance. 

For a new program, some changes must be made .. The 
interrupt places the saved instruction register and other 
register information somewhere iIi memory so that job is 
out of the way. Next, the program register must be set 
to indicate the number of the new program. Then the 
registers for the new program inust be unsaved; that is, 
they must be brought back from memory locations at 
which they were saved. Among these is the instruction 
register information which must be unsaved as the next 
instruction to be performed in this program. This prob
ably will require reference to the page file, depending 
upon whether instruction register information was stored 
in absolute form. 

Setup software is necessary to evict a program when 
it is completed and to pull in a new nonresident program 
for initiation. Eviction consists mainly of resetting point
ers. It is up to the loader to get new program information, 
which is then stored in blocks set free by the evicted 
program. Empty blocks were posted to an available block 
list where they are now available' to the loader for the 
new program. 

As new segments are brought in, they are assigned 
block numbers from the available block list by the loader. 
These are entered in the page file for the number assigned 
to the incoming program. The loader continues until the 
program or a working portion of it has been loaded. It 
thEm turns control over to the new programs (or a dif
ferent resident program) . 

A segment addressed which is not in the memory is 
determined by finding 0' s in the page file for that program. 
The situation envisioned here is where all the possible 
blocks have not been assigned to a given program. The 
program requests a segment which is not present in 
memory, although there is room for it in memory. It is up 
to the monitor to go to the available space list and pull 
out a block assignment for the new segment. This is 
posted onto the page file. Later the page file may be 
entered normally when this segmellt is addressed. 

Since the pull of the new page requires th~ AM mon
itor, it is highly probable that the requesting program is 
released and another program initiated. When a new 
turn comes up for the requesting program, hopefully the 
new page has been entered into main memory by the 
AM monitor. In that case, a search of the page file gets 
us to the proper page, and the requesting program con
tinues. 

360/67 philosophy 
The IBM 360/673 has virtual memory hardware to 

facilitate multiprogramming. The design provides both 
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software and hardware for easy swapping between AM 
and MM. The hardware provides for facilitation in sev
eral facets of the acce.ssing problem. 

Multiple tables are used. These are arranged in the 
hierarchy presented in Fig. 2 and discussed below. Since 
table organization is emphasized in this machine, table 
.design, size and location will be discussed. Only as many 
tables as required are allocated and the space for each 
table can be lengthened by link list techniques so that 
memory space can be used more effectively. This permits 
variability in program size. Few or many segments can 
be allotted to a given program and this may be done 
dynamically according to need. 

Model 67 handles several programs at once. An as
signment for the machine may consist of one or many 
programs, the number limited primarily by software speci
fications. 

Each program is divided into segments; each segment 
consists of a number of pages; each page has one instruc
tion per line. We use line because the machine uses vari
able length instructions consisting of a variable number 
of bytes. 

The hierarchy of program organization is then: 1) 

PAGE FILE 

MAIN MEMORY 
PROGRAM 

DIRECTORY 

address translation hardware 
Assume we have an effective virtual address stored in the 

address portion of the instruction register (Fig. 3), divided 
into three parts-segment, page and line. 

The table register stores the starting point of the table 
for the program currently in control and points to the be
ginning of the segrpent table. When offset by the segment 
portion of the address in the instruction register (IR) we 
get a pointer to the starting address of the desired 
block in memory. It is inserted in the lefthand portion 
of the memory address register ( MAR). The righthand 
portion will be filled with the line number L from the 
instruction register; the MAR now contains the absolute 
address of the correct type. 

As described above the IR contains, among other 
things, an operation code and a virtual address consisting 
of segment, page and line. Actually when an instruction 
is procured from memory the operand 'address may have 
to be augmented by a relative base and by indexing to get 
the effective virtual address. This is done conventionally 
by passing quantities through adders and returning 
them either to a special register or to the proper portion 
of the IR. 

As described, the computer must use both tables each' 
time an operand is required. By conventional program
ming at least two complete accesses of memory would 
be required to reach each table (and two accesses for the 
commands). Further, some masking and extracting are 

•
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Fig. 1 Paging Activity, CDC 3300. Fig. 2 Hierarchy of Tables. 
Fig. 3 Translation from Virtual Ad

dress to Absolute Address. 

program; 2) segment; 3) page; 4) line. The' last three 
comprise a virtual address within a program. Table organ
ization parallels program organization. 

In Fig. 2 a program airectory or program table lists the 
programs which the loader has loaded into the computer. 
This means that they reside now either i,n AM or both 
AM and MM. There is one pointer in the program table 
for each program. It points to a segment table which 
lists all the segments which comprise the program with 
pointers to all page tables for that segment. 

A page table lists the starting location for each page in 
a given segment. Generally, pages are not contiguous. 
The need for a page table arises because pages are 
spread throughout memory. 

31BM ,Sys. Ref. Lib., System/360 Model 67, Time Sharing System, Pre
liminary Tech Summary Form (20-164). 
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essential to form the proper addresses ( and commands 
are needed to request the masking and extracting) . 

Table lookup above is simply multiple indirect ad
dressing. The difference between the indirection required 
here and normal indirect addressing is that the indirection 
address field changes with each table use. This is not 
difficult to implement in the hardware. 

Assume the table register has been loaded by the multi
programming monitor with the address of the start of 
the segment table, Fig. 3. The first memory access uses 
an effective address formed by adding the contents of the 
table register and the segment field of the IR. Addition 
can be performed as the information is sent to the MAR. 
The result of this access is an entry in the segment table 
which appears in the memory data register (MDR). 

Next we find the page table. The starting address 
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of the page table is a field of the word now in the MDR. 
It's offset by the page quantity P stored in the IR. The 
contents of the MDR properly masked is one entry to an 
adder; the other entry is the page field from the IR; the 
adder output is sent to the MAR which points to an 
entry in the page table. This is procured by the memory 
hardware and placed in the MDR. . 

One last indirection is performed. The starting address 
of the block (or the page address) is one field of the 
work in the MDR. The desired byte is a distance, L, 
away from this starting position. The MDR properly 
masked is one input to an adder; the L field from the IR 
is the other input; the result is passed over to the MAR 
to end up there as shown in Fig. 4. MAR now points 
to the desired operand. 

look behind 
The automatic indirection hardware has reduced the 

number of extra memory accesses for automatic paging 
to a mere two. Even so, this means that every operand 
acquired requires a total of three accesses or two more 
than might ordinarily be necessary. To reduce this number 
in a majority of the cases, look behind registers are 
furnished in the Model 67. These comprise a bank of 
associative registers whose purpose is to hold translation 
information for the most recent pages accessed. 

Fig. 4 shows how the look behind registers work nor
mally-that is, if the page to be accessed is listed in the 
look behind registers. Assume a command in the IR and 
the effective virtual address is currently in the operand 

IR I 0 ~ S P L 

I 
I~ 

+ 
IR o II S 

AUTOMATIC 
NDIRECTION 

= 
LOOK BEHIND CONTROL -=1= 

-

In the example the segment and page label contained. 
in the instruction register is also found in the· sixth look 
behind register. Therefore, the block number of the re
quired operand is the same as that found in this entry. 

The next step for the look behind registers control unit 
places this block number into the MDR. The control 
subsystem (overall computer control) transfers the line 
number from the R to the MAR which now holds the 
absolute address of the operand. 

lookup activity 
Starting with the same condition-a command with an 

effective virtual address in the instruction register-let us 
examine another situation, presented in Fig. 5. The look 
behind unit examines segment and page contents of each 
register and finds that the desired entry is missing·. This 
calls for a lookup activity. Control is turned over to the 
indirection hardware, which makes a trip through the two 
tables to determine the location of the desired block in 
memory. This is placed in the MAR and we are ready to 
access the operand. 

Before we do, however, we wish to set up the look 
behind registers in case a nearby operand address is ac
cessed in the near future. The block field of the con
tents of the MAR should be placed in one of the look 
behind registers. To determine which one, the two tags 
o and U are examined. 0 stands for occupancy and U 
for use. In this situation only two of the look behind 
registers are occupied. This is probably because this pro
gram has been started recently. 
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Fig. 4 Normal Use of Look /Behind 

Registers When Desired Entry 
is Present. 

Fig. 5 Making a VM Entry in the 
Look Behind Registers When 
There is Still Space There (at 
Least One 0 Bit = 0). 

Fig. 6 Making a VM Entry in the 
LB Registers When They are 
Full (All O's = 1). 

portion of the register. Before automatic indirection is 
performed the look behind registers are examined as 
shown. The segment and page are sent over to the look 
behind control unit, which performs an automatic content 
search. This is described in "Computer Programming."4 

When associative memory is provided in the hardware 
registers, lookup can be performed in a fraction of a 
microsecond. The control unit searches all the registers 
simultaneously, looking for one for which the proper por
tion is identical with the segment and page furnished
here, Sand P. This is done by examining all entries 
simultaneously; if there is a correspondence, an indica
tion is made. 

41van Flores, "Computer Programming," Prentice-Hall, Englewood Cliffs, 
N.J., 1966, Section 3.7. 
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Although there are six vacant registers, the first of these 
is chosen to enter the location information: segment and 
page fields are transferred from the IR by the control unit 
into the third look behind register; block information is 
transferred from the MAR to the fourth look behind 
r~gister; the occupancy bit for register 3 is changed from 
o to 1. Now the operand is accessed and the control 
subsystem executes the command. 

Fig. 6 shows a somewhat different situation. Again 
the segment and page information is turned over to the 
control unit of the look behind registers. An entry is not 
found and so the automatic indirection hardware will be 
called in to load the MAR as before. 

The occupancy bits are examined; they are all 1. All 
eight look behind entries are full. One of these must be 
eliminated. (It is more likely that this entry will be 
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referred to than one of th~ eight presently occupying the 
registers. ) 

The use bits determine which entry to replace. The 
list of use bits is examined; the first one found, which IS 0, 
indicates an entry which has not been used as recently 
as other enti"ies and hence most eligible for replacement; 
this is the destination of the new entry. In the figure, 
segment and page information is transferred from the IR 
to the third look behind register. 

Now that the look behind registers have been up
dated the command can proceed with a memory access 
for the operand. Notice that the previous resident of look 
behind register three has been expunged. 

Each time an entry in the look behind registers is used, 
its use bit is changed from ° to 1; if it is already 1 it re
mains so. This takes place only if at least one of the other 
use bits is set to 0. 

Thus after the use bits are all set to 0, one after 
another, one of the use bits is set to 1. There is always at 
least one bit which is 0. As soon as we try to set the last 
use bit to 1, this causes all the use bits to be reset to ° 
assuring that there is always one look behind register 
as the next one to be loaded. 

software intervention 
Software intervenes as far as virtual memory is con

cerned in at least three instances: 1) set up, 2) certain 
. table accesses, and 3) push/pull. 

Software manages the set up and satisfactory operation 
of all the tables and directories required for multiprogram
ming. This is initiated when a program has been com
pleted, satisfactorily or otherwise. All segment tables and 
page tables belonging to that program are cleared, and 
locations returned to the available space list, since they 
are now free. 

Generally a new program is brought into AM to take 
the place of the old one. The origin of the segment table 
for the new program is set up and at least the first seg
ment assignment in the segment table is provided. A 
pull operation as described below is requireci to get new 
segments and pages into memory. 

We have described what happens as long as a page 
addressed by the program is present in core. Suppose 
there is space in core but the page desired is missing 
because the entire segment is unlisted in the segment 
table, or the new page for this segment has not been 
added? In the first case a new page table is necessary; in 
the second, a new entry for one page table is required. 
The philosophy is similar and we examine only the latter 
case. 

Automatic indirection takes us from the table register 
through the segment table to the page table. When the 
page entry is sought, it is found to be missing. At the 
spot where the page entry should be, the residency bit is 
0. The indirection hardware turns control 'over to the 
software, which must now obtain the page and update the 
page table. The software consults an available space list 
of unoccupied blocks in memory. For this case there are 
entries in the space list. All that is required is a pull. An 
available block location is obtained from this list and con
trol is turned over to the push/pull software. 

A block transfer from AM is now required. This will 
generally cause art interrupt of the program now in con
trol. A disc or drum access takes a long time compared 
to normal program sequencing, and sO another program 
will probably. be brought in while the block transfer 
takes place; 
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How iong the new program remains in control depends 
upon the software monitoring system and the time slice 
allotted to' the program. Eventually control will go back 
to this program. At that time the command which caused 
the interrupt because of the missing page will be brought 
into the IR and the look behind registers cleared. Now 
when the segment and page tables ate consulted, the 
desired block is found to be in memory. 

The page table is updated at the time that the AM 
monitor interrupts indicating that its task is complete. 
The push/pull monitor takes over momentarily, updates 
the page table and turns to the other program that was 
in control. 

Once the original requesting program regains control, 
IR is processed in a normal command since its operand. is 
listed in ·all the' proper tables and the look behind 
registers are clear. 

In the case above, space for a new block was obtained 
by looking in the available space list which contained 
the address of at least one empty block. Suppose now 
that there is no space available in core, a likely situation. 
How does the push/pull monitor choose a block for the 
page desired by this program? This is done by the space
maker using some relation strategy. A contrast of these 
strategies is a paper in itself. 

The spacemaker chooses a block for expiration and 
determines if it has been altered during use. If so, a 
push is delegated to the AM monitor. Next, the super
visor selects a program and turns control over to it. 

When a push completion interrupt occurs, a pull 'is 
immediately initiated via the AM monitor. When a pull 
completion interrupt occurs, the tables for that program 
are updated and control returned to the current program. 
Eventually the original program regains control and finds 
its required page thru the updated tables. 

new commands 
The foregoing has described how data referenced 

within a command word is obtained in a paging system. 
But how does one sequence from one command to 
another? Remember, program information is paged too. 

As long as a complete instruction counter is provided 
it may operate independentl~ of the lpok behind registers. 
It should contain segment, page and block information. 

The next instruction is the one right after this one
just advance the instruction counter. As long as the same 
segment and page are indicated, the same block is used. 
Only the byte is different. 

If the line indicator overflows to indicate a new page, 
automatic ihdirection is called for. The new page is looked 
up in the same way as was described for a new data page. 
The block number is placed in the block portion of the 
instruction counter and a fetch initiated. 

For a jump, the new sequence and page is filled into 
the instruction counter from the operand address. Then 
the automatic indirection hardware takes over to get the 
block. Finally a fetch is done. 

summary 
Paging and virtual memory is a technique which has 

been incorporated via both hardware and software to 
facilitate multiprogramming and to some extent rimlti
processing. This is done by automatic fragmentation of 
programs and data without the awareness of the pro
grammer. Dynamic relocation, which is facilitated by 
paging, permits quick restoration of idle programs iri a 
multi-access environment. 

Whether paging; in spite of its high software over
head, can compete with complete program swapping is a 
matter for conjecture. • 
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MEMORY 

LO [ATION NEW YORK, NEW,YORK 

Midtown Manhattan, from the East River. On the other side, in the middle of Long Island, stands the 
Brookhaven National Laboratory. I] Early in 1965, an SDS 920 computer and a Digital Development Corpo
ration Model 12500 drum memory made time sharing a reality at Brookhaven's High Flux Beam Reactor. 
The system enables conversational dialogue via user keyboard terminals. Complete control is provided over 
nine independent spectrometer experiments. Each user is permanently assigned 500 words 'of fast memory 
and the use of 3500 words of auxiliary drum storage during his computational "turn." 0 If you're planning 
an advanced computer application requiring high performance rotating memories, contac~ Digital Develop
ment Corporation, a subsidiary of the Xebec Corporation, 5575 Kearny Villa Road, San Diego, California 
92123, Phone (714) 278-9920. ' 
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If you reduce graphical data from motion analysis 
film, oscillograms, weather maps, bubble chamber 
films, land use maps, garment patterns, tree rings, 
oceanographic charts, spectrograms, fingerprints, 
temperature gradient curves, engineering drawings, 
streak camera photographs, magnetometer profiles, 
EK records" cloud formation photographs, oil well 
logs, therm~couple strip charts, ballistic trajectory 
films, aerial photogr~phs or fish scales to digital 
magnetic tape f~rcomputer processing and analysis, 
you have much to gain from a few minutes spent' 
with these interesting little books. 

I" , , 
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MODEL· .. ·4S0 
DlqlTIZER 

Write, phone, or circle our number on the reader 
service card for your free copies of CALMA Bul
letin 303A (strip chart digitizing)' Bulletin 303M 
(film image digitizing), and Bulletin 480 (large 
map and chart digitizing). 

CC>NI~ANV . 

346 MATHEW STREET, SANTA CLARA, 
CALIF. 95050· PHONE (408) 244-0960 
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THE WRINKLED 
RED CARPET 
by JOHN WILLETT 

D 
The programmer is perhaps the hottest com

. modity on the job market today. This fact is 
alarmingly documented by a recent magazine 
article which estimates that while we now have 

120,000 programmers in this country, we are still short 
by 55,000. 

Evidence of the programmer shortage confronts us 
every day. The help-want~d pages of almost every daily 
newspaper are awash with ads for programmers, and the 
inducements are almost as numerous as the ads: oppor
tunity, advancement, challenge, pioneering activity, pro
fessional atmosphere, excitement, creative independence, 
intellectual sanctuary and countless others. Behind the 
scenes, meanwhile, company personnel officers and ad
vertising men join heads to come up with new approaches, 
new catchwords that they desperately hope will strike 
the programmer's "hot button." 

Unfortunately, many companies continue to spend 
thousands, even hundreds of thousands of dollars, trying 
to attract programmers, only to fumble the ball during the 
critical interview or "red carpet" phase of the hiring 
process. In some cases, they lose the applicant at the 
outset. In others, they hire him only to lose him a short 
time later because of job dissatisfaction. In both in
stances, poor communication may be playing a large role. 

This article sets forth some common but often violated 
interview procedures. Their objective: a clear understand
ing of each other by both the applicant and the company. 
While primarily directed to those doing the hiring, it 
may benefit the job applicant himself by alerting him 
to certain practices that work to his disadv~ntage. 

the rules 
Resumes before the interview. Job hunters often are 
reluctant to send resumes to a company because they feel 
that this puts them out on a . limb. And some companies, 
afraid of letting precious talent slip through their fingers, 
will settle for just a few facts over the phone before 
setting up an interview. In doing so, the company and the 
applicant suffer. While one' of the reasons for resumes is 
to filter out the qualified applicants, the most important 
purpose they serve is to enable the interviewers-per
sonnel people and department managers-to prepare for 
an informative interview. They permit the interviewers to 
think at length about the applicant's background in order 
to prepare more penetrating questions that will evoke 
more revealing answers. 

Relying solely on the inter"iew to 'produce a clear 
image of the candidate is risky. Without sufficient direc
tion, conversation may deteriorate into irrelevant discus
sion just for the need of having something to say: Such 
discussions, of course, prevent more useful information 
from coming forth and more interviews are necessary than 
might have been otherwise. Or worse, if the right questions 
and answers don't emerge, a good candidate might be 
rejected, or the company might not put its best points 
forward, or the candidate might be hired only to leave 
the company a few months later because of a misunder
standing. 

Just as important as the need for a resume is the resu
me's content. The resume should be concise and factual. 
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can trip you up 

All too frequently however, resum~s are long and windy 
and more of a credit to the applicant's creative genius 
than to his programming talent. 

I once received a remarkable three-page resume from 
a programming novice in which every aspect of his life 
was draped in ornate prose and embellished beyond 
credibility. The account of his Boy Scout activities re
sembled a Silver Star citation while his listing of . pro
fessional and social memberships included everything but 
AA. When asked what he did in the Air Force as an 
"administrative aide for automo~ive activities," he said 
that he was a rriotor pool clerk. Somewhat chagrined, I 
asked if he had considered sales. "No," he said, "but' I 
might if you have any good openings." , 

Knowledgeable recruiting staff. A recruiting or personnel 
staff need not be staffed with math PhD's, but its mein
bers should have at least a basic knowledge of the job 
and the work involved. An applicant seeking more in
formation of a fairly general nature. before making an 
appointment does not like to be told: "Well, this is a 
program design job for a program designer who will be 
engaged in the design of programs for our program design 
group." Or, "I don't have that information, but I can get 
it for you." In addition to being annoying, this type of 
remark conveys indifference on the part of the com
pany in both the job and the work involved. 

Occasionally, a personnel man will try to snow his way 
through an interview, dropping a few. "in" terms through
out the discussion and ending up with egg on his face. 
I recall one recruiter's response when. told by an appli
cant that he had designed an assembly system. "Well, 
you'll be right at home here. We have an assembly line 
too." 

Delegate departmental . interviews. The department 
manager should allow some of his people to question 
and talk with the candidate. Such a procedure provides 
the applicant with a better view of the department, 
people, organization and attitudes. Moreover, collective 
judgment concerning the applicant is likely to be more 
valid than that of the department manager alone. In
cidentally, this is also a good way to develop interviewing 

Mr. Willett ;s supervisor of 
technical recruiting at The 
Foxboro Co., Foxboro, Mass. 
Originally an engineer, he has 
been technical recruiter for 
Rayth~on, employment man
ager at Northrop-Nortronics, 
and manager of Scientific and 
Professional Employment, Inc. 
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RED CARPET . .. 

ability and a feeling of responsibility aruong various mem
bers of the department. 

Don't waste time. Interviews should go off like clock
work. Needless delays .have a tendency to disturb and 
even anger the applicant. Put yourself in his shoes. He 
may have taken a couple of hours off from his job. He 
may even be in the offices of the competition. He may 
feel edgy, guilty and vulnerable. He may have a lot 
of work back on his desk and he won't appreciate being 
put even further behind. Unless he's really sold on what 
the company has to offer, avoidable delays may make 
him think twice before returning for more of the same. 
You can speed up the first interview by avoiding pro
longed excursions into company· history, philosophy or 
benefits at this time. It's much too premature for such 
discussion. 

Stick to the facts. Personnel and recruiting people like 
to hyperbolize. "Dynamic," "tremendous" and "great" are 
three of their favorite standbys and sometimes, to really 
make an impression, they'll parlay all three: "It's a great 
company with dynamic· people and tremendous poten
tial." To anyone half as perceptive as programmers, exag
gerationcompletely destroys credibility and attentiveness. 
After delivering just such a spiel on one occasion, a per
sonnel manager concluded with: "But I'm sure you've 
heard about us before today." "I sure have," the applicant 
said, "but I thought I had to die to get herel" 

There's nothing wrong with the use of superlatives 
when they're backed up with facts. However, even here, 
a "tremendous" growth of 1 0% is not so tremendous if 

© DATAMATION 

"Think of it not so much as losing a daughter but as 
gaining a logical designer.1I 

every other company in the industry is doing as well or 
better. How much more effective to say, "We had a 
5% increase in sales three years ago, 8% the next year 
and 10% last year." Such a statement carries its own im
pact and needs no rhetorical accompaniment. 

Draw the man out. The purpose of an interview is an 
exchange of information between the applicant and the 
company. Yet, more often than not, the interviewer does 
most of the talking. Often, the applicant is guarded, per
haps even fearful of making the wrong responses, hence 
he may volunteer nothing and his answers will be short 
and to the point. After a few brief and fruitless ex
changes of this sort, many interviewers revert to a mono
logue and the company learns nothing about the appli
cant. If the interviewer is patient enough, persistent 
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enough, the applicant will open up. Everyone likes to 
talk about himself. 

No promises. A promise is a bad practice under nearly 
all circumstances. But promises are made, sometimes with 
good intentions, other times accidentally and still other 
times deceitfully. A department head may be faced with a 
real hot programming applicant and, hating ~o lose him, 
knowingly fail to curb some far-reaching implications 
("I didn't come right out and say that; can I help it if 
that's what he infers?"). Or he might say something 
like, "In time, I'll need an assistant manager and the job 
is wide open," knowing that the job is virtually sewed 
up by another man in the department. The manager might 
convince himself that no deceit was intended, that any
thing could happen if the new man's performance is out
standing enough. In reality, however, the man would have 
to be outstanding indeed to overcome such obstacles as 
seniority and the reactions of other department members. 

Nothing will spur a man to seek greener pastures 
more than the feeling that his company reneged on a 
promise. 

Follow-up. I make it a rule to talk to the applicant 
and the department manager after the first interview. 
Perhaps I can salvage a situation. But, more importantly, 
some information may turn up that will give me a much 
sharper picture of the position involved and the type 
of person that we want to fill it 

It also may happen that the follow-up will produc~ 
some valuable feedback concerning the department man
ager's handling of interviews. For example, I was told of 
a department manager in one company who frequently 
interviewed candidates educated at one of our better 
colleges, yet never hired one of them. As it turned out, he 
apparently delighted in calling them in for interviews and 
keeping them waiting, then deprecating their backgrounds 
and, in particular, their education. The applicants were 
reluctant to report his behavior because they felt it 
might be his interviewing style and they didn't want to 
risk losing the job. Fortunately, one applicant cared little 
for the job and far less for the manager and brought 
the situation to the attention of personnel. 

conclusion 
Many recruiters and personnel managers will view some 

of the foregoing practices with an arched brow. "Insist 
on a resume, and blow the deal before we even have a 
chance to talk to the man'?" 

"In view of today's job market conditions, it's unrealis
tic to tell anyone to stick to, the facts; salesmanship is 
a must." 

"We don't make promises, but we do use inducements, 
and so does everyone else." 

Comments such as these reRect a common attitude 
in the recruiting of programmers: hire the man and 
worry later about losing him. I can understand the at
titude-in view of the programmer shortage and the 
highly competitive nature of the programmer market
but I certainly don't agree with it. Failure of the com
pany and the applicant to arrive at a clear under
standing of each other will almost invariably lead to an 
earlier termination of employment than might be the 
case otherwise. 

If not corrected, failure to observe proper and proven 
interviewing procedures will continue to add to the for
tune now being spent by the industry in recruiting ex
penses. I think, therefore, that every company would do 
it·self a service by taking a good look into its own red 
carpet. As for the programmer who may now be con
templating another job, I would advise that, before he 
makes a change, he make sure that the grass is actually 
greener. • 
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JOB-SHOP 
SIMULATOR 
by RICHARD B. BLACK 

D
One of the major obstacles to more effective 
use of the computer as a business tool is the 
widely held view that sophisticated applications 
require large systems beyond the resources of 

small and medium-sized companies. 
Here at Warner Electric Brake & Clutch Company, 

with net sales of $33 million, we have been disproving 
this viewpoint for three years by using an IBM 1440 
system at the end of the application spectrum generally 
considered the most sophisticated: long-range planning. 
Around this equipment, we have built an integrated man
ufacturing planning and control system whose main ele
ment is a computer-simulation model of a job-shop pro
duction facility consisting of AOO machines, sqflle 10,000 
part numbers, and 4-5,000 different production routings, 
each of which averages seven operations. . 

One of the most dramatic measures of the system's 
utility has been the ability to negotiate an unsecured 
bank credit for capital expansion that amoun~s to almost 
two-thirds of our net worth. The fact that this is almost 
twice as good as the normal credit-to-net-worth ratio can 
be directly attributed to the type of advanced planning 
the model ~nd the rest of the system has made possible. 

planning orientation 
Unlike m~st companies, we have always considered 

data processi~g prim~fily as a tqpl for sophisticated long
range planning rather thap for accounting or short-term 
control. In 1960, when w~ began mechanizing data pro
cessing operations with punched-card equipment, the first 
application we undertook was the development of a five
year financial plan, which proved to be accurate to within 
5%. 

The reason for this particular application approach is 
that planning has always been the key factor in the 
profitability of our business. We produce approximately 
1,000 different types of electric clutches, brakes, controls, 
and precision ball-screw actuators for automatic, aero
space~ ~omputer, food processing, farm, textile, packag
ing, lumber, printing, and electrical industries. Not only 
are our markets expanding rapidly, but the nature of the 
products needed to serve them is continuously changing. 
While net sales have almost doubled in the past three 
years, the demand in one product category has grown 
almost five times' faster than the demand in another. 

Since 50% of our production is job-shop work, this 
rapid and uneven change in requirements creates the 
dangers of long lead times, inventory build-ups and short
ages, high unit costs, manpower shortages, and late 
deliveries. These problems can be alleviated to a degree 
with a highly sophisticated computer-based production 
and inventory control system that reduces the time 
needed to respond to significant changes. However, this 
is not as effective as a system that defines requirements far 
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sma II but effective 

enough in advance to provide the time needed to plan 
the optimum response to changes. Consequently, we 
chose to emphasize long-range planning over short-term 
control. 

a different kind of simulator 
This decision led us to "develop a system built around 

a job-shop simulator that is different from most. The 
typical job-shop simulator is designed to provide the de
tailed operational' data-such as. queue' lengths, lead 
times, and work-in-pto~ess flows-that will help super
visory shop management make better control decisions in a 

. particular cost center. We weren't concerned with that. 
What we were concerneq with was providing middle and 
top management with the data needed to make better 
planning decisions for an entire profit center. 

Consequently, our model does not look at the details 
of work in process within a single cost center, but at the 
machine, manpower, and inventory requirements, a given 
volume and mix of business will pose in all seven of the 
cost centers in our job .shop operation. 

The main elements in this model are bills of material, 
production routings (including pertinent data per opera
tion, such as tools and materials required, set-up time, 
output rate, etc.), a'nd standard costs. Stored on three 
2-million-character 1311 disc packs, this data enables the 
model to convert a sales forecast into the production-hour 
load and labor costs per machine or machine center. 

This simulator output is the basis for a comprehensive 
manufacturing plan that shows machine, inventory, and 
manpower requirements by the month for one year into 
the future and by the quarter for another two' years. All 

Mr. Black ;s vice president, 
finance, of Warner Electr;c 
Brake & Clutch Co. Before 
joining Warner Electr;c, he 
was a management analyst 
and systems manager ~t Vu/
cdn Mater;a/s Co. He has 'a 
BSCE from Texas A & M and 
a~ MBA from Harvard. 
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JOB-SHOP SIMULATOR ... 

three aspects of the plan are audited with monthly re
ports on inventory and production performance. The 
model, itself, is continually updated with current data on 
bills of material, routings, and standard costs. 

The forecasts that are used as the simulator inputs are 
a composite of historical projections and sales depart
ment estimates. The historical projections are generated 
by the system from data on past sales patterns. They 
provide a basis for three sales department forecasts: one 
of these is a hard forecast, while the other two are high 
and low estimates with appropriately lower probabilities. 

Forecasting is done in terms of 25 basic product 
categories. The three-year forecasts are generated 
monthly to see whether there are any gross changes in 
product demand patterns that may require a change in 
plan. Normally, no change is necessary from month to 
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month, so the forecast is processed through the model 
to update the plans on only a quarterly basis. 

The planning cycle begins with the generation of a 
machine and manpower planning report, which shows 
management the load forecasted requirements will create 
for key machine centers. Two of these reports are gen
erated: one from the hard forecasts for all 25 product 
categories, the other from a mix of high and low forecasts. 
Management defines the mix by selecting the forecast it 
thinks is most consistent with the sales trends in each 
product category. 

Generating a machine and manpower planning report 
is a four to five hour simulation run. First the bill-of-ma
terials data is used to explode the forecasts into the parts 
mix for each product group. Then, using routing data, 
the simulator determines what parts will be run on what 
machines and in what quantities. This data is then com
bined with the data on standard machine performance 
and labor hours to generate a report that shows the fore
cast, by product category, in terms of the production
hour and labor dollars requirements for key machine 
groups. 

Part of a typical machine and manpower planning re
port is shown in Fig. 1. The top two-thirds of the report 
shows production-hour requirements in parts-number de
tail. The parts are identified in the left hand columns, 
along with estimated set-up times for the quantities re
quired, the standard set-up times used to compute the 
estimates, the standard run times, and the operator num
bers. The quantities of the parts required and the number 
of machine hours needed to produce them are listed to 
the right under the appropriate product categories. 
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The bottom third of the report (not illustrated) shows 
the total standard labor dollars, standard hours, and actual 
hours (standard hours adjusted by machine efficiency) 
needed to produce the forecasted requirements of each 
product category. To show how the load will be dis
tributed over the three-year forecast period, actual hours 
are also shown in quarterly totals. 

This type of report on all key machine centers pro
vides management with the information needed to analyze 
the adequacy of existing capacity for future requirements. 
From this analysis, a machine plan (Fig. 2) is developed 
that shows, the target production apd utilization levels 
for key machine groups, forecasted requirements, and 
planned capacity increases for three years into the future. 

The' development of inventory and manpower plans 
is essentially a manual decision-making process. The fore
cast is exploded in the model to determine the parts 
quantities and mix per cost center. Using its knowledge of 
production, labor, and vendor conditions, management 
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then develops a master production schedule which repre
sents the optimum way of meeting the forecasted require
ments within normal manufacturing constraints. 

The inventory plan is the difference between the fore
casted requirements and the master production plan. In
ventory is designed to act as a buffer between require
ments and capacity. During peak-demand periods, it 
supplements production capacity; during low-demand 
periods, when there is a need to build up inventory, it 
provides work to keep production capacity fully utilized. 

The inventory plan is expressed in production-man
power units. To develop these for each cost center, 
management applies current data on average productivity 
per cost center to the inventory plan. This data is pro
vided by the control part of the system. 

The formal manpower plan is generated by the system 
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JOB.SHOP SIMULATOR . .. 

in two forms. A detailed version for analysis· and ap
proval purposes shows the man-hours per cost center al
located by four special product categories, which are an 
aggregate of the 25 used for forecasting purposes. A 
summary plan for requisition purposes shows merely the 
total hours per cost center. 

planning benefitS 
This type of planning capability has a number of ad

vantages. The most obvious . are the ability to define 
requirements; machinery, manpower, materials, and 
funds far enough in advance for us to respond to changes 
in requirements when they occur. During three successive 
25% increases in net sales and a radical shift in product 
demand patterns, we have kept lead times stable, held 
inventory within strict limits, and managed to raise ma
chine utilization rates to the 60-80% range, despite the 
installation of some $5 million worth of new equipment. 

Another advantage is the time cushion we have against 
the lengthening of vendor lead times. Because we can 
order against requirements in advance, we were able to 
absorb a three-month increase in the lead time for forg
ings without changing our own lead times. 

In addition, the simulator enables us to experiment with 
a wide range of· production strategies by running forecasts 
against alternative routings and machine mixes.· The com
parative effect of the different strategies is shown in both 
production hours and labor costs. Even product design 
changes can be tested by inserting alternative bills of 
materials into the model and examining the effect they 
have upon machine hours and costs. . 

These things would be impossible to do without a 
computer simulation model. Lacking this tool, even the 
staffs of the largest corporations can't consider more than 
two or three different strategies before making a de
cision, because of the huge amount of computation in
volved. 

Then too, there is the by-product advantage of faster 
management decision-making. Equipment acquisition de
cisions aimed at providing us with the ability to meet 
forecasted requirements, as opposed to those airried at 
improving our man.ufacturing cost performance, are fully 
justified and documented by the simulator output. Con
sequently, these decisions are made promptly once a 
quarter. There is no need to develop elaborate presenta
tions . to management, and decisions do not remain pending 
for lack of sufficient information. 

An additional benefit that is both real and important, 
although it can't be measured, consists of being able to 
better exploit marketing opportunities at. reasonable profit 
levels. Because the simulator can show us the extent of the 
inventory and machine utilization risk involved in gearing 
production capacity to high forecasts in given areas, 
we are iri a good position to make the difficult trade-off 
between the possibilities of under-utilized capacity and 
full exploitation of a· rapidly expanding market'. As a 
result, we have been able to minimize the amount of 
business lost because of inadequate capacity. This is one 
of the primary reasons sales growth in each of our major 
markets has consistently exceeded the growth of the 
market itself in recent years. . 

rntegration of planning and control 
The emphasis on planning doesn't mean our system 

ignores the problem of controlling the work flow into and 
through the shop. Since no planning techniques can antici
pate transient fluctuations and no plan is any better than 
the ability to control daily performance within the gross 
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planning parameters, the system incorporates reports for 
monitoring manpower, inventory, work-in-process, and ma
chine performance on a daily, weekly, and monthly basis. 

An inventory subsystem generates daily lists of parts 
to be ordered, weekly reports on the status of open shop 
and purchase orders, arid monthly analyses of both part 
re-order points arid' actual inventory performance versus 
planned performance. In addition, the subsystem supplies 
the normal monthly reports on inventory status and 
transactions. 

A shop subsyste~ provides the reports needed to con
trol work in process and machine and manpower per
formance. These consist. of daily reports on job sched
ules and status, machine. loads, and labor performance. 
In addition, weekly reports are generated on machine 
load and utilization and labor costs. 

These inventory and shop control reports not only 
provide the information needed to manage inventory and 
production, they also provide the operating data needed 
to keep the simulator valid and to enable management to 

. analyze the simulation outputs realistically. 

system development 
The planning orientation of the system reflects the way 

we have fit data processing into our organization. Data 
processing is a corporate function, reporting to the finan
cial vice president. At this level, we are concerned more 
with the development of techniques that will enable us 
to improve the over-all management of the company than 
we are with reducing expenses in individual cost centers. 
From this viewpoint, the single most important function 
that a computer could perform was to help us define 
requirements far enough in advance for us to keep capac
ity in a profitable balance with demand. 

Once this objective was established < and the concept of 
the simulator was developed, the most difficult job was 
developing an accurate data base for the simulator. We 
had developed basic data on routings and standard costs 
for the unit-record equipment that preceded the compu
ter. However, for the simulator we had to develop addi
tional data on machine rates, set-up times, bills of materi
als, and everything else needed to completely define our 
manufacturing procedures. 

Accuracy was very hard to achieve in the data area. 
It took us three rrionths to develop accurate bills of 
materials. In all, it took approximately a year to develop 
and organize the data base. 

The design and programming of the system was rela
tively straightforward. The simulator, which is programmed 
in Autocoder, was developed in four months. The entire 

, project,· from the time the system plan was completed in 
September, 1963, to the time the system went into opera
tion early in 1965, required approximately 18 months. 

next steps 
We recently installed an IBM System/360 Model 30 

which we intend to use to further refine the existing 
system and to take advantage of more advanced simula
tion techniques. 

Refinements of the existing system will be limited to 
the shop-control area, where we intend to add data
communications equipment to monitor work in process 
more closely and capture the information needed to re
schedule on a daily basis. 

However, as before, the main emphasis in our system
development program will be on corporate long-range 
planning. This will take the form of developing a model of 
the company that will show us what effect proposed 
marketing, financial, and manufacturing strategies will 
have upon the financial performance of our various profit. 
centers. • 

CATAMATICN 
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Just what the doctor ordered 

-and he ordered it yesterday, from 
an American Hospital Supply Corpo
ration warehbuse 300 miles away. 
He gets same-day service on 25,000 
different supply items, because~1I 
System Dat~7Phone* service links 
his hospital to the warehouse over 
regular telephone lines. Prepunched 
cards containing order information 
are fed into card readers connected 
to Data-PHone sets which transmit 
the information from the hospital. 
*Service mark 

At the American HosRital Supply 
warehouse the inform~tidh is auto
matically reproduced on an order 
form. The order is packed and 
shipped the same day. Because of 
the fast, ~bcurate data communica
tions, one :warehouse in Atlanta 
serves, a wide ar.ea iri the South. 
Throughout thenatiori~ American's 
automated ordering system helps 
hospitals reduce inventory and paper 
work and keeps the doctor happy. 

I!I Card Reader 

Ia Data-Phone* 

. ~ Keypunch 

~ Bell System 
LU Central Office 

~computer 

AMERICAN HOSPITAL American Hospital 
SUPPLY CORPORATION Supply warehouse 
DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM 

For more information, call your 
Bell Telephone Business Office and 
ask for a talk with one of our Com
munications Consultants. And don't 
hesitate to call us early-because 
that way we can serve you best. 

When you work with data commu
nications, work with the Bell System. 





new .. . 
small .. . 
fast! 
data 620/i 

systems computer 
The DATA/620-1 integrated circuit computer is the newest 
member of the DATA/620 family of system computers. 
DATA/620-1 fills the gap between general purpose and special 
purpose computers. It belongs in a system, and solves 
problems previously considered too difficult or expensive 
for computer solution. 
Designed for faster problem solution the DATA/620-1 has a 
bigger instruction set, integrated circuit reliability, is smaller, 
has one-half the components, and costs less than any 
computer in its class . 
. DATA/620-1 comes complete with software, field-proven and 
refined on the DATA/620. 

l-~-lg ,~ \el\ 
, . DATA ••• DII 

Extremely compact, the DATA/620-1 
requires only 10" of 19" rack space. ' 
It's available with memory modules 
from 1 024 to 32,768 words of 16 or 
18 bits, and with a selection of 
control, arithmetic and I/O facilities, 
including our unique Micro-Exec. 
Price: $13,900 with 4096 words of 
16 bit memory, including 
ASR 33 teletype. Please write. 

~varian data ,machines 
~a varian subsidiary 

, Formerly Decision Control, Inc. . 

1590 Monrovia Ave., Newport Beach, Calif. (714) 646-9371 
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LARGE 
SCIENTIFIC 
DATA FILES 

"You might get a baby 
elephant into a Volkswagen, 
but what do you do when 
it grows up?" This seems to 

be the dilemma confronting many' of 
the scientific professions today, accord
ing to comments made at a recent' 
meeting in Dallas. The question: "Is 
the capability to store and manipulate 
very large files growing fast enough 
to keep ahead of expanding file size?" 

Under the sponsorship of Interna
tional Science Information Services in 
cooperation with Texas Technological 
Univ., the Council of Scientific Socie
ties, and the U.S. Geological Survey, 
110 scientists from the U.S. and 
Canada gathered in Dallas July 24-26 
to develop ideas on the efficient han
dling of very large scientific data files. 
There was obvious awareness of the 
problem of handling massive files that 
are growing rapidly and already tax 
even the larger computer; that scien
tists of many disciplines are experienc
ing similar problems; that there. is 
potential value in developing some or
ganization that could stote and inter
relate data from different data sources; 
and that the solution of effective file 
handling was essential but not yet de
finable. One of the participants, Peter 
Stark of Mobil Oil in Denver, observed 
that a positive result of the meeting' 
was the "revelation of the common 
lack of confident foresight among most 
users of large data files." Someone else 
observed that this was significant prog
ress because "the first step in solving 
a problem was to realize -that 'a prob
lem existed." 

Welcoming addresses by W. Dow 
Hamm of Atlantic Richfield, and Paul 
Barth of the Geotech Div. of Teledyne 
and president of the Council of Sci
entific Societies, stressed that the meet
ing was called at the request of the 
scientists themselves. Hamm observed 
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conference report 

that the workshop sessi(;ms would help 
determine the direction and feasibility 
of the ISIS data bank concept. Barth 
noted that the seminar represented a 
truly multi-disciplinary approach to 
a common problem, and that the co
operation of the Council of Scientific 
Societies was natural since the council 
was composed of 52 societies of scien
tists from different disciplines. The 110 
scientists were from 59 different com
panies, agencies, and organizations, 
with home offices in 13 states, the 
District of Columbia, and Canada. 

The problems confronting the semi
nar delegates were outlined by Dr. 
John W. Harbaugh, professor of 
geology at Stanford Univ. and a con
sultant in education and research for 

. International Science Information Ser
vices (ISIS). "The actual objective in 
setting up large gata files is to produce 
a totally integrated information sys
tem," stated Harbaugh. "Some of the 
problems to be overcome are the means 
of recording interpretive data, redun
dancy or repetition of information, con
sistency in recording data, security 
including the need to incorporate pro
prietary data, and education. to up
grade the scientists and other profes
sional employees. The problems of 
education in both the university and 
company are similar in that both tend 
to be behind the times." 

keynote speakers 
In one of three keynote addresses, 

Dr. Grover E. Murray, president of 
Texas Tech, emphasized the impor
tance of accessible information to the 
university scientist. He observed that 
a university is really an organization 
of people involved in the development, 
storage, retrieval, analysis, and display 
of information. "All too frequently uni
versities fail in their function by serv
ing as repositories of information with
out producing interpretations of the 

HOW A CHESHIRE 

MAKES I ZIP I EASY 

Cheshire applies form as labels or imprints and liP-sorts 

Converting to ZIP codes? Use your EDP sys
tem plus a Cheshire. Write for brochure. 

Cheshire 

408 Washington Blvd. Mundelein, Illinois 60060 

Reports show how each of these firms 
use data processing equipment toaddress 
continuous forms - then use Cheshire 
equipment to apply these forms as labels 
or address imprints to mailing pieces. 

Studies cover mail operations of manu
facturers, sales organizations, service 
companies, printers and publishers. In
clude quantities mailed, man-hour re
quirements, speeds of operation and 
time/labor savings over previous systems. 

Write for studies today. No obligation! 

Cheshire 
A XEROX COMPANY 

408 Washington Blvd., Mundelein, IllinoisoOOmr 
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Good news 
for digital head hunters 

If you have a genuine desire to get a 
head-the kind that won't shrink from 
the most demanding digital task - then 
we respectfully suggest that you head 
for CEC. 
And for these heady reasons: 
Only CEC digital heads are designed to 
upgrade all present computer systems. 
CEe's years of leadership in producing 
digital heads for IBM compatible 
transports, airborne transports and 
incremental transports have provided 
the technological experience necessary . 
to supply a complete line of digital 
heads at packing densities of 1600 BPI 
wit~ no degrad~tion in output. Further
more, advanced manufacturIng tech
niques and tight quality control assure 
that critical parameters such as self
erasure, crosstalk and skew far surpass 
the most demanding specifications. 
Only CEC digital heads are guaranteed 
to 2500 hours, including 9-channel 
types. Result: replacement costs have 

been dramatically reduced, and digital 
recorders can stay "on line" for far 
longer periods without time-consuming 
repairs or cleaning. . 
Only CEC has the advantage of Bell & 
Howell's advanced Research Center, 
which has assisted in the selection of 
superior materials that provide out
standing magnetic properties and an 
extremely low wear rate. 
Is it any wonder that success has gone 
to our heads? 
For all the facts about this advanced, 
complete line of digital magnetic heads, 
call your nearest CEC Field Office. Or 
write Consolidated Electrodynamics, 
Pasadena, California 91109. A sub
sidiary of . Bell & Howell. Bulletin Kit 
319-X2. 

CEC 
DATATAPE· PRODUCTS 

BELL Ei HOWELL 
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DATA FILES .. . 

data or the dissemination of results so 
that others can use it." 

Dr. B. Warren Beebe, president of 
the American Geologic Institute, based 
the second keynote address on the 
bibliographic data file experiences of 
the AGI, which is primarily interested 
in manpower, education, and docu
mentation. 

In the third keynote address, Dr. 
Mark L. Lemmon, a well-known 
surgeon and chairman of the board 
of the Council of Scientific Societies, 
said that "the physician today is in 
dire need of more information more 
quickly and with greater accuracy." 
The reasons for this need: increase in 
services due to insurance; increased 
knowledge of services available to per
sons seeking medical aid; and in
creased services available through re
·search and development. He divided 
the information requirements of the 
medical profession into three catego
ries: management, clinical information, 
and research· and education. Proper 
use of the computer might reduce 
the manual handling of information, 
which accounts for 30% of hospitaliza
tion costs. 

The session next turned to the dis
cussion of examples of large data files. 
Paul Eimon of Kennecott Copper, re
viewed the mining industry informa
tion, files in the areas of exploration, 
mine development and production, 
milling operations, smelting and refin
ing, and commodity and sales fore
cast. Dr. A. T. Miesch, acting chief 
of the Geochemical Census Branch, 
V.S. Geological Survey, summarized 
the status of data processing in the 
USGS as ranging from conceptual in 
the fields of paleontology and stratig
raphy to advanced in the fields of phys
ics, hydrology, and crystallography. 

Considerable attention was devoted 
to ICASALS (J:nternational Center for 
Arid and Semi-Arid Land Studies), an 
ambitious project at Texas Tech. Dr. 
Thadis Box, director of the project, 
said that the effort will involve the 
storage and retrieval of data in 86 
languages originating from some 2000 
agencies involving some 56,000 peo
ple. 

An information retrieval service 
tailored to the needs of one industry 
was described by Roy W. Graves, di-. 
rector of the Petroleum Abstract Ser
vice at Tulsa V niv. The system allows 
retrieval of abstracts from some 600 
publications in 20 languages. 

well· data systems 
The problems of developing, updat

ing and maintaining a file of up to 
1012 bits of scientific data were high
lighted by a discussion of the various 
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well data systems by John L. Stout, 
manager of geosciences for ISIS, and 
C. G. Cooper, consultant, who was 
formerly the technical monitor for the 
Permian Basin Well Data System. 
Operating requirements of the users 
of these systems require response times 
of a few hours on an irregular sched
ule and with search parameters which 
are not known until the retrieval re
quest is received. 

A real challenge was presented by 
H. N. Rhodes, chairman of the Inter
state Oil Compact Commission Com
mittee on Geodetic Control, and chief 
engineer for the Utility Data Corp. 
in Kansas City, Missouri. Rhodes 
stressed that any total data system 
requires a standard location and con
sistent index among systems and na
tions. Despite the fact that the geo
graphic location of a point, is one of 
the most fundamental bits of informa
tion that is required for proper use of 
data, the condition of available maps 
in this country is rather pathetic. They 
were constructed primarily from un
controlled aerial mosaics. To produce 
accurate and machine processable 
map information over the entire U.S. 
is a large and challenging project. 

Dr. H. B. Rei1fro, a consultant from 
Dallas, reported on the results of a 
feasibility study aimed at determining 
the interest and possible need for a 
national data bank which could store 
vast quantities of scientific data and 
interrelate the information obtained 
from one data source with that from 
others whenever necessary. He re
ported that a national data bank was 
now feasible from a hardware view,: 
point and nearly possible from a soft
ware point. 

requirements for success 
Dr. Harold W. Dubach, deputy di

rector of the National Oceanographic 
Data Center, pointed out that the re
quirements for a successful data cen
ter such as the NODe are: prompt and 
accurate responses to inquiries; output 
which suits the requirements of the 
customer; efficient economic recall; 
and effective and complete acquisition 
in processing of data. Because of the 
wide variety of inquiries faced by a 
specialized data center, some inquiries 
can best be handled by a specialist with 
only a cursory familiarity with the spe
cific scientific field. 

"Can we develop an effective data 
bank within the foreseeable future that 
can store, retrieve, and interrelate 
large quantities of data from different· 
sources, in different formats, for many 
different customer computer centers?" 
was the provocative question posed 
by Ed L. Dillon, executive director of 
ISIS. He explained that the concept of 
the ISIS group was that this was pos-
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WRITE for this FREE 36 page catalog de
scribing our complete line of card-mounted 
digital microcircuits. Brochure contains logiC 
diagrams, connections, performance data, 
power supplies and card drawers. NEW price 
sheet is also included. 
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Producers of NEMS-CLARKE Equipment 
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919 Jesup-Blair Drive' Silver Spring, Maryland (30l) 585-1000 
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DATA FILES"" 

sible. "The proper handling of a mix
ture of data of different degrees of 
security is one of the more sensitive 
parts of the problem:~ , ' 

FolIowing a fuII day of workshop 
sessions, the seminar participants 
pitched in with enthusiasm for five, 
panel discussions. The first dealt with 
the security and quality control of data, 
serving on this panel were Roy Graves, 

·John Stout and Ralph Tenny from 
ISIS, W. E. Quirk from AT&T, and 
Robert Hodgson from IBM. The panel's 
conclusions stressed the following fac
tors on security: 

1. The security of the data base 
itself can best be maintained through 
the use of a read-only system. 
2. To guarantee the security of out
put, it is necessary that the data be 
available only on an output device 
in the hands of the customer. 
3. To maintain security of inquiry, 
means must be taken to prevent 
other users from learning the ques
tion addressed to the data file by 
that user. 
4. Confidential file protection is a 
particularly difficult subject although 
it is possible to have reasonable safe
guards. In addition to protection 
within the data bank, additional pro
tection must be instituted by the cus
tomer, such as assigning false coor
dinates to information where the 
customer is the only one with the 
information to correct the false co
ordinates, using codes and other 
unique words in the data file, and 
limiting access to only a few selected 
individuals within the customer's or
ganization. 
5. The use of a restricted area in 
either the data center or at the 
customer's output terminal is one 
means of guaranteeing that only se
lected individu'als would have ac
cess to the information or would 
have the ability to make certain in
quiries of a data file. This was con-, 
sidered to be very important. 

commun ications 
The panel on communication re

quirements between data centers and 
users was composed qf Les Millison 
from Bell Telephone, John Elvig from 
Computer Usage, W. E. Quirk,. and 
Robert Sone from Western Union. The 
opinion of the panel was summed up 
by stating the need for a wide variety 
of types of communications. An orga
nization such as the data bank under 
consideration by ISIS will have vary
ing requests. Some customers will re
quest small amounts of data and the 
communication link between ISIS, the 
computer center and the requesting 
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user may be low capacity. Other cus· 
tomers may request data through large 
computer centers which will require 
a high capacity data link, such as 
broad band. The computer center and 
the customers may then require a va
riety of links, depending upon individ
ual preferences, equipment available, 
and funds for a specific project. 

The panel on data reduction prob
lems, procedures, and coding stan
dards was a large one and particularly 
interesting to most of the group., It 
consisted of John Harbaugh, Joe Cos
grove from Control Data, AI Miesch, 
Paul Eimon, C. G. Cooper, Tom Cay
less from American Geological Insti
tute, R. C. Janeway and Thadis Box 
from Texas Tech, C. F. Burk, Jr., 
and Harold Dubach from the NODe: 

The committee stressed the need for 
a dictionary of standard codes to per
mit language interchange and the fact 
that people-oriented codes are more 
desirable than machine-oriented codes. 
The 'predominate thought throughout 
the panel seemed to be that the data 
file might be user-oriented and that 
we were well beyond the point where 
files should be oriented to serve the 
machine. 

The panel on software requirements 
of large data files was composed of 
Bill Cant of Atlantic Richfield and also 
a member of the ISIS staff, Joe Cos
grove,and, J. A. Whatley of Ameri
can Systems, Inc. The consensus was 
that the technical ability to develop 
needed software was adequate to meet 
the job at hand even in the case of 
the larger data files. In fact, much, 
software in its present form could be 
used but it would need some rear
rangement. The problem in develop
ing the necessary software seems to 
be primarily one of economics. It was 
also felt that software would play 
a very important role in equipment 
choice. Again, the most important 
point seemed to be the emphasis 
placed on a user-oriented system. 

The panel on hardware re
quirements was composed of Ralph 
Tenny, Bob Wylie of University Com
puting, and Joe Cosgrove. This panel 
observed that the presently available 
memory units would be adequate for 
the immediate needs of the larger data 
files, although it is realized that these 
files are growing rapidly and that their 
ultimate size may be underestimated 
by perhaps three orders of magnitude. 

The seminar ended on a note of 
"well done." A questionnaire circulated 
among the participants revealed that 
only 3% failed to find material of sig
nificant interest to their work some
where in the sessions. A continuing 
series of seminars to expand on specific 
points now seems probable. 

-ED L. DILLON 

What are 
RCA computers 
doing in the 
electric power 
industry? 

Call 
any of these RCA, 
EDP offices for 
full information. 
Amarillo ......... ;, .... 806 373-2631' 
Atlanta ................ 404 634-6131 
Baltimore ............. 301 752-7230 
Boston ............... ,617 536-0880 
Chicago .............. 312 782-0700 
Cincinnati ............. 513 241-1690 
Cleveland ............. 216 579-0880 
Dallas ................ 214 351-5361 
Dayton ............... 513 224-1406 
Denver ............... 303 399-1460 
Detroit .......... ' ...... 313 356-6150 
Greenville ........ ' .... 803 235-1535 
Harrisburg ............ 717 236-9367 
Hartford ............. ,203 527 -4143 
Houston ............. ,713 227-0723 
fndianapolis ........... 317 635-9000 
~ansas City .......... 816 421-7890 
Los Angeles ........... 213 461-9171 
Miami ., .............. 305 445-5487 
Nashville ............ ,615 255-7035 
Newark. , ............. 201 621-7035 
New Orleans .......... 504 891-3761 
New York ............. 212 689-7200 
Oklahoma City ........ 405 427-6506 
Olympia ., ....... , .... 206 357-4448 
Philadelphia .......... 215 568-8150 
Phoenix ............... 602 277-8267 
Pittsburgh ........... .412 261-1080 
San Juan, p, R. . . . . . . . . 765-1455 
Raleigh ............... 919 833-2621 
Sacramento .......... 916 444-3480 
Salt Lake City ......... 801 364-7045 
San Francisco ......... 415 981-5600 
St. Louis .............. 314 726-5322 
Syracuse ............. 315 474-5337 
Tallahassee .......... ,904 224-0034 
Toledo ............... .419 246-4021 
Washington, D. C •..... ,202 337-8500 
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What are RCA computers 
doing in the 
electric power industry? 
Florida Power & Light Company, 
whose service area includes the 
booming "Gold Coast," will soon be 
giving faster personalized service on 
13;000 daily customer inquiries with 
the help of RCA Spectra 70 comput
ers. Using RCA Video Data Terminals, 
FP&L customer service representa
tives will get a visual display of 
needed information almost before 
the inquiry is completed. 

This is the first major step in a 
three-year program to develop a com
plete utility-oriented management in
formation system. It will give FP&L 

more timely information, wherever 
needed, to speed customer service, 
improve operating efficiency, and aid 
management in making decisions. 

Why do companies like FP&L 
choose 'Spectra 70? First, it offers 
impressive cost/performance ratios 
when compared to other systems. 

Second, RCA places major empha
sis on. service. RCA technical advi
sors are specialists in the industries· 
they serve, offering many years' ex
perience in helping clients get more 
out of their EDP installations. 

Third, because of its exceptional 

background in both communications 
and EDP, RCA can provide the unified 
technology needed to implement to
tal management information systems. 

Want the full story of why Spectra 
70 has been selected by Florida 
Power & Light, and Atlantic City 
Electric, and Niagara Mohawk Power, 
and United Illuminating, and San 
Antonio City Public Service Board 
and other major utilities? Call your 
nearest RCA EDP office or telephone 
us at (609) 424-2385. RCA Electronic 
Data Processing, Camden, N.J. 081 01. 
RCA SPECTRAv7C 

Helping Florida Power & Light 
streamline service for over 
1,000,000 customers. 

• The Most Trusted Name in Electronics 
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CAl 
in 
Chicago 

INSTRUC~ 

llONAl 
SYSTEM' 
SEMINAR 

In Chicago, on August 2-4, 
representatives of 25 educa
tional organizations met to 
talk about or hear about 

computer-assisted instruction ( CAl). 
The host was IBM'S subsidiary Science 
Research Associates. The common at
tribute of the participants-with mi
nor exceptions-was their association 
with IBM'S 1500 computer system. 

Although they were gathered for the 
purpose of considering technical mat
ters-'-agenda items bore the following 
names: Organization, Installation and 
Operation of a CAl Center; Course, 
Models and Item Pedagogy; Course 
Layout Procedures and Documenta
tion; Techniques for Evaluation-the 
participants were much exercised over 
the same kinds of problems that move 
the founders of computer users' groups 
everywhere. "Functions of a Users' 
Group" was allocated onlv one hour on 
the agenda but probab-Iy, consumed 
more manhours and evoked more par
ticipation than any other topic. It was 
not surprising, therefore, to witness the 
formation of an ad hoc committee 
(Chairman: J?onald, Reynolds, Direc
tor, Instructional Systems Institute, 
Texas Christian U niv. ) instructed to 
make recommendations to the partic
ipants concerning the proposed activi
ties and organizational structure of 'an 
"association." 

If the preceding sentence seems 
vague it is because of the difficulty of 
reporting fairly the differences of 
opinion that arose during discussion 
of the subject of association. There 
were vocal advocates of organization 
strictly along machine lin,es; they 
would seek the coxer of an existing 
users' group for administrative pur
poses (say, COM1\ION, the organization 
that was the 1620 Users' Group, but 
now admits 1130 and nOn-SHARE 360 
"owners") . A second but smaller 
group argued that the' main concern~ 
of the participants, transcended ma
chine lines-especially those of a sin-
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Series 

Photoelectric Paper 
Tape Readers 

SIMPLE, COMPLETE CONTROLS 
ULTRA .. COMPACT DESIGN 

General Electric's newest photoelectric paper tape reader and 
reeler series combines reliable operation and ultra-compact, 
solid-state design with maximum application flexibility at 
economical costs. 

Fast and accurate, General Electric's new 70-Series readerl 
reeler combinations read opaque and transparent tape to 
40% transmissivity at speeds of 30" per second (300 cps 
reading rate slew or synchronous mode; 140 cps stepped or 
asynchronous mode). Other features include: 

• Unidirectional or bidirectional models 
-unidirectional: left to right or right to left 

• No cooling required in normal ambient temperatures 
• No mechanical adjustments in drive mechanism 
• 5, 6, 7, 'or 8 channels 
• RFI minimized 
Other options are available' to 

meet your requirements; write 
Sales Manager, General Electric 
Printer-Reader Business Section, 
511 N. Broad St., Philadelphia, Pa., 
19123 837-03 

~ Information 
'W Systems 

Printer-Reader' 
Business Section 
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VECTOR 
pre-Programing 

PATCHBOARDS 
save .'. switching seconds 

1)1)lln)li\'rl~ 
1)IU .. lVl~I\Y ! 

Single Lever Control switches up to 
1200 contacts in under 5 seconds. 

• Hundreds of uses for these handsome low 
cost units. On test and control equipment, 
digital and analog ~mputers, data process
ing' equipment ... wherever large numbers 
of contacts must be quickly changed. 

• A size for every need - Standard units 
have 204, 300, 450, 600, or 1200 contacts. 
~ay be ganged or stacked for added 
capacity. 

• Sleek, modern design enhances the appear
ance of any equipment. Patch panels fit 
into frame recess for flush mounting. 
Rugged frame and precision manufacture 
assure perfect alignment of removable 
panel and frame. 

• Low noise contacts - Plugs are forced 
against the beryllium gold-plated contact 
springs with 6 to 14 ozs. of pressure, as
suring positive contact reliability. 

• Solderless slip·on lead connections speed 
backboard wiring. Leads may also be sol
dered or wire-wrapped. 

• Free! Patch panel PROGRA~ PLAN
NING SHEETS, suitable for reproduction, 
available without charge. 

• New! Stackable cords for greater pro
graming versatility. Full line of single and 
multiple, color-coded cords are available. 

• Lower cost fixed panel 
boards also available in 
seven standard sizes from 
10 to 300 contacts. 

For complete informationcontact: 

J/eelOir§) 
ELECTRONIC COMPANY, INC. 
1100 Flower Street, Glendale, California 
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gle manufacturer-and that, hence, 
provision must be made for an as
sociation at least national in scope. 
Such an association should seek the 
aegis of ACM, say, or AEDS. These are 
problems with which the ad hoc 
committee will have to contend. 

The ad hoc committee will have to 
act rapidly because within ACM there 
is already activity to create-out of 
the ashes of the SIC on Programmer 
Training-a SIC or SIC on CAL This 
activity, pressed by Gloria Silvern 
(who was not present in Chicago), 
will culminate on Aug. 28 in author
ization, by ACM'S Executive Council, 
to proceed. The <CSICCAI," I infer from 
conversations with Dr. Silvern and my 
observation of the Chicago confer
ence, will not be concerned with 
matters that seemed of primary inter
est in Chicago. It will be more than a 
pity-in my opinion, it will he more 
than deplorable-if SIC CAl is allowed 
to develop tunnel vision and the 

,Chicago participants do not become 
active in its affairs. ' 

Another major dichotomy appeared 
during the first technical session in 
Chicago. On the one hand are those
the majority of those present-who 
insist that CAl is just for research now. 
Borrowing from the methodology of 
those who advocate programmed in
struction, they would not involve the 
teacher-the subject-matter or con
tent expert-too much; rather he 
would describe to an instructional 
programmer the educational objec
tives of a given learning unit. Th~ 
latter would devise a strategy, choose 
media, accomplish the programming 
and coding and the debugging, ar
range for, if not carry out, the evalua
tion (although, of course, the latter 
necessarily -involves students of 
whom, it could be hoped, at least 
some would be students of the subject
matter expert). If the result of' this 
effort is a "course" -a collection of 
learning units-that can and will be 
used in the classroom, as distin
guished from the laboratory, that is 
not yet a matter of much importance 
to the researcher. 

On the other hand are the minority 
who view CAl as an instrument for 
teaching now. These "empiricists" 
have as a primary goal the develop
ment and use of computer-assisted 
instructional sequences now, to sup
plement or complement, if not to 
replace, conventional classroom in
struction. The empiricists seek the 
involvement of the teacher: it is he 
who sets objectives; devises and re-

vises teaching strategies; chooses 
media; accomplishes or supervises 
programming, coding, debugging; 
and validates the effort. The views 
and practices of the empiricists 
seemed to be more learner oriented 
(than teacher oriented); the converse 
is a more apposite description of the 
researchers. 

Economics made its sharp-edged 
presence known to all who were 
present. Time and again the subject 
intruded itself, even though it was not 
on the agenda. 

The _ first kind of intrusion merely 
gave voice to the traditional plaint of 
lack of funds to do whatever ,it was 
that wanted doing. The second kind 
of intrusion, it was clear from the 
remarks of the participants, disclosed 
how little is known of the o·perational 
costs of current educational means or 
of their effectiveness; one result is to 
prevent rational, justifiable statements 
from being made about costs or prices 
of conventional educational means. In 
addition, everyone agreed that not 
enough is now known about CAl to 
estimate its costs, now or in the 
future. And nearly everyone deplored 
the lack of effort to obtain the requi-

tt 
site k~owledge. Without it there will 
be no way to answer those who say, 
<CIt now costs 36 cents per student per 
classroom hour to educate our elemen
tary school students; don't talk to me 
about CAl until you're able to fit it in 
that framework." 

On balance, it was a good meeting, 
a beginning. Hopefully, we can all 
look forward to increased cooperative 
activity of a kind from which stu
dents, teachers, administrators, trus
tees, parents (a~d taxpayers) will all 
reap benefit. • 

ROBERT M. GORDON 
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The deadly 
doughnut .. 

. . . Food for thought: the top U.S. companies buy Audev computer tape. AUCeV.e 
Could that be one reason why they're at the top? COMPUTER TAPE BY AUDIO DEVICES, IN~~ 

FOR A FREE POSTER-SIZE REPRODUCTION OF THIS AD,AND THE OTHERS IN THE SERIES, WRITE DEPT DA-4 AUDIO DEVICES,'iNC., 235 EAST 42ND STREET, NEW YORK CITY, NEW YORK 10017. 



Whds the new little genius? 
Take a look at some really concentrated compu

tational power-the new EAI 580 Analog/Hybrid 
Computing System. 

Here is a sophisticated, compact, 80-amplifier 
machine with advantages normally found only in large 
analog/hybrid computers. It's easy to understand and 
use, yet lets you c;lo advanced simulation work. You 
can handle problems you couldn't begin to touch 
with a conventional desktop computer ... and the EAI 
580 is the only desktop analog/hybrid that you can 

combine directly with a digital computer. 
It has servo-set pots and all the subsystems and 

capabilities needed for hybrid computation. It's the 
fi rst desktop computer with these features. 

If you're interested in a new-generation computer 
that will give you maximum analog and hybrid capa
bility at reasonable cost, we'll be glad to send you the 
580 brochure. 

When you see the operational advantages of the 
"little genius," you'll know we weren't kidding. 

E A I®ELECTRONIC ASSO~IATES. INC. 

West Long Branch, New Jersey 
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PL/I 
IN 
THE U.K. 

Let's not be fooled. The 
slightly desperate air with 
which Big Organizations in
form themselves about the 

far-flung corners of their empires by 
means of quizzes and questionnaires 
is splendid gamesmanship. It is meant 
to impress. It does. The case in 
point-a quiz on PL/I carried out in 
Imperial Chemical Industries and the 
results of which were presented to 
the delegates at a one-day symposium 
on PL/I organized by the British 
Computer Society. 

ICI is not only an international 
industrial giant, but also an eight 
times 360 user and the possessor of a 
technical computing centre (based on 
an English":Electric KDF9) which has 
developed its own standard computing 
language-K Autocode. 

Respondents were divided into two 
classes, commercial and technical, 
arid the table below expresses their 
answers in percentage form. 

Commercial 

Yes Qualified Yes 
Is PL/I Easy 

to Learn: 35 55 

to Write: 57 42 

to Debug: 31 42 

J. M. Sykes of ICI disclosed these 
opinions, held by their programmers, 
as an informative supplement to the 
ICI official party line on PL/I. In April 
1965, an leI working party, chaired 
by R. A. Brooker of Manchester 
Univ., had endorsed the candidature 
of PL/I as a single language to cater 
for commercial and technical comput
ing. Two years later this was still their 
view. Originally, the teachability of 
the language had been in doubt. 
Experience had hardened this criti
cism of PL/I and Mr. Sykes had "a 
sneaky feeling that there's too much 
of PL/I." Subsets were a useful way 
of solving the teaching problem, but 

September 1967. 

yes and no 

"when it comes to implementing the 
language, I firmly believe that. the 
number of subsets must be kept to the 
mmimum. An attempt should be 
made to follow the pattern that has 
been applied to FORTRAN, which pro
vides a full standard and a basic 
standard. Failing that, we might have 
a small number of packages offea
tures, each well defined, so that an 
implemented subset can be unambig
uously specified in a few words. We 
must at all costs avoid the mess that 
FORTRAN was in before standardisa
tion and even the idea of a host of 
elective features as found in COBOL-61. 

It is, perhaps, inevitable that a 
language which attempts . to be as 
comprehensive as PL/I, should fall 
far short of the' stark elegimce of 
ALGOL, but 'it should at least do its 
damnedest riot to." 

Apart from 'the obvious need ex
pressed mariy times during the day 

10 

o 
27 

Yes 

21 

30 

o 

Technical 

. Qualified Yes 

22 

20 

27 

No 

57 

50 

73 

for efficient implementations, Sykes 
added, "some features of the language 
are obviously difficult to implement 
efficiently while others are, I suspect, 
virtually impossible." Outside of 
Sykes' own division of ICI there was 
only a limited acceptance of PL/I. 
For the future, he thought "PL/I will 
become an acceptable proposition to 
IBM users." This stance was confirmed 
by J. W. Lewis of BOAC, where most 
of the programming for their triple 
central processor 360 system went 
through the PL/I mill. Only the O.R. 
people at BOAC were anguished at the 
missing features of the language. 
BOAC'S first priority call to IBM was to 

Put some sparkle into your copies. 
Tell your forms printer you want 
Port Huron Carbon Paper in all 
your carbon interleaved forms. 

Port Huron One-Time Carbon
deSigned particularly for snap-outs 
-continuous forms-machine or 
hand written. 

Port Huron Car/Bond Paper-
ideal for up to fifteen clear copies 
from one EDP print out. 

Port Huron Opti/Scan Carbon-
formulated for optical scanning 
systems programmed to read the 
document carbon copy, 

Ask your supplier for information 
or write direct for samples to run on 

your equipment. 

II rr'dn 
I7 ra.;.;;;r. 
~'-".' ... . . . " 

POIH HURON PAPER COMPANY 
Port H u ro n, Mi chiga n 48060 
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Pl/l 
IN THE UK ... 

fill in those missing facilities and then, 
secondly, to make PL/I less profli
gate. 

Delegates and paper presenters 
alike were keyed up to hear the U.K. 
manufacturers' views on PL/I as a 
standard language. For International 
Computers and . Tabulators, Ltd. 
(largest U.K. computer house) a 
spokesman made a clear statement 
that they "are not really convinced 
that PL/I is a major step forward." 
ICT has its own candidate for a 
comprehensive data processing lan
guage in NEBULA and although this was 
not mentioned, reference was made to 
their users' satisfaction with current 
compilers and languages. ICT could 
not see standardisation getting much 
further whilst "specification of the 
language is under the control of a 
single manufacturer." Confirmation of 
this point of view came from Pllil 
Scull of English-Electric. "Anyone 
who thinks that any settled standard 
is going to come out of ECMA or any 
other standardisation body in less 
than probably three years from now, 

is being extremely optimistic." Never
theless, E-E "is currently engaged in 
the first design stages of a subset 
PL/I implementation on System 4." 

a national policy 
The U.K. manufacturers' attitudes 

may have been news to many of the 
delegates but they must have been 
wearisomely familiar to the chair, 
occ·upied as it was by Professor Gor
don Black, Director of the National 
Computing Centre. The NCC, the Min
istry of Technology, ICT, English
Electric and Elliott Automation are 
jointly attempting to thrash out a 
national language policy. Publication 
of this policy is expected before .the 
end of 1967. The role of the NCC can 
be visualised by quoting Cordon 
Black on this occasion: "We are form
ing groups of companies-one of 
them is ICI, Shell, Unilever and Dun
lop; we are talking to the hotels and 
catering industry'. So it looks as if in 
the NCC _ we can go a good way 
towards standardisation and compati
bility in various groups of industry
and I think this is the way it will go, 
but there won't be any standard Brit
ish ·language. I am sure of this. I keep 
telling the Government that" it won't 
occur." 

\\'I-ife ftttl;I\·, 
I~e III e IIIII e I
'I~tt III tt 1-1-It \\' ! 
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ONE HUNDRED TO 
ONE MILLION BIAX® ELEMENTS 
SHIPPED IN 24 HOURS 
Price reductions of up to 50 per cent and 24-
hour delivery are encouragiRg memory systems 

. designers to take a fresh look at BIAX's true 
non-destructive, high speed readout for low

cost commercial and industrial applications; as 
well as aerospace and military jobs: . 

The super-fast delivery applies to both MicroBIAX elements and 
standard BIAX elements (just a little bit larger). Minimum order is 
for 100 elements, but up to one million can be shipped as quickly. 
Of course, prices go down as quantity goes up. Write or call today 
for quotation and specifications. Raytheon Computer, 2700 South 
Fairview Street, Santa Ana, Calif. 92704. Phone: (714) 546-7160. 

~AYTHE01J 
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Earlier in the day some two-thirds 
of . the 300 delegates had indicated 
that they expected to be using ALGOL, 
FORTRAN and COBOL in April, 1970. 
The show of hands was a response to 
the probing of MarjGrie Barritt from 
the Edinburgh Regional Computing 
Centre. The centre is planned to 
provide multi-access in the future. 
Naturally they were interested in the 
suitability of PL/I in this role and 
particularly in the training of systems 
analysts from small organisations to 
be fully appreciative of PL/I. 

The crucial effect on systems work 
of a standard language was the main 
reason behind the Institute of Com
puting Science activity in creating 
BCL-a Business Computing Lan
guage. David Hendry from the institute 
did not see in PL/I the data structure 
facilities that met general needs and 
had created a working compiler for 
BCL in less than 10 man-years of effort 
and with an incredible compactness
less than 6K, 48-bit Altas words, in 
total. Over coffee anyone who cared 
could discover that a Czech group, 
with three ICT medium-scale machines 
on order, were itching to develop BCL. 
Nobody would suggest that Eastern 
collaboration is an effective counter
weight to IBM domination-at least 
nobody would admit to suggesting 

More coffee talk disclosed that Mrs. 
Barritt was not alone in thinking PL/I 
was three years too late for research 
and about three years too soon for the 
U .K.'s normal small commercial outfit. 
One eX-ICI computer man thought that 
if you could get good basic software 
then the best course was to head in the 
direction of developing your own super 
facilities. Funny thing, that's just what 
attracted those Czechs to BCL ... 

Prof. Black joined the ranks of 
the Unbelievable Believers for long 
enough to provide an insight into the 
myth of how things ar"e done in the 
U.S. On the, problem of agreeing to 
standardise he said: "In the United 
States if there is any difficulty of 
this sort, they call a massive great 
conference, something like this one 
only about five times larger, in some 
giant hotel somewhere, and they stay 
there for" 10 days; but after 10 days 
they will have decided what it is 
they want to do and they will all 
get on planes and trains and go 
to their various homes and they'll do 
what they've said they are going to do." 

Unreservedly the best anecdote of 
the day came from the absence of Re
served Words in PL/I; only, when a 
variable called NOT was used "the 
compiler climbed out of the machine 
and hit me over the head with this lot 
~p~~" • 

-HEDLEY VOYSEY 
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MAl announces 
anew kind 
of magnetic 

• tape unIt 
that's directly 
interchangeable 

with your 729 12401 un~ts. 
Your computer can't tell the differenEe between 
a 729/2401 tape unit and an MAl tape unit. 
But you can. 

Initial equipment costs for each MAl unit are at 
least $6,000, and in some cases as much as $24,000, 
less than the comparable 729/2401 unit. 

So an lVIAI unit pays for itself in 2-3 years in direct 
savings over your current rental costs. And then 
saves you another $5,000 to $10,000 a year. Every 
year. 

But just as important as financial benefits are its 
operating advantages. 

No tape wear and tear from pinch-feed mecha
. nisms on this tape unit. Its single capstan drive 
mechanism handles tape the way it should be 
handled. Gently. 

During operation, the recording surface of the 
tape touches nothing but the read-write head. So 
tape wear goes down. You improve tape reliability, 
tape life. 

Because the unit's design is so simple, you also 
reduce downtime. (Downtime has to go down be
cause the tape unit requires no mechanical adjust
ments and a minimum number of electrical 
adjustments.) 

So you'll save on an MAl maintenance agreement 
too. And without worrying about quick service. 
MAl has branch offices in 45 principal cities from 
coast to coast. 

If you'd like more information, write us . 

We can prove the MAl Magnetic Tape Unit de
serves your serious consideration. 

~" EQUIPMENT CORPORATION 300 East 44th Street,New York, N.Y. 10017 
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SpeediOex-with built-in system advantages: 
two-wide forms; no limit on paper weights or number of parts; 
part-to-part data control; parts in set can be held 

Two-wide Fanfold- ideal for long 
production runs. Available with 
wide and narrow parts 0':- carbons, 
carbon spots and strip coated 
carbons for part-to~part data control; 
two-wide; tints for fast 

together; duplicating masters can be incorporated, and 
Moore's patented flex-cut carbons for perfect runnin.¥. 

identification; related parts 
can travel together as a set. 

Want system results? 
Moore's continuous forms give them to you with extras. 

For example ... 
Need parts to travel as a section? Want to cut machine 

time in half? Capture additional data? Eliminate data from' 
certain parts or incorporate a duplicating master? 

Or need different paper weights in the set? 
Want production printout with minimum downtime? 

These and other system benefits come to you in our 
continuous forms, with practically unlimited constructions
Speediflex, Fanfold, Continuous Tab Cards, 
Continuous Voucher Checks and other constructions that match 
the form to your system need and machine capabilities. 

You are assured of Moore's Total Value ... 
Quality materials. Precision manufacture. 

Continuous service from the Moore man. Make-good guarantee. 
Prompt delivery from more than 35 plants. 

NlOORE@BU5INESS FORNIS INC 

Over 500 offices and plants, 2300 salesmen in North America. 
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Two-wide Tab Cards- for one-pass 
writing of two cards. 
Ideal for statement billing 
with return voucher for direct 
input. Grain long for 
dimensional stability, insuring 
perfect machine runs. Permits 
automatic collation with supporting 
documents in billing, etc. 

D.R. T .R.M.R. TI C N 
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At PRe we begin with Systems Architecture ... 

An automated management information system must be more than hardware/ 
software analysis and design. The system must be visualized as a dynamic struc
ture arching across the organization to provide an environment within which 
people function and do useful work more effectively. The structure must be pat
terned to the nature of the business. It must be flexible and expansible. And it 
must reflect the spirit and character of the enterprise. 

At Planning Research Corporation, we begin the design of an automated-man
agement information system by defining both th~ economic implications and the 
technical specifications; design and optimize the system to work efficiently with 
the people who use it; procure the most effective hardware for the job (not 
necessarily the most expensive); produce the software; and train your personnel 
..... we tailor a system to fit your total need~. 

This we can· do because PRe is a most unusual group of people whose disci
plines include economics, business administration, behavioral psychology, most 
branches of engineering, the classical sciences, and mathematics. These and other 
disciplines interact on multidisciplineo teams to form the most powerful analytical 
tool yet achieved for the solution of computer system problems. 

For example, at PRe the design and implementation of an automated system for 
an ,airline, railroad, or any other carrier begins with transportation specialists on 
the system design team. Our approach ensures that the whole system will work 
efficiently and interact successfully with the people who use it. 

Although we do not manufacture hardware, our hardware specialists are thor
oughly knowledgeable in its design, selection, and app1i~ation; thus PRe main
tains total objectivity in your behalf. 

Why not start with Systems Architecture? To find out what it can mean to you 
in terms of increased efficiency and profits for your business, contact Mr. J. N. 
Graham, Jr., Vice President and General Manager, Computer Systems Division. 

I ~~~I ~O~~O~i~:I~o~ Gl~~~~~~,q~ An~c~s~!a8~~aT~~~ 
Over 1000 employees in 22 cities throughout the world. 
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Over a year ago, one of the first IBM 360-20 installations was made at 
Wright Line. This installation provided the opportunity for Wright Line Data 
Processing and Product Development groups to study the system, and to 
develop accessories keyed to its specific needs. 

The result is the new 360-20 Accessory Group. It includes a dramatic new 
Control Center with a push-button, flip top with built-in scheduling board 
and tub storage for object decks, procedure manuals and letter or legal 
size file folders ... a cross file for use at the MFCM ... the first desk ever 
designed specifically to meet the needs of the Data Processing Manager 
or Programmer . . . plus storage cabinets for forms and complete card 
handling equipment. " 

Every piece is designed to meet a specific need, and to provide maximum 
utilization of available machine time. All are handsomely computer-styled 
and color-coordinated to the basic 360-20 equipment. 

If you presently have a 360-20 System, installed or on order ... or 
if you anticipate ordering in the future, you will want full details of 
Wright Line's 360-20 experience, plus complete information on the 
new 360-20 ACCESSORIES. Just circle our reader service number 
or write to us at: Wright Line, Division of Barry Wright Corporation, 
160 Gold Star Boulevard, Worcester, Massachusetts 01606. The 
information will be in the mail to you the same day your request 
is received. 

DATA PROCESSING ACCESSORIES 



Hire The Competent pc;trtners 
For VourComputer 

Paper Tape 
Perforator F766A: 
Precise and rugged 
model with a perforating 
speed of 200 rps. 6 or 
8 code level and built·in 
feed check device. 

A computer cannot express direct dissatisfaction with 

her peripheral system. But there are ways you can tell. 
Lagging input, a piled up printout joq or t90 much off

the-job time. FUJITSU can satisfy you AND y6ur computer 
with a perfect range of high-perfo~mance peripheral 
equipment. Each component has high-speed treating 

capability and fieldproven reliability backed up by our 
proven technology. Hire them and your computer will 

take a new lease on efficient operation. 

Magnetic Tape Unit F603: Line Printer F642: 

Paper Tape Reader 
F748A: 
Dependable and eco
nomical. 1,000 rps read
ing speed. 6 or 8 code 
level. Double-read check 
system built in. 

A single capstan, direct-drive unit that assures more 
than ten times longer tape life; simple tape loading 
and fast, smooth .operation. Five models available. 
200, 556 and 800 rpi recording density. Tape speed: 
75 and 120 ips. 7 or 9 tracks. Compatible with IBM-
729 and 2,400 series. Backward reading feasible. 

Rugged, high:speed printer with wide compatibility. 
Printing speeds: 500-1,500 lines/min. Number of 
printable characters: 16-109. 136 columns. Low
speed model F643 also available-400-120 lines/ 
min. Number of printable characters: 50 or 100. 
80 columns. 

80 

Other per-ipheral equipment by FUJITSU: 
Magnetic Tape Unit • Magnetic Drum Unit • Magnetic Disc Unit 
• Magnetic Card Unit • Magnetic Disc Pack Unit • Magazine File 
• Card Reader • Paper Tape Reader • Optical Character Reader 
• Line Printer· Card Punch· Paper Tape Perforator· X- Y Plotter 
Electronic Printer· Punch Typewriter 

For the full details on these peripheral equipment, please write to: 

@ FUJITSU LIMITED 
CommunicationJ and ltectronicj 

Marunouchi, Tokyo, Japan 
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This is the Mark-II hammer, a relatively small but 
important part of a Data Products' LINE/PRINTER':'. 

It has no moving parts, is virtually friction-free, and 
requires no adjustments. There's no wear either, for 
that matter. Maintenance and downtime are reduced 
to a bare minimum. 

You won't find the Mark-II hammer in any catalog. 
Designed originally for our rugged Model RO-280 
(XN-2)/UYK military LINE/PRINTER, it is built by 
us, and only by us, expressly for use in our LINE/ 

PRINTER. 

Controlled flight time and short dwell time contribute 
to clear, sharp print-out, without smear, and to the 
straightest lines in the industry. Add to this the 
LINE/PRINTER's extended, interchangeable fonts of up 
to 128 characters, speeds to 1200 lines-per-minute, 
clutchless paper feed and the ability to handle all forms, 
from one to six parts, and you'll see why the LINE/ 

small wonder 

PRINTER has been so 
widely accepted for ap
plications on-line and 
off-line where quality, 
reliability, low cost and 
main tainabili ty are 
"no-compromise" re
quirements. 
Small wonder? Yes ... 
but the Mark-II ham
mer is only one reason 
why Data Products' 
LINE/ PRINTERS can do 
and are doing the job. 
The LINE/PRINTER is available in commerci~.J.,r.ugged
ized, militarized, and full Mil-Spec confi !n: f"",t ions. 
A note or phone call will get you the fuU _.KF:' PRINTER 

{acts-and-figures story. 

*LINE/PRI!'.'lL.{ >i d '" ,~de.)jBll ·~f 

data P"'-'! ,; :t';",.-ryorati, -I 

data products corporatiol1 
8535 Warner Drive, Culver City, California 90231 
Telephone: (213) 837-4491 Telex: 674734 

Data Products Corporation also manufactures the DIscfILE-E random access memory stow:,;e s),stpm, 
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NCR announces the new 353-5 CRAM, 
most versatile random-access 
file system since this one: 
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Access was pretty random with this Victorian beauty. NCR's new 353-5 
CRAM is less decorative and more efficient. Modular design permits 

the NCR 353-5 CRAM's capacity to grow as your needs grow. 
You don't pay for storage capacity until you use it. You can 

step-up ON LINE capacity to a total near 2 billion digits. 

An NCR 353-5 un it can access, read or write and write/ check at a rate 
of five m;~>,,:,"'lji~ CRAM cards a second. These functions are time shared 

i>iditional on-line units with the result that you get almost 
instant access to any recotd or a group of records. 

AC;·'.'d is averaging less than 125 milliseconds, a rate made 
'1 ::'::! random refiling of CRAM cards is shared with access 

ti.';:-:. ( lrds are stored ,in easily removable cartridges, and can 

, bl: ,;; less than a minute. Each 3.65" by 14" car~ contains I I C I I 
fU,Nding tracks with a storage capacity of 1500 six-bit N R 

a:;Jl;: Clolracters to the track. Total capacity of each unit is 
82rS'~/:,C.,/J '::,,;. !.J~t characters'. One last spec: CRAM cards ride on a " , 

cL~L~, ... ;(; cf ~~;, t'J insure ·a long lifetime of effective performance. . . . . 
THE NAT'ONAL CASH REGISTER COMPANY, DAYTON, 45409 . ® 
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SOCIAL SCIENCE COUNCIL 
HOLDS DATA BASE CONFERENCE 
The Council of Social Science Data 
Archives held· its fourth annual con
ference at the Univ. of California at 
Los Angeles June 14-17. The theme 
of the meetings was "Modern Com
puter Analysis of Complex Social 
Science Data Bases." The council, es
tablIshed in 1965 with the support of 
the National Science Foundation, 
seeks to "coordinate data acquisition
ing activities; set standards for pro
cessing, documenting, and storing 
data, work toward procedures for ser
vicing user needs; disseminate infor
mation pertaining to the operation of 
archives," and to develop comput·er 
application in the social sciences. 

General commentaries at this year's 
conference were provided by Dr. Karl 
Deutsch of Harvard Univ. in a key
note address entitled "Computer Data 
Bases and Social Science Research of 
the Future," and later by Angus 
Campbell, director of the Univ. of 
Michigan's Survey Research Center. 

Dr. Deutsch outlined a succession 
·of data revolutions in the social sci
ences: the Rrst in the 1790's with 
the first use of statistics; the second 
in the 1820's with the development 
of evolutionary models; the third 
around 1935 with the introduction 
of new methods of gathering data; 
and the fourth occurring now with 
the use of multiple methods of deal
ing with complex data bases. He pre
dicted . that social scientists, as they 
refine their techniques and develop 
increasingly precise formulations, are 
approaching a time when converging 
and accumulating evidence will make 
possible all to all comparisons be
tween data collected by a variety of 
methods. Such a phenomenon was 
seen in physics when a quantum 
theory of light superseded opposing 
particle and wave theories. Dr. 
Campbell's address was also suppor
tive of developing archives, but in
jected . with the cautionary note that 
even the best collections of data are 
not a substitute for human imagina
tion and creativity. 

The meetings were divided· into 
user and technical sessions. The user 
sessions were devoted to· the use of 
data archives for secondary analysis, 
federal government data sources, and 
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data bases and protection issues, in
cluding privacy. The technical ses
sions concentrated upon statistical 
and computer methods for handling 
missing data, and the identification 
of data record entities for data man
agement. 

Three council subcommittees, In
formation Retrieval, Computer Devel
opment, and Standards, held open 
meetings. Howard Burnaugh of Sys
tem Development Corp. demonstrated 
the BOLD (Bibliographic On-Line Dis
play) system and a panel of Informa
tion Retrieval Subcommittee members 
discussed retrieval from data banks. 

NASA AND ARPA FUND 
OCR RESEARCH PROJECT 
System Development Corp. is devel
oping a system that will allow a 
computer to recognize hand-printed 
characters (symbols or alphanumeric) 
when drawn on the surface of a 
graphic input device, such as the 
RAND tablet or the GRAFACON 1010A. 
The CRT input will be connected on
line to a time-shared computer where 
a recognizer program will identify 
the character. The program will be 
flexible enough to recognize the pen
manship variations that will occur for 
each character. 

The project, funded by the Na
tional Aeronautics and Space Admin
istration and the Advanced Research 
Projects Agency, is headed by Mor
ton 1. Bernstein, and is being de
signed to function in real-time, either 
under a t-s system or a free-standing 
environment. 

AUSTRALIA ESTIMATES 
COMPUTER POPULATION 
Recent, estimates of the computer 
population up to 1,967, released from 
Australia, show that country's total 
systems (including tho~e on order) 
at about 460. (An IBM survey, this 
includes co~puters of all makes.)· A 
Control Data estimate, made at the 
end of '65, had guessed the total 
number of installations at 357, and 
gave a breakdown of 320 small sys
tems, 30 medium, and 7 large. 

The large systems, all owned by 
the commonwealth government, re
portedly have been ~uccessful and 
productive installations, with the re-

suIt that the government, formerly 
more concerned with small scientific 
computers, has now put an emphasis 
on the purchase of large-scale sys
tems. Some 4% of the total installa
tions belong to the commonwealth 
government. 

The medium-scale computers are, 
for the most part; installed in univer
sities, which account for 10% of the 
total system population. The large 
majority of these systems are rented. 

In the private business sector, 
which uses about 85% of the com
puters in the country, small systems 
are used, almost exclUSively on a rent
al basis. Most applications cover in
voicing and elementary stock control, 
I?ayroll and sales analysis. 

U.K. MERGER WILL RESULT 
IN MAJOR COMPUTER FIRM 
Two of Britain's biggest electronics 
companies, English Electric and El
liott Automation, are merging to form 
a new $500 million combine. This 
will be one of the biggest steps taken 
so far in amalgamating Europe's pro
fit-bedevilled computer industry into· 
larger and more viable units. 

Both parties to this merger have 
activities ranging far outside the in-' 
formation processing field. English is 
strong in the heavy electrical, nuclear 
reactor and diesel engine field. And 
Elliott has a big stake in electro
mechanical control systems. Both 
have strong military connections in 
avionic systems-English Electric 
through the Marconi company, which 
dominates the heavy radar and ma
rine business. 

Bringing the two organizations to
gether creates in itself a number of 
problems. Elliott's computer policy 
has pitched the company almost ex
clusively into the military, scientific 
and process fields with its range of 
900 series integrated circuit defense 
machines and larger 4100 series sys
tems for the university and engineer
ing customers. Eschewing the com
mercial dp business, Elliot has agree
ments with NCR, for whom they 
make the 315's for areas outside the 
U.S. Recently, Elliott was negotiat
ing t<;> take over the Computers and 
Automation company of British GEC 
(which in turn makes SDS systems 
under license.) 

With the new deal, both these ac
tivities must halt.' In fact, GEC has 
made a brief statement to'the effect 
that talks had broken down and that 
the company would resume opera
tions under old agreements. In the 
commercial field, NCR and English 
Electric Computers compete directly. 
It seeI1ls likely that as an alternative 
manufacturing base, NCR may now 
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______________________ ADVERTISEMENT----------------------

By Decem ber 31st, 
we will have 200 
widely useful 
programs available 
at 1/10ththei r co·st. • • 

nellVs brie's 

extend facilities at Dundee, Scotland, 
to include full computer making. At 
present these plants manufacture the 
small accounting machine products 
up to NCR 395 size. 

All indications of this latest group
Ing point to English ,Electric as the 
much-favored son of the U.K. govern
ment's national computer policy. First, 
a government agency, the Industrial 
Reorganisation Corp., has forked 
over $42 million to oil the wheels 

, of the merger. The IRC was set up 
12 months ago to help industry or
ganize in more viable units, and this 
is its first baby. Following hot on the 
heels of the first deal, the Industrial 
Finance Corp. for industry agreed on 
July 18 to loan English Electric a 
further $20 million for expansion of 
the computer company. 

English Electric Computers' hopes 
are staked. on its System 4 computers, 
based on RCA technology in the mid
dle of the series, but extended in 
design for'large time-sharing systems 
on order for university computing 
centers, banks and the Post Office. 
The merger makes the combine the 
first European corporation with a 
full product line covering every niche 
in the information processing market. 
But there are still deficiencies in pe-
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ripherals that affect the industry as 
a whole. 

The biggest' sufferer from this ar
rangement may be ICT, for they may 
find themselves relegated to the ranks 
of conventional dp suppliers. Certain
ly ICT has not succeeded with pro
posals to government for large 
machine support that would take 
them into big-time time-sharing. Ear
lier attempts to get ICT and English 
Electric to merge fell through. But 
it is still government policy to cut 
the industry down' to one general
purpose main frame maker with a 
handful of smaller firms producing 
specialist processors and peripherals. 

INDUSTRY PERIPHERY 
NO PLACE FOR BRYANT 
A murderous, or at least maImmg, 
squeeze is on the independent pe
ripheral equipment maker, say spokes
men for Bryant Computer Products. 
General manager R. O. Wilson and 
government contract manager L. R. 
Caveney outline these reasons; . 

• Computer makers are swiftly de
veloping and improving in-house pe
ripheral ,capabilities in many areas, 
drastically reducing their contracts 
with independents and competing 
with them for other OEM contracts. 
Bryant, a $15-20 million division of 
Ex-Cell-O Corp., has, seen business 

with such firms as Control Data and 
RCA slip from a large percentage of 
their annual volume to almost zero 
for this reason, they say. 

• The independent alone, long rely
ing on these OEM contracts, cannot 
always provide the sales and main
tenance forces needed to satisfy the 
end user market he is being forced 
into. . 

• The major edp customer, the gov
ernment, is using many archaic, in
efficient procurement practices which 
"are destroying the very competition 
it seeks to maintain." "These procure
ment organizations," says Caveney, 
"have a tendency to call the top com
puter manufacturers because, in most 
cases, they are completely void of the 
technical aspects of both software and 
hardware," and "not because of the 
best equality or price-a very poor 
way of determining the expenditure 
of the taxpayer dollar." 

In a recent DATAMATION interview 
at Bryant headquarters in Walled 
Lake, Michigan, both Wilson and Ca
veney detailed the woes of the inde
pendent, firing stinging criticism and 
accusations at private and govern
ment sectors. But, they also proffered 
a host of solutions ranging from an 
association of indep~ndent peripheral 
firms to government reforms that 
would probably require several acts 
of Congress and the overriding of 
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protests from powerful manufacturer 
lobbies. 

Since the cost of peripherals in a 
computer system is rapidly becom
ing the major hardware expense, it 
is obvious that mainframe makers will 
put their resources in that area, said 
Wilson. He estimated that non-IBM 
mainframe makers now produce over 
75% of their own peripherals, versus 
50% two years ago. But this increas
ing I/O expense is all the more rea
son for buyers, especially the govern
ment, to examine what's available in 
the field, rather than going to a single 
source for the total system. Two cases 
in particular led Caveney, an ex-pro
curement officer well versed in and 
disgusted with government procure
ment practices, to start bending the 
ears of congressmen and agency of
ficials about inequities. He related 
that one university, ordering a system 
for a government-funded project, 
would not hear a Bryant proposal 
for the memory portion, preferring to 
go to the computer manufacturer; 
Caveney's complaints in government 
circles reopened the case. In another 
university government-funded project 
for a prototype system, Caveney said 
that the firm that won the computer 
award also stole away the large-scale 
disc memory contract by offering a 
system at a greatly reduced price. 
Thus the job, which Bryant hoped 

to vie for, never was opened for com
petitive bid on the assumption that 
no one could beat the price. 

The Bryant spokesmen are in 
favor of the "black box" procurement 
method. Said Wilson: "The degree of 
sophistication of some government 
users is increasing and today some 
scientific branches of the government 
are actually purchasing computers 
systems and equipment, with hard
ware and software often coming from 
different sources, with even mainte
nance being supplied by a third party. 
Some large industrial users are going 
this same route and the trend is defi
nitely toward using hardware-oriented 
people to make the purchasing de
cision on the basis of merit of the 
individual equipment service. . . ." 
He particularly commended the U.S. 
Navy weather facility for using this 
approach. . 

The stumbling block to "black box" 
buying in many cases is the interface 
between the computer and an "alien" 
peripheral. The ultimate solution of 
this problem is a "federal standardi
zation in the industry" of these inter
faces. Realistically, a standard con
troller is not feasible until the next 
generation of computers, Wilson ad
mitted, but for now, each computer 
manufacturer should be required to 
offer a general purpose peripheral 
adapter, which would in effect be a 

second translator for the controller. 
Honeywell for one, says Wilson, has 
one, the P A2A, although like all in
terfaces that may be available on 
computers for another firm's peripher
als, the information doesn't appear in 
GSA schedules and is hard to come 
by. Bandying cost comparisons show
ing a Bryant product at one-tenth 
that of a smaller OEM mass-memory 
system now installed in industry, Wil
son noted that the cost of such adapt
ers, which are in the $25K range, 
'Would be more than offset by the 
advantages provided. Bryant is cur
rently offering the XLO-IOOO con
troller as a compatible interface 
between their 4000 disc file and the 
Honeywell 200 adapter, a'i well as 
any other similar adapter. And he 
emphasized again, such adapter in
terfaces with some description ought 
to be mandatory in the GSA schedule. 

The means of obtaining a strong 
voice, the Bryant leaders offered, are 
via an independent association 
which could make its complaints 
and information known before all 
agencies and other user groups, and 
via governmellt commissions: 

-Wilson is seeking comment from 
the industry on an association, and 
has thus far received support from 
Hewlett Packard and Western Tele
matico Such an association, which 
would include communications equip~ 

----------------------------------------------ADVERT IS EM ENT----------------------------------------------

fully documented 
tried and proven 
error-free. For full 
information, circle 51 
on rea d e r ca rd. If you can't wait, write orca II 

SOFTWARE RESOURCES CORPORATION 6399 Wilshire Boulevard, Los Angeles, California 90048 (213) 653-2074 
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ment firms, could also attack the sales 
and maintenance problems. Wilson 
suggests that interested firms, per
haps in non-competitive sub-groups, 
could set up one office per location 
for these functions, thereby dividing 
the often prohibitive costs of servic
ing the end-user market nationwide. 

The recent uproar over the Air 
Force Phase II contract, in which 
congressional pressure forced the 
cancellation of the award to IBM 
and a reopening of the bidding, il
lustrated legislative awareness of the 
conflicts over procurement practices. 
Indeed, there are bills pending before ' 
the House and Senate calling for the 
establishment of a two-year 14-man 
commission to examine the' statutes, 
regulations, procedures, and practices 
that govern Federal procurement. 
And this is a body that Bryant hopes 
will be a major instrument for cor
recting the problems of the peripher
al maker. It would consist of con
gressional members and technical 
experts from outside the government, 
and Richard Caveney is hopeful of 
being nominated to this group-mak
ing it one of the first times, he said, 
that a subcontractor is represented 
on such a commission. 

Caveney also feels that Congress 
ought to take a more permanent 
role in the procurement process. 
Once these legislative bodies affirm 
appropriations, he said, they los.e most 
of their control over how the money 
is spent: What is called for is a 
Senate/House Technological Depart
ment. "Upon passing appropriation 
bills for large procurements of com
puter systems, space programs and 
aeronautical programs, etc." a rider 
would require that before any award 
is made, the "Executive Branch in
volved" would first have to submit to 
this department all the' proposals, 
stating the award decision and rea
sons foJ,' it. The department would 
then evaluate it and . report its rec
ommendations to the Senate- and the 
House. 

Caveney would also reform laws 
governing the Small Business Ad
ministration. Too often, he says, when 
a prime contract is awarded, SBA 
approaches the winner to recommend 
that he subcontract jobs to small 
businesses. But in the case of the 
computer maker, Caveney complains, 
such . subcontracts often go to "nuts 
and bolts or paper makers" and not 
to peripheral firms if the mainframer 
produces his own peripherals. Thus 
SBA should designate the types of 
equipment that should be subcon
tracted, b~sed upon knowledge of 
what is available and economical. The 
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agency should also change its criteria 
for determining a small business from 
a flat people and earnings limit for 
all industries to a limit varying ac
cording to product. 

But while the I/O industry waits 
for these acts of Congress and for ac
tion from the commissions and other 
groups that may be created, Wilson 
asks now for pro and con comments 
on the idea of an association, ad
dressable to him at Bryant Computer 
Products, Walled Lake, Mich. 48088. 

NYSE COMPUTERS BID 
FAREWELL TO MANHATTAN 
The Floor will never leave Wall Street, 
but most of the New York Stock Ex
change computing operation begins its 
move west next April, when the first 
modules of a four-computer IBM 360 
system will be installed at Paramus, 
N.J. (The site is an ITT data center 
being vacated next November.) 

The exchange is not trying for a 
crash conversion of its real-time Mar
ket Data System, which handles mil
lions of stock transactions a day, but 
will operate the present 7010/7750 sys
tem in parallel with the 360s for some 
time. Cut-over should take until at 
least 1970, since the new configura
tion, which reportedly consists of 
either three model 65s and one 50 or 
two of each "attached to a very large 
memory device," will not be fully in
stalled until late '69, according to pres
ent schedules. 

One of the reasons a newer, larger 
system is needed is that the present 
equipment can only handle 1,790 
securities and by '69, the market will 
exceed that. The 360s, expandable in 
modules, are expected to handle 
"several times" the present system 
workload. 

But more immediately, as the first 65 
is installed at the electronic systems 
center, the exchange will begin to im
plement its other services on it: cen
tral computer accounting, central cer
ificate .service, clearing and settlement, 
and odd-lot settlement. NYSE'S Central 
Computer Accounting Corp. has 
priority, since the continually high vol
ume of daily transactions has buried 
workers in the paperwork involved in 
the physical transfer of certificates. 
(There's a four-day deadline on the 
transfer.) In fact, the exchange closed 
early several times in August to give 
the brokers a chance to catch up. 
CCAC is trying to accomplish transfer 
of many certificates for the broker by 
simply crediting and debiting accounts 
in a computer, leaving the actual cer
tificates in an exchange vault. Such a 
system is in test now, on-line input 
from brokers on the day's transactions 
going into a Honeywell 1200; mag tape 
from this system is now being put on 

a 360/50 which executes the account 
changes. 

Two 360/50s and two 30s are be
ing used for all these non-real-time 
services at present and some or all 
will be kept at a permanent center 
in New York to do testing and de
bugging of new programs, as well as 
those "printing functions" which can't 
be done as effectively at a remote site. 
These include stock listing distribu
tion to firms, payrolls, billing, etc. The 
dual 7010s and 7750s must go. 

Reliability is vital for the tight real
time requirements of the market data 
system. Past failures on the present 
system. NYSE has seen bugs and other 
failures on the present system, though 
down time was only in minutes, 
snar led reports for days. Past NYSE 

president Keith Funston said the new 
system will be one of the most reliable 
complexes in the U.S. IBM'S Federal 
Systems Div. is working on that prob
lem. 

NEW FIRM OFFERS COLLEGE 
SELECTION BY COMPUTER 
A Los Angeles company called The 
American College Selector is offering 
a service that assists high school stu
dents to make a rational choice of 
colleges by comparing the student's 
interests and abilities to the charac
teristics of 1079 accredited U.S.' 
liberal arts colleges and universities. 

System design and programming 
were done by United Computing 
Corp. of Redondo Beach, Calif. for 
a, 360/50. First runs were on Allen
Babcock's computer in Palo Alto. 

, Cost to the student is $10 and for 
this he gets a list of six colleges 
most likely to meet his needs and 
preferences, plus a guide for getting 
further information from the selected 
schools to help him decide on first 
choice among them. The program op
erates on data supplied by the stu
dent, who fills out a questionnaire 
about a dozen pages long. Many of 
the questions are detailed, allowing 
five degrees of enthusiasm' about hy
pothetical characteristics of the col
lege-ranging froin "strongly agree" 
through "strongly disagree." Samples: 
"Should the college have a student 
body of diverse backgrounds? Do you 
expect the college to regulate student 
behavior?" A measure of the com
plexity of the program: it takes 500K 
bytes of core. 

PHILCO-FORD ACTIVE 
IN TIME-SHARING 
Philco-now Philco-Ford Corp.
which bowed out of the general-pur
pose computer business several years 
ago to devote its talents to special 
contracts, has been "re-examining 
where we ought to be going," ac-
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EXECUTIVES, ANALYSTS, MANAGERS, PROGRAMMERS 

,~ 

if you ever need infprmation fast and can't get it in time .. . 

if you don't want to pay the price of doing it the old way .. . 

YOU NEED QWICK QWERY! 
QWICK QWERY* is a much needed 
breakthrough in man-compute( com
munications. Easy-to-Iearn, easy-to-use 
QWICK QWERY forms let you ten 
the computer, in plain language, 
exactly what information you want. 

Hundreds of analysts, executives, 
managers, and technicians without 
computer programming experience 
have already learned QWICKQWERY 
and now express their data needs 
directly to the computer. Professional 
programmers use it too. 

• QWICK QWERY extracts the spe
cific data you want to see now. 

• It analyzes, sorts, summarizes and 
displays this data the way you want 
to look at it this time. 

• I t eliminates almost an of the time 
and cost previously required for 
special computer reports. ' 

The invesimel1t in QWICK QWERY is 
negligible compared with the money it 
saves and the increased capabilities it 
provides. 

Whether you: 

• have many computers or no computer 
at aU 

• need an analysis of factual data once 
a year or twice a day 

• are concerned with published infor
mation or your own confidential 
records 

there is a QWICK QWERY lease, 
purchase or service bureau arrange
ment to meet your needs. 

QWICK QWERY Training Courses 
new 4·day course dates: ~

:::=::> M<:Iil I Please send me_copies 
o t~l~t I of the brochure describing 

It< ~~W!!I :~~:K aWERY 
C.A.C.I. 
Department 15 
225 Santa Monica Boulevard 
Santa Monica, California 90401 

Los Angeles, October 30,1967 
Washington, D.C., November 6, 1967 
New York City, December 4, 1967 

*Trademark and Service Mark of,C.A.C.1. 

Address _______________ _ 

-u; I City _________ State __ Zip Code __ 

I 

C.A.C.I. Consolidated Analysis Centers Inc .. ((ormerll' Ca"(orn;a Analn;. Center. Inc) 

Offices in: Los Angele~. New York, Wa,hlllgton, D,C. 
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KEYED TO 
MOVE DATA 
FAST ... AND 

. AUTOMATICALLY 

It's 5 :00 p.m. in Los Angeles! In the 
branch sales office of a nationwide 

. company, the day's work is done. 
All sales orders and other vital data 
have been recorded on punched 
tape by an operator using a Teletype 
automatic send-receive set. 

As she leaves for home, the operator 
inserts the tape into a Telespeed 750 
high-speed tape-to-tape sending set, 

. flicks the "on" switch, then forgets 
about it! 

Later that evening, the home office 
a continent away, in sequence polls 
this and other Telespeed 750's in 
similar sales offices scattered 

. throughout the country. Thus, the 
day's accumulation of data is trans
mitted to the home office automati
cally, unattended, and at low cost. 

For any multibranch operation, espe
cially where time differences are a 
facfor, Telespeed 750 high-speed 
tape-to-tape data communications 

.equipment offers many advantages. 

Operates unattended! Once the 
Telespeed sending set is loaded and 
turned on, ft requires no further at
tention. It is polled automatically by 
the company's data processing cen
ter. After polling, the sending set 
shuts off automatically. 

Table model Telespeed 750 sending set 
requires no operator during transmission; 
shuts off automatically. 

machines that make data move 



Reduces cost. By confining trans
mission to night hours, data can be 
sent when communication lines are 
less busy, more economical. 

Even if transmission is done during 
the day, the speed and efficiency of 
Telespeed data communications 
equipment lets you take advantage 
of every minute of line tim~. 

Because transmission is automatic, 
the operator can devote her entire 
working day to logging of data. 
Thus, she can process all orders and 
other data received at the -branch 
for later transmission; no need to 
carryover to the next day, no delay 
in handling important information. 

Teletype equipment is fasL The 
Telespeed 750 machines operate at 
75 characters per second; 750 words 
per minute. The time required to 
transmit a full day's sales 'orders, or 
other data, can be reduced to a 
matter of minutes. 

Increases accuracy; improves cus
tomer relations. A major accept
ance corporation, providing install
ment loan service for thousands of 
their retail outlets, uses Telespeed 
750 equipment to good advantage. 

Their many branch offices across the 
cou ntry average 300 transactions 
daily. Every afternoon, the process
ing center contacts the branches 
allowing each branch three minutes 
time, including the time required to 
make the connection. Thanks to the 
speed of Telespeed 750's, the trans
mission of the punched-tape dara, 
almost 60 feet daily from each office, 
can be handled in 1112 to 2 minutes. 

The company's computer is. now 
able to update each account, de
termine collection action, and pre
pare notices daily. 

Results: streamlined office proce
dures; increased accuracy in han-

_ dling accounts; improved customer 
relations for the retailers! They no 
longer worry about payment re
minders being sent to customers 
who have al ready paid. 

TEL. E T V P E 

The Telespeed 750 receiving set collects 
all branch office data recorded on the 
punched tape; all automatically, all unat
tended. 
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Gives you the jump on competition. 
With competition ever-increasing, 
the company that "services" best is 
the one that gets the most business. 
Telespeed 750's, working with data 
processing equipment in auditing, 
production, inventory control, and 
shipping, give any company a com
petitive edge. 

High-speed tape-to-tape transmis
sion is but one example of the many 
capa~ilities of Teletype data com
munications equipment. Discover 
why Teletype equipment's versatility 
is the low-cost answer to your data 
communications needs. Read our 
new· brochure, "HOW TELETYPE EQUIP
MENT MOVES DATA FOR YOUR BUSINESS 
OR INDUSTRY." Foryour copy contact: _ 
Teletype Corporation, Dept. ~- 81J, 
5555 Touhy Ave., Skokie, III. 6d076~-



NOI 
A COMPUTER 
AT YOUR 
FINGERTIPS I 

If you're having trouble getting com
puter time, COM-SHARE INC. can 
put a computer as close to you as 
your telephone. You don't house it, 
wait to use it, or hire an expert to 
run it. Time-sharing gives you direct 
access to a computer with specially 
configured software for conversa
tional usage from a remote portable 
terminal. Versatile software includes 
Fortran II & IV, BASIC, CAL (Con
versational Algebraic Language), 
OED (Text Editor), and SNOBOL. 
Extensive applications for engineer
ing, scientific, manufacturing, 
acco,unting, research and educa
tion. Only actual time on computer is 
billed. Connect time as low as $10 
per hour. 

Send for free Time-Sharing kit. 

••••••••••••••• • • • NAME • 

• COMPANY • 

• ADDRESS • 

= CITY & STATE = 
= COMIsHABEiRC. : 
• 4001 W, Devon Ave" Chicago, Illinois 60646 • 
• 312 282-9444 • 
• Centers serving most of the nation • 

••••••••••••••• 
Excellent Employment 

Opportunities 
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cording to Lloyd Cali, general man
ager of Communications Switching 
and Data Systems Operation (CSDS). 

A change in direction was indicated 
by the Philco announcement to its 
user group this spring that it would 
be offering time-sharing systems using 
the 102 communications computer 
and the series 2000, model 212 pro
eessor. 

"We're still not going into the gen
eral-purpose computer market" says 
Cali, but "in recent months we've 
been looking at the outputs from our 
special programs," particularly the 
NORAD system and AUTODIN; and on 
the basis of the talents developed, 
Philco-Ford's Communications and 
Eleetronics Division is eminently 
qualified to tackle the "computer/ 
comrrlUnieations" market (CSDS is part 
of this division.). Other manufacturers 
"so far have exhibited no real com
munications eapability, being unable 
to cope with such areas as the statis
tieal problems of handling many lines 
simultaneously and multi-program
ming." 

, While the firm won't turn down 
requests for time-sharing systems from 
non-Philco users, the "first thing we'll 
do is build these systems for ourselves 
and for the parent company Ford, 
then probably for two other Philco
Ford divisions," says Cali. These will 
be operational in a year. The CSDS 

group has begun its own service cen~ 
ter, first using the 102 for putting 
remote batc;h scientific jobs on mag 
tape, which is then manually trans
ferred to the 212. Ten outside cus
tomers are now using this system. 
Gradually the 102 will be tied to the 
212, and then time-sharing modifi
cations and software will be imple
mented on the 212. 

Ford Motor Co. in Dearborn, Mich., 
after considering large-scale time
sharing system offerings from the field, 
has decided to go with equipment 
on hand, which means a system of 
one 102 and two 212's, which will 
also be modified. 

As for future service networks, or 
utilities, Cali says that Phil co is in
terested but, again, wants to make 
their own systems work first. 

Philco is already working on proj
ects in computer-assisted instruction 
and other areas of education, and 
feels qualified to pursue this promis
ing area. (Fortune has predicted a 
$500 million business in CAl by 
1970,) One possible approach is time
sharing centers to serve schools that 
can't justify their own computer., But 
Cali says, "the problem now is that 
computers in education is at the point 
where the general field of computers 

was in 1950-everyon'e has ideas but 
they don't really understand what 
they're trying to do." 

Phil co also hopes to build capa
bilities dedicated to other industries 
and the first will be the $9 billion/ 
year, motor-freight industry. Jack 
Blodgett, heading the special applica
tions sales effort, says that Philco will 
focus its, attention on this segment 
for the next two-three years. "We 
intend," he says, "to concentrate on 
totally integrated systems at costs be
low (perhaps 60-80%) what the 
trucking companies are paying now. 
Other manufacturers have not in the 
main helped trucking companies do 
more than back-office accounting with 
data processing, he claims. Philco 
plans first to go after the large com
panies, helping them develop appli
cations' requiring on-line operations 
and communications switching, sueh 
as remote' entry of reports or freight 
bills. Freight bill computation is a 
major problem, says Blodgett, and 
Philco plans to help a freight com
pany analyze a year's worth of bills 
to determine which of the multitude 
of rates 'are used most, storing those 
in the computer to provide automatic 
computation. 

BANi< EDP PLAN 
OUTLINED AT SEMINAR 
A five-step plan to take banks into 
the computer age was presented by 
Benjamin W. Taunton, banking and 
finance industry manager at Honey
well EDP, to a banking seminar in 
New York recently. 

Taking three to five years to im
plement, the five steps begin with 
the standard batch processing on 
magnetic tape. The second step, di
rect access processing with audio
visual communications equipment, 
leads into on-line processing (e.g., in 
teller systems). The fourth step is the 
establishment of a central information 
file, with. the end goal of inter-bank 
processing: the exchange of infor
mation between bank computer for 
purposes of credit checking and trans- -
ferring funds. 

Taunton sugge~ted that these steps 
be set up on a third-generation sys
tem, and begin with the processing of 
fundamental banking operations rath
er than customer service tasks. 

NBS SERVICE BUREAU 
MAY BE FIRST IN NETWORK 
The first of what may become a 
nationwide network of government
run dp service bureaus has been op
erating since May 1 at the National 
Bureau of Standards in Gaithersburg, 
Md. Rates are about half those asked 
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If you mention the word 
SUPEfRCCOMfPUT!E[R to tal 

sa~esma11l1l f!r'com §(Q)me other 
computer compalln)/ all. 

he moght just te~~ yOIUJ where to go~ 
To CONTROL DATA, of course. After all, we 
are the only company that makes the SUPER
COMPUTER. 

You could be excused for thinking that some 

other companies also make the big ones. There's 
been a lot of talk. But the only SUPERCOMPUTER 

that is actually in production, installed and work
ing around the world, is our CONTROL DATA® 

6000 series. There are over 76 already operating 
or on order. 

SUPERCOMPUTER headquarters is at 8100 
34th Avenue South, Minneapolis. Hundreds of 

executives have come here to see for themselves 
what the world's fastest, most powerful computer 

will do. Some give us orders right then and there. 

Our clincher seems to be the fact that we 

have so many ways for them to communicate 

with the SUPERCOMPUTER . . . remote ter

minals, satellite computers and programming. 

Your local Control Data representative can sup
ply you with details and literature. 

How about it? Would you like a front row seat 

at our next Minneapolis show-and-tell session? 

I ' 

8100 34th AVE. SO., MINNEAPOLIS, MINN. 55440 
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'PROGRAMMERS, ENGINEERS & SCIENTISTS 

This is the first 
Logicon magazine 
advertisement. 
Read it and see why. 
Logicon is a young and rapidly growing 
company. Our specialty: the design of 
computer-centered systems, advanced systems 
engineering and computer software develop
ment. The company offers such unusual 
growth opportunities that, until now, most of 
our personnel placement has been done "by 
word of mouth:' 

Last year we achieved sales of $2 million and 
conservatively expect to double that level this 
year. With this accelerated growth, Logicon is 
now advertising its professional opportunities. 

This continuing expansion is linked to the 
effort we put forth in producing high quality 
work. As a result of this record, each year we 
get substantial repeat business, as well as new 
customers. 

Keystone to our business success is the com
pany's technical environment. We emphasize 
individual freedom and responsibility for each 
technical staff member. In addition, our peo
ple are offered the chance to participate in 
the company's growth in meaningful ways. 
We provide not only exceptional career 
opportunities but also profit sharing/stock 
purchase programs. 

If this, our first magazine ad, has given you 
some insight into the advantages of Logicon, 
we invite you to investigate further. Immedi
ate openings include: 

(LOS ANGELES) 
SYSTEMS ANALYSIs-Guidance and control 
system synthesis and analysis for advanced 
systems including missiles, spacecraft, and 
industrial process control. 
DIGITAL SYSTEMS ENGINEERING - Computer 
system design, logical design and interface 
equipment development for application of 
computers to missile and space guidance sys
tems, process control and other digital control 
systems: Assignments are systems oriented 
and require both hardware and analytical 
digital background. 
SOFTWARE SYSTEMS ENGINEERING - Design, 
development and integration of operational 
software for computer-controlled systems: 
design and development of application-ori
ented software to facilitate systems engineer
ing studies and analysis, particularly through 
simulation. 

Logicon Sales (Mil. $) 
F. Y. ended, March 31. 

4 

3 

2 

AEROSPACE GROUND-BASED AND VEHICLEBORNE 
SOFTWARE - Studies and development of soft
ware tools for improving effectiveness, effi
ciency, and quality of aerospace oriented 
software-including languages, compilers, 
program design, and validation. 
LANGUAGE EVALUATION & DEVELOPMENT
Evaluation of languages in a user environ
ment, language studies and developments for 
special applications with emphasis on poten
tial implementation and usage factors. 

(SAN DIEGO) 
ADVANCED DIGITAL SYSTEMS ANALYSIS-An 
outstanding opportunity for a creative indi
vidual with strong capabilities in computer
centered systems research and development. 
Ph.D. required. 
SYSTEMS ANALYSIS-Analysis of tactical oper
ational systems and the synthesis of integrated 
computer-centered tactical command-control 
systems. These positions cover the spectrum 
from functional and mission analysis through 
algorithm development. 
SOFTWARE SYSTEMS ENGINEERING - Design, 
development and integration of operational 
software for computer-controlled systems. 
I nvolves design of multi-computer and real
time systems utilizing displays, data links and 
other peripheral equipments, detailed analysis 
of problem areas and methods of solution, 
evaluation of data processing requirements 
and overall planning to effectively use soft
ware and hardware in the system. 
SYSTEMS PROGRAMMING - Design, implemen
tation and documentation of systems software 
including: batch processing and time sharing 
operating systems, compilers and assemblers, 
linkage editors, source-language debugging aids, 
data management and input/output control 
systems and interpretive computer simulation. 

(W ASIIINGTON, D. C.) 
SOFTWARE DEVELOP MENT - Functional analy
sis, design and programming for business and 
scientific applications. 

For further information please write to Mr. 
G. E. Kellenberger, Logicon, Inc., Box 471, 
M.S. ll-D, San Pedro, California 90733. 
Please specify geographic preference. Your 
inquiry will be treated with strict confidence 
and will be answered within 24 hours. An 
equal opportunity employer. 

Los Angeles • San Diego 
Washington, D. C. 
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by commercial service bureaus for 
similar capability. 

So far, this differential hasn't di
minished the government's use of 
local software contractors and ma
chine shops. Erwin Voltin, manager 
of the NBS facility, doesn't see a 
competitive threat because "the gov
ernment's dp workload is growing so 
fast there should be enough for every
body." Obviously, however, without 
a government facility, there would 
be more business for contnictors. A 
government service bureau network 
might have an even bigger impact. 

The General Services Administra
tion is now actively developing this 
network. As we reported in the 
August Washington Report, a service 
center in Huntsville, utilizing NASA

discarded 7094s, will probably be 
established about the first of the 
year. Another is likely soon afterward. 
It will grow out of an existing Agri
culture Department facility in St. 
Louis .. GSA is trying to make similar 
arrangements with several other agen
cies. Many have balked, but Circular 
A-54, which requires maximum shar
ing of existing hardware before new 
equipment is acquired, gives federal 
adp managers substantial clout. 

GSA manages the NBS service cen
ter, so it could very easily become a 
model for the others. 

The equipment configuration at 
Gaithersburg consists of an 1108, 
65.5K words of main memory, and 
273 million characters of auxiliary 
storage. The latter includes two Fast
rand-lIs (92 ms. access time) and 
six model 432 fast access-drums (4.25 
ms. access time). The other periph
erals include eight mag tape drives 
(two 7 -track, six 9-track units), two 
600 lpm printers, two 615 cpm card 
readers, two 200 cpm card punches, 
and an incremental X-Y plotter. Three 
remote terminals are now on-line, 
and three more should be in before 
the end of this year. 

Gaithersburg charges from 7 to 20 
cents for each second of 1108 time. 
For the top rate, the customer gets 
a 10-minute turnaround and up to 
40 pages of output. Programming 
and analysis services cost from $8-21 
per man-hour. 

Officially, the NBS center has been 
operating since 1964, but it was ex
perimental until the beginning of this 
year and didn't really get revved up 
until the 1108 went on-line in May. 
Currently, the center has about 450 
customers, operates about 64 hours 
per week, and averages B~ shifts 
per day. It has 28 programmers and 
a ·maximum machine room crew of 
six. The applied mathematics and 
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When you sell 650 PDP-8/S computers in the 8 months since 
it was introduced, you develop a little confidence, and you 
start dOing things differently. 

(The PDP-8/S is a full, general purpose, 409612 bit word core 
memory, FORTRAN-speaking, expandable digital computer 
complete with ASR-33 teletype and software. It sells for 
$10,000 each. Generous quantity discounts.) 

For one thing, 'you think about stocking the computer, like 
other instrument makers stock voltmeters, even if nobody has 
ever done that before. And that's exaCtly what we've done. 
Effective now, small quantity orders of the PDP-8/S are 
available off-the-shelf. Instantaneous delivery. Larger quanti
ties still require a short delivery schedule. 

And secondly, we've put at least one in every field office we 
have - 22 of them. If you must have the computer that's in 
the field office, you back up your car open your trunk, and 
take it. We'll send the field office a replacement. That way, it 

becomes off-the-shelf instantaneous delivery not only in 
Maynard, Mass., but around the country. 

Mail and phone orders will be filled promptly, too. 

p---------------------------------------------------~, I 
I 
I 

Gentlemen: 
__ Enclosed find $10,000. 

Send computer. 
___ Send sales engineer. 
___ Just send free books, now. 

Maybe computer later. 
Name ______________________________________ __ 

Title __________________ _ 

Company _______________________ __ 

Address _________________________________ _ 

----------------------------------------------------~ 

off-the-shelf 
computers 

~DmDDmD 
COMPUTERS' MOOULES 

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORA TION, Maynard, Massachusetts 01754. Telephone: (617) 897-8821 • Cambridge, Mass .• New Haven' Wash,ngton, D. C. • Parsippany, 
N.J .• Rochester, N. Y.' Philadelphia' Huntsville; Pittsburgh· Chicago' Denver .Ann. Arbor 'Houston. Los Angeles' Palo Alto' Seattle· Carleton Place and Toronto, 
Ont. • Reading, England • Paris, France • Munich and. Cologne, Germany • Sydney and West Perth, Australia • Modules distributed also through Allied Radio 
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If financing 
your ~~growth" is an issue 

check at once with us 
When acquisitions or mergers loom, when interim financing 
assumes importance, when a decision must be made on 
~~Going Public", when long term financing is needcd~ you'll 
find our know-how ready to go to work for you. 

Even if you are not ready to go ahead at this juncture, you 
can minimize your future problems by coming to us now for 
our Corporate Advisory Service. 

We welcome consultations. No obligations. 
Please address Herbert S. Carmon, President. 

Weis, Voisin, Cannon, Inc. 

Established 1927 

Members New York Stock Exchange 
and pritlcipal Stock and Commodity Exchanges 

III Broadway, New York City • Tel.: WOrth 4-7300 

NEW HAVEN, CONN. CIIICAGO, ILL. MIAMI BEACH, FLA. 
MAPLEWOOD, N. J. ENGLEWOOD, N. J. CEDAIUIUHST, L. 1. 
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Up to 48 
COLUMNS 
40 LINES 
PER SEC. 
SHEPARD 848 

--=== HIGH=SPEED PRINTERS 

Rack or Table Mounted 
Size 1 to 24 columns 83/4 H X 19 W x 22 D 
25 to 48 columns 2 drawers 83/4 x 19 x 22 each 
Codes - BCD - ASC11 - Baudot or your choice 
Data Rates - up to 600,000 char. per sec. 
Speed - numerics only - 40 lines per sec. 
Alpha-numeric 20 lines per second. 

She p a. r d.:MLABORATORIES INC ~~~~i~:r~~ ro~~~i . . .' I T~I.: (201) 273-5255 
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technical analysis divisions of NBS 

provide additional support for espe
cially complex programming and sys
tem work. 

Voltin says he can offer his cus
tomers-who must be federal or non
federal government agencies-as 
broad a range of services as any 
private shop. The workload-which 
runs the gamut from esoteric scien
tific to mundane business applications 
-tends to support this contention. 
Those jobs requiring technical help" 
rather than m·achine time alone, must 
be· given precedence. Eighty percent 
of the present workload falls into 
this category. 

Roughly half the total machine 
time is used by NBS subdivisions, 
another 10% by other Commerce 
Department agencies, and the re
maining 40% by other federal organ
izations-notably NIH, Office of Emer
gency Planning, and Army Map Ser
vice. Revenue in July totaled about 
$70K, of which 20% came from sup
port services. 

Voltin believes his present system 
can efficiently accommodate another 
4-8 hours of work per day. Several 
additional applications are being de
veloped to attract this business. The 
first will be text-editing, which should 
be available early in '68. 

SJCC '68 
CALLS FOR PAPERS 
The technical committee for· the 
Spring Joint Computer Conference, to 
be held April 30-May 2, 1968, in 
Atlantic City, N.J., has announced a 
call for papers. Five copies of an orig
inal paper,. typewritten and double
spaced on one side only, and not 
exceeding 6,000 words, must be sub
mitted by Oct. 30, 1967, to Professor 
T. R. Bashkow, Dept. of Electrical 
Engineering, 1312 S. W. Mudd, Co
lumbia Univ., New York City 10027. 
Each page of the manuscript should 
list the name of the senior author, 
and be numbered; all figures should 
be labeled and numbered. 

FJCC MEETS IN ANAHEIM: 
OLD PROBLEMS STILL NEWS 
It may be the winter of our discon-

. tent: the Fall Joint. Computer Confer
ence, meeting Nov. 14-16 at the con
vention center in Anaheim, Calif., is 
not dwelling on the recent favorites 
of privacy (what if?) and time-shar
ing (what now?). In the more than 
two dozen sessions, the emphasis is 
a quest for new insights on the old 
problems: . machine organization, pro
gramming languages, memory technol-
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ogy, conversion, analog/hybrid sys
tems. Only three sessions offer fairly 
new topics on interdisciplinary fields: 
communications and computer utili
ties, problems of intelligence for ro
bots, and the impact of LSI on future 
computer systems. 

In an effort to "get right down to 
business," (according to Technical 
Program Chairman, Harry T. Larson 
of Philco-Ford), there will be no key
note session this year. Featured speak
er, at the Wednesday luncheon in the 
Disneyland Hotel, will be Ray Brad
bury, noted science-fiction writer. 
Bradbury will speak on "Unthinking 
Man and. his Thinking Machines"-a 
forecast of the possible consequences 
of current technology. . 

Two special sessions directed at 
laymen in the computer community 
will be features of this year's meeting. 
A Community Relations Committee, 
headed by DATAMATION editor Bob 
Forest, will provide an edp orienta
tion lecture and tour of the exhibits 
for an invited group. 

Dr. Gloria Silvern, of Education 
and Training Consultants in Los An
geles and chairman of the Educational 
Program Committee, will conduct a 
tutorial and discussion session for 
southern California school superinten
dents and trustees. Entitled "What 
School Superintendents Should Know 
About the Use of Computers in Edu
cation," the one-day program will in
clude basic orientation lectures, and 
panel discussions on planned and cur
rent applications and state systems. 
An overview on CAl is· also scheduled; 
the session will conclude with a tour 
of the exhibits. 

Registration for the conference will 
be in the convention center Monday, 
.5-9 p.m.; Tuesday, 8:30 a.m.-6 p.m.; 
Wednesday, 8:30 a.m.-9 p.m.; and 
Thursday, 8:30-5. Registration fees 
(for three days, with a copy of the 
Proceedings included) are $20 for an 
AFIPS member; $30 for a non-mem
ber; $3 for a full-time student. One
day fees are $10/member and $15/ 
non-member. A non-member who 
joins one of the sponsoring societies 
during the conference, or within 90 
days after the conference, is eligible 
for a $10 rebate. 

Despite problems due to the lack 
of centralized information, and the 
small number of adequate accommo
dations in the immediate conference 
area, the '67 FJCC promises to draw 
a larger-than-ever crowd. 

Sponsoring societies-all members of 
AFIPs-are the Assn. of Computing 
Machinery, IEEE Computing Group, 
Simulation Councils Inc., American 
Documentation Institute, and the 
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Assn. for Machine Translation and 
Computational Linguistics. Chairman 
of the conference is L. C. Hobbs of 
Hobbs Assoc., in Corona Del Mar, 
Calif. 

UTILITY FIRMS TEST 
REMOTE METER READER· 

The homeowner may never see his 
meter reader again. Ripley Co. in 
Middletown, Conn., has now devel
oped and patented a system which 
permits direct meter reading onto tape 
recorders from a unit attached to the 
outside of the home and is also in 
the process of building a system for 
remote automatic reading over tele
phone lines. Pilot tests in 1964-65 at 
Hartford Electric Light Co. (which 
now has 375 units installed) showed 
meter reading and bill preparation 
costs of a utility can be cut by about 
half. The orders have begun to come 
in: Greenwich Gas Co. will put 200 
in this fall, and a Canadian utility has 
purchased 200 more. Ripley feels the 
market for such a unit is the number 
of gas, electric, and water meters-
138 million in the U.S. alone. 

In the basic system, an a-d encoder 
is added to the present meter in the 
field and encoder output is brought 
to the outside of the house to a read
ing receptacle which contains a coded 
matrix for format compatibility. The 
meter reader simply plugs a digital 
tape recorder into this receptacle to 
take the reading. At the home base, 
the tape cartridges are put onto a 
translator for conversion to cards, 
tapes, or, in the future, discs. Cost 
for the encoder and receptacle is said 
to be $20 in quantity. The recorders 
and translators, says Ripley, vary. 

In the proposed on-line system, to 
be completed late this year, the read
er receptacle would not be needed, 
but a scanner interface for data trans
mission (now being patented) would 
be attached to the encoder, data 
being recorded on off-line units at the 
remote site. Ultimately, Ripley ex
pects some companies will transmit 
data directly to a computer. 

LITE DATA NOW 
AVAILABLE ON LEASE 
Data base and program tapes de
veloped for LITE, the computer
ized Air Force information retrieval 
system, are now leasable to non
government users, it was disclosed at 
a recent House subcommittee hear
ing. Aside from lawyers, this news 
should interest government contrac
tors because the data base includes 
ASPR regulations up through Revision 
22, published and unpublished opin
ions of the. Comptroller General, the 

REPLACE THIS 

'lIT3~r~l ~:i 
WITH THIS 

Nothing is lost 
in the translation 

With the C-Oek® (Computer Oata Entry 
Keyboard) you can acquire data in 
computer-usable form a~ it is gener
ated. Right at the source. The Keyboard 
format (including the exact number of 
key columns) is designed to match your 
existing paper forms, so personnel can 
begin using it as soon as it is installed. 
No prior training is required. And the 
wide variety of effective error control 
features built into the C-Oek assure ac
curacy unmatched by any handwritten 
copy / punched-card process presently 
available. 

Options include card and badQe read
ers, mag or paper tape equipment, elec
tronic typewriter actuator, multiplexer, 
and just about anything else you might 
specify to meet the needs of your par
ticular situation. In addition to acquiring 
hard copy and tape records, you can 
operate several stations on line simul
taneously if you wish. 

Extremely economical to own and oper
ate; no Gompeting equipment can offer 
you so much for your EOP dollar. C-Oek 
systems are well worth looking into 
before making any decisions about the 
purchase of computer peripherals. 

Write us for descriptive literature. We'll 
show you how to translate source data 
into profits more quickly, reliably, and 
economically than ever before. 

COLORADO INSTRUMENTS, INC. 
192 Park Street, Broomfield, Colo. 80020 

3809 
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Defense Contract Audit Manual, and 
related material. 

LITE, which stands for Legal In
formation Through Electronics, is the 
only operational, full-text computer
ized retrieval system, and thus has 
state-of-the-art significance. The AF 
Accounting and Finance Center 
launched the project in 1961, but it 
wasn't until last year that much 
search activity occurred. 

Between October, '66, and June, 
'67, 757 searches were completed, in..; 
eluding nearly 100 for federal agen
cies other than the Air Force. This 
outside business is likely to grow. 

At the hearing, conducted by Chet 
Holifield's Government Operations 
subcommittee, both the Justice De
partment and the General Accounting 
Office indicated they were thinking 
of becoming major customers. There 
was some talk of establishing a re
mote on-line terminal in the Wash
ington, D.C. area. 

The hardware-consisting of a 
Spectra 70-Model 45F, is located in 
Denver. Currently, it is a simulated 
1410, but Delcos, Inc., contractor for 
the LITE project, is rewriting the pro
grams to make full use of the Spectra 
70's capabilities. The data base is 
being expanded at the rate of 1.25 
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Cramped for storage space? Running out of 
work areas? LUNDIA FULLSPACE is the an
swer to both problems. 
FULLSPACE is a practical, versatile and eco
nomical system of movable storage shelving 
that saves 40% or more of the floor space 
required for an equal amount of conventional 
fixed shelving. 
Space gained may be converted to additional 
storage areas or put to productive use thus 
shelving the immediate need to move, expand 
or build. Quickly installed and easily dis
mantled for relocation, when required. 
FULLSPACE is available in various depths, 
widths and heights to meet most require
ments. 
Perfect for all data processing centers, banks, 
offices, factories or anywhere shelf storage is 
a requirement and a space problem. 

FREE PLANNING AND LAYOUT SERVICE 

million words/month. Delcos, a sub
sidiary of McDonnell Aircraft, per
forms both of these jobs, and con
ducts searches, for about $27K/ 
month. 

Two days before the hearing, AF 
officials announced the new leasing 

,program. LITE data base is available 
for a penny per punched card or the 
mag tape equivalent (about 10 
words) . This is the price for unre
stricted use by outsiders. Researchers 
in information retrieval can get the 
same data for less. The lessee, in 
either case, is allowed to copy the 
cards or tape, but can't resell the 
data to a third' party without an AF 
OK and payment of an additional fee. 

A KWIC (key word in context) in
dex of the Comptroller General's pub
lished decisions is now being prepared 
by the LITE project staff. It will be 
printed on a Linotron recently in
stalled by the Government Printing 
Office, and then sold to the public. 
Several other KWIC indexes have al
ready been printed for in-house AF 
use, and these may also be offered 
for public sale, along with cross
reference indexes, citation lists, and 
collections of statutory material rele
vant to particular subjects. Col. 
Charles A. Kelley, who manages LITE 

for the Air Force, reported that pub
lication of KWIC indexes on microfilm 
is being considered. 

IEE~ '68 COMPUTER MEETING 
CALLS FOR PAPERS ON LSI 
A call for papers has been sounded 
by the committee preparing for the 
second annual IEEE Computer Con
ference, "The Impact of LSI on Infor
mation Processing Systems," sched
uled, for June 25-27, 1968, in Los 
Angeles. Authors are requested to 
submit 2000-word abstracts of their 
papers by Jan. 15, 1968, to Dr. Har
old Petersen, Program Committee 
Chairman, The RAND Corp., 1700 
Main Street, Santa Monica, Calif. 

MICROWAVE VS. WIRES 
MOVES NEARER DECISION 
The David-and-Goliath struggle be
tween Microwave Communications, 
Inc., and the Bell System, Western 
Union, et aI, has moved a step nearer 
a final decision. 

Late in July, FCC's Common Car
rier Bureau said the commission 
should grant MCI authority to oper
ate a low-cost common carrier micro
wave system between Chicago and 
St. Louis. In a 46-page opinion, Bu
reau Chief Bernard Strassburg strong
ly endorsed several arguments ad
vanced by MCI-arguments the car
riers had strenuously. contested. A key 
point was that MCI would not offer 

SHELVES CRITICAL SPICE PROBLEMS 
STOMGEU 

LI.MRY~ 
OFFICE _ 

Loaded units of FULLSPACE glide left or right by hand to open 
one access aisle that does the job of five, six or more per
manent space-wasting aisles always necessary with conven
tional fixed shelving. The elimination of permanent aisles 
saves floor space without sacrificing storage capacity. This 
installation permitted the storage of 30 per cent more com
puter tapes In 40 per cent less floor space and ~ut the cost 
per unit stored In half. 

PLEASE SEND US 
DESCRIPTIVE LlTE~ATURE 

LUNDIA, MYERS INDUSTRIES, INC. 
Department D 

o STORAGE SHELVING 

o FULLSPACE 

o LIBRARY SHELVING 

o OFFICE SHELVING 

o ASK REPRESENTATIVE 
TO CALL 
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P. O. Box 309 • Decatur, Illinois 62525 

FIRMI ____________________________ ~----------------------------------------
ADDRESS ______________________________________________________________ _ 

CITY ____________________ STATE. ____________ ZIP-'--______ _ 

ATTN: _________________ ~ ____________ . __________________ __ 
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0111 Sangamo's New 
Variable Equalizer conditions lines 
faster. . . .. I(eeps every bit of data 
perfectly in line 0001 0010 0011 0101 ~ 

0110 0101 1011 0011 1001 

With the increased use of 2400 bits 
per second and higher data rates, 
the necessity for equalizing both 
amplitude and phase becomes para
mount. The new Sangamo LC-1 line 
conditioner does both with virtually 
independent adjustment ... 
permitting faster adjustment with in
creased accuracy. 

How fast? With the LC-1, you can 
equalize both amplitude and phase 
of a circuit in less time than phase 
alone previously required. 

Amplitude eq'ualization requires 
. ta,king five level measurements, 
setting the two shape controls and 
the two attenuation compensators. 
A typical monotonic curve requiring 
up to 8 db attenuation at 1900 Hz 
can be amplitude conditioned in less 
than 5 minutes. 
Phase equalization is accomplished 
with 13 individual time delay 

sections on 200 Hz spacings 
(option 600 to 3000 H! or 800 to 
3200 Hz). Each section has a 3-
position ranging switch to set the 
vernier time delay control to: 1.28 
to 2.28 milliseconds, 0.4 to 1.4 milli
seconds, or section bypass. This 
unique configuration provides fast 
initial ranging of the equalizer and 
permits 1 millisecond resolution con
trol for fine tuning. The 13 sections 
can insert up to 3.5 milliseconds 
delay at 1900 Hz as related to the 
delay at the bcmd edges. Minimum 
time is required to compensate an 
average line to ±80 microseconds 
time delay variation through the 
pass band. 

The resonant frequency of each of 
the 13 sections can be field changed 
by +67 Hz, +100 Hz,. or -67 Hz. 
When two or three l-,C-1's are 
operated in tandem, this subspacing 
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permits placing 26 sections on 100 
Hz spacing or 39 sections on 67 Hz 
spacing, reducing the overall ripple 
to' a minimum while inserting up to 
10.5 milliseconds of delay. 

The LC-1 is self-contained with op
tional24/48 VDC or 117 VAC power 
supply and occupies only 5 %" of 
mounting space on a 19" equipment 
rack. 

Write o( phone today for Bulletin 
5004 and a demonstration at your 
facility. 

Phone 217-544-6411 
TRANSITEL DIVISION 

Sangamo Electric Co. 
Springfield, Illinois 62705 

T67-0B 
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a redundant service because its po
tential customers comprised a ."sub
market" of smaller-volume users not 
being reached by the giant carriers. 

The case won't be decided for an
other year at least. Opinions must be 
written by Hearing Examiner Herbert 
Sharfman, and probably by a review 
board, before the commissioners issue 
their verdict. The Common Carrier 
Bureau's recommendation could be 
overturned at any point along this 
admiriistrative chain but, according to 
an expert outside observer, "it isn't 
likely. The bureau has developed a 
solid foundation for its conclusions." 

Data processors have a big stake in 
the case because Mel plans to offer 
substantially lower rates, plus three 
valuable service modifications that the 
existing carriers have long opposed: 
shared use of public message chan
nels; foreign terminal attachments, 
and discounts for less than .24-hour 
turn-around service. 

Initially, MCI would serve no more 
than 50 users, but the ramifications of 
the case are much broader than that 
statistic implies. As the bureau put 
it: "The development of this sub-mar
ket would provide an incentive for 
the existing carriers to search out and 
develop latent sub-market demands. 

that are not being optimally served 
today. There is a very real possibility 
that MCl's offering will provide sub
stantial benefits to the remaining 
users of the services of the existing 
carriers." 

MCI, alone, probably would have 
trouble mounting the co'mpetitive 
pressure needed to change. AT&T and 
Western Union tariffs. But many other 
firms are ready, willing, and able, as 
soon as the MCI case is settled, to ap
ply for similar authority; There are. 
enough potential applicants to create 
a new, nationwide common carrier 
network in relatively short order. 

The commission, assuming it ap-
, proves MCl's petition, probably would 
want to observe the results for a while 
before considering any other requests. 
During this test period, the major 
carriers almost certainly would offer 
concessions designed to forestall es
tablishment of a competing network. . , 

Wire connections will link most of 
MCl's custoiners to the company's 
microwave system. Since these end-on 
connections must be provided by the' 
major carriers, they have a way of 
squelching MCi, at least theoretically. 

During the hearing, the carriers 
"expressed serious reservations about 
the likelihood of (interconnection)' 
agreements being voluntarily consum
mated," Bureau Chief Strasshurg re-' 
ported. But according to' the bureau's 

interpretation of the Communications 
Act, the carriers have a "duty . . . 
to provide end-on service to MCI cus-, 
tomers upon reasonable request." If 
this issue has to be resolved in court, 
that statement could be crucial. 

STANFORD UNDERTAKES 
BIG LIBRARY PROJECT 
\Nith a $417,000 grant from the U.S. 
Offic'e of Education in hand, Stanford 
Univ. is planning. to attack the li
brary problems with the 360/67 re
cently installed at the computation 
center. 

Project BALLOTS, which has nothing 
to do with voting machines but stands 
for Bibliographic Automation of Large 
Library. Operation using Time Shar
ing, is headed towards eventual de
velopment of a. university-wide li
brary system. Within three to five 
years, some 50 terminals will be at
tached for remote access. Head of the 
project is RutherfordD. Rogers, di
rector of libraries. Principal investiga
tor is Allen B. Veaner, assistant di
rector of libraries for automation, who 
said "the hardware is at hand;, it's 
only a questio~ of building the soft
ware~" 

Initial emphasis of the project will 
be on selection, purchasing, catalog
ing, indeXing, selection of materials 

o Keep your comput~r running-not idle. 

l 
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Here is an economical, precise method 
of bu~ (end,to·end) splicing, joining or 
mending of perforated communications 
and Data ProceSSing Tapes. 0 Rather 
than heat or moisture, the IDEAL 
method uses convenient, fully punched 
pressure sensitive patches; They are 
easy to handle and make a clean splice . 
that permits uninterrupted transmis
sions without loss of a single character. 
o For information, write or call today. 

DONAULD INC. 
P. O. Box 104, Ridgewood, N. J; 

Tel. 201-444-6573 
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o Schedule· in 6, 10, 15 & 30 min. cycles, 
for daily, weekly or monthly periods. 

o Know in advance when slack periods or 
heavy work loads .are coming. 

o Make changes & additions immediately. 

o Every hour saved saves you $20-$4P-$60. 

Write for FREE 28 Pg.lliustrated Catalog-'/,DA9 
/. 

METHODS RESEARCH CORP. 
70 Willow Ave., Staten Island, N. Y. 10305 
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LONDON 

TO NEW YORI{ 

AMSTERDAM 

BRUSSELS 

PARIS :" .. 

SIT A (Societe Internationale de Telecommunications Aeronautiques) has selected Collins 
TE-216 high-speed digital data modems for its new high-level European and transconti
nental data communication system, SINAC (SITA Integrated Network for Airlines Com
munications). SINAC will link major cities in Europe and the United States and provide 
data communication services to more than 120 SIT A member airlines. Collins' TE-216 
modems offer a faster data transmission rate (expandable to 4,800 bits per second) than 
any now used in airline reservation systems. Approximately 60 per cent of SIN AC's traffic 
will be for reservations and the remainder for operational and administrative data. Initial 
implementation, beginning this year, will link London, Amsterdam, Brussels, Paris, Ma
drid, Frankfurt, Rome, and New York. Collins has set industry standards in data communi
cations for two decades. Collins modems are in service in major data communication sys
tems throughout the world. 

For information on Collins TE-216A-2D (2)400 bps), 
TE-216A-3D (3,600 bps) or TE-216A-4D (4,800 bps) 
Data Modems, write or call Collins Radio Company, 
Marketing Division, Newport Beach, California 
92663. Phone: (714) 833-0600. 

COMMUNICATION i COMPUTATION /CONTROL 

COLLINS RADIO COMPANY I DALLAS, TEXAS • CEDAR RAPIDS, IOWA • NEWPORT BEACH, CALIFORNIA • TORONTO, ONTARIO 
Bangkok • Frankfurt· Hong Kong· Kuala Lumpur· Los Angeles· London· Melbourne· MexIco City. New York· PariS· Rome· Washington. Wellington 
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IN HIS fOOLISH-LOOKING CLARK'S MANAGER, 'CORK/E' 
VIS6U1SE AS CLARK CANT, POPPS. SOLILOQUiZES .... 
SUPERPROGRAMMER 
5fRVES HIS COMPANY 
SOFTBALL TEAM IN 
IllS USUAL P05ITION
-TIMF3K£EPER .' 

QUICKLY ANI) 
ADROITLY. CLARK 
CANT BECOMES ... 

I.L-OLA POPPS,5AID'BOO-/-lOO:" 
TWIC~! IF We L05E T11/5 /SAME". 
WE''LL LOSE THE CHAMPIONSHIP 
LOVING CUR .... 

ANNOUNCING 
THE AVAILABILITY OF 

QUICK DRAW 
A COBOL FLOW-C.HARTING SERVICE" 
-5EE ADVERTISEMENT ON OPPOSITE PAGE. 

NATIONAL 
COMPUTER 
ANALYSTS 

PRINCETON.NEW JER5EY08Sto 

YOU WERE RIGI-IT;SUP£ -THAT'S OUR 
13.5/4TH BATTER WH05 ALLOWEP HIM
SELF TO BE HIT BY A PITC/I-BRI/VGIN6 
IN THE GO-AH£AP RUN!.' 

n1AT:5 YOUR TROUBLE, CANT! 
YOU /-lAVE NO SENSE OF 

SPORTSMANSHIP! 

A6/U1V,5UP£RPR06RAMMER HA5 SAV£TJ ALL 
THINGS TRU£ & SOME' WORTHWHILE FALSE' ONES.TOO! 
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for public use, and circulation to us
ers. It is expected that the system to 
be developed will eventually become 
part of a national library communica
tion network. To this end, the project 
will conform to national bibliographic 
standards now being evolved at the 
Library of Congress. 

• Congressman Jack Brooks ( D
Texas) speaking last month before the 
House Government Activities Subcom
mittee, of which he is chairman, 
stated that documented savings of 
$300 million have already resulted 
through the effective governmental 
use of computers. He also predicted 
that, in future implementations, the 
entire U.S. code (federal statutes) 
will be placed in a memory bank with 
remote terminals on Capitol Hill, and 
in executive and judicial agencies. 
The Comptroller General, he added, 
is already conducting a feasibility 
study of such a system. 

• The Data Processing Management 
Assn: has announced that the 7th 
annual examination for the Certificate 
in Data Processing ( CDP ) will be 
given Feb. 24, 1968, at 100 test cen
ters in the U.S. and Canada. The 
three-hour exam will consist of 220 

multiple choice questions. Certifica
tion is given to those who pass the 
exam, meet a three-year experience 
requiremen.t in data processing, and 
fulfill the academic requirements (a 
number of college-level courses in 
business and mathematics). DPMA 

membership is not required. Study 
guides and application forms for the 
'68 exam are available free of charge 
from DPMA 505 Busse Highway, Park 
Ridge, Ill. 60068. Deadline for filing 
applications is Nov. 1, 1967. Applica
tions must be submitted to DPMA head
quarters. 

short lines ••• 
The USASI Working 'Group X3.4.2 on 
programming language specifications 
is seeking opinions on the need for, 
and feasibility of, specifying a stan
dard operating-system input lan
guage. Some of the questions: should 
top-level input language to operating 
systems be standardized? Is it possi
ble? What are the difficulties? How 
far should it go? Suggestions and com
ments should be sent to M. H. Perstein, 
Member, X3.4.2., c/o System Develop
ment Corp., 2500 Colorado Ave., San
ta Monica, Calif. 90406 ... Net operat
ing income of C-E-I-R for the first 
nine months of its 1967 fiscal year 
dropped to 6 cents a share from 33 
cents in the same period last year. . . 

A unique origanization-the IV 
League, a software users group-has 
been formed for companies using In
formatics' Mark IV File Management 
System. There are now 50 installa
tions . . . Lockheed Missiles & Space 
Co. has a study contract from the 
U.S. Public Health Service to figure 
out how best to handle hospitals' op
erating-report paperwork problems 
. . . American Airlines has installed 
the biggest-ever solid state power sys~ 
tem for its Sabre system, a 1000 kva 
unit made by GE ... The Univ. 
of Illinois is getting a 360/75 and a 

. 360/50 for the Urbana campus. The 
National Science Foundation is help-

, 'ing with a grant for $850,000 . . . 
Scientific Data Systems will set up a 
time-sharing center at its EI Segundo 
facility this fall, using an SDS 940. 
More than half the time will be al
lotted to company projects . . . ,IIT 

Research Institute has· concluded an 
agreement with Allen-Babcock Com
puting to offer the' RUSH time-sharing 
system in the midwest. IITRI will be 
able to handle 25 subscribers. . . En
glish Electric Computers Ltd. has 
closed a deal with the Soviet foreign 
trade corporation for a System 4-50, 
costing about $1.3 million, to. be used 
at a central planning headquarters 
in Moscow for allocation of orders to 
factories and warehouses. 

COMPAT·F® 

Nntionol ComPuter Allolysts,Inc. 
LET YOUR DOS OR TOS 

FORTRAN 

ANNOUNCES 

QUICKDRAW 
A F~OW-CHARTING SERVICE FOR 

COBOL PROGRAMS 
• FOR ALL COMPUTERS. 
• PROYIPES COMPLETE PROGRAM 

DOCUMENTATION. 
• PRODUC~P AT NCA DATA 

CENTERS. 

• PRICED ON A PER CARD BAS IS 

WRIT~ FO~ FREE BROCHURE. 
PRICE LIST,SAMPLE CHART 

NutiOUQl Computer AnalY5ts,Inc. 
Highwuy One 
Prince:ton,N eUf J er.sey 085Lf-O 
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TALK WITH THE REST 

OF YOUR 

SYSTEM 360 

PROGRAMMING SUPPORT 

The COMPAT-F commands, READ ABSOLUTE and 
WRITE ABSOLUTE, allow DOS or TOS FORTRAN to 
read (forward, or backwards) and to write any kind of 
records or files, blocked or unblocked, of any length. 
By interfacing directly with the channel scheduler 
COMPAT-F gives FORTRAN the capability to process 
and generate tapes fully compatible with the require
ments of the rest of system 360 programming support 
and with the ftpeed and efficiency of assembly programs. 

For further information write: 

Caywood-Schiller, Associates 

Box CT 

401 North M.ichigan Avenue 

Chicago, IlIipois 60611 
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Do you go nuts 
trying to find 
stored-away 
information when 
you need it? 

Storing data is one thing. 

Retrieving it instantly is quite another. It can be the 
finders-keepers-Iosers-weepers situation all over again. 

No more. 

Honeywell EDP's family of direct access computer 
, systems has changed all t"at. With disk pack 

systems. With disk drive systems. With drum 
. systems. With the right systems. 

And the size of your data cache is no problem. 
Honeywell has all sizes of systems for all 

sizes of users. 

It's Honeywell's third-generation 
Series 200: the hardware, softw~re, and 

peripheral equipment that's eager to 
help you accumulate, process, store -

and then retr~eve - the information 
that's important to you. 

Instantly. Reliably. 
Inexpensively. Simply. 

If your present system h;:ts you 
climbing a ~ree, you'd better check 

with Hon~ywell. 

Honey~e~l 
ELECTRONIC DATA PROCESSING 
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EARLY BARGAINING 
ON PHASE II ~ 

KEYPUNCH SERVI CE SHARING 
BEING PLANNED BY GSA 

COPYRIGHT MODIFICATION 
APPROACHES STUDIED 

SUBCOMMITTEE CONSIDERS 
"RESTRICTING SERVICE 

CONTRACTS 

CAPITOL BRIEFS 

September 1967 

GSA will begin procurement negotiations with Phase II 
biQders b~fore, rather than after, AF ·selects a 
contractor Dec. 5--partly to save time, mainly to 
improve the government's bargaining position. Before 
the selection, bidders should 'be more willing than 
afterward to modify their original terms. The new 
arrangement may set a precedent and give GSA a 
substantially bigger voice in future' DOD adp 
procur~ments. ' 

IBM's refusal to accept USASI's proposed 800 'CPI (NRZ) 
mag tape standard was under consideration by the 

,'Information Processing Standards Board at press ti~e. 
L. L. Griffin, head of Subcommittee X3.2, was hoping 
to persuade the board's l6~embers to certify the 
subcommittee's recent 29-3 vote, approving the new 
standard, as a -consensus.- If he fails, Uncle Sam 
may unilaterally adopt'tne standard. Basic issue' is 
how to distribute USASCII's 7~character code set over 
eighi tracks (plus parity). USASI wants the extra bit 
in'the 8th position, IBM wants it in the 6th. 

GSA plans to establish keypunch pools nationwide, 
starting with Philad~lphia and Chicago. IRS, VA;, and 
DOD are among the likely users. Last year, nearly 
$l25K worth of keypunching was 90ntracted out by 
~ederal ag~ncies in t~e Philadelphia area. 

Next year, Congress probably will enact: a new 
copyright law establishing'a moratorium'during which 
non-profit users of computerized information systems 
could input· copyrighted material without payment or 
permission. ACOSATI task force recently recommended 
as much. The proposed ~ill's section 110, which 
restricts use of cQPyrighted material in CAl systems, 
may be liberalized--either during the moratorium, 
or instead of it~ Meanwhile, Senate Judiciary , 
Committee Chairman John McClellan'ts bill, S22l6, 
establishing a commission to study computer-copyright 
problems, is likely ~o be enacted this year. 

Cong •. Porter Hardy's GovOps subcommittee is drafting a 
bill to curb use of technical support service ' 
contracts by federal agenc~es. Contract costs over a 
certain amount would have to be compared, in writing, 
to the costs of doing the same work in-house. The 
former could be higher, but not much, than the latter. 
Hearings are likely this year. Hardy tried, but 
failed,' to get a similar restriction into NASA's 
fiscal '68 authorization, after GAO had criticized 
NASA's use of support service contracts. 

-The need for comprehensive national regulation of 
computer communications" whether federal or non
federal, should seem just as obvious as the need for 
national regulation of airlines,- Cong. Cornelius 
Gallagherto~d the American Bar, Association recently 
in Honolulu ••• TheJoint Economic Committee has 
issued a report advocating -methodical- establishnient 
of a national data bank. Privacy is a problem, JEC 
admits, but they want it to be tackled after the data 
center is organized ••• GSA's sharing exchange 
headquarters is now handling requests for equipm~nt 
time on a 24-hour,basis 'with the help of a Code-a
phone 770. Requests are being filled much faster 
as a result,. 
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world~report 
COMPUTER GIANT' STUDIES 
FATE OF 16-BIT MACHINE 

UNIVAC MEN OPEN 
DRUM, DISC FIRM 

U.K. COUNCIL PROPOSES 
- - MEDICAL DATA BANK 

The English Electric-Elliott Automation planned 
merger has called a halt to some developments among 
the firms' computer groups. Both managements are 
seeking the best way for combining the product ranges. 
Early victims of rationalisation are expected at the 
small end of the machine ranges. 

English Electric Computers has a smallish machine, 
the IS4, whose fate is yet to be determined. It is 
the first 16-bit U.K. machine to challenge some of the 
better known systems out of Massachusetts and West 
Coast stables. IS4~ a 16-bit parallel machine, is 
buil t" on a central memory with a multiple-path highway 
to a number of autonomous stores and processors. 

The central store is 64K in four banks. Each 4K 
is independently buffe~ed and addressed. Three 
processor types hitch onto the highway--an arithmetic 
and logic processor and two input-output processors. 

Computer Memory Systems Ltd., U.K., has been set up to, 
develop drums and discs for Europe. The company has 
technical links with American and U.K. firms. It is 
run by former Univac men, John Knightley and Tony 
Freeman. Europeans are still almost totally dependent 
on the U.S. for drums and discs. 

Britain's Medical Research Council, which spends $35 
million a year, has prepared a report on computer 
policy for the next three years. It recommended that 
a general purpose centre should be established for 
staff working in the London area. This is to be based 
on a GEC 90/300. Dr. C. C. Spicer, formerly chief 
medical statistician'to the General Register Office, 
will be director of the unit. A general computing 
service is to be provided as well as research into 
new applications of computer methods for biomedical 
investigation. 

Plans are in hand for a national centre to 
provide researchers working out of London with 
computing facilities, and a programme to introduce 
more small machines into the bigger laboratory 
research units. 

The Medical Research Council has also made 
proposals for a national system of record linkage. 
For mainly historical reasons, the responsibility for 
collecting information of medical interest about 
individuals is divided between a large number of 
government and hospital authorities. Each deals with 
a different aspect of health. Further fragmentation 
of records occurs when an individual migrates to 
another part of the country. 

A special research committee has recommended a 
system of linked records that could be maintained on a 
national basis. This should be possible to maintain 
in a country that owns a unified state health service. 

(Continued on page 107) 
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C .. E .. ][ .. R may have the fonnula for your success 

in anyone of these vital areas! 
Business Data Processing. Computer Systems Design and 
Programming. Multi,Access Computer Services. ' 
Management Sciences. Scientific and Engineering 
Computing. Economic Studies. Market Research. 
Television and Radio Audience Measurement. 
Management Information and Control Systems. 
Operations Research. Mathematical,Statistical Services. 
Automation Training. Data Reduction and Analysis. 

C,E,I,R's credentials are unmatched ... the world's 
oldest, most experienced and best,equipped independent 
computer services and service bureau organization 
providing advanced technological assistance to business, 
industry and government. © t::J rn t::J [( <=I OOINC. 

5272 River Road, Washington, D.C. 200r6 • (30r) 652'2268 . 
New York • Boston. Los Angeles ~ San Francisco. Mexico City. London. The Hague 
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(Continued from page 105) 

PROCESS CONTROL, DP NET 
GET PUSH IN JAPAN 

BITS ~ PIECES 

September 1967 

The basic units in the scheme would be the individual 
and the family. The idea is to embrace birth, 
marriage and death records with selected data of 10ng
term interest from hospital in-patient records. 

A report of this proposal, in the Council's 
annual report, stresses the need for confidentiality 
of data which would be fundamental to the scheme. 
It suggests that research workers would be far better 
placed to do their job with access to vital 
certificates and hospital in-patient abstracts. The 
proposed system would provide easily accessible 
information for follow-up studies on individuals 
classified in different ways--e.g., children classified 
at birth in respect of particular obstetric and social 
factors, and work people exposed to known occupational 
hazards. Moreover, it is expected to aid both 
prospective and retrospective field studies in 
genetics; the development of procedures for screening 
populations for the presence of early disease; and 
provide information for assessing delayed toxic 
effects of new drugs. 

The Japanese government is pressing ahead with plans 
for a state-run national dp network. Managed by the 
Ministry of International Trade and Industry, in 
conjunction 'Nith the Nippon Telephone and Telegram 
Corp., it will consist of complete centres installed 
in major cities. The dp systems will be run by a 
public company, but subscribers can select their own 
communications link for connecting into the service. 

Having gained second place in the world league of 
commercial machines installed, Japan is now pushing 
hard for developments in process automation and the 
more elusive frontiers, such as programmed learning. 
Toshiba has bagged a dozen orders for the Tosbac 7000 
series (licensed version of Gepac 400), but has also 
marketed the smaller Tosbac 3300, an independent 
development. 

In a similar vein, Nippon Electric (cross
licensed with Honeywell) is pitching for the 
industrial user with the Nelog 310 and a recently 
unveiled integrated circuit system, the Neac, 2100. 

The only big corporation with U.S. ties, Fujitsu, 
has added integrated circuits to its Facom 270 series. 

Computer-aided instruction systems have come in 
for a fillip with a deal between Sony and IBM. The 
Japanese Investment Council has given the two the 
green light for developing a range of audio-visual 
teaching units. Sony is to provide the audio and 
video-tape elements, IBM the dp systems. 

The Plessey Company is marketi,ng 500-nanosecond plated 
Wire memories, with 60-nanosecond versions in the 
laboratory •••• Britain Post Office is offering a 
Datel 2400 service for data communication. This is 
for 2400 bps transmission over' private circuits with 
a fall-back to public lines of 1200 to 600 bps if 
needed •••• Esso Europe Inc. (Standard Oil subsidiary) 
is installing Marconi H6010 data handlers in an 
information network linking France, Germany, Holland, 
Denmark and the U.K •••• The Chartered Bank of 
Victoria, Hong Kong, has installed an NCR 315 with 
data links to 15 branch offices on the island of 
Kowloon district. 
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Before you buy 
a terminal to talk 

to a computer 
make sure you ~an talk 

to the terminal. 

Buy the wrong terminal and 
may end up talking to yourself, instead 
a computer. 

The most widely used terminal on the market, for 
example, was orginally built to send telegrams. So 
it has a limited number of keys. An awkward key
board. No lower case letters. And a tiny, telegram
sized carriage. 

Maybe that's all you need for "HAVING A WONDER
FUL TIME STOP." But it limits you to half the number 
of characters a sophisticated computer understands 
(a little like trying to carryon an intelligent conver,;. 
sation with a 4-year old). 

Only one terminal now available can begin to match 
the input-output potential of a modern computer: the 
new 7100 Conversational Mode Terminal by Friden. 
The 7100 has the same, easy-to-use keyboard as an 
electric typewriter. But with one important addition: 

The USASCII code! 

USASCII puts 128 characters at your command. 

ou can use them to write your own 
mputer programs. And when you're 

, the 7100 neatly prints out your pro-
gra r use-saving costly computer storage. 

Nice? Just the beginning. 
The 7100 is the only USASCII terminal with upper 

and lower case. The only terminal with a 13" writing 
line. And the only terminal that will reproduce a 
facsimile of all USASCII codes (except" space and 
carriage return) .. 

It even has a color shift. When you talk to the com
puter, it prints in red. When the computer talks to 
you, it prints in black. 

The 7100 brings new ease and efficiency to time
sharing, on-line programming, information retrieval, 
and documentation. 

To learn how easily it can let any corner of your 
company use a central computer, call your nearest 
Friden office. Or write Friden, Inc., San Leandro, 
Calif. 94577. 'Sales and service throughout the world. 

Friden 
DIVISION OF S ( N G E R 

DIVERSIFIED-WORLDWIDE 
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Now 
there are four 

reliable 
computer tapes 

(Delivery is another matter) 

As you may slirmise from the name at 
the bottom of this message, CEC is the 
new challenger in the computer tape 

, field. 

We would like to add that the perform
ance of our tape is demonstrably supe
rior to our three competitors'. But that 
would not be true. All four are well 
within allowable tolerances of the refer
ence tape used by the computer indus
try. And all are certified "drop-out free" 
for . the first pass, and remain so for 
many more. 

Obviously, since CEC had no exclusive 
on excellence, we had to have a pretty 
compelling rea~on for climbing on the 
totem pole. 

And we did. 

Delivery. 

September 1967 

From the time you place your order, 
you should receive your CEC computer 
tape within 24 hours - virtually any
where in the United States. 

If you're 100 miles somewhere west of 
Laramie, it might take a little longer. 
Perhaps as much as 48 hours. 

Quite a difference, we suspect, from the 
delays you've become accustomed to. 

This is no miraculous achievement on 
CEC's part. The advantage was already 
there. Namely, the largest established 
field force in the industry. Plus - the 
only warehousing facilities strategically 
located to serve the entire nation. 

P .S. One more benefit: if you order 
CEC Analog Tape along with the new 
computer tape, you'll also realize some 
significant savings. 
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CEcjTEcHnlCAL SUPPLIES 

rT~n~l. sup~s De~ - - - -:-l 
I Consolidated Electrodynamics Corp. I 
I 

360 No. Sierra Madre Villa, Pasadena, Calif. 91109 
Please send me complete information about I 

I ~~fe't~~Kit~~T-~:~r Tape. I 
I~~----------------I NAf.o!E 

I ORGANIZATION 

I ADDRESS 

'I ' . I 
L...:I~ S~E":'Z::"" ______ .J 
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MAGNETIC 
TAPE RECORDERS? 

ask Hewlett-Packarcill 

ANALOG or DIGITAL ... 
Reliability, ease of use, flexibility ... these are the built-in 
extras you get with Hewlett-Packard magnetic tape re
corders: today's most dependable tape transport; sturdy 
mechanical construction permitting long-term. perform
ance that can't be matched by more expensive recorders; 
electronics that are easy to adapt to your specific appli
cation; minimum maintenance. And, Hewlett-Packard 
service is only a phone call away. All this makes the low 
HP prices even more attractive. 

For complete information on analog or digital magnetic 
tape recorders, call your local HP field engineer or wrHe 
Hewlett-Packard, 690 Middlefield Road, Mountain V(e0, . 
California 94040; Europe: 54 Route des Acacias, Geneva. 

HEWLETT 

ANALOG RECORDERS 

IRIG compatible 

7 or 14 tracks 

%" or I" tape 

Direct and FM recording 

Bandwidths to 1.5 MHz 

Price: $10,000 to $20,000 
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PACKARD 

MAGNETIC RECORDERS 

110 

DIGITAL RECORDERS 

IBM compatible 

7 or 9 tracks 

3 standard densities 

%" tape 

Choice of tape speed 
to 75 ips 

Read and write 

Price: $5000 to $15,000 
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nevv products 
permutation / combination 
counter 
The permutation/combination coun
ter gives a repeatable pulse train 
number from 2-256 pulses. Front pan
el switch selection in proper combi
nation provides the exact count de
sired at the output terminal from 

display system 
A visual display system for industrial 
control systems, permits random ac
cess to up to 80 graphic displays. 
A 35mm random access projector 
produces images on a screen, and 
gives information on equipment loca
tion, wiring diagrams, circuit func
tions, schematics, logic ·diagrams, flow 
charts and organization tables. DE
CISION SYSTEMS INC., Paramus, 
N.J. For information: 
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data printer 
Solid-state data printer will accept 
analog signals from any device and 
convert them into digital form, pre
senting a printout of volts, concentra
tion or other units of measurement, 
in three digits with sequential sample 
number in two digits. Model D 3 is 
a printing digital voltmet~r; model 
G 2 is compatible with a Gilford 
mod 300 micro sample spectropho-

tometer; and model S 5 is compatible 
with instruments giving a transmit
tance output, with log conversion 
done inside the printer. BERKELEY 
SCIENTIFIC LABORATORIES, 
Berkeley, Calif. For information: 
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data collection system 
The 1600 and 1700 series of source 
record punches are desk-top electric 
data· collection devices for tool cribs, 
parts supply rooms, delivery tickets 
and purchase order releases. The 
1700 series will allow for both alpha
numeric and numeric punching; the 
1600s provide for numeric punching 
only. All the units merge constant, 
semi-variable and variable informa
tion in one recording, punching, 
ZIP CARDS and 80-column cards. In ad
dition, models 1601 and 1706 are 

" equipped with a plate imprinter; 
model 1604 is a six-bank keyboard 
unit that reads, punches and inter
prets information entered from a pre
punched !paster tabulating card. 
STANDARD REGISTER CO., Day
ton, Ohio. For information: 
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rear proiection readout 
The SRO-90 series ,of 12 message 
rear projection readouts· are packaged 
as plug-in units measuring .460" x 

--PRODUCT OF THE MONTH,------------~-. 

input clock pulses fed from an ex
ternal pulse generator. Hybrid micro
logic circuits enhance the shape and 
sharpness of the output pulse train. 
Applications include incremental in
put devices where it is necessary to 
control pulse train start, stop and 

. count. DELTA-CORDERS, INC., 
Burbank, Calif. For information: 
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upgraded computer 
The 8l0B computer system is a faster 
version of the SEL 810A: model B 
has a cycle time of 790 nsec, com
pared to 1.75 usec for the A; and 
an add/subtract time of 1.58 usec 
(A: 3.5 usec). The two systems are 
software and peripheral compatible, 
but the B offers some new options, 
including a second index register. The 
basi.c memory of the 810B is 4K, 
expandable in increments of 4K up 
to 32K, and it has 64 I/O channels. 
Cost for the basic 810B configuration 
is less than $30K; monthly rental is 
$600. Delivery is in 120 days. SYS
TEMS ENGINEERING LABORA
TORIES, INC., Fort Lauderdale, Fla. 
For information: 
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The Video Tape Document Re
trieval System stores copies of 8~~ 
x II-inch documents on Video
tape. A 600-foot reel has a capac
ity for 100,000 pages. The maxi
mum retrieval ti.me is reportedly 
two minutes, or an average of 15 
seconds to scan 10,000 frames. 
Each frame is coded; when this 
code is entered on the keyboard, 
the image appears on a CRT. A 
hardcopy reproduction feature is 
also available. 

The recording is accomplished 
by two rotary heads, and each 

image is recorded as 330 horizon
tal lines. With bidirectional tape 
feed, the images can be read in 
both the forward and reverse di
rections. The tape can be moved 
in any of three speeds. 

Despite a recent R&D agree
ment between this manufacturer 
and IBM, we understand that they 
do not consider this system
which they plan to market in the 
u.S. next year-to be included. 
The price is approximately $20K. 
SONY CORP., Tokyo, Japan. 
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Do you know what 
it takes to make your 

computer draw like this? 

CalComp 
that's· what. - . 

All it takes is a CalComp Plotting System. To get the picture, 
call or write: Dept. D-9, California Computer Products, Inc.,! 
305 Muller, Anaheim, Calif. 92803. Phone (714) 774-9141. 

e •••••• 
Standard of the Plotting Industry 

(TALENTED ENGINEERS AND PROGRAMMERS REQUIRED-RIGHT NOW.) 
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2.68" long (including terminals) . 
Nearly 90% of the display screen is 
usable for character, symbol and mul
tiple word messages, providing a 
maximum message height of .450". 
Standard T-1 lamps are used, and 
replacement is accomplished from 
the front panel. SHELLY ASSOC. 
INC., EI Segundo, Calif. For infor
mation: 
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digital measuring system 
The series, 6200 digital measuring 
system is a portable instrument pro
viding readout of four types of digi
tal information. With additional mod
ules, the unit can function as a volt
meter; frequency, period or time 

interval counter; or an AC converter. 
Basic unit ( $340) contains power 
supply, counting circuits, display time 
generator and numerical readout dis
play. Modules are available separately. 
ELECTRON'IC ASSOC., INC., West 
Long Branch, N.J. For information: 
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core memory 
The N anomemory 2650 has a cycle 
time of 650 nsec, access time of 350 
nsec, and a storage capacity of 8K 
( 36-bit) words. The unit measures 
7" in height, with power supply and 
tester included, and will operate over 
a temperature ranse of 5 0 -45°C. 
ELECTRONIC MEMORIES INC., 
Hawthorne, Calif. For information: 
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structural analysis software 
The SAMIS system (Structural Analy
sis and Matrix. Interpretive System) 
simplifies automated structural anal
ysis and eliminates reprogramming for 
problem changes. Requiring an IBM 
7090/4 or 704X/709X computer 
with a minimum of 13 tape units, 
SAMIS was programmed with one 
F AP subroutine and 98% FORTRAN II.' 

The system consists of four com
ponents: the initiating link, Master 
Intelligence, operation links and the 

September 1967 

input data. Standardization is 
achieved for output formats, most in
put formats, error handling, tape han
dling and formats, and storage as
signment. Modularity is accomplished 
by dividing the calculation into a num
ber of tasks that can be performed 
in the sequence specified by the ana
lyst. COSMIC COMPUTER CENTER 
(NASA), Athens, Ga. For informa
tion: 

multiprogramming operation. RUSH 

is supported on IBM 360/50, 65, and 
75 computers with at least an H 
core configuration. Handling both sci
entific and commercial jobs, it uses 
PL/I. ALLEN-BABCOCK COM
PUTING INC., Los Angeles, Calif. 
For information: 
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card reader 
The model 7140 card reader, for use 
with the Sigma family of computers, 
reads 1500 cards a minute serially 
by columns in either EBCDIC or BCD. 

The unit is program-compatible with 
the 400 cpm model 7120 reader, and 
will be available in the fourth quarter 
of '67. SCIENTIFIC DATA SYS
TEMS, Santa Monica, Calif. For in
formation: 

numerical contouring control 
The 3200 is a 3-axis i.c. numerical 
contouring control. with an electronic 
resolution of .0001", and a feedrate 
of 200" per minute. The photoelec
tric tape reader reads 300 charac
ters per second with standard 1" 8-
channel tape. An APT PQst processor 
written in FORTRAN IV is available 
for the 3200 control. BUNKER
RAMO CORP., Cleveland, Ohio. For 
information: 
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time-sharing system 
Hardly new, but recently made avail
able to the public on a lease basis, 
is the RUSH (Remote Use of Shared 
Hardware) system, which is currently 
operating commercially. In addition 
to handling remote multi-access ter
minals, there's also a full-time OS 
batch or background partition for 

The VR-3400 magnetic tape record
er/reproducer has a 15" reel capacity 
for extended recording time, and is 
convertible from 600 kHz to 2.0 MHz. 
A general purpose instrument, the 
unit has eight bi-directional speeds 
and electronic capstan control. VR-
3400 offers direct response to 600 
kHz at 120 ips and a low end re
sponse of 50 Hz at 1% ips. The sys
tem can be expanded utilizing inter-

ei": •• : •• : •• : •• : •• : •• : •• : •• : •• : •• : •• : •• : •• : •• : •• : •• :.': •• : •• : •• : •• : •• : •• : •• : •• : •• : •• : •• : .• : •• :.+.: .. : .• : .. : .. : .. :"i.. 
y y 
~ ~ 

:!: the PLUS Factor :i: 
~ ~ 

:~: in programming.... ~: 
~ ,~ 
.:. is in the broad experience of the .:. 
~ 1 ~ .i. software service specia ist .i. 
y .~ 

.~ ~ 
~ ~ 

:!: Executives • Assemblers • Diagnostics :!: 
:~: • Management Information Systems :!: 
~ ~ 

:!: • Business Systems :!: 
~ ~ 

:i: Programming Research specializes in :i: 
.:. programming, providing the plus factor .:. 
~ ~ 
.:. for unparalleled efficiency in a very·:· 
.:. d d f h b .:. .:. eman ing pro ession. W atever your usiness, .:. 
:!: we are equipped to provide a timely, :!: 
.:. quality "product" at a competitive price. .:. . ~ 
~ ~ 
~ ~ :i: Write, on your letterhead, for a copy of :!: 
.:. our new Capabilities brochure. .:. 
~ ~ 

~~ PROGRAMMING Ell ~~ 
:!: RESEARCH, INC. ~ :~: 
~ ~ 
.:. 6 8 4 2 V ANN U Y 5 B L V D. • V ANN U Y 5 .:. 
~ ~ 
.:. CAL IF. 9 1 4 0 5 • ( 2 1 3 ) 9 8 9 • 2 2 4 4 .:. 
~ ~ 
h . h 
~ .. : ... : .. : .. : .. : .. : .. : .. : .. : .. : .. : .. : .. : .. : .. : .. : .. : .. : .. : .. : .. : .. : .. : .. : .. : .. : .. : .. : .. : .. : .. : .. : .. : .. : .. : .. : .. : .. :.~ 
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changeable wideband . (2.0 MHz) elec
tronics and heads. CONSOLIDATED 
ELECTRODYNAMICS CORP., Pasa
dena, CaliL For information: 
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disc-drum memory 
The DDC 7300 disc-drum memory 
has a capacity of 15.36 million bits 
(four discs, each with 3.84 million 
bits on 128 tracks) and an average 
access time of 8.5 msec. Storage on 
the hermetically-sealed unit may be 
organized in single or parallel track 
selection; formatting of bit, word and 
block addressing is flexible. Each 
group of four discs is mounted on a 
drum rotor. DIGITAL DEVELOP
MENT ·CORP., San Diego, CaliL For 
information: 
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tape spooler 
The RS-I000 tape spooler has a speed 
of 1000 characters/second with 2000' 
of tape on lOW' reels. Rewind speed 
is 2000 cps in either direction. The 
unit can operate under a temperature 
range of 0 0 _70 0 C. REMEX ELEC
TRONICS, Hawthorne, Calif. For in
formation: 
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keyboard .perforator 
The KBP-200-G65 keyboard perfora
tor has a 65-key keyboard and can 
perforate all 64 TTS codes from sin
gle stroke action. The unit has a 
single character memory that permits 
entry of letter combinations in excess 

of 20 characters per second. The 
standard model delivers a 6-channel 
code, with advanced feed hole, in 
18" tape; a power drive rewind reel 
and a chad collection box are also 
standard. CONNECTICUT TECH
NICAL CORP., Hartford, Conn. For 
information: 
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peripherals for small system 
Two new peripherals have been 
added to the product line of the 
small-scale GE-115 computer. A disc 
storage subsystem has a maximum 
capacity of 60 million alphanumeric 
or 90 million numeric characters, and 
includes four DSC 130 disc control
lers and 20 DSU 130 removable 

storage units. The CRP 100 card 
reader/punch operates at a constant 
speed of 300 cpm. First deliveries on 
both units are scheduled for this fall. 
GENERAL ELECTRIC INFORMA
TION SYSTEMS MARKETING, 
Phoenix, Ariz. For information: 
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ploHing subroutines 
CSTRNG is a package of FORTRAN IV 

. subroutines that will produce a con
tour graph for a user-coded bivariate 
function when used with the appro
priate plotting subroutines. It report
edly is both plotter- and computer
independent, supplying x and y pairs 
to plotting subroutines associated 
with any plotter. This is a proprie
tary software package. PROGRAM
MING RESEARCH INC., Van Nuys, 
Calif. For information: 
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i.e. tester 
ACT I (mod J133) tests digital inte
grated circuits by a method which 
allows it to perform functional tests 

. and parameter measurements simul
taneously. ACT I can do up to 10K 
parameter measurements in 1000 
steps (1/100 of a second). Up 
to 15 simultaneous analog measure
ments can be made at a 10-usec 
.logical step. The unit handles cir-

Over 40 million volumes 
01 technical and scientific 
literature are now in 
existence ... 200,000 more 
are added each year. 

NOW, leI'S discuss the growth potential 
of information tochnO~Ogy at DOC INC. Consider the 

quantity of technical and scientific information being generated today: over 
40 million book~ are now in existence; 200,000 more are added each year; 

and as many as 2 million technical articles are published annually. 
Conventional methods of indexing and referencing are no longer sufficient 

to handle this volume .. _. and have given way to an entire new science 
known as information technology. 0 At DOC I NC, we're experts in 

information technology. We've been in the field since 1952 when we started 
with just six people, and today, with over 600 employees, we are the largest 
firm engaged solely in these activities. The latest 3rd generation equipment 

is available, such as 360 series computers with direct access capabilities, 
optical scanners, photo composing devices, and telecommunications.· 

Computer systems analysts and programmers will find demanding 
assignments in a host of advanced programming areas. 0 These DOC INC 

positions offer exceptionally attractive starting salaries (to $25,000) and 
comprehensive career benefits. We prefer strong diversified computer 
programming and/or computer systems backgrounds. 0 For detailed 

information about a career with DOC I NC, please send your resume in 

confidence to Mr. Reid L. Pierce, Director of Professional Staffing, 
or phone him at (301) 656-9500. 

DOCUMENTATION INCORPORATED 

An eqllal opportunity employer. M&F 
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BOAC wants 
confirmation in print 
of every passenger 
reservation made anywhere 
in the world. Right now. 

Easy, when you 
ask Kleinschmidt. 
Kleinschmidt is the language 
of modern telecommunications. 

Home offices talk to division 
headquarters. Computers talk to 
production control. And in the case 
of BOAC, K~einschmidt data 
printers in ticket offices provide 
passengers with fast, convenient 
flight reservations and confirmation. 

Working in communications systems 
like BOAC's, the Kleinschmidt 311 ™ 
Data Printer "talks" with 
unbelievable speed and simplicity. 
It prints-out up to four times as fast 
as most other teleprinters. Operates 
with far fewer moving parts and far 
more reliability. Outperforms all 
com peti tion. . 

And like other Kleinschmidt data 
printers, the 311 is compatible with 
telecommunications equipment of 
all makes. It can fit directly into the 
system you now have, or the one yo~ 
are having designed for you. 

Of course, Kleinschmidt is a language 
most original systems manufacturers 
already understal1d. 

But we're always glad to repeat 
the IIlessage . 
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loan· 
already 

successlul 
Sales 

Engineer 
Memorex Corporation, a leader 
in tne development, manufac
ture and sale of precision mag
netic tape, has openings for 
sales engineers throughout the 
country. 
You must be an already suc-· 
cessful salesman, with a BS 
degree, looking for more chal
lenge to your abilities and 
greater earning potential. To 
computer, instrumentation and 
video customers you will be of
fering professional sales serv
ice in the form of precision 
magnetic tape products of 
guaranteed quality. Familiarity 
with computers and their pe
ripheral equipment preferred, 
however we wi" consider indi
viduals with proven sales 
experience. 
Our compensation and fringe 
benefit package wi" include 
salary plus incentive commis
sion, new car, expenses, liberal 
profit sharing, insurance, and 
paid vacation. 
Please send your resume to 
our Professional Employment 
Office, 1180 Shulman Avenue, 
Santa Clara, California. We wi" 
immediately send detailed bro
chures and other information 
about these positions to qual i~ 
fied candidates. An Equal Op-
portunity Employer. . 

rvlErvlCJRE>< . 
CORPORATION 
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cuits with up to 16 leads, compris
ing up to 10 inputs, four outputs, 
one. supply and one ground lead in 
standard TO-5, dual-in line and Hat 
packs. Testing is automatic; unit 
costs under $5K. TERADYNE INC., 
Boston, Mass. For information: 
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hybrid cpu 
A series of central processing units 
are available for the Ambilog 200 
hybrid computer. The cpu's start at 
$45K for a configuration that in
cludes 4,096 (30-bit) word memory, 
system controller, five channels of pri
ority interrupt, and arithmetic unit 
and a Teletype I/O. The system can 
be expanded to a $500K configura
tion by adding hybrid arithmetic ar
rays, digital I/O peripherals and up 
to 32K words of core. ADAGE, INC., 
Boston, Mass. For information: 
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tape splicer _ 
A splicer-gauge-punch has two sta
bilizing arms to hold the tape in 
place, and can be used for both pa
per and Mylar tapes. The unit in
cludes a splicer, a gauge to assure 
proper code registration, and a. man
ual punch for correction of errors. 
It can be used with 5-, 6-, 7- or 8-
channel tape and with patches. 
DATA-LINK CORP., Los Altos, 
Calif. For information: 
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drum memory calculator 
The model 167 electronic calculator 
. has a magnetic drum memory that 
includes two sets of cumulative mem
ories and five sets of constant mem
ories with automatic decimar systems. 

The unit has an input capacity of 
30 digits and addition and subtrac
tion speeds of .01 sec. CANON 
U.S.A. INC., New York, N.Y. For 
inform a tion: 
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gp interface system 
A general purpose interface system 
for the IBM 1130 computer enables it 
to perform data acquisition and trans
packs. Testing is automatic; unit 
mission functions through the storage 

access channel. Transmission devices 
supported include Teletype, asyncho
nous data phone and calling units. 
The I/O features of the interface are 
supported by programmed routines 
in FORTRAN and assembly language. 
REALTIME SYSTEMS INC., New 
York, N.Y. For information: 
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alphanumeric readout 
The Type 404 is an electromechan
ical display system using the Hap 
principle to show all numerals and 
the alphabet. Each unit has white 
characters on a black background, 

four inches high and two inches wide, 
and unlimited selection of color com
binations. Applications include p~o
cess control boards, stock quotation 
boards, etc. Semiconductor control 
and memory are available. VISION~ 
TRON CORP., New York, N.Y. For 
information: 
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gp computer . 
Announced late in '65 with only scanty 
specs, the 3500 processor has been re
introduced as the next step up for 
3300 users. Unlike the latter, the 3500 
has as standard (not optional) fea
tures the hardware Hoating point and 
the self-contained business data pro
cessor. The bdp executes code con
version instructions, allowing execu
tion of variable-length instructions, 
and performs field searches, editing 
operations, arithmetic operations, and 
binary /ECD/ ASCII conversions. In 
power, the 3500 is said to compare 
with the 360/65 in scientific computa
tion . and the mod 50 for business dp. 

Core memory is expandable from 
32K to 262K (24-bit) words. Memory 
cycle time is 900 nanoseconds, and 
access time is 600 nsec. In the hard
ware is a program-relocation f~ature 
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and the use of 2K-word pages, ,which 
are further divided into half- and 
quarter-page units. 

Backing up the multiprogramming 
hardware is the MASTER operating sys
tem, currently operating on the 3300. 
Operating under MASTER are COBOL, 

FORTRAN, ALGOL, and the COMPASS 

assembler. Reportedly under develop
ment is a version of MASTER that will 
have multi-access capabilities, conver
sational time-sharing languages, and 
multiprocessing. 

The smallest operating 3500 system 
will have a price of about $1 million, 
will lease for about $25K. First de
liveries are scheduled for mid-'6S. 
CONTROL DATA CORP., Minneap
olis, Minn. For information: 
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sort program 
A three-tape sort' program, for use 
with DDP-124, -24, and -224 com" 
puters, is for payroll preparation, in
ventory control, tracking and telem
etry information. The tapes contain 
mag tape and card punch service 
routines, control and dispersal seg
ments and a merge phase. Program 
accepts maximum logical records of 
SOO characters and up to seven sort-

ing keys with a maximum key length 
of 12S ,6-bit characters. It requires 
a minimum of SK core memory and 
three mag tape units. HONEYWELL 
COMPUTER CONTROL DIV., Fram
ingham, Mass. For information: 
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data terminal 
A telephone coupler enables a tele
printer to serve as a data terminal by 
converting Teletype Mod 33 or 35 
signals into selective audio tones for 
transmission over standard telephone 

lines. For output, the tones are con
verted into pulses for teleprinting. 
Either electromagnetic or acoustic 
couplers are available for Teletype 

or EIA RS-232 interface. OMNITEC 
CORPORATION, Phoenix, Ariz. For 
information: 
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drum memory 
.The 1104 S drum memory system 
with interface hardware and drum 
routine software adds 131K words to 
4096-word core memories of PDP-S 
and SIS. It can monitor and control 
up to 62 I/O devices; average access 
time is S.3 msec. Cost for computer 
using program controlled transfers: 
$9,950. VERMONT RESEARCH 
CORP., North Springfield, Vt. For 
information: 
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peripheral system 
The Multiple Utility Peripheral Sys
tem (MUPS) operates on a 64K 360/ 
30, and can handle two printers, two 
reader/punches, six tape drives and 
a paper t~pe punch. The basic, open
ended program contains all interrupt 
and error handling routines for the 
peripherals, including formatting rou
tines for readi'ng and writing binary 
or BCD 7-track tapes. SERVICE 
BUREAU CORP., New York, N.Y. 
For information: 
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Analyst 
Unusual opportunity or career advancement 
with this division of the nationally known Sperry 
Rand Corp, 

COMPUTER 
PERSONNEL 

,
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I 
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Programmer / 
Analyst 
Senior and intermediate level programmer/analyst 
with BS in mathematics, engineering, or 
natural science. 2-3 years' experience in areas 
of scientific computing, real-time processing 
and/ or systems programming. 

Full Company Benefits 
Including a Liberal Educational Allowance 

Salary Commensurate with Experience 

Call Collect or send Resume to: 
Les Palmer, Employment Administrator 

301- 982 - 6213 

SUPPORT FACILITY 
SPERRY GYROSCOPE CO. 

Division of Sperry Rand Corp. 

GODDARD SPACE FLIGHT CENTER 
GREENBELT, MARYLAND 20771 ' 

An Equal Opportunity Employer M I F 
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Washington, D.C.-Chicago, III. 
$7,000' to $20,000 

• SCIENTIFIC PROGRAMMING • SYSTEMS ANALYSIS 
• SYSTEMS PROGRAMMING • BUSINESS PROGRAMMING 

ALLOW US TO ARRANGE A PERSONAL INTERVIEW 
WITH THE WASHINGTON AREA'S MOST DESIRABLE 
EMPLOYERS. 
Our service is confidential and personal. We are one of 
the oldest and most effective E.D.P. placement specialists 
in the East. 

All fees and expenses 
paid by employer 

SYSTEMAT 
1107 Spring St. 
Silver Spring, Md. 
20910 

301-587-3650 

708 Church St. 
Evanston, III. 

60201 

312-869-7900 
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There's no point in Number 1 in
troducing just another "me too" product. 
Just to give you an idea of how good the 
new line is, in a recent life test, one photo
electric reader ran for 15,000 hours at 
maximum speed without a failure. You 
can see why we say these new readers 
represent genuine "state of the art" 
achievement. Adding them to the Tally 
line rounds out the broadest line of per
forated tape equipment on the market 
today. 
The 500R, 500RF, and 500T. 

These three readers operate at up to' 
200 characters per second asynchro
nously (stop on character), up to 500 
char I sec in the synchronous or free run
ning mode (stop before next character), 
and 1000 chari sec in the windl search 
mode. All feature printed motor direct 
capstan drive, and bi-directional reading 
and winding. The Model 500R (recess 
mounted) and the Model 500RF (flush 
mounted) are reader and spooler com-

binations, while the Model 500T comes 
without the reel servo system. For tape 
handling only, two spoolers using printed 
circuit motors and proportional reel 
servo are offered, one with 8 inch reels, 
the other with 10lh inch reels. 
MIL-SPEC reader, Model 500RM and 
"ruggedized" reader, Model 500RF /10 

Fully militarized, the Model500RM 
fs the first high speed reader that meets 
all applicable military specifications with
out exception. Featuring the same basic 
design as other Series 500 photoelectric 
readers, this unit will work in environ
ments of-40°F to+145°F, in humidities 
of 100%, and take more than 15 g's 
shock. Pertinent RFI specs are met. 
MTBF is 5,000 hours. Expected life is 
10,000 hours minimum. 

Where severe environmental condi:
tions are not encountered, the Model 
500 RF 110 will perform with the same 
accuracy and life for ab,out half the cost. 
Reading speeds for both readers are 
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150 char I sec asyn
chronously, 500 
chari sec synchro
nously, and 1000 
charlsec windl 
search. 

Model 500 RM Full disclosure. 
For all the facts, 

call your full service Tally sales engineer 
(see EEM), or write Tom Tracy, Tally 
Corporation, 1310 Mercer Street, Seattle, 
Washington 98109. Phone (206 MA 4-
0760. In Europe and the U.K. address 
Tallyl APT, Ltd., 6a, George Street, 
Croydon, Surrey, England. Phone: 
MUN 6838. 



Inventive maintenance. 
There's an IBM lab devoted to it. 

Nobody likes downtime. 
That's why a select group of I BM engineers, mathe

maticians, psychologists and technicians have been 
assigned the job of inventing new ways to give you 
even more productive time on YO,ur system. 

They work in IBM's Advanced Maintenance Devel
opment Lab~AMD. They work hard. And they've come 
up with some amazing new tools and techniques. Such 
as our new transistorized stroboscope (shown above) 
which makes fast-moving objects appear to stand still
or move in slow motion. This unique stroboscope is 
being used by Customer Engineers as an aid in installing 
and maintaining IBM data processing equipment. 

They also developed a data communications system 
that speeds information on the latest maintenance 

techniques to service specialists across the country. ' 
And they developed a SYSTEM/360 simulator con

sole that helps Customer Engineers get additional 
hands-on problem-solving experience. 

Great ideas. Great progress. But inquisitive minds are 
never satisfied. And our people at AMD are pushing 
further ahead-searching for new and better ways to 
minimize your maintenance hours. 

Right now they're working on a special, long range 
project-trying to figure out the reasoning process that 
allows a man to diagnose a machine problem accu
rately and quickly. The answer to that one could 
change a lot of things. 

We know how important it is to you to keep down
time down. 

IBM. 
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wide temperature range applications, 
coincident current for 2D applications, 
switch, and linear. Defines terms com
monly used in core technology. ELEC
TRONIC MEMORIES INC., Haw
thorne, Calif. For copy: 
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ACM SICPLAN BULLETIN: Decision 
Table . Information Bulletin will be 
published under the auspices of the 
Special Interest Committee on Pro
gramming Languages of the ACM and 
will be distributed along with other 
information bulletins as occasional 
supplements to SICPLAN Notices. Ed
itor welcomes contributions concerning 
decision tables that may be of inter
est to users and implementors, both 
potential and actual, or to computer 
programmers in general. Anson E. 
Chapman, DTIB Bulletin, 1850 Colby 
Ave., Los Angeles, Calif. 90025. 

LIBRARY GRAPHIC PRODUCTS: Brochure 
describes company products for the 
library, including Mark VI Docustat 
coin-operated electrostatic copies spe
cifically designed for public use. Also 
describes microfilm enlarger and mi-: 
crofilm and microfiche reader-printers. 
DASA CORP., Andover, Mass. For 
copy: 
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COMPUTER PERSONNEL RESEARCH: 
Copies of proceedings of the Fourth . 
Annual Computer Personnel Research 
Ccnference, held over a year ago in 
June 1966, are now available for $5 
from Prof. A.W. Stalnaker, School of 
Industrial Management, GEORGIA 
INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY, 
Atlanta, Ga. 30332. 

INTERFACE UNITS: 36-page brochure 
describes the use of standard, off-the
shelf components to interface a wide 
variety of external analog and digital 
devices to Sigma computers. Also con
tains functional descriptions of various 
company controllers, adapters, subsys
tems, and software support. SCIEN
TIFIC DATA SYSTEMS, Santa Mon
ica, Calif. For copy: 
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INSTRUMENTATION SYSTEMS: Illus
trated four-page brochure describes 
turn-key services in design, installation, 
programming, and operation of analog 
/ digital data acquisition and process
ing systems. Pictures typical instru
mentation systems designed and built 
by the company. WYLE LABORA
TOIUES, EI Segundo, Calif. For copy:. 
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BANK SOFTWARE: Brochure contains 
information' on the operation of the 
demand deposit accounting system, 
including MICR entry program oper
ation, used with series 200 dp system. 
HONEYWELL EDP, Wellesley Hills, 
Mass. For copy: 
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PROPRIETARY SOFTWARE: Eight-page 
brochure should interest prospective 
sellers and buyers of proprietary pro
gram packages, the product of this 
new firm. This capabilities brochure 

September 1967 

. / outlines requirements for marketable 
packages, and testing performed. It 
also summarizes other services per
formed. SOFTWARE RESOURCES 
CORP., Los Angeles, Calif. For copy: 
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DISC STORAGE UNIT: Three-page spec
ification sheet on model 81-65A fixed
head disc storage unit. Unit contains 
disc storage assembly and controller 
in one cabinet and provides random
access bulk storage of 227,328 (16-
bit) words. SYSTEMS ENGINEER
ING LABORATORIES, Fort Lauder-
dale, Fla. For copy: . 
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CORE SUMMARY SHEET: Two-page 
sheet lists sizes, pulse drive charac
teristics, and output signals of 15 
major ferrite core types produced by 
the company, including coincident 
current, coincident current lithium for 

PROCESSING OF X-RAY PHOTOS: Data , 
sheet explains how interpretation of 
medical and biological pictures are 
made easier if selected portions of the 
image are first enhanced by a digital 
computer. Methods used by Jet Propul
sion Laboratory to correct various 
photometric, geometric, and frequency 
response distortions in the pictures 
received from TV cameras of the 

TELEMUX lets YOU transmit more TTY tralliC 
lor less dOllars than YOU are now paying. 
Here is an immediate solution to the problem of rate increases in communication 
channel costs. A Telemux data communications system uses only a single voice
grade line to transmit information from as many as 60 telegraph circuits at high 
speed. A8d Telemux does it for considerably less money than you are presently 
paying for packaged line rates. 
Time Division Multiplexing-provides economical transmission of multiple TTY 
circuits on one channel 
Modular Ie Design-plug-in assemblies designed with integrated circuits let you 
tailor-make your own system 
Fail-Safe ReJiability-100% duplication of circuits that could cause total interrup
tion of data transmission 
Intermix Speeds & Codes-intermix speeds of from 60 to 200wpm and character 
lengths of 5, 6, 7 or 8 units 
Geographic Distribution or Point-to-Point-economical for either multiple station 
networks or point-to-point installations 
Send for Telemux Bulletin No. 67-H for 
detailed information, or call Louis E. 
Swinand, (609) 424-2400 oacoMBJm:D 
DACOM DIVISION COMPUTER TEST CORPORATION U 
Three Computer Drive. Cherry Hill. 'New Jersey 08034 • (6091 424-2400 
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Ranger, Mariner, and Surveyor space
crafts led to the methods now being 
applied iIi medical and biological 
photographs. Cost: $.15. 67-10005. 
CLEARINGHOUSE FOR FEDERAL 
SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNICAL IN
FORMATION, Springfield, Va. 22151. 

MODULE TEST SYSTEM: Eight-page bro
chure describes Auto ·Data 9400 se
ries module test systems designed for 
automatic testing of multiple lead 
devices, performing checkout of 
printed circuit boards, modules, 
"black boxes" and systems. 3M COM
PANY, St. Paul, Minn. For copy: 
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INSTALLATION LOAN ACCOUNTING: 
Four-page brochure describes Ohio 
National Bank's reasons for computer 

. installation and details its' installment 
loan application. GENERAL ELEC
TRIC, Schenectady, N.Y. For copy: 
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MOS MONOLITHIC SUBSYSTEMS: Sec
ond edition of "MOS Monolithic 
Subsystems: A Revolution in Micro
electronics," is an introduction to 
MOS monolithic integrated circuits. 
Includes an historical sketch of the 
individual MOS transistor, explana
tions of the fundamentals of device 
and circuit operation, circuit advan
tages, descriptions of some of the basic 
digital and analog circuit design tech
niques, brief discussion of the system 
partitioning. 50 pages, illustrated. 
MICROELECTRONICS DIV., PHIL
CO-FORD CORP., Santa Clara, Calif. 
For copy: 
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EXPERIMENTAL LANGUAGE: A guide to 
the capabilities . and operations of 
FLAP language, written in LISP 1.5 
for the I:SM 7090 computer. FLAP 

language allows the analyst to han
dle symbolic mathematical data in a 
variety of ways and to transfer dif
ferential equations, and manipulate 
vectors and matrices. 54 pages. AD-
647 549. Cost: $3; microfiche, $.65. 
CLEARINGHOUSE, U.S. DEPT OF 
COMMERCE, Springfield, Va. 22151. 

GRAPHICS PROCESSOR: Eight-page bro
chure describes the three modes of op
eration of Mark 8 graphics processor, 
consisting of a GP computer. and a 
plotting table: 1) digitizing; 2) plot
ting; and 3) combination of these 
two to create "conversational" mode. 
Also describes optional equipment to 
'aid in the generation, analysis, com
pilation and editing of graphic data. 
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CONCORD CONTROL INC., Bos
ton, Mass. For copy: 
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DISPLAY SYSTEM: S.ix-page brochure 
describes display communications 
buffer, including an I/O control, mul
tiplexer, transmission control and syn
chronous modem adapter. Depicts 
schematics for both remote and local 
connections for the model 731 modular 
buffer unit which functions as parallel 
or serial interface between IBM 360 
.and Sanders 720 display. Contains 
complete glossary of source language 
for the company's file maintenance 
program, the software package for 
entry, retrieval, revision and manipu
lation of data files. DATA SYSTEMS 
DIV., SANDERS ASSOC., Nashua, 
N.H. For copy: 
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COMPUTER/MARKETING PUBLICATION: 
"Computer Operations," aims to pro
vide an editorial forum to describe 
and evaluate new computer applica
tions for business; to improve com
munications between computer peo
ple and the marketing manager, and 
to thus increase the more effective 
utilization of computers in marketing; 
to contribute to the development of 
basic computer research projects in 
those areas of interest to marketing 
management. Published quarterly. 
·Subscription: $6 per year. Leslie Har
ris, Asst. Prof. of Marketing, Pace 
College,' 41 Park Row, New York, 
N.Y. 10038. 

PUSH BUTTON GENERATOR: Data sheet 
describes data generator which con
sists of 12 pushbuttons, each of which 
is capable of generating up to 24 
characters, may be changed from 5-
to 8- or 8.;. to 5-level code by replacing 
diode matrix cards. Unit can be pro
grammed to stop on any predeter
mined character position for the inser
tion of variable information from the 
keyboard and can be used to punch 
paper tape, print page copy or trans
mit to a remote unit. TELETYPE 
CORP., Skokie, Ill. For copy: 
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MAKE OR BUY LOGIC MODULES? 24-
page illustrated booklet identifies and 
analyzes the factors management must 
consider in making decision whether 
to manufacture or purchase integrat
ed circuit logic modules-long- and 
short-range production costs; effects 
of time loss or gain on competitive 
position; risk involved with short 
m~rket life or possible obsoleted per
formance; . and' optimum utilization 

Join tomorrow's 
breakthrough at 

LIBRASCOPE ... 

NOTHING 
LIKE THIS 

WITHIN 
MEMORY. • • 

Now at Librascope in Glendale, 
California, the chance to be a cata
lyst in developing the next genera
tion of memory systems. Current 
openings offer richly rewarding 
careers to the men who qualify. 

DISC FILES Electronics Engineers for cir
cuit and logic design and project respon
sibility. Small- to medium-sized high
performance systems for industrial and 
military requirements. 
Mech. Engineers for design, development, 
and analysis. Involves rotating equipment, 
mechanisms, bearings, motors, packaging, 
shock, and vibration response criteria. 

• 
MAGNETIC HEADS EE's to work on elec
tronics and recording techniques for 
automatic retracting read / write heads. 
Requires experience in flying heads for 
disc or drums and knowledge of manu
facturing plating. 

• 
WOVEN PLATED WIRE MEMORIES EE's for 
circuit and logic design, including sense 
amplifiers, timing circuits, and applica
tions of integrated circuits. Experience 
desired in core, rod, thin film, or plated
wire memories for new applications of 
ultra high speed memories. 

Mech. Engineers for mechanical design 
·and micro miniature packaging of PWM 
planes, stacks and systems. Will provide 
direction to design effort, prototype de
velopment, testing, and manufacturing. 

• 
TEST EQUIPMENT Development of test 
equipment for plated wire for memory 
systems. BSEE with circuitry experience. 
Work with core or other magnetic solid 
state memories desirable. 

Send resume to Dept. 0-9, attn. Bruce Larson 

LIBRASCOPE GROUP 
A SUBSIDIARY OF GENERAL PRECISION EQUIPMENT CORPORATION 

808 WESTERN AVENUE. GLENDALE. CALIF. 91201 
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When an 
irresistible force 
met a nondestructive 
(

woven) 
~rr~ed memory .... 

38,880 NDRD bits took a 1000-G shock 

and emerged not one bit different. 

This custom-woven nondestructive readout memory 

stack has an unshakeable story: zero readout error, 

zero physical degradation. Interrogated during and 

after severe environmental testing, data stored was 

data retrieved. Using minimal power. With all 

required memory exercises completed (equivalent 

to MIL-E-16400 and MIL-E-5400), these aerospace 

applications loom large on our horizon: program & 

instruction storage / look-up tables / executive 

programs / digital simulators / character 

generator storage / back-up memory. Write 

for detailed brochure and authenticated 

test results: General Precision Systems Inc., 

Librascope Group, Components Division, 

808 Western Avenue, Glendale, . 

California 91201. 

LIBRASCOPE GROUP 
A SUBSIDIARY OF GENERAL PRECISION EQUIPMENT CORPORATION 



"/ don't have two years' experience. 
/ have one year twice;' 

Some people get experience in a job. Other 
people get older. 

How do you know which situation you're in? 
Look for these danger signals: Are things com

ing a little too easily for you? Is it hard to remem
ber when you last had a really exciting day? Do 
you look forward to going home on the dot? 

If so, you ought to check into what others have 
to offer. 

We're not asking you to do anything drastic, 

like quitting your job. Just drop us a line. We're 
MITRE. We'll tell you more about the kind of 
people we are, about the kind of projects our en
gineers, physicists, and mathematicians work on. 

The information we send back could be a re
warding experience in itself. 

Just send your name and address to: Special In
formation Office, The MITRE Corporation, Post 
Office Box 208CAU;-Bedford~ Massachusetts. 

- THE ______ _ 

.~ MITRE 
CORPORATION 

An Equal Opportunity Employer (Male & Female) 

Formed in 1958 ... pioneer in the design and development of command and conttol systems .... MITRE serves as technical advisor and sys
tems engineer for the Electronic Systems Division of the Air Force Systems Command and provides technical assistance to the Federal Avia
tion Administration, the Department of Defense, the Department of Transportation and the National Aeronautic~ and Space Administration. 
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new literature 
of capital investmen't, both human 
and financial. DATA TECHNOLO
OGY CORP., Mt. View, Calif. For 
copy: 
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FOR RETAILERS: 16-page brochure cov
ers pre-programmed applications us
ing model 315 computer system, 
showing input, computer runs, reports 
and system advantages. Emphasizes 
processing advantages which stem 
from the ability to convert original
entry transactions into computer lan
guage as the transactions occur. THE 
NATIONAL CASH REGISTER CO., 
Dayton, Ohio. For copy: 
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PHOTOELECTRIC KEYBOARD: Data sheet 
lists the various format and function 
options making series PK-200 photo
electric keyboard applicable to data 
handling and communication systems 
requiring unique or custpmized key
board capability. Discusses availability 
of custom coding (up to 14 bits) and 
the use of photoelectric techniques 
to eliminate contact bounce and mini
mize RFl/EM!. INVAC CORP., Wal
tham, Mass. For copy: 
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PROGRAMMING PERFORMANCE: 36-
page study measures the performance 
of programmers under controlled con
ditions for standard tasks. Describes 
and notes methodological problems 
encountered in designing and conduct
ing the experiments, limitations of the 
findings, and hypotheses to account 
for results. Cost: $3; microfiche $.65. 
AD-645 438. CLEARINGHOUSE, 
U.S. DEPT. OF COMMERCE, Spring
field, Va. 22151. 

LOGIC: CARDS: Four-page booklet con
tains information on the MONILOGIC 

line of circuit cards, power supplies, 
and associated packaging hardware 
which has been designed for system 
integration. Covered also are various 
card, types and drawer assemblies. 
MONITOR SYSTEMS, INC., Ft. 
Washington, Pa. For copy: 
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CEMENT PLANT APPLICATIONS: Eight
page brochure describes cement con
trol computer system developed to 
provide cost savings in feed blending, 
kiln control and clinker cooling. De
tails described pictorially, diagram
matically and in text. ELECTRONIC 
ASSOCIATES, INC., West Long 
Branch, N.J. For copy: 
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Looking for a ... 
COMPUTER CAREER 

- ... _· ...... ammed for Growth? 
Top companies are looking for YOU, thru Brentwood. 
Because Brentwood's degreed professionals speak their 
language, YOU R language. Our input includes a· pro
fessional review of company needs and growth opportu
nities; in-depth studies of applicant qualifications and 
capacity for growth. Our output solves problems for 
client companies, client applicants. We're programmed 
to find the best spot for the best man. 
Brentwood has fee-paid growth openings NOW in 
• applied systems • compiling • assembling • automatic languages 
• operations research • commercial programming • systems design 
• scientific computation and analysis information retrieval 
• mathematical & numerical computation & analysis • diagnostics 
• digital and logical design • operational real time • utilities 

Contact or call collect in confidence (201-622-0915) 

BRENTWOOD 
PERSONNEL S7ASSOCIATES 

786 Broad St., Newark, N. J. 07102 
In Boston 

Brentwood Personnel of Massachusetts 
80 Boylston St., Boston, Mass. 02116 

(617) 542-9410 

In Philadelphia 
Brentwood Personnel of Philadelphia 

510 Penn. Ave., Ft. Washington, Pa. 19034 
(215) MI 6-8801 
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International Systems 
Planning 

with 

M@bil 
We have 10 third generation computer. 
installations using IBM 360 models 30 
and 40 under operating system. A Sys
tems Planning function has recently been 
established to assist our international 
affiliates to exploit fully their present 
capabilities and to prepare for future 
systems and hardware developments. 
The Planning Section's responsibilities 
are· to: 

• Develop a 3-10 year computer sys
tems plan. 

• Extend olir multi-nation area data 
center coverage. 

• Specify configuration and software 
needs. 

• Expand inter-nation tele-processing. 
• Promote professional development of 

international affiliates' personnel. 
• Design and 'implement advanced in

formation systems for multi-center 
use. 

• Integrate management science tech
niques into business applications. 

• Develop standards for data base 
structure, documentation, computer 
operations management information, 
etc. 

• Conduct periodic reviews of inter
national computer installations. 

To make this function a success; we 
require qualified, well-motivated Sys
tems Analysts and Consultants. These 
professionals will be involved primarily 
in the development of computer systems 
plans and advanced information sys
tems, their presentation to manage
ment and their implementation in multi
nation, ioint venture projects. 

Qualifications include a BS, prefer
ably with an engineering or MBA de
gree, and 4-7 years' direct experience 
in designing, planning, developing and 
installing computer. systems; such pref
erably should include COBOL program
ming, operating systems and IBM 360 
applications. Multi-center operations and 
data communication experience is de
sirable. Initial assignments will be in 
New York City, with approximately 
30% international travel, and will lead 
to overseas residence of 2-5 years_ Ca
reer opportunities exist in important 
administrative and EDP management 
positions. 

If interested, please submit 
your resume for prompt. and 
confidential attention to Mr. P. 
J. Harbaugh, Jr., Department 
3397, 150 East 42nd' Street; 
New York, New York, 10017. 

M@bil Oil Corporation 

An equal opportunity employer 
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You'd recognize many of our systems programmers 
by their reputations. . 
Join us and work with the men you've heard about. 

Some of them weren't well
known when they came to 
RCA. 

But we offered them oppor
tunities and challenges. 

We offered them a say in 
hardware design. 

We offered them a variety 
of projects with definite ob
jectives. 
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We offered them something 
to hang a reputation on. 

And the rewards that come 
with it. 

Aren't you ready to make 
your reputation? 

Write to us if you've had 
experience in language proc
essors, operating systems, 
utility systems' or communica
tions systems. 

We also have openings 
in Sales, Field Systems Sup
port, Product Planning and 
Engineering. 

Contact Mr. E. B. Schultz, 
Dept. SW-35, RCA Electronic 
Data Processing, Bldg. 202-1, 

,Cherry Hill, Camden, New 
Jersey 08101. 

An Equal Opportunity Employer 

(.~ The Most Trusted Name in Electronics 
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FIVE 
COMPUTERS 
FROM BURROUGHS 

D 
Five multiprogramming computers capable of 

, becoming multiprocessors in a dual-mainframe 
configuration-and ranging from medium- to 

, large-scale systems-have been' announced by 
Burroughs Corp. In size, they fill the gap between the 
B5500 and the mammoth B8500, and' retain upward com
patibility from the smaller B2500, B3500, and B5500. The 
five are the 6503, 6504, and 6506-part of the B6500 
series-and the 7504 and 7506 processors. 

Main memories used with 'these, processors are either 
core (with a 600-nanosecond read access time) or thin film 
(which have a 300-nsec access time). With the 6503, 
which uses cores, memory is expandable from 98,304 bytes 
to a maximum 786,432 bytes. With all others, however, 
(both core and thin film) 'main memory can go up to 
3,145,728 bytes. 

For handling peripherals, including remote terminals, 
the baby 6503 can be configured with up to 1,024 lines, 
tlie others having a maximum 2,048. The use of I/O 
multiplexors allows up to 20 simultaneous I/O operations; 
they also control transfer Of data between memory and 
peripheral devices, independent of the processors. Other 
features include memory paging and segmentation, as well 

0000 Team up for 
~oo a growing 
o Career 

• • • 
, • .A..A. • 
.~. 

• • 
• • • • • 

We have 7 IBM 360's (models 50/40/ 
30) in our Information Processing 
Center. That means we have an im
mediate need for: 

Software Specialists & 
Professional Programmers 
Won't you explore the opportunity to 
join our expanding team? 

Contact: M. K. Fenwick (312) 467-4941 

MONTGOMERY WARD 
DATA CENTER 

6th Floor, 140 South State Street 
Chicago, Illinois 60603 
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as memory allocation. As with the B5500, now running for 
four years, these are variable-size pages, and they use 
internal directories. : 

Controlling the system will be an "improv'ed" version of 
the Master Control Program, a feature also of, predecessor 
processors; this is the executive or monitor. ';Compilers in-

Processor Memory Access Add Multiply Typical 
Cycle Time Time Time System 

. Time Rental 
(Monthly) 

6503 1.2 usee 600 nsee 0.4 usee 8.0 usee $25K 
6504 1.2 usee 600 nsee 0.2 usee . 4.0 usee 33K 
6506 600 nsee 300 nsee 0.2 usee 4.0 usee 38K 
7504 1.2 lJsee 600 nsee 0.1 usee 2.0 usee 45K 
7506 600 nsee 300 nsee 0.1 usee 2.0 usee 54K-90K 

clude COBOL, FORTRAN and ALGOL. In addition, there's also 
re-entrant code, which permits multiple users to have 
access to the same program at the'same time; it saves main 
memory allocation by getti~g by with only one copy of 
the program in memory. Deliveries are scheduled to begin 
during the first quarter of 1969. .' 
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FREE! CAREER OPPORTUNITiES 
BULLETIN 

••••••••••••• j ••••••••••••••• 
A complete and comprehensive listing of outstanding 
positions at salaries from $6,000 to $30,000 with National 
Com panies for degreed: 

ENGINEERS • ANALYSTS • PROGRAMMERS 
Our professional staff combines Customized Service 
with technical know how to insure for you maximum 
career development in the following areas: 

• Circuit Design • Software Development 
• Digital or Logic Design • Scientific Programming 
• Switching 
• Commnnications 
• Hardware Design 
• Manufacturing 
• Reliability 

• Real Time Systems 
• Business Systems 
• Commercial Programming 

'. Diagnostic Programming 
• OPS Research 

No charge to you for our custom service. All expenses 
paid by client companies (fees, interviewing & relocation). 
Expedite your development by sending resume in con
fidence with present salary and geographic preference to 

Frank Daniele, Director: 

t La Salle Associates 
Professional Search Dept. 

2136 Locust Street, Philadelphia, Pa. 19103 

For your free bulletin ~ithout any obligation. circle subscriber service card. 

Please use home address onlv. 
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'here tire /otl 0' retllOll1 
why Ellg/lleer.,· Progrtlmmerl 
tllld Sc/ellt/ltl tire 
mot/"t/led to cht/Ilge jolll. 

Iietld thele 'tlctl 
t/lld get mot/"tlted! 
FACT: When you join Lockheed Electronics Company in Houston, Texas you'll 
have the continuing opportunity to contribute to a number of vitally important and 
exciting space exploration programs. FACT: You'll be working in one of the finest 
professional environments in the nation at NASA's Manned Spacecraft Center. 
Equally important you'll work with, and learn from, many of the leaders in your 
specialty. FACT: You'll find housing plentiful, reasonable and easily financed. 
You can live just five minutes from your work and keep a boat virtually at 
your front door. FACT: Your children can attend one of the finest schools 
in the nation. In 1966, nearly 10% of the high school seniors in the local 
district were semi-finalists in the National Merit Scholarship Tests, 
compared to a national average of one-half of one percent. FACT: You 
can undertake graduate study at Lockheed's expense at anyone of 11 
near-by colleges and universities. FACT: You and yours can enjoy 
the many cultural and recreational activities that 
the nation's sixth largest city is famous for-the the-
atre, the ballet, the symphony, ball games at the As
trodome and year 'round golf on uncrowded courses. 
FACT: You can get all the facts about acareer with 
Lockheed Electronics Company, by rushing the 
coupon below to:" Mr. John May, Lockheed 
Electronics Company, 16811 El Camino Real, 
Houston, Texas. Or call him collect at (713) 488-0080. 
------------------1. 

Name ____________ I 
I 

StreetL--___________ I 
I 

City _____ State ___ Zip--- I 
Time preferred I 

Phone _______ for call I 
I Area of experience _________ I 

Degree ______ year granted_--l 

A Division of Lockheed Aircraft Corp'oration 
An Equal Opportunity Employer 

L_~ _______________ ~ 
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NEW DIRECTIONS INVOLVING MAN-MACHINE 
COMMUNICATION TECHNOLOGY OF VITAL IMPORTANCE 
TO SCIENTISTS, ENGINEERS, MILITARY PERSONNEL 

IN THE INFORMATION PROCESSING FIELD 
The papers contained in this volume, prepared for the Third Congress 
on Information Science and Technology, are the most advanced findings 
in the field. They provide vital points of reference for all who want to 
keep pace with the explosion of developments. All areas involving man
machine communication technology have been explored, with exciting 
forecasts and significant theoretical and practical breakthroughs. The 
section headings (listed at the right) read like a summary of perspec
tives for the coming decade! 

JUST PUBLISHED! 
Edited by Donald E. Walker 
Large forma~, 8112" x II" 
with large, readable type 

Divided into cat~gories 
for quick, easy reference 

424 pages with illustrations 

$12.75 

"INFORMATION SYSTEM 
Science and Technology" 
INFORMATION SYSTEMS AND 
OPERATIONS ANALYSIS 
MAN/COMPUTER 
INFORMATION INTERCHANGE 
TACTICAL COMMAND AND 
CONTROL: FIELD SYSTEMS 
MANAGEMENT OF MILITARY 
INFORMATION SYSTEMS WITHIN 
THE FRAMEWORK OF PL89-306 
COMMAND SYSTEM 
SIMULATION AND DESIGN 
ON-LINE MAN/COMPUTER 
INTERACTIVE SYSTEMS 
TACTICAL COMAND AND CONTROL 
SYSTEMS COMPATIBILITY 
IMPACT OF AUTOMATED 
INFORMATION SYSTEMS UPON 
ORGANIZATION AND MISSIONS 
ORGANIZATION FOR THE 
DESIGN OF MILITARY 
INFORMATION SYSTEMS 
THE COMPUTER UTILITY AND 
ITS USER COMMUNITY 
MILITARY COMMAND 
INFORMATION SYSTEMS 
COMMAND CONTROL SYSTEMS 
FIELD EXPERIMENTATION 
INFORMATION SYSTEMS 
FOR INTELLIGENCE 
TEXT PROCESSING SYSTEMS 
LABORATORY SIMULATION OF 
TACTICAL SYSTEMS AND 
THE QUEST FOR CRITERIA 
NEW DIRECTIONS FOR 
AUTOMATED 
INFORMATION SYSTEMS 

Available for ~mmediate Shipment - Order Now! 

THOMPSON 
BOOK COMPANY 

National Press Building 
Washington, D. C. 20004 

Thompson Book Company, 
National Press Building, Washington, D.C. 20004 
Please send me copies of 

"Information System Science and Technology" @ $12.75 
( ) Ch'eck ( ) Cash ( ) Money Order Total $, ___ _ 
Name _____________________ _ 

Address __ ~----------------------_ 
City ____________ State _____ Zip, ___ _ 
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NEW 1966 COMPUTER 
SALARY SURVEY 

-a summary of nation-wide computer salary ranges br9ken 
down by eleven professional classifications and including 

degree of experience and level of management. 

COMPUTER OPPORTUNITIES 
A LOOK AT 1967 

-a comprehensive analysis of current trends in computer 
employment including programming, business and scientific 

systems, operations research, real-time, management 
consulting, computer manufacturers, etc. salari!ils 

range to $75,000. 

To: receive your free copy without obligation please circle 
: the reader inquiry card or, to speed delivery, 

0. 
write directly to: 

source edp 

. "executive computer specialists" 
In Los Angeles -R. Q. Davis, 3470 Wilshire Blvd., (213) 386-5500 
In C~icago -D. A. Grimes, 100 S. Wacker Drive, (312) 782-0857 
In Detroit -C. N. Walther, 2990 W. Grand Blvd., (313) 871-5210 
In New York -E. G. Golden, 1414 Ave. of Americas, (212) 752-8260 
In .San Francisco-R. E. Clark, 111 Pine St., (415) 434-2410 

CLIENT COMPANIES ASSUME OUR CHARGES 

CIRCLE 312 ON READ~R CARD 

PROGRAM 
INVENTORS 
WANTED 

We mean it. We want people with 

an inventor's ingenuity, determination, 
and vision, to invent computer programs 
that stimulate the imagination and 
make our equipment (a General 
Electric 635) work for its money. 

In exchange for your "inventions," 
we offer a rewarding present, an even 
more rewarding future-and the kind 
of environment and working conditions 
that enable you to do as much 
inventing as you've a mind to. 

Interested? We'd like to meet you 

- soon. Send your resume to: R. D. 
Weaver, Jr., Sun Oil Company, 1616 
Walnut St., Phila., Pa. 19103. 

An equal opportunity emplover mlf 
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SPECIALISTS IN 
EXECUTIVE SEARCH 

FOR SENIOR 
EDP PROFESSIONALS 
• Controllers • Systems Planners 
• Systems Directors • Systems Analysts 
• Systems Managers • MIS Specialists 

Companies (users, consultants, 
manufacturers) seeking help in hir
ing top-flight EDP. personnel are 
invited to enquire about our search 
services. Please call (212) TN7 -5350. 
Or write: 
Mr. John S. Studwell, Presid~nt. 

John S. Studwell Associates 
310 MADISON AVENUE· NEW YORK 17, N.Y. 

PERSONNEL SEARCH CONSULTANTS 
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Electronic Digital Systems, R. K. Rich
ards, John Wiley and Sons, 1966. 

Dr. Richards' third book in the gen
eral area of computer technology im
presses this reviewer as a highly 
ambitious and reasonably successful 
undertaking. It is ambitious in several 
ways-it is quite a lengthy book writ
tEm in a de·ceptively simple narrative 
style with 30 or so line draw
ings scattered throughout to relieve 
only seldom the monotony of page 
after page of printing; it covers rather 
well the broad and technically sophis
ticated subject at hand, although it 
ranges unevenly in depth and treat
ment; and finally, the ideas and con
cepts are well enough handled so that 
they are and will remain current for 
a number of years to come. 

Briefly, I think the best word to 
describe the author's work is the 
noun "survey". modified by the ad
jective "tutorial." The reader will find 
nothing in the text that he cannot 
find elsewhere, but Richards has or
ganized the material into an exposi
tion of connected concepts rather than 
a series of case studies, which general
ly is the alternate approach for a 
text of this type. 

The 11 chapter headings will give 
an indication of the organization and 
range of material presented: history 
and introduction; theory of digital 
systems; the stored-program concept; 
automatic programming; digital data 
transmission; combined analog and 
digital techniques; telephone and 
message switching systems; the re
lationship between thinking and dig
ital systems; miscellaneous digital sys
tems; digital system reliability; and 
the automatic design of digital sys
tems. Each chapter is followed by 
an extensive and well selected bibli
ography. Unfortunately, the index 
(which was probably done by the 
publisher) is much too brief in pro
portion to the contents, thereby re
ducing significantly the value of the 
book as a reference. 

There appear to be no significant 
errors of fact in the text although, 
not surprisi~gly, I would differ with 
the author in points of emphasis. On 
the other hand, several rather ob
scure points brought out by Richards 
that I am familiar with are quite 
accurate and deserve the attention 
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Data Careers .in the 
'~CTION ATNIOSPHERE 99 

of McDonnell DATADROMES 
TM 

Computer technology is being applied to diverse 
business, government and industrial problems, on 
an around-the-clock basis, in the Datadromes of the 
McDonnell Automation Company. Here, in the 
"Action Atmosphere" of our data service organiza
tion, new applications, new techniques and new 
services develop daily. 

On a combination of cross-discipline data service, 
advanced computer application development, and 
nationwide facility expansion, the McDonnell 
Automation Company has grown to a leading position 
in our industry. 

Our specially prepared data facilities, wh'ich we 
call Datadromes, have served more than 800 clients 
throughout the nation and overseas. Datadromes 
are currently operating in St. LouIs, Houston, 
Denver, Falls Church, Va., and East Orange, N.J. 
And new ones are planned; 

Opportunities for creative people are growing at 
a leadership pace. If you are a creative, degree
holding data specialist, come and grow with us. Send 
your resume to P. L. Papin, Professional Employment, 
McDonnell Automation Company, Box 516, 
St. Louis, Missouri 63166. 

Consulting • Systems Design • Programming • Data Processing and Computing 

MCDONNELL AUTOMATION COMPANY 
A DIVISION OF MCDONNELL DOUGLAS 

An Equal Opportunity Employer in a Young Expanding Industry 
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Whether you are interested in broad 
commercial applications or scientific 
challenge, ITT Data Services can supply 
the situation-just bring your ingenuity 
and imagination. 

Commercial Programmers and 
Systems Analysts 
Openings at our metropolitan New 
York-New Jersey, Washington, D.C., 
and Los Angeles offices r.equire a BS and 
minimum of 1 year programming 
experience. You'll be working with OS, 
TOS, DOS, IBSYS, FMS, FORTRAN, 
COBOL, MAP, FAP and the full range 
of IBM 1400,7000 and System 360 
series computer systems. 

For East Coast openings, 
send your resume to: 
Charles Johnson, ITT Data Services 
Box 402, Rte. 17 & Garden State Parkway, 
Paramus, New Jersey 07652 

For West Coast openings, 
send your resume to: 
Ed Stiles, ITT Data Services 
999 No. Sepulveda Blvd. 
EI Se~undo, California 90245 

ITT Data Services Naval Programs 
NTDS and A-NEW openings at Virginia 
Beach, Va. require a BS and minimum 
of 6 months programming experience 
involving Real-Time Command/Control 
Systems on such equipment as IBM 
360/65, 67, RCA Spectra 70, GE 600, 
CDC 3000, 6000, Univac 490,1206, 
1830, 1230, 1218. 

For further information, 
send your resume to: 
William Cassidy, ITT Data Services 
Fleet Computer Programming Center 
FAAWTC, Virginia Beach, Virginia 23461 

ITT 
DATA SERVICES 
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books 
he gives them. One interesting and 
unique section describing the early 
history of computers mentions the 
Atanasoff-Berry digital computer 
which was developed during the pe
riod 1938 to 1942 by Professor John 
V. Atanasoff and his assistant, Dr. 
Clifford E. Berry, at Iowa State Col
lege. I knew Cliff Berry from 1951 
until his untimely death several years 
ago. In the early fifties his interest 
was still strong in the fledgling field 
of computer philosophy and design 
but this interest was maintained prin
cipally because he needed the com
puter as a tool for solving equations 
developed by another analytical in
strument to which he contributed his 
considerable creative energies, the 
mass spectrometer. It is worth noting 
for the record that he and several 
others stimulated the company for 
which he was then working, Con
solidated Electrodynamics Corp., into 
developing what became known as 
the Datatron computer, the design 
of which was initially justified as just 
indicated. From what Dr. Richards 

says, it appears that this early work 
at the college acted as the initial 
catalyst to what are now both the 
Eckert-Mauchly /Univac computers on 
the one hand and the Electro
Data/Burroughs computers on the 
other! To the best of my knowledge, 
this remarkable early history, which 
predates both the ENIAC design and 
the Princeton work by von Neuman 
et aI, has never before appeared in 
the literature. , 

It will be surprising if this book 
proves as successful as the first two. 
The book suffers because it does 'not 
appear to satisfy any significantly 
large segment of readers-it does not 
have the detailed technical informa
tion to justify· its use as an engineer
ing or 'college text, and it is too 
lengthy and detailed for the lay read
er who sincerely wants to learn some-

thing about digital systems without 
exhaustion setting in. I am reminded 
of the comment made by my father, 
who was a prolific reader, that he 
seldom read lengthy books because 
it made his finger tired. I think this 
comment is appropriate here. 

- JOHN ALRICH 

book briefs 
(For further information on the books 
listed below, please write directly to 
the publishing company.) 

• 
Residue Arithmetic and its Applications 
to Computer Technology, Nicholas S. 
Szabo and Richard I. Tanaka. McGraw
Hill, New York, N.Y. 223 pages. $12.50. 

A summary of all known work in the 
field of residue arithmetic, with a 
tutorial description of principles and 
indicated applications. 

Educational Data Processing: New Di
mensions and Prospects, Richard. A. 
Kaimann and Robert W. Marker. 
Houghton Mifflin. Boston, Mass. 1967. 
326 pages. 

A collection of articles and speeches 
from many sources, a few of them by 
the editors. They are grouped into 
the rather vague categories such as 
concepts, constraints, current impact, 
etc. 

Principles of Data Processing,' William 
J. Claffey. Dickenson Publishing Co., 
Belmont, Calif. 1967. 25 pages. 

An elementary introduction for a first 
course in data processing, covering 
accounting machines, flow charting, 
and programming principles for the 
1401 and 1620. 

i 

Numerical Calculations and Algorithms, 
Royce Beckett and James Hurt. Mc
Graw-Hili, New York, N.Y. 1967. 298 
pages. $9.95 . . 

Intended as a text for college engi
neering and science students, showing 
general techniques of program solving 
with numerical procedures needed in 
engineering. 

Control . Systems Functions and Pro
gramming Approaches, Vol. B, Appli
cations, Dimitris N. Chorafas. Academic 
Press, New York, N.Y. 1966. 276 
pages. $11. 

Discussion of a variety of applications, 
including process and data control, 
metals industry, transportation, and 
banking. 
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PROGRAMMERS, SYSTEMS ANALYSTS 

When you program for ITT Data Services, 
You're right in the middle of things. 

And that goes for location as well as technology. 
All of our Data Processing Service 
Facilities are located in population 
nerve centers. The one in New Jersey 
(equipment-wise,' the largest in the 
world) is linked to four satellite sta
tions throughout Greater New York. 
And there's one similar to it in Los 
Angeles, soon to be linked by high 
speed lines with satellites in Northern 
and Southern California to serve al
most any organization from indus
trial giants to small accounting firms. 
We have a special center in Virginia 
Beach, Va., a top vacation spot, which 
services NTDS (Navy Tactical Data 
System) and A-NEW (A New Project). 

ITT Data Services computer net
works offer a full range of business 
and scientific data processing serv
ices to both private industry and gov
ernment. These services include 
systems design, programming, com
putational services and data center 
management. 

Technically, you will cover a lot of 
advanced ground. At our Eastern and 
Western Regional Commercial Com
puter Centers you'll be involved in 
large-scale, multi-computer, high 
speed, real-time, many machine
language systems and more. With 
NTDS and A-NEW, in Virginia Beach, 
there are special problems of solv
ing input-output communications, in
terrogation and response, tactical 

geometrics and inter I intra computer 
logic and timing problems. 

You'll find the ITT benefits program 
exceptionally liberal-and all of our 
locations afford an opportunity to pur
sue advanced studies at nearby col
leges and universities under the ITT 
tuition refund program .. 

Get in the middle of things. Review 
the information on the left-hand page 
and contact our representative at the 

, location of your choice. 

A Division of International Telephone and Telegraph Corporation ITT 
A Plans for Progress Equal Opportunity Employer (mIt) DATA SERVICES 
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Batch Control 
Real Time 

Direct Digital Control 
Multi-level Programming 

Time Sharing 
Priority Structure 

Supervisory Control 
Command and Control. 
Scientific Programming 

}iOXBORO® 
Specialisls in Process and Energy Control 

An Equal Opportunity Employer 
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Software Engineers: 
9an you meet the challenge. 
of Process Control? 
Programming for process control is a never-ending challenge. 
That's because there's no end to the things people need -:- oil 
and gasoline, food, textiles, power, steel, cement, to name a few.' 
No end, either, to the business of developing new processes, 
simplifying old ones. 

The state of the process control '"l'rogramming art just won't 
stay put. 

If you're resourceful, like the idea of a steady flow of new chal
lenges, and have solid programming experience in one of the 
disciplines shown, we'd like to talk to you: 

Send your resume to: 
John G. Willett 
Supervisor, Technical Recruiting 

" The Foxboro Company 
9D Neponset Avenue 
"Foxboro, Massachusetts 02035 
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Computer openings 
on Apollo/Saturn V 
and other 
Boeing programs 

• • • • • •• 
•• •• 

••••••••• 
•• •• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 

• 

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • .' • • • 

• • 

,r' 

.y:. ... 

• • ••••••••••• • •••••••••••••• 

I'm interested in a Boeing career; please contact me with details. 

Name ________________________ ~ ____________________ _ 

Address ____________________________________________ __ 

Phone (incl. area code), ______________________________ _ 

City __________________ State ________ Zip, ___ _ 

I'm usually home between ___ and ___ (hours) on_-:. __ (days) 

Degree/Field of Interest ___________________ _ 

Please mail to the location of your choice and qualifications: HUNTSVILLE:' 
Mr. Lee Batt, The Boeing Company, P.O. Box 1680-DAI, Huntsville, Alabama 
35807. SEATTLE: Mr. R. R. Laurie, The Boeing Company, P.O. Box 3999-DAI, 

, Seattle, Washington 98124. 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Boeing's deep involvement with the na
tion's major space and missile programs 
provides immediate career, opportunities 
for computer specialists 'it Huntsville, 
Alabama, and Seattle, Washington. 

As a Saturn V support contractor to 
the National Aeronautics and Space 
Administration on Project Apollo, The 
Boeing Company is performing major 
systems engineering and integration func
tions at the Marshall Space Flight Center 
at Huntsville. Boeing also is weapon 

" 

system integrator for the U.S. Air Force's 
advanced Minuteman II ICBM, prime 
contractor for the NASA Lunar Orbiter, 
and system integration contractor for 
SRAM, the new USAF Short-Range 
Attack Missile . 

Immediate openings exist on the Apollo/ 
Saturn V program at Huntsville for com
puter programmers in scientific digital 
programming and analog and hybrid ap
plications. Minimum requirements in
clude a B.S. degree in an applicable dis
cipline, plus programming experience 
with hybrid analog or digital computers . 

Positions are also available in Seattle 
on the Minuteman, Lunar Orbiter, and 
SRAM programs. Assignments include 
data processing software (analysis and 
programming), information systems re
search, and product computing systems . 
Minimum requirements include a B.S., 
M.S. or Ph.D. in an applicable discipline, 
plus two to five years experience . 

Salaries are commensurate with experi
ence and educational background. Mov
ing and travel allowances are paid to new
ly employed personnel. Boeing is an equal 
opportunity employer. 

Please fill in and mail the coupon to the 
location of your choice and qualifications. 
A Boeing representative will get in touch 
with you. 

aDElA'S 
SPACE DIVISION 

MISSILE & INFORMATION SYSTEMS DIVISION 

Other Divisions: Commercial Airplane - Vertol- Wichita 
Also, Boeing Scientific Research Laboratories , 



look ahead 

(Continued/rom page 19/ 

ANOTHER SOFTWARE 
LEASING FIRM OPENS 

TAX TREATMENT &: 
PROGRAMMING COSTS 

RUMORS AND 
RAW RANDOM DATA 

September 1961 

In Hawthorne, Calif., Disc Pack Corp. currently 
has units in field test, a year later than the firm 
had projected, and should be making deliveries within 
a month. They're now a subsidiary of Memorex Corp. 

But if you can't wait, or need some for a few 
days, Time Brokers Inc. in NYC rents the 1316 for 
$l/day. 

A new firm,Computer Resources Corp., Wilton, Conn., 
has been set up by ex-IBMer Jerome Priest to attack 
the -software problem" by distributing proprietary 
packages. So far the 10-man company (to grow to 30 by 
year-end) has gathered programs "worth millions of 
dollars" from 20 suppliers to sell or lease, . 
initially, to service bureaus and bank customer 
services departments. CRC-tailored documentation, 
training, and installation come with the package. 
And, using 20 independent consultants, CRC will also 
advise in such areas as setting up bank services. The 
firm, which will pay royalties to suppliers, figures 
program'pricewillg~nerally be around 1/4th the cost 
of development. Programs include a business package-
Expand--for the IBM 1130, audio response, insurance 
agency, other accounting packages, simUlations for 
education and training, and information retrieval. 

A significant case before the Internal Revenue's 
Income Tax Div. questions whether a computer user's 
programming, done by an outside firm, should be 
deducted as an ordinary expense or treated as capital 
expenditure, meaning amortization over more than one 
year, possibly over the life of the system. There's 
a "grass roots" movement among field agents to make ' 
programs a capital item (affecting software by outSide 
programming firms since. salaries paid for internal 
programming can't be amortized). 

The ruling shOUld be out late September or 
October. If it favors amortization, some feel it will 
not only hurt the users financially (tying up . 
capital),· but also cut down on contracts to outside 
firms and discourage conversion to new systems. One 
observer suggests it could give rise to a new kind of 
company--a hardware leasing firm that also provides 
special software packages whose cost is absorbed in 
the rent of the equipment. 

Biggest news out of Share: IBM says it will not offer 
extensions of Fortran &: Cobol, will put its money on 
PL/I. The co. is more optimistic about TSS, expects 
the first release in October to service 20 consoles 
with "reasonable" response times, plus background 
batch equivalent to the 7094-11. Phil Cramer of SDC 
is new Share president ••• With its hybrid system sales 
higher than expected, EAI is de-emphasizing marketing 
of its digital computers as stand-alone units. The 
firm intends to improve its digital talent, specially 
in software, and will come out with a new line of 
scientific stand-alone digitals within a year ••• The 
August issue of Research/Development magazine has an 
article describing an experimental'film memory with 
a packing denSity of 160 million bits/sq centimeter. 
Work wa~ conducted at Eastman Kodak ••• Look for a new 
Uriivac computer, the 9400, to be announced later this 
year ••• SDC~developed Jovial (J3) has been adopted as 
the standard language for AF command/control jobs ••• 
Button seen at Share meeting said: -Nationalize IBM.-
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COMPUTER 
SPECIALISTS: 

BELLCOMM has immediate 
openings for work on 
Computer Systems and 
Data Processing in 

. Advanced Manned Missions 
Bellcomm is interviewing now for imaginative computer 

specialists who can define the functional requirements, 
equipm·ent configuration, software concepts and reliability 
objectives of advanced spaceborne computers for Manned 
Space Flight missions. 

The work involves study of the onboard and ground 
data processing needs associated with the preparation for 
and conduct of advanced manned missions. It includes 
analysis of data to be transmitted between space vehicle 
and ground-based computer systems, and investigation of 
data compression and encoding techniques to insure re
liable data communications under power and bandwidth 
constraints. ' 

We need people who will perform systems engineering 
studies and establish performance characteristics of com
puter systems to meet these requirements. 

If you are qualified, and interested in Bellcomm's work
systems engineering for the Office of Manned Space Flight, 
National Aeronautics and Space Administration-you are 
invited to send yOur resume to Mr. N. W. Smusyn; Personnel 
Director, Bellcomm, Inc., Room 1519-E, 1100 17th Street, 
N.W.,Washington, D. C. 20036. Bellcomm is an equal 
opportunity employer. 

Bellcomm, Inc. 
A Bell System Company 

SCIENTIFIC 
PROGRAMMERS 

MATH MODELERS 

YOUR FUTURE 
IS AT ColVDUCTRolV 

Because right now we're working 
on simulation requirements for fu
ture commercial and military air
craft, such as the SST. And Conduc
tron's current success in landing 
simulation contracts for the Boeing 
727, 737, 747, Douglas DC-8, DC-9 
and Lockheed C-SA stems partially 
from our initial application of digital 
computers to give a versatility that 
analog versions could never offer . 

If you would like to apply your ex
perience and your ability toward get
ting the right answers, in terms of 
salary, advancement and excellent 
living conditions, you'd do well to 
investigate current job opportunities 
at Conductron-Missouri. These in
clude assignments similar to those 
which led to such triumphant ad
vances as the Mercury and Gemini 
simulators which were previously de
signed and developed as a Conduc
tron contribution toward winning the 
space race. 

If you want to learn more about 
Conductron-Missouri's outstanding 
growth opportunities and our excel
lent benefit programs including full 
tuition refund plan, send your resume 
and salary requirements in confi
dence to Mr. Tom Walenga, Profes
sional Employment, Dept. DA4. 

r • 
,. 

CONDI.ICTRON-Nl,SSOI.lR' 

A Division of Conductron Corporation 
P.O. Box 426, St. Charles (St. Louis), 

Mo. 63301 

We are and always have been. 
an equal opportunity employer 

CIRCLE 317 ON READER CARD 

DRTRMRTION 



ELECTRONIC ENGINEERS 
PROFESSIONAL GROWTH 

OPPORTUNITIES with 
RADIATION INCORPORATED 

AN INVITATION-

to consider a challenging career in ex
ploring new frontiers of advanced satellite 
communications with a forward thinking 
leader of electronic research and develop
ment. Stimu lating staff assignments in a 
professionally growth-oriented atmosphere 
are realities in the following areas of 
aerospace systems design. 

Aerospace Communications Systems Engineer 
Requires strong capability in deSign of 
communication systems with a minimum of 
three years in aerospace applications. Must 
be well grounded in coding techniques for 
analog and digital data and voice systems 
along with the state-of-the-art tracking 
systems. Background in technical presenta
tions, as well as proposal preparation is 
required. A familiarity with advanced hard
ware to perform aerospace communications 
functions is necessary. 

Responsibilities will include the concep
tion of system design, technical ap
proaches, and the performance of trade 
studies for application on specific pro
grams; conducting technical discussions 
and presentations; proposal preparation; 
and performing as a technical consultant 

Aerospace Data Processing Systems 
Engineer 

Requires heavy experience in computer 
systems design with a minimum of three 
years in aerospace applications. Must be 
familiar with the functions and formats 
of digital telemetry, command, timing, and 
displays. Experience in technical presenta
tions to customers, as well as proposal 
preparation is necessary. Should be famil
iar with the availability of aerospace com
puters and of the general capabilities and 
deficiencies of each. 

Responsibilities will include the manage
ment of studies involving the integration 
of the various electronic functions into a 
single system. Assignments to include con
ception of systems through consulting on 
development programs. 

,Investigate Your Future with Radiation 
Incorporated by forwarding a personal re
sume. in confidence to: 

R. W. Underill 

r:J . , RADIATION 
INCORPORATED 

Melbourne, Fiorida 32901 

An Equal Opportunity Employer 

CIRCLE 318 ON READRE CARD 
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datamart 
Addrlss all replies to box number advertise· 
ments II follows. 

Box ............. . 

DATAMATION 
F. D. Thompson Publications, Inc. 
35 Mason Street 
Greenwich, Conn. 06830 
Classified Advertising 

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE 
PURCHASE OR LEASE 

IBM unit record equipment needed immedi
ately. 407, 402, 1401, 083, etc. Complete in
stallations for lease with systems assistance. 
Data Equipment Sales, Inc., 7151 Envoy, Court, 
Dallas, Texas 75247, Telephone: (214) ME 7-
6570. 

FOR SALE 
Principals 

1401 COMPUTER' 
CARD/TAPE SYSTEM 

Late model 5, 12K, extra features 
7330 tape drives 

, ALSO 
FIVE 024/KEY PUNCHES 

ALPHA/NUMERIC 
ALSO 

HIGH SPEED 
BURSTING MACHINE 

Box #9-1 

HIGHEST PRICES PAID 
For IBM Printing card punches. 

WR ITE BOX #9-2 

OUTSTANDING VALUES 
IN EDP EQUIPMENT 

sell ing/ pLirchasing/ leasing 
Computer Sales Inc;, 128 Woodland Ave., 

'Yonkers, N.Y. 16703 914-423-0688 

HELP WANTED-NON-PROFIT INSTITUTIONS 

< 

PROGRAMMER ANALYST 

Required for experimental projects 
in medicai iriformation systems. 

CPHA 
FIRST NATIONAL BUILDING 

Ann Arbor, Michigan 
An Equal Opportunity Employer 

Available Early 1968 , 

2-1410 
Computer Systems-:-Share 2302 File-BO K, 2 
channels each-12-729V drives 

Full IBM Maintenance 
'By Owner 

Additional Information, Box 9-3 

FOR LEASE 
7074 COMPUTER 

Extended period 
Available 4th Quarter 1967 

Your Site 
2 Charinel-lO Tapes 
729 IV's or 729 VI's 

(your choice) 
Box 9-4 

for 
programmers 

only: 

The hard 
facts 

about Software 
-and you! 

As you well know. in the 
computer field. Hardware 
and Software go together
like ham & eggs. red. white 
and blue. boys and girls. 
and other natural and essen
tial combinations. 

As you also know. a Soft
ware program can be no 
better than the Hardware that 
will handle it. Now-c-U N IVAC 
Hardware is acknowledged 
to be number one techno
logically in the computer 
business. And that is an im
portant reason why our Soft
ware programming section 

,is so attractive to talented 
people looking for the like
liest place to work and grow. 

Right now. there are es
pecially desirable oppor
tunities available in real time 
applications. command and 
control. compiler and ma
chine language develop
ment. and research and 
methods programming. 

If you'd like more hard 
facts about what Univac has 
programmed for talented 
Software people. write: R. K. 
Patterson. Personnel Man
ager. Dept. 118. 

Write today and make an 
appointment with tomorrow 

UNIVAC 
D I V I SID N D F S PER R Y RAN. D CDR P. 

FEDERAL SYSTEMS DIVISiDN 

2750 WEST SEVENTH BLVD. 

ST. PAUL. MINNESDTA 5511& 

An equal opportunity employer M/F 

CIRCLE 319 ON READER CARD 
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DATA PROCESSING PROFESSIONALS 

HAVE YOU HEARD OF 

CASES 
Let our 360 evaluate your qualifications against all 
orders in CASES (Computerized Applicant .Search, 
Evaluation and Selection) for one year. Positions 
are located in all areas of the country. 

Send us a resume along with your geographic re
strictions and salary requirements and CASES will 
search for you. 

If you don't have a resume send us your address 
and we will forward you a simplified INPUT form. 
No cost or obligation. All replies strictly confidential. 

J. J. MC NICHOLS 

FOX-MORRIS ASSOCIATES 
1500 Chestnut Street 

Philadelphia, Pa. 19Ui2 

CIRCLE 321 ON READER CARD 

To find Ii better 
position ... 
use a system. 

The ft I I system. 
The only network of personnel offices specializing 
in systems occupations. 
Regional offices located in principal U.S. cities 
offer 'competent job seekers the widest possible 
selection of positions. 

. A nearby R-H office programs itself to follow your 
particular requirements. 
All fees are paid by management. 
PROGRAMMERS • SYSTEMS ANALYSTS • MANAGERS 
Send your resume in confidence to your nearest 
R-H office. 

ROBERT HALF PER~ONNEL AGENCIES 
World's Largest Financial & EDP Personnel Specialists 

..... 
Baltimore: One Charles Center ••••.. (301) 837-0313 
Boston: .140 Federal 5t .............. (617) 423-6440 
Chicago: 333 N. Michigan Ave .•••••• (312) 782-6930 
Cleveland: 1367 East 6th 51. ......... (216) 621-0670 
Dallas: 1170 Hartford Bldg .......... (214) 742-9171 
Detroit: 1114 Guardian Bldg .•.•••••. (313) 961-5430 
Los Angeles: 3600 Wilshire Blvd ..... (213) 381-7974 
New York: 330 Madison Ave •••••••••• (212) 986-1300 
Newark: 570 Broad 51. ............... (201) 623-3661 
Philadelphia: 2 Penn Center ••••••••• (215) 568-4580 
Pittsburgh: 429 Forbes Ave .••••••..• (412) 471-5946 
St. Louis: 1015 Locust 51. .•.......... (314) 231-0114 
San Francisco: 111 Pine 51. ......... (415) 434-1900 
Stamford, Conn.: One Atlantic 51. ••• (203) 325-4158 

CIRCLE 322 ON 'flEADER CARD 

At Earth Sciences we offer unequalled professional 
diversification. Seismology, solid earth geophysics, 

hydro acoustics and design and development of 
systems engineering associated with seismic, 

geophysical and advanced electro-mechanical space 
instrumentation systems. Such programs as 

ALSEP (Apollo Lunar Passive Seismic System), 
VELA Uniform (Detection of Underground 

Nuclear Explosions), LASA (Large Aperture 
Seismic Array), Tonto Forest Seismic 

Observatory, and others are representative 
of the diversified scientific programs conducted 

by Earth SCiences_. If you are interested 
in challenge, you will find ample opportunity 

for professional growth at Earth Sciences. 
Facilities are located in Pasadena, Calif.j 
Dallas, Texas, and Alexandria, Va. Should 

you be interested in exploring opportunities 
for Geophysicists, Statisticians, Acoustic 

Specialists, Seismologists or Electrical 
Engineering Scientists, please submit 

. resume or contact: D. M. Elliott, Assistant to 
the Vice-President, 171 North Santa Anita Ave., 

Pasadena, Calif. 91107; or M. D. Beck, 
Personnel Administrator, 314 Mongomery 

Street, Alexandria, Va. 22313. 

I~AI~TH St~I~lt~~S 
A TELEDYNE COMPANY 

~~ 
An equal opportunity employer 

CIRCLE 320 ON READER CARD 
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Cartoon by Whitney Darrow, Jr. 

Rea buddy! 
·One gift works many wonders· 

THE UNITED WAY 

When you give 
the UNITED WAY 

you make . 
. someone happy ~ . 

September 1967 

* people 
• Dr. William F. Brown, former 
chief of mathematical and computing 
sciences at the Atomics International 
Div. of North American Aviation, has 
been appointed director of manage
ment systems and information sci
ences, a new directorate at A vco Mis
sile Systems Division in Wilmington, 
Mass. 

• Jerry Koory has joined Program
matics as manager, systems pwgram
ming, in Los Angeles. Formerly he 
was manager of the computer appli
cations department at Planning Re
search Corp. 

• George Vosatka is now corporate 
vp, marketing, at Univac, a new post. 
Most recently he was head of mar
keting for Informatics. 

• Herbert Ohlman is now associ
ate director for educational and in
formation systems of the Central 
Midwestern Regional Laboratory, 
Inc., of St. Ann, Mo. He will be in
volved with all aspects of computer 
application· and instruction for edu
cational systems in this four-state 
CEMREL region. Prior to his appoint
ment, Mr. Ohlman had been a sci-

. entist and product planner for Xerox 
Corp. in Rochester, N.Y. 

• Dr. Richard H. Fuller has been 
appointed manager of woven plated
wire memory engineering at General 
Precision's Librascope Group. Prior to 
his present position he had been man
ager of· the information technology 
department of Librascope's Advanced 
Technology Center. 

• Merlyn C. Rue has been named 
director of information services at 
Travenol Laboratories, Inc., domestic 
subsidi~ry of Baxter Laboratories. He 
previously served as corporate direc
tor of systems and data processing 
for Allis-Chalmers. 

• Dan R. Carmichael has been elect-
. ed president of the Teletype Corp. 
to succeed Maurus T. Goetz, who is 
retiring. Carmichael had been trea
surer of the company. 

• Dr. Ronald I. Ribler has joined 
Computer Sciences Corp. as a senior 
member of the advisory staff of the 
company's computer sciences division. 

computer 
careers 

ShOuld you base your career on 
just one interview? Make your 
choice Trom among several career 
positions! 

EUROPEAN and 

NATIONWIDE CHOICE 
N.Y., N.J., NEW ENGLAND, WASHING· 
TON, D.C., PHILA., MINNESOTA, 
TEXAS, HUNTSVILLE, FLORIDA, ARI
ZONA, CALIFORNIA AND OTHERS 

Contact us if you have some experience 
or interest in any of the following: 

o Scientific Computation - Data 
Reduction or Numerical Analysis
Unusual Outerspace/ Lunar and Ad
vanced Programs 

o Software Development - lan
guages, Compilers, Assemblers, 
Monitors or Sub-Routines 

o Real Time Systems-Message, 
On Line, Process Control 

o Systems-Planning, Design, 
Analysis of State of the Art Massive 
Data Handling of I.R. Systems 

o Technical Representatives
Programming and Systems support 
to Sales 

o Digital or Logical Design 

o Management Sciences 
o Sales and Marketing 
Unique opportunities exist in the 
$9000-25,000 class for Managers & 
Seniors and Men who can accept 
management responsibility and pro
fessional growth 

SCIENTIFIC & O.R. 
TECHNIQUES 
APPLICATION 

ADAPTIVE SYSTEMS 
DEVELOPMENT 

All expenses are assumed by our client 
companies. 

Write in confidence, including pres
ent salarY, acceptable locations or 
call (Collect) Mr. Nellissen (Area 
Code 212) PLaza 9-1720 

aLBeRT. neLLIssen. Inc. 
leading Consultants to Management 

In the Data Processing field 

510 MADISON AVENUE. N.Y .• N.Y. 10022 
CIR,CLE 323 ON READER CARD 
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CAREER MEMO 

To PROGRAMMERS/ ANALYSTS/ENGINEERS 
From EVERETT KElLEY ASSOCIATES 
If your present position lacks professional motiva
tion ... NOW is the time to let us program your pro
fessional future ... 

Consult our staff of experienced specialists who are 
at your dispoial. They will open doors and arrange 
favorable interviews with selected clients. Utilize 
your total professional capability in: 

• Scientific Programming • Digital or Logic Design 
• Real Time Systems • Circuit Design 
• Software Development • Commercial Programming 
• Operations Research • Mathematics 
'. Applied Systems • Development Engineering 
• Systems Design • Communications 
• Consulting • Sales/Marketing 

Salary range: $8,000-$30,000. All expenses paid by 
client companies (fees, interviewing and relocation). 
Submit your resume in strict confidence, including 
salary requirements and geographic preference, di
rectly to Mr. R. L. Keilholtz or Mr. Donald Wayne, or 
write for our composite resume form A. 

iI~~~ EVERETT KELLEY i 
1, ,j, ASSOCIATES ~O~ 
~ CORlultant. to the A 

Computer Indu.try 
J.~ I So. Broad Street (Suite. ~ 0 0) 

Philadelphia, Pa. l~ 1 O? 

CIRCLE 326 ON READER CARD 

PROGRAMMER and 
PROGRAMMER ANALYST 
Expansion in our Laboratories has created career opportunities in 
the computer field for programmers and program analysts. We are 
a leading producer of electronic switching equipment and control 
systems. 

Positions exist for programmers who are interested in the chal
lenge of on-line real-time programming and in design and imple
mentation of large computer control systems. 

Opportunities involve the development of total program systenis 
including operation program units, control program, diagnostic and 
self checking programs and utility arid on-line support programs. 

Work will be on a variety of application for advanced communica
tion equipment that employs multiple computers, large random
access files, colored display units, etc. Design automatic program
ming concepts for computer aided design and applications. 
Development of program support systems including: utility pro
grams, simulation, languages, and support application development. 
All positions require a technical discipline plus 2 or more years 
expe rience. 

Please send resume detailing experience, education, and salary 
requirements to Mr. G. Askam. 

Automatic Electric Company 

400 N. Wolf Road 

Northlake, Illinois 60164 

A subsidiary of General Telephone & Electronics 
An Equal Opportunity Employer 
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.INFORMATION PROCESSING" 
Ro - MAC & ASSOCIATES 

is pleased to announce the opening of two additional offices. 

*1 n Connecticut: 
Bishops Corner 

345 North Main Street 
West Hartford, Connecticut 
. (203) 236-1931 

*In Rhode Island: 
Garden City Concourse 
Cranston, Rhode Island 

(401) 942-5373 

We specialize in the placement of data processing and financial personnel. All fees are 
paid by client companies. Qualified candidates are urged to contact us regarding oppor
tunities ranging from $8,000 to $30,000. 

In Connecticut: 
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345 North Main Street 
West Hartford 

(203) 236-1931 

"Replies are held in confidence" 

Ro-MAC & ASSOCIATES 
PERSONNEL CONSULTANTS 

In Rhode Island: 
Garden City Concourse 

Cranston 
(401) 942-5373 

In Massachusetts: 
200 Boylston Street 

Chestnut Hill 
(617) 969-4010 

CIRCLE 327 ON READER CARD 

In Maine-N.H. 
94 Auburn Street 

Portland 
(207) 797-2191 

DATAMATION 



Any programmer who wants a 
cushy job with us, would be better 
off in some other berth. 

We're-looking for champs who 
enjoy real challenges. 

We want people who -under
stand that professional growth 
comes to those who overcome. 

And we've got the tough prob
lems- the interesting ones-that 
need ta m i ng. 

So, if you're just the opposite 
of a ho-hum type, you're the man 
we want to hire. 

There's no limit to your per
sonal growth at Link Information 
Sciences. 

We're far from new to the com
puter field, but we've taken a quan
tum step forward to new goals and 
growth. 

You may know our reputation· 
in aerospace and military work. 
Now we're doing commercial work 
as well. Our business is making 
computers payoff. 

Here's your chance for major 
accomplishments on an important 
team. The fields? Systems Analy-

September 1967 

sis, Application Programming, 
Mathematical Analysis, Computer 
Systems Programming. Opportuni
ties are located in Washington, D.C. 
and Pleasantville, just north of 
New York City. 

Look these over. If you've got 
the ability, they're not hard to take. 
System Analysts 

To perform total system evalu
ation and prepare preliminary 
design specifications for program
ming a total system. _ Duties will 
i'nclude assistan'ce in proposal 
planning, system analysis, and co
ordination of system development. 
Eight years eXRerience desi red 
with minimum of bachelor's de
gree. 
Scientific Programmers 

BS Degree in Mathematics, 
Physics or Engineering with 4 or 
more years experience in scientific 
programming of software and as
sociated applications in propulsion, 
simulation, guidance and control, 
data reduction and real time sys
tems. Programmers participate in 

CIRCLE 329 ON READER CARD 

analysis, systems design, program
ming and implementation. 

Commercial Programmers 
BS or -SA Degree in Scientific 

or Business discipline with 4 or 
more years programming or 'sys
tems analysis experience in inven
tory control, labor distribution, 
payrolls or information storage 
and (etrieval. COBOL or Auto
Coder, tape and disc application. 

Send your resume in complete 
confidence to Mr. Peter N. Bowen. 
Manager, Employment, Dept. D-4 
Link Information Sciences, General 
Precision, Inc., 515 Washington 
Ave., Pleasantville, N.Y. 10570. 

LINK INFORMATION SCIENCES 

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER 
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The Aerospace 
Corporation 
needs comp~ter 
systems engineers 

The Aerospace Corporation provides technical direction for 
the U.S. Government's major military space programs. Our 
responsibilities include advanced satellites, launch vehi
cles and orbiting space stations. We have an immediate 
need for highly qualified computer systems engineers with 
B.S. degrees (preferably M.S.) and five years of directly 
related experience. Specifically, we need: 

COMPUTER SOFTWARE SYSTEMS ENGINEERS Opportuni
ties exist for professional senior level programming 
systems personnel to participate in software systems 
design, technical direction and evaluation of software 
products in various stages of development. These tasks 
require experience in one or more of the following 
areas: Command and Control, Multiprogramming and 
Multiprocessin'g Operative Systems; Software Valida
tion; Message Switching; Automated Equipment 
Check-out; Direct Digital Control. Emphasis will be 
placed on improving the effectiveness of computer 
program development activities and real-time com
puter system design involving the use of advanced 
programming concepts and techniques. 

COMPUTER TECHNOLOGY ENGINEERS These position.s 
require qualified technology engineers interested in 
pushing the frontiers related to space systems appli
cations. Applicants should possess experience in basic 
computer technology including computer organization, 
memory, logic and input/output. Knowledge of the 
aerospace computer state-of-the-art is desirable. 
Assignments will include performance of technology 
surveys, evaluation of alternate design mechanization 
and formulation of computer requirements to fulfill 
space oriented applications. 

DIGITAL SYSTEMS ENGINEERS Opportunities exist for 
qualified digital computer engineers interested in the 
development of computer systems related to space 
applications. Applicants should possess a background 
in digital systems design and theory including such 
factors as software implications, reliability and opera
tion. Typical assignments include determination of 
launch vehicle, satellite and satellite tracking com
puter requirements, development of computer func
tional specifications and performan~e of related 
trade-off studies. 

The Aerospace Corporation is located in Southwest Los 
Angeles, about one mile from the ocean. Nearby highways 
and freeways connect Aerospace with a variety of beach, 
valley and highly desirable hillside residential communi
ties. For further information on these career positions, 
please send your resume to: 
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S. J. Robinson 
The Aerospace Corporation 
P.O. Box 95085 
Los Angeles, Calif. 90045 

THE AEROSPACE CORPORATION 
An Equal Opportunity Employer 

CIRCLE 330 ON READER CARD 

Business 
Programmer 
Experience in Marketing, Accounting, and 
Finance. A minimum of one year experience 
working with IBM 1400 Autocoder /IOCS 
on a tape/disk system. Familiarity with IBM~ 
System 360 COS/DOS Operating Systems, 
COBOL, and RPG desirable. 

Software 
(SYSTE.MS) 

,Programmer 
To establish Standards and Procedures for 
systems analysts and programmers. A work
ing knowledge of IBM 1400 Autocoder /IOCS 
tape/disk system or similar system. Presently 
involved in IBM System 360/30 COS/DOS 
software support programming with knowl
edge of higher level languages. College de
gree is required. 

Please send complete resume of training and 
experience including salary expectations to: 

Professional Employment 

,B ris tol Lab 0 rato ries 
Division of Bristol-Meyers Company 

Syracuse, New York 13201 
An Equal Opportunity Employer 
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SOFTWARE 
SPECIALISTS 

HERE IS YOUR 
OPPORTUNITY TO ENTER 

THE CHALLENGING 
NEW FIELD OF 
TIME SHARING 

We are expanding our multi-access computing serv
ice and have positions-not just jobs, but top-rank 
career opportunities-for people with a. solid back
ground in programming and a, minimum of one year 
of experience working with compilers, operating sys
tems assemblers, real-time communications or com
puter-aided instruction. 

Openings at all levels with salaries ranging from 
$10,000 to $20,000 plus. Fringe benefits, of course. 

Send your resume to R. D. Meyer, Vice President
Personnel, or phone him collect at 301-652-2268. 

© c ~ c il Cl rnlINC. 

5272 River Road 
Washington, D. C. 20016 

An equal opportunity employer 
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You'll have countless opportunities 
for career growth 

as an IBM programmer 

Pictured above is the tape library for Gemini! Apollo missions showing taped data 
acquisition which could help you asa Programmer in IBM's Federal Systems Center. 

In the area of space exploration, IBM Programmers have 
written hundreds of instructions for the most sophistica
ted real-time systems in the world, for instance; guidance 
and on-board computers for Gemini spacecraft and 
Apollo launchings. 

As an IBM Programmer in the Federal Systems Divi
sion, you could become involved with some of the new 

. ideas-new techniques-new systems-such as ballistic 
missile re-entry programs, communications traffic or sur
vivability programs. IBM Programmers decide the best· 
rational approach to problems, specify necessary steps, 
and test results. There are countless opportunities for 
your career growth. 

If you're a keen, logical Programmer who would like to 
have important space or defense experience, consider the 
openings now available at these IBM Federal Systems Di
vision locations: 

SPACE SYSTEMS CENTER, Bethesda, Maryland. Re-

An· ~quql Opportunity Employer. 

sponsible for space vehicle programs-at Huntsville, Ala
bama; Cape Kennedy, Florida; Los Angeles, California; 
and for space system design at its Washington Engineer
ing Laboratory. 

FEDERAL SYSTEMS CENTER, Gaithersburg, Mary
land (Washington· metropolitan area). Responsible for 
command, intelligence, ground support, management in- . 
formation and marine systems. 

FEDERAL SYSTEMS CENTER, Houston, Texas. Re
sponsible for design/development of data processing for 
manned space missions; scientific programming; opera
tional program development and systems integration and 
management. 

These are the Federal Systems Division's primary re
sponsibilities. If you'd like to help us shoulder them, write 
to: Mr. J. F. Ryan, Dept. UC9-J, IBM Corporation, 18100 
Frederick Pike, Gaithersburg, Md. 20706, and line up an 
appointment today. 

® 

IBM 
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EDP booklet 

FREE 
How to write a technical resume 

• Tells the functions of a resume. 

• Tells how you can capitalize on a better understanding of the 
purpose of your resume. 

• Tells: 
How to describe your position objective. 

How to summarize your qualifications in EDP. 

How to communicate your experience in EDP. 

How to include supplementary information. 

For your free copy of "How to write a technical resume" circle 
reader service card 334. There. is no ,obligation. 

'ffi' 
.. .. .. CALL AHAN CENTER 

FOR COMPUTER PERSONNEL 
Boulevard Bldg. 
Suite 414 
1725 John F. Kennedy Blvd. 

Philadelphia, Pa., 19103 

• Fee paid positions 
• Strict confidence 
• Night and Saturday interviews 
• Resume dictation servjce 
• We specialize exclusively in EDP placement. 
• Weekly review of resumes for one year. 

You're lion line" with the 

Callahan Center for Computer Personnel. 

CIRCLE 334 ON READER CARD 

• Skyrocketing growth in data processing has left 
many computer men uneasy-unaware of their value 
in today's picture, unsure of their future. 
• As professional specialists in data processing 
placement, it is our fUnction to analyze your quali
fications and objectives in light of current career 
availabilities and trends. ' 
• We represent companies of varying sizes and types 
across the nation ... all seeking qualified data proc
essing men. We have. current openings at all levels: 
programmer to top management. 
• Your inquiry will bring an immediate personal re
sponse. You will know where you stand, where you 
should stand, and where you can stand in the future. 
• We are personnel specialists in the personal side 
of computers. Please contact us today. There is no 
obligation. Your correspondence will be kept 
confidential. 'I II 

I .11 WRITE OR PHONE MR. MELVIN JACOBS, PRESIDENT 
II' .1 

" :. III I 
• tit COMPUTER PERSONNEL II 
"C~C "t+-,- CONSULTANTS, INC, III 
II .....r:::-- ;~ til + 'Suite 1202. 624 South Michigan Avenue II 
, I \ Chic~o. Illinois 60605 (3121922-7880 II 

II f -Agency licensed I I .. 
CIRCLE 335 ON READER CARD 
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To the computer specialist. 
who figures he'd show 'em how, 
if he ever got the chance: 

You've got the chance. 
Now Hewlett-Packard's in the computer business ... with 
a series of versatile, small, high-speed digital. computers, 
so flexible, so well packaged that they're begging to go to 
work on the applications that only you can find ... and 
sell. We've got the products. We invite you to apply your 
computer engineering expertise either to advancing our 
line of computers and software or to marketing them. 
The choice is yours . 

. Hewlett-Packard computers have been developed to give 
the working engineer a direct problem-solving interface 
with the electronic instruments manufactured by HP, 
letting him assemble his own computer-controlled 
instrumentation systems. They're designed to be equally 
effective as free-standing general-purpose problem solv
ers. And there's a wealth of experience behind these 
computers-developed and manufactured by a dynamic 
company that's spent 25 successful years in the measure
ment and data-handling business. 
As Hewlett-Packard computers open whole new avenues 
of measurement capability, so they open new opportu
nities for the computer engineer whose education and 
experience are best rewarded by advancement in the field 
of computer technology. Choose your own course: in 
R&D, application engineering, software, marketing. 
We think our computer is going to. revolutionize the 
measurement and data-handling business. Sound inter
esting? Write Ray L. Wilbur, 1501 Page Mill Road, Palo 
Alto, California 94304. An equal opportunity employer. 

HEWLETT~PAGKARD 
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WHAT IS YOUR TRUE WORtH? 

FREE Data Processing 
OpportuniliesBulietin 

Every month, in the privacy of your own home, you 
can evaluate the nation's finest openings in the data 
processing field. Cadillac, the nation's largest execu
tive and professional placement service, represents the 
majority of the nation s top companies. Their best jobs 
at, salaries from $6,000 to $75,000 appear in our 
monthly Data Processing Opportunities Bulletin. 

Our placements show that the average data process
ing man is worth 10% to 20% more than his present 
income. The Bulletin helps you evaluate yourself in 
today's market. Both the Bulletin and our confidential 
placement service are free. Client companies pay all 
costs. 

For your free Bulletin, without any obligation circle 
Subscriber Service Card No. 363. Please use home 
address only. 

LON D. BARTON, President 

Cadillac Associates, Inc. * 
21 E. Madison Bldg. Chicago. III. '60602 

FInancial 6-9400 

o "Where More Executives Find Their Positions Than Any
where Else in the World." 

CIRCLE 363 ON READER CARD 

CAN YOU 
ASSUME A 

MORE, RESPONSIBLE 
POSITION?? 

Abbott's of Boston is a nationally recog
nized consulting service which, for over 
40 years, has provided the means by which 
over 100,000 professionals and 10,000 com
panies have been brought together. 
If your interest and experience include any of 
the following areas: scientific and commercial 
programming ••• systems analysis ••• software 
development ••• compiler development • •• op
erations research • • • information retrieval • • • 
systems design, you are invited to investigate op
portu~ities offering up to $30,000. 

If you are looking for a new position and would 
like immediate, professional, confidential assistance, 
please direct your resume stating salary require
ments and geographical preference in complete 
confidence to: 
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Mr. Philip Nash or Mr. Daniel Sheehan 
EDP Staff Specialists Dept. D-9 

~ 
EMPLOYMENT SPECIALISTS 

Serving the Data Processing Community 
150 Tremont Street 

Boston, Massachusetts 02111 
(617) HAncock 6-8400 
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The 5-minute resume 
For the professional in a hurry to advance his future. 

~~--------------------------------------~-, 
Name _____ ~ ____________ Home Phone _________ Date ____ _ 

HomeAddress ___ ~~---------~---------~-----------------~-----
street city state zip 

Present Position (Give job title and brief description of principal responsibilities-machines, languages, applications, etc.) 

Present Salary: 

Professional experience in previous positions, and dates of employment: 

Specific field of interest, and job preferences: 

Education (List highest degree first) 

1. ______________________________________________________ _ 
College & Location Dates Attended Degree & Major 

2. __________________________________________________ _ 
College & Location Dates Attended Degree & Major 

You can reach me at home (Circle days and indicate.hours): S M T W T F S at ____ A.M. ____ P.M. 

Tear out this form, and mail to: 

Paul Hutchins, National EDP Manager 
DREW PERSONNEL PLACEMENT CENTER 

160 Broadway, New York, N. Y. 10036 

~---------------------------~-------------. We designed this time-saving resume for you, because 
we're in a hurry, too. 

Right now, Drew has 251 exciting EDP career 
openings in the New York area for experienced systems 
analysts and programmers. These openings include 
positions in upper management, systems analysis, op
erations research, software, and applications program
ming. And the sooner we hear from professionals like 
yourself, the sooner we can bring you and our well
known corporate clients together. 

Here's the kind of fast action Drew gives you, if you 
have the professional talent we're looking for: 

We'll 'phone you as soon as we've received and eval
uated your resume - no matter where you live in the 
Continental U.S. - to give you full details about any 
jobs suitable for you in your field of interest. We'll 

tell you about responsibilities. Salaries. Everything. 
If the openings We have sound interesting, in most 

cases we'll fly you to New York for personal interviews 
with the companies you choose. At no cost to you. 

And we won't bring youin on any wild goose chases, 
either. Our reputation with clients - on both sides of 
the desk - is too important to us. 

Drew is one of the largest EDP placement specialists 
in the New York area. Its career executives work close
ly with nearly every important New York-based com
pany that employs skilled systems analysts and pro
grammers. That's why, when jobs open up, Drew is' 
usually the first to know. And you will be, too. 

So fill out this resume blank now. (Or, if you al
ready have one made up, send us that.) 

But do it today. It could speed up your whole future. 
©1967 Drew Employment Agency. Inc. 
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the~forum 
The Forum is offered for readers who want to express their opinion on any asped 
of information processing. Your contributions are invited. 

A TIME 

TO ASSUME 

RESPONSIBILI TY 
Computer users, programmers, soft
ware companies· and associations 
are demonstrating a surprising in
difference to many issues that will have 
a material effect on the future of com
puting. Many individuals are not even 
aware of such issues. Those who are 
aware are not willing to take the time 
to investigate the questions involved. 
The few who are talking about issues 
cannot spare the time to do anything 
about them. 

Everyone seems to be waiting for 
others to "do something./I 

A current issue that represents a 
good example of this attitude is the 
proposed patent legislation. A small 
part (Section 106) of this large" bill 
says i, A plan of action or set of oper
ating instructions, in whatexer form 
presented to cause a controllable data 
processor or computer to perform 
selected operations, shall not be 
patentable/'· Unless attention is fo
cused on Section 106, it will pass 
unnoticed. 

Congress is currently holding hear
ings on the proposed patent legisla
tion. Programmers should send their 
views to Representatives and Senators. 

160 

Here are some of the reasons for ac
tion: 

1. The technology is so new that it 
is not appropriate to legislate 
against the future need for patent 
protection at this time. 

2. Programming needs the encourage
ment provided by the patent sys
te"m for qualified inventions if the 
users of computers are to realize 
the economic promise of the com
puter. 

3. Programmers should be entitled to 
the same protection andopportu
nity to profit from their inventions 
as practicioners in other technol
ogies. 

The exclusion of patents for pro
grams seems to' be supported (cer
tainly not opposed) by the computer 
manufacturers who could lose sub
stantial future revenues if patent pro
tection were afforded to programs. 
The patent office seems to feel that 
their workload would be unduly in
creased if programs were considered 
patentable. 

The lack of interest and action on 

the patent question is just one instance 
of the basic problem. The fact is that 
there is very little professionalism in 
the computing community. Most pro
grammers do not even read the trade 
publications. less than 40% belong 
to any professional association. Prob
ably less than 1 % do anything in 
connection with an association that re~ 
quires an extra effort on the indi
vidual's part. The one instance where 
all programmers agree to profession
alism is salary: they expect to be and· 
are compensated on a par with ac
countants and engineers. But let's not 
pin the rap entirely on programmers. 

The computer users for the most 
part do little to support the associ
ations. Their main concerns seem to 
be: how expensive programmers are; 
the difficulty of finding more pro
grammers; how late and bad the soft
ware is, etc. 

The software companies talk about 
forming an association to investigate 
and develop positions on various is
sues. However," when it is time to do 
some actual work in this connection, 
it is surprising how few can find the 
time. 

The professional associations spon
sor publications and technical con
ferences, form committees and discus
sion groups-but seldom take a stand 
on a specific issue. The associations 
have a right to expect more partici
pation from the membership but the 
members should expect more from 
the associations. 

The individual computer manufac
turers do take positions on issues that 
arise which may adversely affect their 
revenues or control of a particular 
situation. They are also particula;ly 
discreet about being identified with 
issues that will work to their benefit. 
The manufacturers have a clear under
standing of the need to protect their 
interests and have developed the 
mechanisms for doing so. 

let's hope that the other partici
pants in the arena of data processing 
develop an understanding of their 
needs and the mechanisms for satis
fying them in the near future. 

-RJCHARD' C. JONES 
Applied Data Research 
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Would you think 
more of 
MAC tape 
if we called it 

HSUPER -IMPROVED -NOW-THREE -TIMES-BETTER-THAN -EVER -BEFORE"? 
One of the major problems we face, as tape manufacturers, 
is noise. Not in the signal-to-noise sense (we've pretty well 
solved those problems). Let's be general and say competi
tive noise. 

We have been saying that MAC Tape is as good as the best, 
and costs you as much as 40% less. Now there are com
petitive claims of all kinds of grandly-named improved 
tapes, and we stick with our simple story: MAC Tape is as 
good as the best, and costs you as much as 40% less. 

We make MAC Tape with painstaking care, inspect it with 
devastating accuracy, and ship it in ever-increasing quan
tities. You can-and may be, for all we know-pay as much 
as 40% more for comparable tape. But why should you? 
Many specifiers are saving thousands of dollars with MAC 
Tape-heroic savings, truly. If you've been paying more, 
join the Heroes' Circle; write MAC Panel Company, Box 5027, 
High Point, N. C. 27262. Paying too much is for squares. 
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Core, plane or 
stoel< problems? 
Take 'em to the experts. 
(Us.) 
Core? Construction? Format? Hos
tile environment? Whatever your 
problem, we've probably seen
and solved - it before. If not, Fer
roxcube experts will always find 
the shortest path to the right an
swer. For instance-
Application: Core memory stack 
for real-time display system in 
ship-board fire control computer. 
Problem: Hostile thermal environ
ment, critically limited space re
strictions. 
Solution: Single-area, double mat
ted printed-circuit board construc
tion; bus-wire bridging to allow 
air-flow cooling of 30-mil wide tem
perature range cores. 
Application: Core memory stack 
for navigational guidance comput
er in commercial avionics system. 
Problem: Mil-reliability at commer
cial prices; NDRO operation; vol
ume reproducibility. 
Solution: Single-area, single-mat
ted plane, plastic laminated termi
nal frame construction; bootstrap 
patterns with 30-mil cores on ex
tremely tight centers. 

FERROXCUBE 
CORPORATION 

Saugerties, New York 
914-246-2811 

Boston 
617-89'9-3110 

Chicago 
312-261-7880 

Application: Low cost core memory 
stack for state-of-the-art commer
cial-computer main memory. 
Problem: High speed, low noise, 
high output uniformity, repairabil
ity, expandability, 650 ns cycle 
time, ease of access and interface. 
Solution: 2% D orga n ization; 
planar construction to offer lowest 
cost and convenient access; 20-
mil cores; stack mounted diode 
modules. 
Application: Core memory stack 
for guidance computer in missile
borne avionics package. 
Problem: Extremely hostile me
chanical and thermal environ
ments, critical space limitations. 
Solution: Continuously-wired, 
folded-stack construction; wide 

Dallas 
214-255-0441 

Los Angeles 
213-837-1484 
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Minneapolis 
612-888-4681 

temperature range cores wired 
using novel shock and vibration 
damping techniques. 
What's your problem? Cores? We 
pioneered them. We have 20-, 30-
and 50-mil cores in both standard 
and wide temperature range types 
covering a broad spectrum of 
switching and dri.ve current param
eters. Planes and stacks? We use 
a wide variety of printed circuit 
board or laminated frame-strip con
struction techniques, 2%D, 3D or 
linear select. Cost? We meet and 
lick this problem every day. It's 
part of being the experts. 

Want more information? Write for 
Bulletins 6005 & 6006. 

Ferroxcube ~ 

New York Area 
201-964-1844 

Phoenix 
602-265-1792 

Philadelphia 
215-927-6262 
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